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Asthma is a disease of many faces and is frequently seen 
in children. This Monograph covers all aspects of paediatric 
asthma, across all ages, from birth through to the start of 
adulthood. It considers diagnostic problems in relation to the 
many phenotypes of asthma, covers the treatment of both 
mild-to-moderate and severe asthma, and discusses asthma 
exacerbations as well as exercise-induced asthma. The issue 
also provides an update on the pathophysiology of asthma, 
the role of bacterial and viral infections, and the impact of 
environmental factors, allergy, genetics and epigenetics.         
Finally, this Monograph considers the economic burden of the 
disease, as well as new and future developments in asthma 
therapy.
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Preface

There is no question about it: in terms of morbidity and healthcare costs,
asthma is the most important respiratory disease in children and

adolescents. Both research and clinical development have been tremendously
successful over the last few decades, and understanding about the genetics,
molecular biology, pathophysiology and clinical implications of asthma have
been greatly improved. We have become aware that paediatric asthma is not
a homogenous disease, but is very heterogeneous, with various clinical
phenotypes that need different diagnostic and therapeutic approaches. Like
bronchial malignancy, asthma may be one of the first diseases in which
personalised, phenotype-driven medicine could be possible in the next few
years. However, such an approach will not only have medical implications
but will raise a number of questions with regard to educational programmes
for physicians and patients, and will give a focus on pharmacoeconomic
considerations.

Asthma research driven by paediatricians has produced impressive results in
the past, and this will also be the case in the future. The winners of all of
these ongoing efforts are the patients, as good research leads to better care
with an improved quality of life.

This issue of the European Respiratory Monograph summarises the current
knowledge on paediatric asthma but also focuses on future developments.
I want to congratulate the Guest Editors for this excellent Monograph, which
should be of interest to paediatricians but also to general medical doctors
and pulmonary specialists treating adults. I am convinced that they will find
this Monograph useful in daily practice.

Editor in Chief
Tobias Welte
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Introduction

Kai-Håkon Carlsen*,#," and Jorrit Gerritsen+

*Dept of Paediatrics, Oslo University Hospital, #Faculty of Medicine, University of Oslo, "Norwegian School of Sport Sciences, Oslo, Norway. +Beatrix
Children’s Hospital, University Medical Centre Groningen, University of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands.

Correspondence: J. Gerritsen, University Medical Center Groningen, Beatrix Children’s Hospital, PO Box 30 001, Groningen, 9700 RB, The Netherlands.
E-mail: jorrit@gmail.com

Paediatric asthma remains a health problem on a global scale, for the health systems of
individual countries, for the families of asthmatic children and for the asthmatic children

themselves. At present, we have no cure for asthma, and paediatric asthma most often represents a
lifelong problem, although modern and optimal treatment do offer good disease control; most
children with asthma are able to have a ‘‘healthy’’ life, and participate in physical activities on an
equal level with their healthy peers, with a normal development into adolescence and adulthood.

One major problem of paediatric asthma is the ‘‘lifelong’’ aspect. Recently, paediatric asthma has
been reported as a major risk factor for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in adult
life, thus underlining the need for early diagnosis, optimal treatment and monitoring of paediatric
asthma.

This issue of the European Respiratory Monograph covers the different aspects of paediatric asthma.
The many phenotypes of asthma with different clinical characteristics at different ages illustrate the
heterogeneity of paediatric asthma. These include different levels of severity and, in particular,
problematic severe asthma. Many different causative factors have a role in the pathogenesis of
asthma and influence the clinical presentation. These include: food allergy; viral and bacterial
infections; allergen exposure and exposure to indoor and outdoor pollutants; psychological
factors; and physical activity and sports. The genetics of asthma is complicated, and epigenetics
may help explain the increase in prevalence over recent decades.

The care and treatment of asthmatic children is one of the major tasks of paediatric respiratory
medicine. There are different approaches to the treatment of asthma at different ages, and acute
asthma requires particular concern and treatment strategies. Monitoring and follow-up of
paediatric asthma remain important for optimal treatment.

All these aspects of handling paediatric asthma, as well as the many faces of paediatric asthma, are
thoroughly discussed by distinguished paediatric pulmonologists in this issue of the European
Respiratory Monograph. We hope that our young colleagues will find this Monograph useful in the
clinical setting and that it will remain an inspiration in their future research.

Eur Respir Monogr 2012; 56: vii. Copyright ERS 2012. DOI: 10.1183/1025448x.10018510. Print ISBN: 978-1-84984-019-4.
Online ISBN: 978-1-84984-020-0. Print ISSN: 1025-448x. Online ISSN: 2075-6674.
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Chapter 1

Asthma in children: the
road to individual asthma
phenotypes
Karin C. Lødrup Carlsen*,# and Kai-Håkon Carlsen*,#,"

SUMMARY: The childhood asthma prevalence increase, dur-
ing recent decades, may represent a shift in distribution of
asthma phenotypes. The lung meets the external environment
directly through the airways, as well as indirectly, by way of
circulatory, neural and immunological responses. However, it is
not clear how, and to what extent, environmental factors
together with constitutional and genetic factors co-act to result
in asthma and define asthma severity. Despite decades of
research there has not been a significant breakthrough in
understanding the mechanisms, genetics, therapeutic interven-
tions and possible preventive strategies of asthma. Thus, we still
lack significant knowledge that could help target asthmatic
children with optimal management or ultimately prevent
asthma developing. These gaps in knowledge are likely to stem
from our inability to identify relevant sub-groups of childhood
asthma, or even to define asthma in a reasonably objective
manner. The present chapter will briefly describe the impor-
tance of characterising childhood asthma phenotypes and
approaches that have been and are currently undertaken to
identify them.

KEYWORDS: Allergy, asthma, birth cohorts, child,
phenotypes, statistics

*Dept of Paediatrics, Oslo University
Hospital,
#Faculty of Medicine, University of
Oslo, and
"Norwegian School of Sport Science,
Oslo, Norway.
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The childhood asthma disease spectrum is well recognised [1–3]. However, sub-groups are
challenging to identify, define and use as a base for therapeutic considerations. At present we

lack clear definitions for making an asthma diagnosis, particularly in the youngest children.
Furthermore, it is challenging to identify early asthma from other wheezy disorders in preschool
children, as well as defining optimal treatment options in this age group. These uncertainties
probably reflect the current lack of understanding of the underlying pathophysiological
mechanisms. Not only do we acknowledge that asthma is a heterogeneous disease [1, 4, 5], but
even the relationship with other allergic diseases, as well as with allergic sensitisation, is unclear.
This has resulted in an increasing number of papers approaching phenotype descriptions [6].
Thus, a need to rethink scientific approaches to understand these issues has led to new statistical
approaches. Large collaborative research programmes, such as the MeDALL (Mechanisms of the
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Development of ALLergy, Grant Agreement) [7], will use novel integrated approaches to answer
some of these questions. However, what are the questions?

How many asthma types are there?

Clearly, nobody knows the answer to this at present. Several approaches have been attempted in
the search for childhood asthma phenotypes. Starting with the traditional way of categorising,
which is the presence or absence of allergic sensitisation (‘‘allergic’’ asthma), through to various
time-presentations of ‘‘wheezy’’ phenotypes or a combination of these; severity of disease;
intermediate phenotypic or asthmatic traits; and down to current statistical clustering methods [8].
The current focus is to free the analyses of information-bias imputed by the clinicians and scientists
and thereby improve the chances of identifying a number of similar asthma cases identified by
hitherto unknown characteristics.

The first classical dichotomous phenotypes were allergic versus nonallergic asthma. Later, four
time-based, epidemiologically observed ‘‘wheezing’’ asthma phenotypes (transient, early onset,
persistent and late onset) were proposed by the Tucson Children’s Respiratory Study (TCRS),
which studied infants from Tucson (Arizona, TX, USA) [8]. This was later followed-up by more
recent, larger, birth cohort studies. In a recent collaborative study of the two birth cohorts
Prevention and Incidence of Asthma and Mite Allergy (PIAMA) and Avon Longitudinal Study of
Parents and Children (ALSPAC), remarkably similar clusters of five and six phenotypes,
respectively, were identified, based upon the temporal pattern of reported wheezing [9]. These
represented, in the ALSPAC study ‘‘never/infrequent’’ (59%), ‘‘transient early’’ (16%), ‘‘prolonged
early’’ (9%), ‘‘intermediate’’ (3%), ‘‘late’’ (16%), and ‘‘persistent’’ (7%) wheeze determined in
approximately 110,000 children [10], with similar objective correlates of asthma, atopy and lung
function in accordance with the five-class model from the PIAMA study [9]. However, these
‘‘wheeze’’ phenotypes are not equivalent to asthma phenotypes, although ‘‘asthma’’ was more
commonly defined in the intermediate, late and persistent wheezing phenotypes.

A recently published PRACTALL (PRACtical ALLergy) consensus reported criteria for defining
asthma endotypes on the basis of their phenotypes and putative pathophysiology [11]. Some
examples of phenotypes listed were eosinophilic asthma, exacerbation-prone asthma, obesity-related
asthma, exercise-induced asthma (EIA), adult-onset asthma, fixed airflow limitation and poorly
steroid-responsive asthma. However, they only partly overlap with the suggested endotypes, which
were aspirin-sensitive asthma, allergic bronchopulmonary mycosis (ABPM), allergic asthma (adults),
asthma predictive index (API) [12], positive preschool wheezer, severe late-onset hypereosinophilic
asthma and asthma in cross-country skiers [11]. It is unclear if this relabelling will improve our
current understanding of the underlying mechanisms and lead to a more targeted drug development.

Asthma as an allergic disease

There is no doubt that asthma is associated with allergic sensitisation [13–15], but with a
significant variability in the strength of association between atopic sensitisation and asthma [16].
The fraction of wheeze attributable to atopy varies markedly, ranging from 0% in Turkey to 94%
in China [16], as does the presence of allergic sensitisation in school-aged asthmatics (from 55–
60% in Scandinavia [17, 18] and 95% in Australia [19]). Asthma has thus been regarded,
predominantly, as an allergic disease. Furthermore, it is considered one of the clinical diseases
expressed in a predominant temporal pattern within the ‘‘atopic’’ or ‘‘allergic march’’ from atopic
dermatitis to allergic rhinitis and asthma [20, 21]. There is an emerging focus on the different
asthma phenotypes throughout life, which are based upon observable traits, e.g. asthma with and
without allergic sensitisation, eosinophilic or non-eosinophilic inflammation dominating the
biopsy specimens [22, 23], and heterogeneity in response to treatment [24, 25]. This is seen in the
context of trying to identify ‘‘atopic’’ genotypes to correlate with the asthma presentation; hitherto
a relatively unsuccessful exercise.
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Another issue of asthma as an allergic disease is that it is not clear to what extent eosinophilic
inflammation is systemic or predominantly local [26]. Furthermore, most atopic subjects (i.e.
those producing immunoglobulin (Ig)E antibodies towards common inhalant and food allergens)
do not have asthma, and asthma-like clinical presentations (often referred to as ‘‘wheezy’’
disorders in children) are common prior to any signs or documentation of allergic markers [27].

Asthma in early childhood is difficult to diagnose, probably more so than in later childhood or in
adults [28]. The clinical presentation of asthma varies throughout childhood, and the concept of
diagnosing ‘‘asthma’’ distinct from other wheezy asthma-like presentations or phenotypes in early
childhood is a debatable topic [29, 30]. One of the most problematic areas of understanding
childhood asthma is probably related to ‘‘wheezy’’ disorders in the first few years of life. On one
hand, asthma often debuts as wheezing within the first few years of life, on the other hand wheeze
often appears early without clear signs of developing into asthma later in life.

The concept of phenotypes suggests a link to specific genotypes, whereby one individual should be
distinguished from another by these characteristics. Clearly, this is not the case today for
childhood asthma [1, 11, 31].

Is EIA a distinct phenotype?

EIA is common and sometimes the only manifestation of asthma in children and adolescents. Some
30 years ago it was stated that EIA occurred in 70–80% of asthmatic children that had not been
treated with inhaled steroids, but this has been difficult to confirm in population studies [32].
Rather, in 10-year old children, exercise-induced bronchoconstriction (EIB) has been reported in
approximately 8% of the normal population compared with almost 37% in the current asthma
population [17]. Furthermore, many top performing athletes develop asthma and the mechanisms
of their bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR) may differ from asthma presenting in early life. EIA is
thought to be due to increased ventilation, caused by an increased in demand for oxygen, which is
related to physical exercise through water loss and cooling of the airways. The cooling airways give
rise to reflex parasympathetic nerve stimulation that results in bronchoconstriction [33–35].
Alternatively, water loss from the bronchial mucosa induces movement of water from inside the cell
to the extracellular space [36], causing an intracellular increase in ion concentration [37] that
possibly leads to mediator release mediators [36]. The possible epithelial barrier damage caused by
extreme exercise may thus represent a specific phenotype, but this remains to be proven by further
studies [38].

Classical phenotypes

The classical approach to childhood asthma has been to define asthma by various diagnostic
criteria, and to add different allergic or atopic features to try and separate sub-groups of asthma.
Thus, traits commonly appearing with, but not limited to, asthma (such as BHR or atopic
sensitisation) are often added to ‘‘asthma’’ in order to try to distinguish one group of asthma from
another. This may not be an optimal approach. There is a lack of common agreement for the
diagnostic criteria of asthma to include all asthma and exclude all without asthma [28, 39–41]. The
pragmatic asthma definitions, thereby, reflect a variety of asthma outcomes. The term ‘‘wheeze’’ is
particularly problematic as it is not relevant to non-English speaking parts of the world. This
symptom and sign of bronchial obstruction is a hallmark of early asthma, but may also have other
pathophysiologic origins. A single episode, or few episodes, of wheeze is common in the first
1–2 years of life, usually occurring with a lower respiratory tract infection (LRTI), which often
respond poorly to anti-asthmatic treatment [42, 43]; however, the wheeze is reportedly resolved in
more than half of the children reported to have wheezed [29]. Although the term appears useful
for objective correlates in many studies [9, 29, 44], it appears less useful in others [17, 45, 46].
However, the likelihood of asthma later in childhood increases with the number and severity of
bronchiolitis obliterans (BO) episodes in the first few years of life [47], although predicting asthma
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even by the presence of early BO, IgE antibodies or other atopy-related characteristics are difficult
[48, 49].

Most asthma studies combine the presence of symptoms and reversible airflow obstruction, as well
as a doctor’s diagnosis of asthma, in their asthma definitions. However, a wide range of features
have been proposed to subclassify asthma. These include: asthma symptoms, exacerbations,
response to treatment, lung function, BHR, allergic sensitisation, allergic comorbidities, and
triggers, as well as varying markers of inflammation [6, 10, 50, 51]. Adding markers of
inflammation is probably necessary [7, 52], but has not yet proved valuable in subdividing classical
phenotypes of childhood asthma. This may, in part, be because local inflammatory changes are less
easily studied with the lack of local biological specimens. An obvious challenge in adding
inflammatory and immunological markers to clinical characteristics is that very few subjects will
eventually be classified within each phenotype. The likelihood of statistical power to detect
meaningful risk factors and biological correlates is thereby reduced [6].

Development of approaches to define asthma phenotypes

Moving from the classical, clinically based phenotypes, the study undertaken on the infants in the
TCRS study [8, 53] suggested that classification by temporal clinical presentation, when combined
with allergic sensitisation, could propose phenotypes with potentially different underlying
mechanisms as well as prognosis [8, 54]. This approach was later followed by more advanced
statistical approaches to cluster groups of children with similar characteristics. One of these
methods is latent class analysis [9, 10]. Although less biased than by a priori group comparisons
performed by the researchers, a shortcoming is that the outcome was based upon ‘‘did the child
wheeze within the last year’’. The (temporal) variable ‘‘wheeze’’ in the latest period resulted in
remarkable similarities between the six (‘‘never/infrequent’’, ‘‘transient early’’, ‘‘prolonged early’’,
‘‘intermediate’’, ‘‘late’’, and ‘‘persistent’’ wheeze) and five classes identified in the ALSPAC study
and PIAMA study, respectively, as well as their correlates with traits such as allergic sensitisation,
lung function and asthma [9].

Despite an improvement from researcher-driven hypotheses, there are, nevertheless, disadvantages
to such an approach. Since the phenotypes are by nature retrospective, they are not helpful for the
clinician. The time-points of definition are arbitrary, depending upon the time of follow-up
investigations rather than biologically relevant events. The strength of interaction with risk factors
may change and gene–environmental interactions are not accounted for [55]. The approach does
not account for complex associations and interactions between the varying spectrums of factors
likely to be involved in phenotype characteristics [6, 7, 9, 11, 56].

To reduce some of these shortcomings, SMITH et al. [57] described the use of data driven
principal component analyses in a population-based cohort to identify groups of children with
similar characteristics. Data from interviews, lung function (specific airway resistance), atopy
and BHR at 3 and 5 years were used and five-group variants (components) were identified:
wheeze, wheeze with irritants, wheeze with allergens, cough, and chest congestion with correlates
to atopy and BHR.

A limitation with many of the approaches is the fact that most of the traits determining underlying
pathophysiology are likely to be quantitative, rather than qualitative [58, 59]. This was shown by
the quantitative measures of obstructive airways disease and specific IgE at 2 years being better
predictors for later asthma than did the mere presence of these traits [48, 59].

Mathematical techniques, such as latent class analysis [10], principal component analysis [57], and
de-trended fluctuation analysis (DFA) [60] have all been applied in asthma phenotyping and to
identify children at risk for exacerbations [60]. Unsupervised cluster analyses were also used to
identify severe childhood asthma phenotypes in a Paris (France) cohort [61]. Two distinct clusters
of severe asthma were described. The ‘‘asthma with severe exacerbations and multiple allergies’’
cluster was characterised by more food allergies, more blood eosinophils, more basophils, more
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uncontrolled asthma despite higher doses of inhaled corticosteroid, and an increase in
hospitalisations. The second cluster ‘‘severe asthma with bronchial obstruction’’ represented
older children with higher body mass index (BMI), lower lung function, more pronounced blood
neutrophils and higher levels of all classes of immunoglobulin, apart from IgE [61]. A third cluster
of mild asthma did not have distinct characteristics [61].

Rather than determining specific asthma phenotypes, it is increasingly likely that an approach
identifying intermediate phenotypes may be of value. Thus, objective measures can be tested
against clinical traits, as well as genotypes and gene–environment interactions [7, 62–65]. In the
American Severe Asthma Research Program (SARP), intermediate phenotypes and various
statistical models were used to identify predictors of bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) cytokines for
severe asthma [62]. This proof of principle study, to identify multidimensional BAL cytokine
profiles, used intermediate quantitative asthma phenotypes in adults (determined by extreme
values of BAL eosinophils and neutrophils, bronchodilator response and BHR), to test five
different statistical prediction models. Their data suggested that logistic regression and multiva-
riate adaptive regression splines produced the best methods to predict asthma phenotypes.

The optimal statistical approaches to identify the underlying pathophysiology in different
phenotypes are not clear. New approaches like the integrative systems biology strategy rely on the
applications of ‘‘omics’’ techniques (proteomics, metabolomics) with high-throughput measure-
ment platforms integrated with biological and clinical data. These approaches may untangle
phenotypic characteristics, reflecting underlying pathological mechanisms. Such understanding is
essential in order to develop new biomarkers for early diagnosis, define phenotypes and disease
severity, as well as predict response to therapy or drug toxicity [7]. Further studies are necessary to
evaluate the application of these new tools to characterise and monitor the dynamic and complex
nature of asthma.

Phenotypes and risk factors

An important feature of phenotype description is to identify relevant risk factors. The
contradicting results found for the role of pet exposure and asthma, as well as other allergic
diseases, may stem from our inability to distinguish relevant phenotypes [66]. Thus, such
exposure may have an impact on a few subjects with certain genotype–phenotype characteristics
compared with the (possible many) phenotypes, where pets do not matter. Other risk factors
appear to exert a differential impact depending on when the outcome is determined; such as
exposure to tobacco smoke, parental atopic disease, house dampness or reduced ventilation,
allergic sensitisation, time of food allergen introduction and breastfeeding, to mention only a few.
In the German Multicentre Asthma Study (MAS), it was found that the associations between risk
factor (exposure) and wheeze or asthma were much stronger in early, rather than later, childhood
[55]. This again raises the question as to whether or not phenotypes are stable or are altered over
time. If the latter is true, then when and what are the underlying mechanisms that differentiate
the changes in phenotypic expression?

Using new phenotypes in management approaches

Most recent guidelines suggest some sort of phenotypic classification to guide initial treatment [28,
43, 67, 68], stressing the need for a re-evaluation to assess treatment effect. However, trying to
distinguish childhood asthma subgroups by symptoms, comorbidities, inflammatory markers,
response to treatment or other features have, so far, not been very useful in the clinical settings [69].
In the search for individualised treatments, novel treatments are likely to depend upon our
identification of relevant phenotypes.

Primary prevention of atopic diseases, which include asthma, has been remarkably unsuccessful
so far. One aspect of this is our inability, with any level of certainty [70], in early childhood to
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predict later childhood asthma [29. 47] or in childhood predict adult asthma [71]. Another aspect
is to identify relevant-risk populations at an appropriate time when prevention is possible [70].
Childhood and even intra-uterine life [72, 73] represent a period in life in which immunology
and pathophysiology undergoes decisive changes with life-long consequences [74, 75]. Thus,
exposure to risk factors at certain time-points may differentially influence the developmental path
[76]. This indicates that asthma-related outcomes may vary, not only according to early
immunological and pathophysiological patterns, but may change course over time. The challenge
is, therefore, to study if primary prevention of one ‘‘atopic’’ phenotype may reduce the develop-
ment of another. For instance, loss-of-function in the filaggrin gene is involved in skin barrier
defect and increases the risk of atopic eczema as well as asthma [77, 78]. Thus, if this triad
constitutes a phenotype, is the asthma conferred through allergic sensitisation started off by
allergens penetrating damaged skin? And what is the role of environmental exposure, in terms of
asthma development, in the various phenotypes?

The numerous papers discussing asthma phenotypes, and the large number of suggested
phenotypes (or even endotypes), are at present confusing. The overlap between the (novel) clusters
(phenotypes) is often vast. No single phenotype, particularly in childhood, has, at present,
significantly contributed to the individualised, targeted treatment or effective preventative
strategies. Nevertheless, we need to improve our current understanding of the underlying
mechanisms involved, in order to develop new drugs. And we may have to stratify primary or
secondary preventive interventions in the future, based upon risk assessments and phenotypic
characteristics at the start of life. But we are clearly not there at the moment.

Conclusions

Identification of ‘‘true’’ phenotypes for childhood asthma is likely to improve our understanding
of the pathophysiology, increase our ability to find new treatment targets and enable us to
individualise a patient’s therapy. Thus, phenotype identification is likely to help us in the optimal
secondary and tertiary prevention of asthma and other atopic disease; however, at present it is
less likely to be useful for primary prevention. Novel data-driven statistical approaches could
be essential in ascertaining the role of proteomics and with identifying new therapeutic targets,
but are presently of limited usefulness for the clinician in preventing, predicting or treating
childhood asthma.
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Chapter 2

Infantile and preschool
asthma
Jose A. Castro-Rodriguez*, Carlos E. Rodriguez-Martinez#," and Adnan Custovic+

SUMMARY: In infants and preschool children the symptoms
suggestive of asthma (e.g. wheeze) may be a clinical expression
of a number of diseases with different aetiologies. If this is true,
then it is unlikely that these different diseases would respond
to the same treatment. Consequently, implementation of a
management strategy which is effective for each individual
patient is challenging, and controversies remain with respect to
which patients should be given anti-asthma treatment, and
when the treatment should be started and for how long. Whilst
acknowledging these uncertainties, practicing physicians may
use the Asthma Predictive Index (API) as a guide in clinical
practice to identify young children with recurrent wheezing who
are at risk of the subsequent development of persistent asthma,
and who may benefit from preventative anti-asthma medica-
tion. We acknowledge that a number of questions on the most
appropriate management strategy remain unanswered, includ-
ing which type of medication is the best for individual patients
(e.g. short-acting b-agonist versus inhaled corticosteroid (ICS)
versus leukotriene receptor antagonist (LTRA)), dose (high
versus low) and schedule (regular versus as needed).
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Even though almost 80% of asthmatics start having symptoms during the first 5 years of their
life, asthma diagnosis in infants and preschool-aged (preschoolers) children is more

challenging than in older children and adults [1]. Recurrent wheezing is frequently reported in
preschoolers and is often association with upper respiratory tract infections (URTI), which in this
age group occurs approximately six to eight times per year [2]; however, for many of these
children wheezing does not recur later in life [3]. An additional challenge in this age group is that
clinicians and practitioners often rely on parentally reported wheezing, which may be unreliable
[4]. Furthermore, other conditions give rise to snoring, upper airway secretions, rattling sounds
reflective of airway secretions or noisy breathing, all of which could be misinterpreted as a wheeze
[5], and conventional pulmonary function testing is unavailable in most medical centres for
children under the age of 5 years. Preschoolers are often diagnosed with asthma when a cough
with wheezing or dyspnoea, which fluctuates over time, is reported in combination with the
findings from a physical exam, family history and the presence of other clinical atopic diseases,
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such as eczema or allergic rhinitis; response to treatment (either bronchodilator or continuously
administered anti-inflammatory therapy) is also taken into account [6].

Phenotypes

Preschool wheezing is a highly heterogeneous condition and several birth cohort studies have
proposed different phenotypes of childhood wheezing, based on its natural history [7]. The
identification of the different phenotypes is important for studying the developmental pathways of
asthma and the underlying disease mechanisms involved, the decision making process with regards
the most appropriate treatment and the prediction of the clinical evolution [8]. A classic example
of phenotyping, based on the temporal pattern of wheezing, was described in the well-known
Tucson Children’s Respiratory Study (TCRS), which identified three phenotypes based on the
moment of onset and the resolution of wheezing. Symptoms with onset before 3 years of age were
termed transient or persistent, depending on whether they had been resolved by the age of 6 years,
while late-onset wheeze referred to symptoms that commenced after the age of 3 years and
persisted thereafter [3]. This and other studies have suggested children with transient wheezing
usually have no symptoms between colds and that this phenotype is related to a decreased lung
function at birth, maternal smoking during pregnancy [9], male sex, presence of older siblings,
attendance at a nursery [10–12], and the absence of atopy [13]. Alternatively, children with
persistent wheezing may: have exacerbations caused by colds, allergens, or irritants; exhibit
symptoms between major exacerbations; tend to have clinical atopic diseases, such as eczema or
allergic rhinitis; often have first-degree relatives with atopy or asthma; and be born without any
significant alteration of lung function [14]. In the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and
Children (ALSPAC) birth cohort study, using longitudinal latent class analysis, six different
phenotypes were identified: never/infrequent wheeze, transient-early wheeze, prolonged-early
wheeze, intermediate-onset wheeze, late-onset wheeze, and persistent wheeze [15]. A recent cross-
cohort comparison of modelled phenotypes between ALSPAC and Prevention and Incidence of
Asthma and Mite Allergy (PIAMA) birth cohorts has suggested that wheezing phenotypes
identified by longitudinal latent class analysis were comparable in these births cohorts [16].

Recently, several publications have demonstrated the utility of an unbiased clustering approach in
multidimensional data to identify different phenotypes of preschool asthma. In the Leicester
cohort study, using a cluster analysis, three distinct wheeze phenotypes were identified: atopic
persistent wheeze (patients with reduced levels of lung function and greater levels of bronchial
hyperreactivity compared with healthy children), non-atopic persistent wheeze (patients who
wheezed more commonly in winter and who were rarely atopic), and transient viral wheeze
(patients with infrequent wheeze episodes triggered mostly by colds, which was resolved 2 to
4 years after the first survey) [17]. A principle component analysis using answers to multiple
questions relating to wheeze and cough in Manchester Asthma and Allergy Study (MAAS)
identified five distinct clinical phenotypes of coexisting symptoms amongst preschool children by
the age of 5 years [18]. Similar phenotypic heterogeneity has been suggested for other secondary
phenotypes often associated with preschool asthma (e.g. atopy) [19].

Although this body of work has improved the current understanding of the mechanisms and
natural history of preschool wheezing disorders, the risk factors for the persistence and relapse of
childhood asthma, as well as the outcome of pulmonary function, the phenotype allocation is very
difficult (if not impossible) in a real-life clinical situation when a practicing paediatrician is
assessing a young child with recurrent wheezing. Therefore, different wheeze phenotypes derived
from the birth cohort studies are not particularly helpful for the management of patients in clinical
practice [20]. Hence, a symptom-based classification has recently been proposed by the European
Respiratory Society (ERS) Task Force on preschool wheeze as a treatment guide for clinicians in
their everyday practice and for use in interventional studies that divide wheezing illnesses in
preschool children into episodic (viral) wheeze (EVW) and multiple-trigger wheeze (MTW)
phenotypes [21]. According to this classification, the term EVW refers to children with
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exacerbations exclusively triggered by viral respiratory infections with no symptoms between
episodes. Conversely, the term MTW refers to children who wheeze in response not only to viruses
but also to other triggers, such as allergens, activity, weather, or cigarette smoke [21]. This has
been considered a pragmatic and useful classification for preschoolers with recurrent wheezing, for
everyday clinical practice, because some investigators believe it to be an important determinant of
response to treatment: maintenance treatment with low to moderate continuous inhaled
corticosteroids (ICS) is considered ineffective in patients with EVW [22, 23], while ICS
maintenance works in patients with MTW [24]. Conversely, maintenance in addition to
intermittent therapy with montelukast [25], as well as episodic high doses of ICS [22, 26], has a
role in children with EVW. However, the proposed EVW/MTW classification has been recently
criticised for several reasons. First, there is little evidence that these phenotypes are related to the
longitudinal patterns of wheeze, or to different pathological processes [8]. Secondly, this symptom
pattern of wheeze has not been objectively validated by pulmonary function tests or markers of
airway inflammation, therefore, it is not clear if EVW and MTW represent distinct conditions with
unique pathogenic mechanisms or are simply severity markers of the same disease [27]; however,
SONNAPPA et al. [28] demonstrated lower levels of conductive airway ventilation inhomogeneity in
patients that exhibit the MTW phenotype compared with EVW. Thirdly, this classification does
not allow for differentiation between occurrences of wheeze of distinct severity and frequency
from other respiratory symptoms, such as cough, colds, and chest congestion, and this is not taken
into consideration [8]. Lastly, these two phenotypes do not appear to be stable over time; SCHULTZ

et al. [29] recently demonstrated that children frequently change from exhibiting one type of
clinically defined wheeze to the other in a course of only 1 year. Therefore, there is limited
evidence to support the EVW/MTW classification and it is likely to change when additional
evidence becomes available.

Prediction of wheeze persistence (clinical risk of asthma indices)

Identification of symptomatic preschoolers with recurrent wheezing who will go on to develop
asthma enables an improvement in targeting secondary preventive actions and therapeutic
strategies for those who are most likely to benefit [30]. To help in the early identification of
preschoolers who wheeze and are at high risk of developing persistent asthma symptoms, a
number of asthma predictive scores have been reported. By far the most widely used of these
scores, in both the clinical and the research context, is the Asthma Predictive Index (API),
developed about 10 years ago by using data from 1,246 children in the TCRS birth cohort [13].
This score combines simple and easily measurable clinical and laboratory parameters that can be
obtained in any clinical setting. A positive API score requires recurrent episodes of wheezing
during the first 3 years of life, as well as either one of two major criteria (physician-diagnosed
eczema or parental asthma) or two of three minor criteria (physician-diagnosed allergic rhinitis,
wheezing without colds, or peripheral eosinophilia greater than 4%). A loose index (fewer than
three episodes per year and either one of the major or two of the minor criteria) and a stringent
index (greater than three episodes per year and one of the major or two of the minor criteria) were
created. Upon applying this algorithm, in the TCRS, children with a positive API were 2.6–13
times more likely to have active asthma between the ages of 6 and 13 years when compared with
children who had a negative API [13]. A modified API (mAPI), which was used in a randomised
trial of 285 subjects, incorporated allergic sensitisation to one or more aeroallergens as a major
criterion and allergic sensitivity to milk, eggs or peanuts as a minor criterion, replacing physician-
diagnosed allergic rhinitis in the original API [31].

Since the API was developed, some other asthma predictive scores have been devised, all including
different factors predictive of wheeze persistence. In 2003, KURUKULAARATCHY et al. [32] developed
a scoring system using data from 1,456 children in the Isle of Wight birth cohort. They found that
a positive family history of asthma, a positive allergy skin-prick test at 4 years of age and recurrent
chest infections at 2 years of age were associated with an increased risk of asthma at the age of
10 years [32]. More recently, in 2009 CAUDRI et al. [33], using data from 3,963 children from the
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PIAMA birth cohort in the Netherlands, developed a predictive score called the PIAMA risk score,
based on eight easily discernible clinical parameters (male sex, post-term delivery, parental
education, inhaled medication used by parents, wheezing frequency, wheezing/dyspnoea apart
from colds, number of respiratory tract infections, and diagnosis of eczema). Upon applying this
predictive score to this birth cohort, children scoring 30 or higher had a risk factor .40% of
having asthma at the age of 7–8 years [33].

Asthma predictive indices, especially the API, have been criticised because: they have been applied
in clinical practice without a formal validation process having been performed in different
populations i.e. external validation; they are not useful in predicting the long-term prognosis of
preschool children with more severe or recurrent wheeze in clinical practice [34]; and they are
relatively complex, whilst having no substantial benefit for predicting later asthma when compared
with other simple prediction rules based on only frequency of wheeze [35]. However, those
criticisms are not scientifically justifiable [36]. For example, the API and the PIAMA risk scores
have recently been validated in independent populations [30, 35], and the API is an especially
popular clinical prediction rule that combines simple and easily measurable clinical and laboratory
parameters [13, 37] and that has been used for various purposes, such as recruiting children with
high risk of developing persistent asthma symptoms for clinical trials [38, 39] and as a guide for
treatment of preschoolers with recurrent wheezing in clinical practice [37]. The API was adopted
in the most well-known asthma guidelines, Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) [40] and National
Institutes of Health (NIH) [41]. Finally, it is important to remark that the best parameter for
determining the utility of any diagnostic test is the likelihood ratio, which in the case of the API is
7.3. This means that in places with a population at low, moderate, or high risk of having asthma at
school age, e.g. 10%, 20% or 40%, for a child that goes to a paediatric clinic for recurrent wheezing
episodes, the use of the API increases the probability of a prediction of asthma by four, three or
two times, respectively (e.g. the pre-test probability of asthma moves from 10% to 42%, from 20%
to 62%, or from 40% to 80%, respectively) (fig. 1). Additionally, the most useful property of the
API is its ability to estimate the likelihood that preschoolers with recurrent wheezing will develop
asthma by school age [42]. Therefore, we would argue that the use of the API and other asthma
predictive scores are helpful in clinical situations and may help decrease morbidity in preschoolers
with recurrent wheezing and who are at high risk of developing asthma, these scores would also
help avoid the prescription of controller therapies to those children who probably have transient
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Figure 1. Application of the Asthma Predictive Index (API) at the likelihood ratio, which is 7.3, in hypothetical
differing scenarios with a) a low, b) a moderate or c) a high-risk population of having asthma at school age.
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wheeze rather than asthma. Moreover, there are three main reasons for diagnosing or labelling
asthma in those infants/preschoolers who had recurrent wheezing and a positive API during their
first 5 years of life. First, almost 80% of the asthma symptoms start during this period of life [1].
Secondly, the main decline in lung function occurs before the age of 5 years, as was shown in the
TRCS [43]. Thirdly, even in developed countries the population of children with the worst asthma
control is this age group [44]. Therefore, parents will be more prone to adhere to a prolonged
treatment period with prevention drugs, i.e. ICS, if they know that the condition that causes the
recurrent wheezing symptoms in their child is due to a chronic disease called asthma.

Treatment

In general, studies of therapy for preschool wheezing are often difficult to interpret, as they
generally include heterogeneous groups of participants, with differences in age range, inclusion
criteria, populations under study, severity of wheeze episodes, timing of initiation and form of
administrating therapeutic strategies. Therefore, careful attention to all these aspects is important
in the interpretation of the literature.

Short-acting b-agonists

These drugs, i.e. salbutamol, terbutaline, fenoterol and levalbuterol HFA, are the medications of
choice to relieve bronchospasms during acute exacerbations of asthma/wheezing and for the
treatment of exercise-induced bronchoconstriction (EIB). They should only be used on an as-
needed basis at the lowest doses and frequency required; increased use, especially daily use, is a
warning of deterioration of the disease and indicates the need to reassess treatment [40, 41].

Inhaled therapy constitutes the cornerstone of wheezing/asthma treatment in infants/preschoolers.
A pressurised metered-dose inhaler (pMDI) with a valve spacer (with or without a face mask,
depending on the child’s age) is the preferred delivery system.

Inhaled corticosteroids

Preventing episodes of EVW have been shown to be difficult, with physicians often having no
other option than to explain to parents how in a high proportion of cases the frequency and the
severity of the exacerbations triggered by viral infections tend to diminish with the growth of the
child [27]. Regular treatment with low-to-moderate ICS doses in children with EVW has been
shown to be ineffective, and does not reduce the frequency or severity of the episodes. WILSON

et al. [23] in a possibly underpowered study of 161 randomised patients with EVW, could not
demonstrate significant differences in the use of rescue oral corticosteroids (OCS), admission to
hospital, overall scores, number of symptom-free days, severity of symptoms, or duration of
episodes between treatments when they compared budesonide (BD) 400 ug?day-1 versus placebo,
administered over the course of a 4-month period [23]. A Cochrane review that tested if
corticosteroid treatment, given episodically or daily, is beneficial to children with EVW concluded
that there is no current evidence to favour maintenance, low-dose ICS for the prevention and
management of episodic mild EVW [22].

In contrast, high-quality research evidence supports the use of ICS in preschoolers with MTW.
BISGAARD et al. [45] gave either fluticasone propionate (FP) or sodium cromoglycate (SCG) for a
52-week period to a randomised group of 625 children aged from 1 to 3 years who had recurrent
wheezing. Nearly half of the enrolled children had a history of atopic eczema or a family history of
asthma, which is suggestive of the MTW phenotype in a great proportion of them. FP was
associated with a significant reduction in symptoms, exacerbations, use of OCS and the use of
rescue treatments compared with SCG [45]. WASSERMAN et al. [46] compared either FP twice daily
versus placebo for 12 weeks in 332 children aged from 24 to 47 months with symptoms suggestive
of MTW. When compared with placebo use FP significantly reduced asthma exacerbations,
asthma symptoms and rescue albuterol use [46]. Similarly, CHAVASSE et al. [47] gave either FP
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twice daily or a placebo during a 12-week period to a randomised group of 52 infants under the
age of 1 year who had recurrent wheezing or cough and a personal or a first degree relative’s
history of atopy. FP was associated with significant improvement in mean daily symptoms and
symptom-free days when compared with placebo treatment [47]. GUILBERT et al. [38] in the
Prevention of Early Asthma in Kids (PEAK) study randomly assigned 285 children aged from 2
to 3 years with recurrent wheezing and a positive mAPI to treatment with either FP or a placebo
for 2 years, followed by a 1-year period without medication. During the treatment period, use of
FP was associated with a significantly greater proportion of episode-free days, a significant
reduction in the use of rescue bronchodilators and a reduced rate of exacerbations that required
the use of rescue OCS. However, there was no effect on asthma-related outcomes during the 1-
year observational period after ICS was stopped, suggesting that the natural course of asthma in
preschoolers, at high risk for subsequent asthma, is not modified by treatment with ICS. As a
note of caution, it is important to mention that a reduction in the rate of growth was observed in
the group assigned to ICS during the first year of treatment, suggesting that treatment with an
ICS temporarily slows, but not progressively, the rate of growth in young children [40]. Finally,
CASTRO-RODRIGUEZ and RODRIGO [48] conducted a meta-analysis on 29 randomised clinical trials
(n53,592) to compare the efficacy of ICS in infants and preschoolers with recurrent wheezing or
asthma. They reported that patients who received ICS had significantly less wheezing/asthma
exacerbations than those given a placebo (reduction by nearly 40% and with a number needed to
treat of seven); post hoc subgroup analysis suggests that this effect was higher in those with a
diagnosis of asthma than wheezing, but was independent of age (infants versus preschoolers),
atopic condition, type of inhaled corticosteroid (BD versus FP), mode of delivery (metered-dose
inhaler (MDI) versus nebuliser), and study quality and duration (less than 12 weeks versus equal
to or greater than 12 weeks). In addition, children treated with ICS had significantly fewer
withdrawals caused by wheezing/asthma exacerbations, reduced albuterol usage and more
clinical and functional improvement than those on the placebo [48]. Consequently, regular
treatment with ICS seems a reasonable strategy in children with moderate/severe recurrent
wheezing, but therapy is only effective while being administered and cannot alter the natural
history of the disease.

However, for young children with mild/moderate recurrent wheeze, perhaps the use of
intermittent low-dose ICS with short-acting b2-agonists (as required) will be enough, as was
recently demonstrated in the Maintenance and Intermittent Inhaled Corticosteroids in
Wheezing Toddlers (MIST) study by ZEIGER et al [49]. They showed, in a random parallel
study undertaken on 278 children aged from 12 to 53 months, that BD on a regular low-dose
regimen (0.5 mg per night) was not superior to an intermittent high-dose regimen (1 mg twice
a day for 7 days, starting early during a predefined respiratory tract illness) in reducing asthma
exacerbations; however, daily administration led to a greater exposure to the drug during the
year of the study [49]. If more studies confirm this finding, maybe intermittent therapy with
high-dose ICS should be enough for controlling symptoms in infants/preschoolers with
recurrent wheezing, avoiding secondary effects of daily chronic ICS use. Finally, taking the
experience from the recent TReating Children to Prevent Exacerbations of Asthma (TREXA)
study performed on 288 schoolchildren and adolescents (aged from 5 to 18 years) [50]. It was
observed that ICS, when used as a rescue medication with short-acting b2-agonists, might be an
effective step-down strategy for young children with well-controlled mild asthma. This finding
needs to be replicated in infants/preschoolers. Also, trials with regular low-dose regimen versus
intermittent low-dose ICS with short-acting b2-agonists should be studied, since a proportion
of preschoolers with mild disease are overtreated, whilst those with severe disease are
undertreated [50]. Perhaps, in the future, the use of intermittent low-dose ICS with short-acting
b2-agonists (p.r.n.) would be a good option for those young children with mild/moderate
recurrent wheeze.

Alternatively, since children with EVW have exacerbations triggered solely by viral respiratory
infections with no symptoms between episodes, their parents, in part because of concerns about
secondary effects, usually prefer to provide treatments intermittently rather than continuously.
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Consequently, various randomised clinical trials have tested if the intermittent use of ICS is
beneficial for the acute management of preschoolers with EVW. Four studies have reported
improved outcomes when ICS were used acutely for the management of EVW, specifically in the
reduction of symptoms and OCS uses. DUCHARME et al. [51] reported a 50% reduction in the need
for rescue OCS and a 20% reduction in other markers of severity and duration of exacerbations,
through administering FP at a dose of 1,500 mg?day-1 to 129 children aged from 1 to 6 years of age,
beginning at the onset of a URTI and continuing for a maximum of 10 days, over a period of 6–
12 months. However, treatment with FP was associated with reduced height and weight gain [51].
SVEDMYR et al. [52] randomly assigned 55 children aged from 1 to 3 years with EVW to receive
either BD or a placebo, beginning at the first sign of a URTI and continuing for 10 days. BD was
administered at 1,600 mg?day-1 for the first 3 days and then at 800 mg?day-1 for the following
7 days. Asthma symptom scores were lower in children treated with BD than in those prescribed
the placebo; however, the need for hospital care was not significantly different between the two
groups [52]. WILSON and SILVERMAN [26] treated 24 preschoolers with episodic asthma, who were
aged between 1–5 years, with either beclomethasone dipropionate (BDP) (2,250 mg?day-1) or a
placebo, beginning at the first sign of an asthma attack and continuing for 5 days. Both daytime
and night-time symptoms over the first week of the attack were significantly reduced with BDP
treatment [26]. Likewise, CONNETT and LENNEY [53] reported that both mean daytime wheeze and
mean night-time wheeze in the first week after infection were significantly lower in children with
EVW treated with 1,600 m?day-1 of BD compared with the placebo, beginning at the onset of a
URTI and continuing for 7 days or until symptoms had resolved for 24 hours [26]. A Cochrane
review reported a non-significant trend towards a 50% reduction in requirement for OCS with
improved symptoms and parental preference, concluding that episodic high-dose ICS provide a
partially effective strategy for the treatment of mild EVW in childhood [22]. Given the occurrence
of an average of six to eight URTI per year in children, the high doses of ICS used in these studies,
and the reduced rate of growth in height and weight reported with this strategy, the benefits of ICS
must be balanced against the potential side-effects of repeated short courses of high doses of ICS.
Therefore, this strategy for treating preschoolers with EVW should not be routinely recommended
for use in clinical practice.

Oral corticosteroids

Since children with EVW have episodic exacerbations triggered by viral respiratory infections,
various studies have evaluated if OCS when administered during the acute wheezing episodes are
beneficial in these patients. The evidence for this therapeutic strategy is conflicting. CSONKA et al.
[54] performed a randomised, placebo-controlled study on 230 children with EVW, aged between
6 and 35 months, who were attended to in an emergency room and received either oral
prednisolone (2 mg?kg-1?day-1) or a placebo for 3 days. Although the hospitalisation rates were
similar between the two groups, the severity of the disease, the length of hospital stay, and the
duration of symptoms were all reduced in children treated with prednisolone [54]. Likewise,
DAUGBJERG et al. [55] compared different treatments for acute wheezing in 123 children aged from
1.5 to 18 months, and reported a significantly earlier discharge in infants receiving prednisolone
compared with those receiving terbutaline alone. In contrast to these two studies, PANICKAR et al.
[56] in a randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial, undertaken on 687 children aged
from 10 to 60 months who had been admitted to three hospitals in England suffering from an
attack of wheezing associated with a viral respiratory infection, evaluated the efficacy of a 5-day
course of oral prednisolone (10 mg once a day for children 10 to 24 months of age and 20 mg
once a day for older children). As there was no significant difference in the duration of
hospitalisation, the clinical score, albuterol use, the 7-day symptom score, or the number of
adverse effects, the authors concluded that in preschoolers admitted to hospital with mild-to-
moderate wheezing associated with a viral respiratory infection, oral prednisolone was not
superior to a placebo [56]. One other therapeutic strategy that has been considered for treating
children with EVW consists of keeping the OCS at home and asking parents to commence use at
the first sign of symptoms, i.e. without waiting for a medical review, in an effort to abort the
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attack. Short courses (3–5 days) of OCS (generally prednisolone) are commonly administered in
this way. OOMMEN et al. [57] studied 217 children aged from 1 to 5 years who had been admitted
to hospital with EVW, randomising for parent-initiated prednisolone (20 mg once daily for
5 days) or a placebo for the next episode. The children were stratified for eosinophil priming.
Since daytime and night-time respiratory symptom scores and the need for hospital admission did
not differ between treatment groups, and no effect of eosinophil priming was observed, the
authors concluded that there is no clear benefit attributable to a short course of parent-initiated
oral prednisolone for viral wheeze in children aged 1-5 years [57]. A double-blind, placebo-
controlled, crossover study which enrolled children from 2 to 14 years of age for 12 months
evaluated the efficacy of prednisolone (2 mg?kg-1 up to 60 mg?kg-1) administered by parents for
asthma attacks that had not improved after a dose of the child’s regular, acute asthma medicine.
Neither the number of attacks resulting in admission nor the number of hospital days differed
significantly between the two groups [58]. A Cochrane systematic review aggregated these two
high-quality randomised clinical trials (303 children), and failed to find evidence that parent-
initiated OCS was associated with a benefit in terms of hospital admissions, unscheduled medical
reviews, symptoms scores, bronchodilator use, parent and patient impressions, physician
assessment, or days lost from work or school [59]. Therefore, the authors reported that current
evidence is inconclusive regarding the benefit of parent-initiated OCS in the treatment of
intermittent wheezing illnesses in children, and the practice of giving parents a supply of OCS to
administer to their children at the first sign of a wheezing episode should not be routinely
recommended for use in clinical practice.

Montelukast

Montelukast is a leukotrine receptor antagonist (LTRA) licensed for use in children aged
6 months and older; suitable formulations (granules) are available for use in preschoolers. This
medication has the advantages of oral administration and rapid action, with clinical benefit
within 1 day of starting therapy, as well as a low risk of any adverse effects. Recent studies have
suggested that therapy with LTRA, when administered regularly or intermittently, may be
effective in children with EVW. BISGAARD et al. [25] in the PREvention of Viral Induced Asthma
(PREVIA) study, a 12 month multicentre, double-blind, parallel-group study that enrolled 549
children aged from 2 to 5 years with a history of EVW, determined that a daily administered
montelukast for a 12-month period reduced the primary end-point of the number of asthma
exacerbations by approximately 32% when compared with a placebo. Montelukast was also
associated with a significantly longer time to first exacerbation and reduced the overall rate of ICS
usage [25]. ROBERTSON et al. [60] enrolled 220 children aged from 2 to 14 years with intermittent
asthma and reported that parent- or caregiver-initiated episode-driven montelukast for 7 days or
for 48 hours after the resolution symptoms resulted in a clinically significant reduction in
healthcare resource utilisation (primary care visits and emergency department visits), missed
school or work days, and improved symptom scores. However, there was no significant effect on
bronchodilator or oral prednisolone use [60]. BACHARIER et al. [61], in the Acute Intervention
Management Strategies (AIMS) study, randomised a group of 238 children aged from 12 to
59 months with EVW who had experienced at least two episodes of viral wheezing within the past
year to receive one of the following for a 7-day period: episode-driven inhaled BD 1 mg twice
daily plus a placebo LTRA; montelukast 4 mg once daily and placebo ICS twice daily; or placebo
ICS twice daily and placebo LTRA once daily; and all in addition to albuterol. Neither the
montelukast nor the inhaled BD was significantly better than the placebo when added to albuterol
for the primary outcome of episode-free days over a 1-year period. However, both BD and
montelukast significantly improved symptoms and activity scores. And children with positive API
scores had a greater clinical benefit from both study medications than did those with negative API
scores [61]. VALOVIRTA et al. [62] evaluated in a double-blind, double-dummy, parallel-group
study, the efficacy of montelukast both daily and episode-driven for a period of 12 days beginning
with signs/symptoms consistent with an imminent cold or breathing problem in children with
EVW aged from 6 months to 5 years. Although, montelukast did not reduce the number of
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asthma episodes culminating in an asthma attack (main outcome measure), its daily use was
associated with a reduction in symptoms over the 12-day treatment period of asthma episodes,
compared with the placebo, and with reduced daily and episode-driven treatment with b-agonist
compared with a placebo [62]. Curiously, children with a positive API responded better to
montelukast than those with a negative API. Montelukast has also been shown as an effective
treatment for children with MTW. KNORR et al. [63] randomly assigned 689 children aged from 2
to 5 years with a history of physician-diagnosed asthma to 12 weeks of treatment with
montelukast or a placebo. Montelukast produced significant improvements compared with the
placebo in the following: daytime and overnight asthma symptoms, the percentage of days
without asthma, the need for a rescue bronchodilator or OCS use, physician global evaluations,
and peripheral blood eosinophils [63].

Only one small randomised clinical trial has compared directly ICS, montelukast and a placebo,
this was undertaken on 63 children aged from 2 to 6 years with asthma-like symptoms [64]. In
spite of a lack of power, the results suggest that FP (100 mg twice daily) has a beneficial effect on
symptoms and montelukast (4 mg once daily) on blood eosinophil level when compared with the
placebo. Except for a difference in one lung function parameter after 3 months between FP and
montelukast in favour of the FP group, this study revealed no differences between FP and
montelukast [64]. More studies with a higher number of patients need to be done comparing ICS
with montelukast in this age group. However, no randomised clinical trials have been carried out
in a head-to-head comparison of ICS with montelukast in infants/preschoolers with recurrent
wheezing and a positive or negative API. These types of studies are necessary in order to ascertain
which controller (i.e. ICS or montelukast) should be used in infants/preschoolers in accordance
with their API result.

Conclusions

In infants and preschoolers, establishing diagnosis of asthma and implementing a management
strategy appropriate for individual patients is challenging; in this age group, the symptoms
suggestive of asthma (e.g. wheeze and cough) may be a clinical expression of a number of diseases
with different aetiologies. It is unlikely that these different diseases would respond to the same
therapeutic agents, resulting in confusion among medical professionals concerning the following:
1) which patients should be given anti-asthma treatment, and 2) when to start the anti-asthma
treatment. Whilst accepting these uncertainties, practicing paediatricians may use the API in a
clinical situation to identify those young children with recurrent wheezing who are at risk of the
subsequent development of persistent asthma, and who are likely to benefit from preventative
anti-asthma medication (e.g. ICS or LTRAs). In addition, if parents better understand the
prognosis of early childhood recurrent wheezing (i.e. positive API), it may help adherence with
treatment. However, a number of questions, as yet, remain unanswered, these include the most
appropriate treatment for individual patients, including type of medication (e.g. short-acting
b-agonist versus ICS versus LTRA), schedule (regular versus as needed) and dose (high dose versus
low dose), and how to move from the current ‘‘one size fits all’’ therapeutic strategy towards a true
stratified medicine. Answering these questions is amongst the most important challenges in
paediatric pulmonology for the next decade.
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Chapter 3

Problematic severe
asthma
Gunilla Hedlin*, Fernando M. de Benedictis# and Andrew Bush"

SUMMARY: Problematic severe asthma is the description of
children referred to specialist care with asthma not responding
to standard therapy. The initial step is to ensure that the
diagnosis is right, and to evaluate co-morbidities. The next step
is a detailed multidisciplinary assessment, including, if possible,
a home visit. More than half have ‘‘difficult asthma’’, which
improves if the basic management is correct; this may not be
possible, but if the basics are not right, they are not candidates
for potentially toxic new therapies. The remainder are termed
‘‘severe therapy resistant’’ asthmatics, and an individualised
treatment plan is developed after a detailed and invasive
protocol of investigations, including bronchoscopy and assess-
ment of the response to intramuscular triamcinolone. Most
treatments are unlicensed, with the exception of omalizumab
(Xolair1; Genentech, San Francisco, CA, USA), and the
evidence base is poor. International collaborations will be
essential if the mechanisms of severe therapy resistant asthma
are to be understood, and evidence-based treatment delivered.
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Most paediatric asthma is easy to manage with low doses of inhaled corticosteroids (ICS), if
they are administered regularly through an appropriate delivery device. Children who do

not respond to high-dose ICS and additional controller therapies have an impaired quality of life,
consume a disproportionate amount of resources and may die prematurely [1]. Although the
numbers are small compared with those with well-controlled asthma, the burden of disease is
great. The exact prevalence is hard to determine but is probably ,5% of all children with asthma
or ,0.5% of the paediatric population [2].

The aim of this chapter is to review the approach to school-age children referred to specialist
paediatric care because they are thought to have asthma but the prescribed treatment is not
working. Such children should be systematically evaluated by a multidisciplinary team. Preschool
wheezing syndromes will be considered very briefly at the end of the chapter because there is less
evidence here.

The literature is fraught with loosely defined terms, such as ‘‘difficult asthma’’, ‘‘severe asthma’’
and many others. When evaluating both clinical and scientific studies, as always it is important to
ask the correct question, which is ‘‘to what extent have the subjects been evaluated by a specialist
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and observed over time?’’ It is all too easy to succumb to the temptation of assuming that all
children who are not responding to standard treatment have severe, therapy-resistant asthma. This
was illustrated by a study in which azithromycin and montelukast were compared as add-on
therapies for children symptomatic despite ICS and long-acting b2-agonists (LABAs) [3]. Of the
292 children referred for inclusion, only 55 could be randomised, because most of the rest either
did not have asthma at all or were not taking their treatment. It would be idle to suppose that the
same mistake is not being made elsewhere.

Defining problematic severe asthma

This is the umbrella term used to describe the child who has been referred to the specialist because of
‘‘asthma not responding to standard treatment’’ [4]. It can be criticised because such children may
not have asthma at all, or may only have very mild disease once simple management steps are properly
taken. Perhaps ‘‘problematic obstructive respiratory symptoms’’ might have been a better term.

In the developed world, problematic severe asthma comprises: wrong diagnosis (‘‘not asthma at
all’’); asthma with important co-morbidities (‘‘asthma plus…’’); difficult asthma (which can be
improved if basic management is optimised); and severe, therapy-resistant asthma (which remains
severe even if all basic steps are correct).

In low- and middle-income countries, the World Health Organization (WHO) has defined a
further category, namely ‘‘untreated severe asthma’’, in which access to basic medicines, locally
appropriate protocols and educational material are not available. Some of these children may in
fact have ‘‘severe, therapy-resistant asthma’’ [5]. This is an important category globally but will not
be discussed further in this chapter.

Patterns of symptoms prompting referral

Most paediatric definitions are arbitrary and not evidence based, unless otherwise stated. The
symptom patterns are not mutually exclusive and are one or more of the following [6].

1) Persistent (most days, for at least 3 months) chronic symptoms (the need for short-acting b2-
agonists at least 3 times per week because of symptoms) of airways obstruction despite high-dose
ICS (beclomethasone dipropionate (BDP) equivalent 800 mg?day-1) and trials of conventional
add-on medication (LABAs, leukotriene receptor antagonists (LTRAs) and oral theophylline in a
low, anti-inflammatory dose). The requirement for high-dose ICS is conventional and arbitrary,
and it should be noted that for most asthmatic children, the plateau of the dose–response curve
may be 100 mg b.i.d. fluticasone (200 mg b.i.d. BDP equivalent) [7].

2) Type 1 brittle asthma [8–11]. The definitions and most data are arbitrary and from adult
studies; we define this as dramatic within-day swings in peak flow over a prolonged period of time.

3) Recurrent severe asthma exacerbations despite attempts with medication to abort
exacerbations, including trials of allergen avoidance, low-dose daily ICS [12, 13], intermittent
or daily LTRAs [14] or intermittent high-dose ICS [15, 16]. Exacerbations have required either: at
least one admission to an intensive care unit (ICU); or at least two hospital admissions requiring
intravenous treatment; or two or more courses of oral steroids during the last year.

4) Type 2 brittle asthma [17]. Again, largely defined in adult studies, but in paediatrics, a rapid onset
of an acute asthma attack requiring admission to a high-dependency unit at the very least [18].

5) Persistent airflow obstruction: post-oral steroid, post-bronchodilator Z score ,-1.96 for forced
expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1), with normative data from appropriate reference
populations [19].

6) The necessity of prescription of alternate day or daily oral steroids to achieve control of asthma.
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It seems likely that the pathophysiology and optimal management of these different patterns is not
the same but this has yet to be proven. However, although there is some overlap, the distinction
between exacerbations and baseline control is of fundamental importance and will be discussed in
detail later.

What are the characteristics of the referral group?

Unlike in adults, there is no significant sex difference in the paediatric series [20]. Typically,
children are highly atopic and, unlike in adults, there is no obvious neutrophil preponderance
[18, 21–23]. The pattern of severity will vary depending on the healthcare system and the
availability of specialists. In the UK practice: most children are atopic and on high-dose
therapy; spirometry can vary from normal to severe obstruction with variable response to acute
bronchodilator inhalation; exhaled nitric oxide fraction (FeNO) may be normal or high and
morbidity for many is considerable [20, 24]. Prescription of multiple courses of oral
steroids, admissions to hospital and ventilation in intensive care are all common [20]. In
countries where there is more ready access to high-level specialists, the pattern of disease may
be milder [25].

Is it asthma at all?

The first step is clearly a detailed history and physical examination, with simple physiological
testing. Clearly there is no absolutely diagnostic test for asthma but there are four key questions,
which are often glossed over. Is the child and family describing true polyphonic expiratory wheeze
or are the noises less specific [26]? Are there features on history and examination which suggest an
alternative diagnosis? Is the child atopic? Does the child have evidence of variable airflow
obstruction over time and with treatment?

In many parts of Europe there is no word to describe polyphonic wheeze and, even where there
is, there is no guarantee that it will be used correctly [26]. Ideally, a paediatrician should
determine whether the child has intermittent true wheeze. Of course, wheeze may be due to
many other conditions, but its absence should at least raise doubts about an asthma diagnosis.
A detailed history and examination is mandatory and a history of rectal prolapse or the
presence of, for example, digital clubbing point to another diagnosis. Atopy should be
determined both by skin-prick tests and specific serum immunoglobulin (Ig)E measurements,
since the two may not be concordant [27, 28]. If a child referred as problematic severe asthma is
non-atopic, then the diagnosis should be carefully reviewed. Finally, physiological testing is
important (table 1). Any physiological test may be negative in asthma but the more the
paediatrician seeks and fails to find variable airflow obstruction, the less likely the diagnosis of
asthma. A negative bronchial challenge in an allegedly markedly symptomatic child excludes
asthma as a cause of those symptoms.

Further diagnostic testing is driven by the clinical picture. Most would automatically perform a
sweat test and chest radiograph, but testing should also be driven by local disease prevalence. If the
diagnosis is not asthma, management is of the underlying condition.

It is asthma. What
now?

The next two steps are an assessment
of the apparent severity of asthma, and
the identification of any co-morbidities.
The role of co-morbidities has been

Table 1. Physiological testing in problematic severe asthma

Clinic spirometry: any evidence of obstructive physiology
Increase in spirometry tests after acute administration of short-

acting b2-agonist
Peak flow variability during a short period of home monitoring
Challenge testing (provided there is no severe airflow obstruction):

exercise, methacholine
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reviewed in detail elsewhere [6, 17, 29]. Identification of co-morbidities is part of every stage of the
assessment. Some are easily identified at the first visit, e.g. obesity; others, in particular psychosocial
issues, are identified at the nurse’s home visit. Finally, gastro-oesophageal reflux is only formally
tested at the final stage of investigation.

Severity is assessed in the following domains and also by considering future risk; again, all figures
are arbitrarily defined. Level of current prescribed treatment: by definition, this will be at a high
level if the child has been labelled ‘‘problematic severe asthma’’; level of current baseline control of
asthma over at least the preceding month; and immediate past (possibly over last 6 months)
burden of asthma exacerbations, including number and severity.

The elephant in the room: domains of risk

Severe asthma is not merely a problem because of present symptoms but also because of future
risks. These include: failure of normal lung growth (airway ‘‘failure to thrive’’) [30]; risk of future
loss of asthma control; risk of future exacerbations; risk of phenotype change from episodic, viral
to multi-trigger (mainly preschool children) [31]; risk of long-term chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) [32]; and risk of harm from medications.

Many of these risks are either unquantifiable, cannot be modulated, or both, but they should be
used to inform the future research agenda. Failure of normal airway growth was most clearly
described in the Childhood Asthma Management Program (CAMP) study, in which 25% of
children, irrespective of treatment (nedocromil, budesonide or placebo) showed a decline with
time in % predicted FEV1 [30]. The mechanism is unclear but the implication is that these
children may develop fixed airflow obstruction in adult life. The best long-term follow-up of
severe childhood asthma is the Melbourne cohort [33], who are now around 50 years old [20].
44% of the severe asthmatics in the cohort have developed COPD, and these were the children
who had the worst impairment of lung function on recruitment at age 10 years [32]. Clearly these
children did not have access to modern therapies and cannot be compared with severe childhood
asthmatics today, but these data do sound an ominous warning.

Risk of harm from medications is pivotal in considering ‘‘beyond the guidelines’’ therapy. Almost
by definition, children with severe, therapy-resistant asthma will be exposed to potentially toxic
therapies, and determining which are least harmful, given the circumstances, is an important part
of therapeutic decision-making.

Is it ‘‘asthma plus…’’? The role of co-morbidities

Asthma plus obesity

This is the most easily determined co-morbidity. The relationships between asthma, nonspecific
respiratory symptoms and obesity are complex. Obesity clearly leads to breathlessness which is not
related to asthma [34], and evidence of reversible airway obstruction should be carefully sought before
escalation of therapy in the obese. In the CAMP study, no significant association was found between
body mass index (BMI) and many markers of asthma control; however, there was a decrease in the
FEV1/forced vital capacity (FVC) ratio with increasing BMI [35]. At least in adults, obesity leads to a
pauci-inflammatory form of asthma [36], and consideration should be given to noninvasive
measurement of airway inflammation prior to escalating ICS. Finally, obesity is itself a pro-
inflammatory state, and may cause steroid resistance [37]. Clearly obesity is undesirable on many
grounds, but identifying the problem and achieving weight reduction are by no means the same thing!

Asthma plus upper airway disease

The relationship between the upper and lower airway is hotly debated but of only theoretical
importance in this context. The paediatrician must be careful not to confuse nonspecific upper
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airway noises with wheeze. The upper airway should be examined carefully in all asthmatics
seeking clues to an alternative diagnosis, and to identify morbidity which merits treatment in its
own right. Upper airway symptoms may cause significant impairment in quality of life; if by
treating them, asthma improves, then this is a significant bonus which should not be anticipated
[38, 39]. One study suggested that obstructive sleep apnoea, which is a pro-inflammatory state,
may be associated with lower airway neutrophilic inflammation [40]. The relevance of this to
asthma is not clear.

Asthma plus dysfunctional breathing patterns

Many asthmatics also exhibit symptoms of hyperventilation and vocal cord dysfunction (VCD),
which are only detected if a good history is taken. Symptoms which disappear when the child is
asleep are very unlikely to be due to asthma [41]. Other clues include difficulty breathing in,
throat tightness, paraesthesia, cramps in the hand, and stridor or wheeze loudest over the
larynx. In such cases, the aid of a skilled physiotherapist, speech therapist or clinical psycho-
logist should be sought.

Asthma plus gastro-oesophageal reflux

The relationship between respiratory symptoms and reflux is complex (table 2) [42]. The
evidence implicating reflux as causal in severe asthma in children is limited. If asymptomatic
reflux is found, treatment is unlikely to ameliorate the symptoms of asthma. If symptomatic
reflux is suspected, a therapeutic trial is reasonable, but if there is no response, a pH study is
recommended before escalating therapy [43]. In our hands, treatment of reflux has rarely
impacted on asthma severity in school-age children, implying it is merely a coincidental
finding [44].

Asthma plus food allergy

Food sensitisation is common in severe asthma. It is often unclear whether this relates to true food
allergy. It is also unclear whether both severe asthma and food sensitisation reflect the underlying
atopic predisposition, or food allergy is causally related to asthma [45, 46]. Since anaphylactic
reactions may be particularly severe in asthmatics, aggressive management of both conditions is
advisable.

It is definitely asthma. What now?

The next step in the protocol is a detailed multidisciplinary assessment, led by an experienced
respiratory nurse. If experienced nurses are not available, other personnel should be used,
including the family physician. The role of high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT),
measurement of bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR) and the evaluation of other biomarkers has
been discussed elsewhere [17, 47]. In summary, HRCT and measurement of BHR are used if there
is diagnostic doubt, and the role of biomarkers in clinical management, as opposed to as a research
tool, is uncertain. The main message of these assessments is that professors sitting in clinic have
little or no idea about what is happening at home. The nurse will typically spend a morning with

the family at the hospital, visit the
home by arrangement, make con-
tact with the general practitioner
and, where appropriate, contact
the child’s school. A number of
areas are addressed, and then the
results are discussed in a multi-
disciplinary meeting.

Table 2. Gastro-oesophageal reflux and respiratory symptoms

Gastro-oesophageal reflux leads to aspiration and symptoms
Gastro-oesophageal reflux worsens bronchial hyperresponsiveness

via neural activity from the lower oesophagus
Respiratory symptoms cause or exacerbate reflux
The two co-exist independently
Asthma medication such as theophylline could provoke reflux
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Asthma education

All children will have been shown how to use their inhalers and given asthma educational material.
However, it is essential to keep repeating the message because retention is poor. In our series,
nearly 40% were not using their inhalers correctly, despite multiple previous sessions, and nearly
15% were using an inappropriate device (usually a metered-dose inhaler without a spacer) [48].
Advice about avoidance of triggers is also discussed, including allergens and detection and
management of episodes of poor control or acute asthma attacks (see sections: Passive and active
exposure to tobacco smoke and Allergen exposure; and [48]).

The environment around the home

Factors such as traffic pollution [49] and external aeroallergen exposure [50], for example, may
have important effects on asthma. Less obvious factors within the neighbourhood, such as violence
and socioeconomic level, may also affect asthma [51, 52]. Identifying such factors, however, may
not mean that they can be or will be remedied.

Adherence to treatment

Doctors sitting in clinics are no better than 50% accurate (the equivalent to tossing a coin) in
predicting the extent of adherence. We routinely collect prescription uptake data from primary
care, to calculate the total amount of medication to which the child has access. Access to
medication is not the same as using it; but no access means that the medication is certainly not
being taken. At the home visit, the nurse will assess whether: medication is available within the
house; medication is being stockpiled in its original wrappings; medication is so inaccessible
within the house that it is not being used; medication is out of date; or even whether empty
canisters are being used. Even quite young children are frequently left to take their medication
unsupervised [53], and the extent to which parents directly oversee the taking of medication is
checked. In our previously published study, medication issues contributed in nearly half of the
children [54].

Passive and active exposure to tobacco smoke

Tobacco exposure (active or passive) is documented by measurement of urinary or salivary
cotinine. Exposure to passive smoking is common in asthmatic children; the frequency
of active smoking is unknown. Evidence of indoor smoking is noted at the home visit.
There is increasing evidence that tobacco smoke exposure may lead to steroid-resistant asthma
[55, 56]. Every effort should be made to help parents quit, including referrals to smoking-
cessation clinics.

Allergen exposure

This is a controversial area. There is no doubt that aeroallergen sensitisation is common, that high
levels of allergens to which the child is sensitised in the home in combination with viral infection
gives a high odds ratio for admission to hospital with an asthma attack [13], and that multiple
allergic sensitisations are associated with recurrent acute exacerbations [57–59]. No study has
shown that reducing allergen burden in the home will improve asthma control in children with
really severe asthma. However, multi-faceted intervention studies in less severely affected children,
including components of allergen avoidance [60, 61], have demonstrated sustained benefit. In
these groups, benefit may be as great as with treatment with ICS [62]. Studies in other groups,
notably with house dust mite avoidance, have failed to show benefits [63]. These studies are of
dubious relevance for many reasons [64]. House dust mite avoidance is time consuming and
expensive, and is unlikely to be pursued efficiently in children with relatively minor problems.
Indeed, many studies actually failed to reduce house dust mite levels at all. Many studies were
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short term and used inefficient means of allergen reduction. Adults and children were often
combined in the same study. Often there was no adjustment for the effects of seasonal viral
infections.

Allergen exposure in schools might also be important, but this possibility is an even more difficult
area in which to intervene [65]. There is at least biological plausibility for allergen reduction.
Allergens cause steroid insensitivity by an interleukin (IL)-2- and IL-4-dependent mechanism [66,
67]. Many allergens also have non-IgE-mediated effects, for example proteolysis [68]. Thus, the
logic of allergen avoidance in children with really severe asthma is strong. In our previously
published study, furry pets were common culprits and there was great reluctance to address the
problem [54].

Another aspect is assessing the accommodation for the presence of moulds. The existence
of severe asthma with fungal sensitisation (SAFS) is controversial even in adults. Diagnos-
tic criteria are shown in the table 3. There is considerable evidence that fungal sensitisa-
tion and exposure are associated with increased morbidity and severity of asthma, including
really severe exacerbations [69–71]. It would seem simpler to undertake a trial of addressing
mould exposure, possibly in combination with oral anti-fungals, before using toxic steroid
sparing agents.

Psychosocial issues

In many cases, psychosocial issues are only identified at the home visit, where parents are more
likely to talk openly about sensitive matters. It is not useful to try to determine if asthma caused
psychosocial morbidity, or the other way around; rather, both should be treated on their merits.
Neighbourhood factors can impact on asthma control, and there have been methodological
studies showing that stress can increase eosinophilic inflammation and trigger asthma
exacerbation [72–75]. Psychosocial issues can also manifest as dysfunctional breathing, including
hyperventilation and VCD, which frequently co-exist with asthma. An important clue to these is
the disappearance of symptoms while the child is asleep.

The multidisciplinary planning meeting

After completion of the collection of all these data, the next step is a detailed team discussion.
In more than 50% of cases, it is clear that there are potentially reversible factors which
account for the problem. It is, of course, easier to identify problems like adherence than to
address them, but few if any would feel it was useful to perform bronchoscopy or give
omalizumab (Xolair1; Genentech, San Francisco, CA, USA) if the child was not even
taking ICS regularly. For those children in whom reversible factors have not been identified,
and basic management is deemed to be good, a further programme of investigations is
recommended.

Asthma appears to be severe and therapy resistant. What next?

As with much in the field, there is no evidence to support protocol here, which has been described
in detail elsewhere [17]. The protocol is summarised in figure 1. In summary, the child is assessed

Table 3. Diagnostic criteria for severe asthma with fungal sensitisation

Clinical criteria for severe asthma (in section: Patterns of symptoms prompting referral)
Evidence of allergic sensitisation (positive skin-prick test or specific immunoglobulin E) to one or more of

Aspergillus fumigatus, Alternaria alternata, Cladosporium herbarum, Penicillium chrysogenum, Candida
albicans, Trichophyton mentagrophytes or Botrytis cinerea

No evidence of allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis (which is in any case rare in children with asthma)
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on two occasions, before and after a
steroid trial with a single intramus-
cular injection of triamcinolone, in
the domains of: symptoms (asthma
control test [76]); lung function
(spirometry before and after acute
administration of short-acting b2-
agonist); and airway inflammation
(exhaled nitric oxide, induced spu-
tum). A fibreoptic bronchoscopy
is performed, with bronchoalveolar
lavage (BAL) and endobronchial
biopsy. The aim is to try to answer
four key questions (table 4).

Some general issues will be dis-
cussed before each is considered in turn, and then treatment recommendations, which have been
discussed in detail elsewhere [77], will be summarised.

General issues: what is meant by airway inflammation?

The tacit assumption is sometimes made that airway inflammation is homogeneous throughout
the airway, proximal and distal, and in the lumen and the airway wall. This is not the case. At
least in adults, transbronchial biopsy (TBB) has revealed disproportionate distal airway
inflammation in people with poorly controlled asthma [78–80]. In children, there is only the
poorest relationship between mucosal inflammation (measured on endobronchial biopsy) and
luminal changes (induced sputum, BAL) [81]. The problem is that we cannot measure distal
inflammation safely in children (TBB is not safe [82], and partitioning nitric oxide to proximal
and distal gives too much overlap between normal and asthmatic patients to be clinically useful
[83, 84]), and the evidence as to whether it is mucosal or luminal inflammation, which is
important, is conflicting [81, 85].

Specific issues: why investigate severe, therapy-resistant asthma?

This section, which is not evidence based, summarises the information obtained from invasive
investigations and how the information can be used to guide treatment. Treatment options are
described in detail elsewhere in this issue of the European Respiratory Monograph (ERM) and in the
published literature [77] and are summarised in table 5. In terms of steroid sparing agents, the
only agent for that has a good evidence base in terms of randomised controlled trials is
omalizumab [87–89]. However, many children with severe, therapy-resistant asthma have IgE
levels so high that they are ineligible for treatment [20] and, in any event, every possible effort
must be made to minimise allergen exposure before commencing this therapy. The others are
either extrapolated from adult data or anecdotal. Omalizumab is discussed in more detail
elsewhere in this issue of the ERM.

What is the pattern of airway inflammation?

Theoretically, inflammation could be
classified as eosinophilic, neutrophilic
or mixed, with the caveat that there
may be differences between airway
compartments (above). It is probable
but not proven that targeting parti-
cular inflammatory patterns may be

First step: FOB

• Assess symptoms, use of 
 rescue medication

• Spirometry and reversibility

• Induced sputum, FeNO

• FOB, BAL, biopsy

• Intramuscular triamcinolone

4 weeks later: decision time

• Assess symptoms, use of
 rescue medication

• Spirometry and reversibility

• Induced sputum, FeNO

• Develop treatment plan

Figure 1. Protocol for the management of severe asthma. FOB:
fibreoptic bronchoscopy; FeNO: exhaled nitric oxide fraction; BAL:
bronchoalveolar lavage.

Table 4. Questions to be answered by invasive investigation
of severe, therapy-resistant asthma

What is the pattern of airway inflammation?
Is there concordance between symptoms and inflammation?
Does the child have steroid-responsive asthma?
Does the child have persistent airflow limitation?
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useful. So, for example, there is some evidence that the use of macrolides may be helpful in
neutrophilic asthma [90].

Is there concordance between symptoms and inflammation?

The concept of concordant and discordant phenotypes is based on adult studies [36]. In summary,
discordant phenotypes are the polysymptomatic patient, with very little if any airway

Table 5. Summary of management options according to presenting problem, after a full assessment, including
invasive tests

Problem Treatment

Persistent chronic symptoms with eosinophilic
inflammatory pattern

Ensure allergen burden as low as possible
Very high-dose ICS
SMART regime
Consider use of theophylline to restore steroid

sensitivity
Trial of low-dose oral corticosteroids (preferably

alternate day)
Omalizumab (Xolair1; Genentech, San Francisco, CA,

USA) if meets criteria [77]
Steroid sparing agent (methotrexate, azathioprine,

cyclosporine)
Persistent chronic symptoms with neutrophilic

inflammatory pattern
Reconsider causes of neutrophilic inflammation (wrong

diagnosis, reflux, tobacco smoke exposure)
Wean steroids as far as possible (inhibit neutrophil

apoptosis)
Consider trial of macrolides
Consider theophylline trial (accelerates neutrophil

apoptosis)
Persistent chronic symptoms with mixed

inflammatory pattern
Very poor evidence base. Consider combinations of

eosinophilic and neutrophilic therapies
Persistent chronic symptoms with no airway

inflammation
Wean anti-inflammatory therapy, monitoring closely
Assess symptom perception
Re-assess whether there is an issue with dysfunctional

breathing patterns
Type 1 brittle asthma# Ensure no residual airway inflammation when well

Appropriate dose of ICS, plus either high-dose long-
acting b2-agonist (formoterol, which is preferred to
salmeterol because of better dose–response
characteristics [86]) or consider a double-blind trial of
continuous subcutaneous terbutaline

Recurrent severe exacerbations Ensure no residual airway inflammation when well
(appropriate dose ICS)

Ensure allergen exposure minimised
Consider either or both of high-dose ICS or leukotriene

receptor antagonist with exacerbations
Type 2 brittle asthma" Ensure no residual airway inflammation when well (ICS)

Provide injectable adrenaline for emergencies
Persistent airflow obstruction Reduce treatment to minimum

If obliterative bronchiolitis is the cause, treatment can
often be stopped altogether

Severe asthma with fungal sensitisation Reduce exposure especially at home
Check nebuliser for contamination
Consider the use of itraconazole

Prescription of alternate day or daily oral steroids Omalizumab (Xolair1; Genentech) if meets criteria [77]
Steroid sparing agent (methotrexate, azathioprine,

cyclosporine)

ICS: inhaled corticosteroids; SMART: Symbicort maintenance and reliever therapy (AstraZeneca, London, UK).
#: chronic chaotic variation in peak flow; ": sudden acute catastrophic deterioration on the background of
apparently previously good asthma control.
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inflammation, or the apparently asymptomatic patient with ongoing eosinophilic inflammation.
This latter group may be an exacerbation-prone phenotype, which may benefit from
intensification of therapy [91, 92]. The importance of the distinction from concordant pheno-
types, in which inflammation and symptoms are closely related, is that it is the discordant group
which may benefit from the use of inflammometry to monitor treatment. Certainly, it makes no
sense to give ever more potent and potentially toxic anti-inflammatory therapies if the child has no
evidence of airway inflammation.

Does the child have steroid-responsive asthma?

This is an area in which evidence is almost totally lacking. There is no agreed definition of steroid
responsiveness in children and no consensus about the duration, dose or route of administration
of the steroids for the purposes of the trial. Except in very rare cases of congenital steroid resistance
[93], steroid responsiveness is a spectrum, and it is likely that in children at least, if enough
steroids are given a response will be obtained in most. However, if the response is obtained only at
the cost of intolerable side-effects, then it is hardly clinically useful. So, logically, any operational
definition of steroid response must include an element of safety, and this shows individual
variation, further complicating the matter. Since side-effects may take time to manifest, perhaps
logically the concept of treatment resistance to safe doses of steroids is one that needs to be the
subject of ongoing assessment.

The practicalities of a steroid trial have not been worked out in children. We know that 40 mg
prednisolone daily for 2 weeks does not completely reveal the extent of steroid sensitivity, possibly
as the result of adherence issues [94]. The use of depot triamcinolone will at least ensure that
adherence is not an issue. Whether multiple doses would be better than a single dose has not been
determined.

The adult definition of steroid responsiveness (failure to increase FEV1 by 15% after a 2-week
course of prednisolone, while having an ongoing acute response to b2 agonist of at least 15%) [95]
is not useful in children, not least because many children with genuine severe, therapy-resistant
asthma may have normal spirometry [10, 96]. There are several possible domains of
responsiveness (table 6), which can be combined in various ways. Complete response to a single
dose of triamcinolone or a 2-week course of prednisolone is unusual in our experience, which may
reflect an inadequate dose or duration of the trial.

If the child is not steroid responsive by whatever definition is adopted, then the case for the use of
non-steroid-based alternative treatments is compelling.

Does the child have persistent airflow limitation?

Persistent airflow limitation is defined by an FEV1 that remains ,1.96 SD (Z) scores below normal,
defined by appropriate data in a comparable normal population, despite maximal treatment.

Table 6. Possible criteria for steroid responsiveness in children with severe asthma

Domain Requirement

Symptom response Asthma control test [55] rises to o20 out of 25 or by o5
Lung function response FEV1 rises to normal (o-1.96 Z score) or by o15%

No residual bronchodilator response
Inflammatory response (if paired induced

sputum samples available)
Sputum eosinophil count normal (f 2.5%) [56]

Inflammatory response (if paired induced
sputum samples not available)

FeNO
# normal (,24 ppb) [55]

FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FeNO: exhaled nitric oxide fraction. #: measured at a flow rate of
50 mL?s-1. Symptom response: no improvement in any dimension; lung function response: one or two domains
improve; inflammatory response: all three domains normalise.
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The use of FEV1 is hallowed by time but it is of course a very insensitive measurement and it seems
illogical to define persistent airflow limitation by such a crude marker. The diagnosis of
obliterative bronchiolitis (OB) may be suspected from the finding of airway thickening and air
trapping on a computed tomography (CT) scan, but it may be impossible to distinguish OB from
asthma in an individual [97], so the diagnosis is made on physiological not imaging grounds. The
nature of the steroid treatment trial is also contentious; a steroid trial is mandatory before the
diagnosis is made, and we know that 2 weeks of prednisolone 40 mg daily is not sufficient (above).
We do not know what an adequate steroid trial is, or how much bronchodilator should be trialled
for how long at the end of the trial. The point of determining optimal lung function is clear,
namely that there is no point in escalating treatment to try to reverse the irreversible. The
practicalities are, however, much more difficult.

Special situations

The exacerbating phenotype
Asthma exacerbations cause disruption of daily life, may be life threatening, and may be
associated with an accelerated decline in lung function [98]. There is little information in
children with really severe asthma, and most has to be extrapolated from children with more
mild disease. It has long been known that viral infection is a major trigger, but there has been
increasing interest in the interactions between viruses and allergic sensitisation. These
exacerbations are typically characterised by mixed eosinophilic and neutrophilic inflammation,
or pure neutrophilic inflammation [99–102]. At the extreme, sudden exposure to a really heavy
allergen load, as in thunderstorm asthma [103] and the Barcelona soya bean epidemic [104], is
probably of itself sufficient to lead to an exacerbation with a distinctive eosinophilic phenotype
[105], but this is the exception. We know that viral infections, with the exception of influenza,
are not treatable, but this is no excuse for nihilism. Studies of the exacerbating phenotype
have established important principles of management, demonstrated risk factors that are
of interest mechanistically but cannot be addressed; and risk factors that can be modulated,
as follows.

1) General principles. Although exacerbations and poor baseline control may co-exist, they are
separate phenomena. Exacerbations are characterised physiologically by: an abrupt decline and
then recovery in lung function and little day-to-day variability; poor baseline control is
characterised by marked diurnal fluctuations [106, 107]. Exacerbations can occur on a background
of good baseline control, and increasing interval medications to try to control exacerbations
exposes the child to the risk of side-effects while not preventing exacerbations. No therapeutic
strategy has ever been shown to completely abolish exacerbations.

2) Risk factors that are important mechanistically include genetic issues; CD14, CD16 [108] and
the specific mucin glycan phenotype (O-secretor) have all been implicated [109].

3) There are other risk factors that can be modulated. A child who has had one severe attack is at
risk of another [110, 111], although many children admitted to intensive care have hitherto had
mild asthma [112]. There is a dose–response effect for allergic triggers, and children with
multiple triggers are more vulnerable [57], suggesting that allergen avoidance is worthwhile.
Children who have either or both of poor baseline control and poor lung function are also at
risk [113].

From the latter two points, potential actions are suggested, which are summarised in table 7.
Exacerbating adults with sputum eosinophilia have been successfully treated with the anti-IL-5
monoclonal antibody mepolizumab [92, 93], but this is not licensed in children, and indeed
evidence that IL-5 is important is lacking in severe paediatric asthma.

Type 1 brittle asthma
Most of the data are from adults. Treatment options are summarised in table 2. This section
summarises a protocol for trialling a continuous infusion subcutaneous terbutaline, if this is
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thought to be a viable option. The treatment is obviously demanding and has a strong placebo
effect [114]. We therefore advocate a four-period, double-blind trial, usually as an in-patient. The
child and family know that everyone except the pharmacist who prepares the solutions will be
blinded to the treatment arm. We use a four-period design, because if the child is admitted,
receives placebo and then active treatment, any improvement seen may be just from removal from
a poor environment and accurate administration of medications in hospital, and indeed this is
often what is seen. For a few children, this treatment is dramatically beneficial, and the
inconvenience is worthwhile. The mechanism of benefit is not clear, perhaps very distal airways
which are so obstructed that they cannot be reached by the inhaled route are targeted, but this is
speculative. There are also concerns about possible desensitisation of b-receptors if the child has
specific polymorphisms [115], but this is at the moment more of a theoretical risk.

Severe asthma with fungal sensitisation
Data in children are sparse [116]. There is one adult proof-of-concept trial suggesting that this
entity responds to oral itraconazole [117], thus also giving justification for separating it off from
the generality of severe, therapy-resistant asthma. If itraconazole is given, the risk of Cushing’s
syndrome with ICS must be remembered [118].

Vitamin D deficiency
Vitamin D is known to have many immunomodulatory properties [119] and there is increas-
ing interest in the relationship between vitamin D levels and asthma control [120–122].
Most studies are in mild to moderate asthma, and there has been no intervention study
giving vitamin D to children with severe asthma who are deficient in this vitamin. Nonetheless,
it would seem sensible to measure vitamin D levels and supplement deficient children with
severe asthma.

Monitoring therapy

There have been numerous papers proposing that monitoring asthma using exhaled nitric
oxide, induced sputum and BHR improves outcomes [123–125]. The data supporting this
approach in really severe asthma are few [126]. In one trial of 55 patients, half of whom were
monitored using a strategy to normalise sputum eosinophils, there was no difference in
outcome in the year-long time period [127]. A post hoc analysis suggested there was a reduction
in exacerbations in the sputum eosinophil strategy group in the month after the measurements
(they were seen every 3 months) [127]. Possible reasons for these disappointing results may
include the following. 1) The group was insufficiently uniform and subgroups may have
benefited. This underscores the need for collaboration, which is stressed later. 2) The fact that
unlike in the adult study, sputum cellular phenotypes fluctuated over time [128]. 3) Induced
sputum could not always be obtained, and the use of nitric oxide as a surrogate was not
satisfactory as even within individuals there was no constant relationship between nitric oxide
and airway eosinophilia [129].

Table 7. Management of the exacerbating child

Ensure they are taking low-dose ICS; but be aware there is no evidence that high-dose ICS give added
benefit in this situation

Ensure that baseline control and lung function has been optimised
Determine the pattern of allergic sensitisation, and reduce allergen exposure as far as possible
Consider using measurements of airway inflammation to determine treatment in the following ways:

Non-invasively with induced sputum
Non-invasively with FeNO

Bronchoscopically if very severe or frequent exacerbations

ICS: inhaled corticosteroids; FeNO: exhaled nitric oxide fraction.
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At the present time there is insufficient evidence to recommend the routine use of inflammometry
in the monitoring of these children, but here as elsewhere, more work is needed.

The preschool child with severe wheeze

There is even less evidence in this age group than in school-age children. Such evidence as there is
in the first year of life would suggest that the prognosis is much better than for later wheeze, with
many children becoming symptom free [130]. So, in the Oslo study, severe episodes of obstructive
bronchitis in the first 2 years of age, but not the first year of life, were predictive of later asthma
[131]. The younger the child, the more other diagnostic considerations become important. These
are beyond the scope of this chapter, but in infants, acute bronchiolitis may be misdiagnosed as
severe wheeze, given the imprecise way the term ‘‘wheeze’’ is used (above).

There is some evidence in older preschool children that detailed investigation with bronchoscopy
and pH studies may yield useful information [132]. Clearly this approach is only justified if the
problem is really severe. In these cases, uncontrolled eosinophilic inflammation or reflux may be
found. Good quality outcome studies validating this approach are lacking, however. Much more
work is needed in this field.

Overall summary and conclusions

It is obvious that children with problematic severe asthma should be assessed in a systematic
manner. There is no point in giving beyond-the-guidelines asthma treatment to a child with an
endobronchial foreign body, and no point in seeking severe asthma genes in a child who is not
taking ICS regularly. Less than half of all children referred with ‘‘problematic severe asthma’’ in
fact turn out to have true severe, therapy-resistant disease. Even children who have ongoing
asthma symptoms after all basic management steps have been optimised, are a disparate group,
with different patterns of inflammation. Therefore, it is unsurprising that so little is known about
mechanisms, and that treatment is anecdote- not evidence-driven. If progress is to be made, then
international collaborations such as those under the Global Allergy and Asthma European
Network (GA2LEN) initiative (see earlier), are essential. The key elements are: uniform and
protocol-driven evaluation of each patient, so that centres can be confident that similar groups of
patients are being studied; sharing of pathological material; uniformity of phenotyping; and the
design of focussed studies to move the field forward. Ultimately, we should seek to determine why
severe therapy resistant asthma develops; however, given our present lack of knowledge, this is
indeed a target for the future.
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Chapter 4

Asthma at school age
and in adolescence
Susanne Lau and Ulrich Wahn

SUMMARY: At school age a more stable phenotype of asthma
has developed. Most of the subjects are atopic. Different risk
factors have been identified for the different phenotypes.
Children with persistent wheeze in infancy and at school age are
more likely to be atopic and have an increased risk of wheeze at
age 13 years. Early sensitisation, especially to house dust mite, is
a risk factor for asthma at school age that is associated with
impaired lung function. Remission rates in adolescence are
approximately 30%. During early puberty, approximately 3% of
individuals develop new asthma. Asthmatics appear to be more
susceptible for respiratory viral infections, often accompanied
by exacerbations and hospital admission. Although, anti-
inflammatory therapy cannot influence the development of
lung function, sufficient symptom control can achieve a better
quality of life. Allergen avoidance may reduce bronchial
inflammation as a secondary measure in sensitised individuals.
As primary prevention, early exposure to microbial antigens in
farming communities and sufficient vitamin D levels could be
identified.
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Asthma in childhood (,13 years) and adolescence (13–18 years) is one of the most frequent
chronic diseases and the clinical course can be quite heterogeneous. Approximately 60–75%

of affected schoolchildren (5–18 years; however, school age can often refer to 5–11 years) are
found to be atopic and show a lower rate of remission when compared with children without any
atopic features (fig. 1)[1, 2].

During past decades a lot of epidemiological data aiming to analyse the risk and protective factors
for asthma in order to explain the rising trend in prevalence has emerged [2, 3–5]. As different
phenotypes exist many researchers have, therefore, tried to propose subtyping; for example, in
accordance to the onset of wheeze and persistence from infancy to school age into early onset or
persistent, late-onset and transient early (viral-induced) wheeze [6–9]. Prediction of persistence or
remission remains difficult, many approaches have been proven not to be helpful in daily clinical
practice [9]. However, the Tucson Children’s Respiratory Study (TCRS; Tucson, AZ, USA)
showed that patterns of wheezing prevalence and levels of lung function are established by 6 years
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of age and do not appear to
change significantly by the age
of 16 years in children who
started having asthma-like symp-
toms during their preschool
years [10].

In a cross-sectional trial, with
more than 60 centres, the
International Study of Asthma
and Allergies in Childhood
(ISAAC) showed that there is
a large variation in the world-
wide prevalence of asthma,
suggesting that environmental
and genetic factors play a role
[11]. While there seems to be a
rising trend with increasing
‘‘westernisation’’, low prevalence for asthma was found in Greece, China and Nigeria (less than
5%). The highest prevalence levels, i.e. over 25%, were found in the following English speaking
countries: UK, USA, New Zealand, Australia and Costa Rica. In families who migrated from a low
prevalence country to a high prevalence country it was observed that the children born in the new
environment seemed to have adapted to the prevalence rates of the new country, indicating a
major epigenetic and environmental influence [12]. Similar observations were made after German
unification [13]. In Germany, the asthma prevalence was found to be 10% at school age (fig. 2)
[2, 14] and the adaptation of the Turkish population to the German lifestyle and knowledge of the
German language were associated with an increased risk for allergic rhinitis and asthma [15].

Asthma is a frequent chronic disease during school age and adolescence. Three quarters of affected
individuals show atopy. Heterogeneity of the severity and course of the disease indicate that
phenotyping is a prerequisite for understanding and controlling asthma. Different prevalence rates
are found in different parts of the world suggesting a strong environmental or epigenetic influence.

Risk factors: early wheeze – later asthma?

Infections

Over 90% of children show immunoglobulin
(Ig)G antibodies to respiratory syncytial virus
(RSV) at the age of 24 months. However, only a
certain percentage of these children experience
lower respiratory tract infection (LRTI). It is not
clear whether certain susceptibilities facilitate
severe LRTI or whether a clinically apparent
RSV illness causes bronchial hyperresponsive-
ness (BHR) and promotes the development of
later asthma. LRTI caused by an RSV is
associated with a three- to four-fold risk of
subsequent wheezing during early school years
[16–19]. Other viruses, predominantly rhino-
virus, also play a major role in the development
and exacerbation of asthma at school age
[20–22]. There is increasing evidence to support
the hypothesis that infections are associated with
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non-atopic children. Reproduced from [1] with permission from the
publisher.
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a greater morbidity in asthmatic subjects than in the healthy population, indicating a weaker
antiviral response [23, 24].

Smoking

Maternal smoking during pregnancy is associated with a lower birth weight, decreased lung function
and an increased risk for wheezing and specific sensitisation in high-risk children [25, 26]. Later in
life environmental tobacco smoke exposure is a risk for severe asthma [27]. A study performed in the
USA found that with increasing age asthmatic adolescents exhibited increasing rates of cigarette
smoking [28]. Another study in Croatia showed that active and passive smoking had a harmful effect
on the development of asthma during puberty in a high-school population and was associated with a
higher total IgE level in serum [29].

Body mass index

There seems to be a U-shaped association between body mass index (BMI) and the risk for
asthma [30]. On the one hand, low birth weight and being underweight later in life are risk factors
for lower lung function and early wheeze [26, 31], on the other hand, obesity, especially in females
with early menarche, is associated with asthma and asthma severity [32]. In a birth cohort study in
the UK, it was shown that increasing BMI at 3, 5 and 8 years of age increased the risk of current
wheezing at the corresponding age, and was more pronounced for girls than boys [33].

Sex

Until 13 to 14 years of age, the incidence and prevalence of asthma is greater among boys than
girls [34–36]. During puberty and adolescence there seems to be a change in the sex ratio, with
females showing greater incidences of asthma compared with males (fig. 3) [2, 35–37] , especially
if they have their menarche before 11 years of age [32, 38, 39]. In addition, there is a greater
proportion of males with remission when compared with females [36, 40]. The Childhood Asthma
Management Program (CAMP) found that post-pubertal girls had greater airway responsiveness,
even after adjustment for forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) and other potential
confounders, when compared with boys, indicating sex-specific factors [41]. Furthermore, young
females were found to have more severe asthma [42, 43]. Early menarche seems to be associated
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Figure 3. Asthma prevalence and change of sex ratio in adolescence in the German Multicenter Allergy Study.
a) Resistance of wheeze in children with early wheeze. b) Late-onset of wheeze in children without early wheeze.
M: male; F: female. Data taken from [2] and unpublished data.
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with a stronger decline in lung function in asthmatic females [39], indicating that hormones may
play a role in the process of bronchial inflammation and remodelling.

Socioeconomic disadvantage

Using nationally representative longitudinal data from the USA it appears that childhood
socioeconomic status is strongly associated with the onset of chronic diseases like asthma (OR
1.47, 95% CI 1.4–1.55), hypertension, diabetes, heart attack and stroke in adulthood [44]. Low
birth weight plays an important role in disease onset (OR for asthma 1.64, 95% CI 1.55–1.72) [44].
Although, it is known that atopy is often found in families with a higher levels of education. In the
National Longitudinal Population-Based study in the USA, it was found that paternal education
was negatively related to the risk of developing asthma, while maternal education was positively
related (hazard risk for high school degree 1.49, 95% CI 0.98–2.26) compared to high school
dropout [44].

Allergic sensitisation

Although asthma is more than an allergic inflammatory reaction to certain allergens and more
than a skewed T-helper cell type 2 (Th2)-immune response, there is evidence that early
immune responses in infancy and childhood may affect the development of asthma.
Impairment of interferon-c production at 3 months of age was associated with a greater
risk of wheeze [45]. However, this is only true for the phenotype of asthma with associated
atopy. Sensitisation to any allergen early in life and to inhalant allergens by the age of 7 years
was found to increase the risk of being asthmatic at this age (OR 10), as described in the
German Multicenter Allergy Study (MAS) and shown in figure 4 [46]. This was especially
pronounced if a positive, parental history of asthma or atopy was present (OR 15), with the
effect being strongest for maternal asthma. Children with sensitisation to house dust mites or
pets at the age of 7 years and who were exposed to these indoor allergens were found to have
declined lung functions [1].

In the Manchester Asthma and Allergy Study (MAAS), which was a population-based study, a
machine learning approach was used to cluster children into multiple atopic classes in an
unsupervised way. The relationship between these classes and asthma, up to the age of 8 years, was
investigated. A five-class model indicated
a complex latent structure, in which
children with atopic vulnerability were
clustered into four distinct classes (multi-
ple early, multiple late, dust mite, and
non-dust mite), with the fifth class
describing children with no latent vulner-
ability. The association with asthma up to
8 years of age was considerably stronger
for the multiple early class when com-
pared with the other classes (OR 29
versus 12 versus 11 for multiple early
class versus ever atopic versus atopic at
8 years of age, respectively) [47].

Exposure to animals

Although there is a clear association
between the risk of asthma and sensitisa-
tion to pets, the exposure to pets has been
reported to be potentially beneficial; how-
ever, the findings are inconsistent [48].
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Reproduced from [46] with permission from the publisher.
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Allergic rhinitis as a predictor for wheezing onset in school-aged children

By the age of 13 years, the cumulative incidence of rhinitis was 47.8% in the German MAS [49].
Wheezing point prevalence was highest at the end of the second year, with a value of 19.8%
decreasing to less than 7% during the following years [49]. The cumulative incidence of wheezing
was 40.5% by the age of 13 years. Rhinitis at the age of 5 years significantly predicted the incidence
of wheezing at the age of 5 and 13 years, with an adjusted relative risk of 3.82 (p,0.001). This
association was not attributable to the type of sensitisation. In this group of children, 41.5% of all
new cases of wheezing occurred among children with preceding allergic rhinitis. Wheezing was not
a predictor for the incidence of rhinitis at either 5 or 13 years of age. Sensitisation was a predictor
for wheezing and rhinitis.

Genetic factors

In epidemiological studies, parental history of asthma is the strongest risk factors compared with
others, e.g. environmental exposure factors. However, it is well known that gene-by-environment
interaction explains why exposure factors may have a different impact on individuals. Smoking
may be especially harmful if certain polymorphisms are present [50]. Enzymes that detoxify
inhaled agents (e.g. glutathione transferase genes) determine the effect of environmental pollution.
DNA methylation or histone modification as epigenetic factors modify the transcription of genes
(silencing, activation) and also explain different phenotypes in monozygotic twins [51]. A recent
genome-wide association study identified the ORMDL3 gene on chromosome 17q21 as a risk
factor for childhood asthma, possibly associated with increased interleukin (IL)-17 secretion in
cord blood [52, 53]. Other studies reported more than 100 genes associated with asthma and
allergy, however, findings cannot always be reproduced [54].

While eosinophils are more important in atopic asthmatics, neutrophils are predominantly found
in bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) samples of young children with wheezing. Both neutrophils and
eosinophils may secrete matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-9. MMP-9 plays an important role in
airway wall thickening and airway inflammation. Certain gene variants for MMP-9 increase the
risk of developing non-atopic asthma [55]. Polymorphisms in disintegrin and metalloprotease
gene ADAM33 predict early life lung function at the age of 5 years [56].

Responses to pharmacotherapy, e.g. glucocorticoids, show a wide interindividual variability.
Functional variants of the glucocorticoid-induced transcript 1 gene (GLCCI1) may partly explain
the impaired response to inhaled glucocorticoids in patients with asthma [57].

Protective factors

Farm environment

Living on a farm, consumption of raw milk, and prenatal and post-natal contact with livestock
were reported to protect against asthma and allergy [58]. In several studies of farming
communities, the diversity of microbial exposure was inversely related to the risk of childhood
asthma (OR 0.62 and 0.86) [59].

Early exposure to pathogens may have an impact on innate immunity and may cause an
upregulation of certain toll-like receptors (TLRs). An alteration in TLR signalling can influence
allergy and asthma development [60]. Functional relevant TLR1 and TLR6 variants were found to
have a protective effect on atopic asthma [61].

Vitamin D and asthma

On the one hand, there has been increasing evidence for the protective effect of vitamin D [23, 62].
On the other hand, some studies have suggested a positive association between the level of vitamin D
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intake and risk, for example, of atopic eczema [63]. Vitamin D deficiency may weaken pulmonary
defences against respiratory infections and thus trigger asthma exacerbations in infancy and in
school age [64]. In a study in CAMP study in the USA, lower vitamin levels were associated with
increased airway responsiveness, higher IgE levels and greater likelihood of hospitalisation during
asthma attacks in children [65, 66]. A possible mechanism of protection is the anti-inflammatory
effect of vitamin D reducing the damage caused by viral induced inflammation.

Nutrition and asthma

Adherence to a Mediterranean type of diet, rich in polyunsaturated omega-3 fatty acid (olive oil)
and oily fish, fresh fruits and vegetables, is associated with lower prevalence of asthma symptoms
among 10–12-year-old children in the cross-sectional, PANACEA (Physical Activity, Nutrition,
Alcohol, Cessation of smoking, Eating out of home And obesity) study [67]. The effect may be due
to the antioxidants, which may reduce oxidative stress-related inflammatory disease.

Secondary prevention

Although allergen avoidance was not found to be protective as a primary measure [68], secondary
prevention can be a successful approach in reducing the decline in lung function and chronic
allergic inflammation in the bronchi for sensitised individuals. Children with sensitisation to
indoor allergens and who had continuous exposure during the first 6 years of life were found to
have poorer lung function than individuals with sensitisation but without significant exposure.
Although some meta-analysis on house dust mite reduction and the effect on asthmatics showed
inconsistent data [69], studies on monosensitised school-aged children could show a significant
benefit for BHR [70].

Pharmacotherapy can reduce symptoms and may achieve asthma control; however, no influence
on the natural course of the disease could be proven. In the CAMP study, treatment with inhaled
corticosteroids (ICS) did not result in any higher post-bronchodilator lung function after 3 years
of treatment, compared with nedocromil or placebo [71]. Maybe in the future new concepts of
primary prevention will arise [72].

Prediction of outcome

Longitudinal studies revealed that approximately 30% of asthmatics with symptoms during
childhood showed remission in adolescence and early adulthood [73]. However, of these 30% a
certain percentage (approximately 12%, as in the Dunedin Multidisciplinary Health and
Development Study undertaken in New Zealand) relapsed [37]. Risk factors for persistence and
relapse are house dust mite sensitisation, smoking at 21 years, BHR and female sex. The earlier in
age the onset of asthma occurs, the greater the risk of a relapse. However, asthma after relapse
often seems to be mild [74]. A positive methacholine challenge at 15 years of age predicted a
relapse of asthma at 26 years of age in the Dunedin study [74].

Persistent asthma from childhood to adolescence is associated with atopy, especially house dust
mite sensitisation, increased BHR and poorer lung function compared to individuals showing
remission of asthma at 18 years of age [74].

In the German MAS, approximately 3% of adolescents, aged between 10 and 13 years of age,
developed new asthma [2]. Similar rates are reported between the ages of 18 and 21 years [74].
There seems to be different risk factors for asthma at the age of 11–13 years compared with
children starting to wheeze before and after the age of 3 years. Perennial sensitisation is more
important in children with early and later wheeze while atopic dermatitis was found to be a risk
factor for children starting to wheeze after the age of 3 years. Parental atopy was predictive for
both groups. A child with wheeze before the age of 3 years and sensitisation to indoor allergens
(mite, cat or dog) had a probability as high as 75% of still having a wheeze at the age of 13 years.
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The positive predictive value increased to 83% when a child with early wheezing and early
sensitisation to indoor allergens was also exposed to high concentrations of indoor allergens early
in life [4]. The study based in the Isle of Wight (UK) presented an algorithm comprising of four
factors for childhood asthma: a family history of asthma; recurrent chest infections in infancy;
absence of nasal symptoms at 1 year of age; and atopic sensitisation at age 4 years [5]. A third
algorithm, based on the presence of atopic eczema, IgE sensitisation to food allergens and specific
polymorphisms of the filaggrin gene, was able to predict another subset of asthmatic children in
the German MAS cohort with a positive predictive value of 1.00 (95% CI 0.65–1.00) [2, 75].

Impact on quality of life

Quality of life (QoL) in chronic asthmatic disease seems to be mainly affected by control; the better
the control of asthma the more enhanced the QoL. Severe uncontrolled asthma is associated with
reduced lung function and impaired performance in physical exercise and impaired QoL [76]. In
Dutch schoolchildren aged 7–10 years, the QoL scores among children and their caregivers
were lower if the child had asthma with the lowest scores in diagnosed asthma compared with
undiagnosed asthma and healthy controls [77].

Statement of Interest
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Chapter 5

Physical exercise,
training and sports in
asthmatic children and
adolescents
Kai-Håkon Carlsen*,#," and Karin C. Lødrup Carlsen*,"

SUMMARY: Exercise-induced asthma (EIA) is common in
asthmatic children and adolescents. Treatment of childhood
EIA is among the main aims of all international guidelines.
Physical activity and fitness is found to improve with optimal
control in children with EIA. Physical training does not improve
asthma, but improves fitness and quality of life (QoL) in
asthmatic children. Mechanisms of EIA include water loss and
heat loss caused by increased ventilation during physical
exercise, whereas the mechanisms of asthma development in
adolescent athletes include respiratory epithelial damage,
increased parasympathetic tone and airways inflammation
leading to remodelling over time. In this chapter the basis for
diagnosis of EIA and asthma in adolescent athletes and
recommended treatment is discussed.
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Exercise-induced asthma (EIA) is common and sometimes the only manifestation of asthma in
children and adolescents. EIA was defined by Aretaeus, the Cappodocian, 100 years AD [1]. In

1963, JONES et al. [2] published the first truly scientific paper on EIA, describing the fall in forced
expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) after exercise for 5–10 minutes, and the effect of different
drugs given as pre-medication before exercise. 30 years ago it was stated that EIA occurred in 70–
80% of asthmatic children not treated with inhaled steroids [3]. Exercise-induced bronchocon-
striction (EIB) occurred in 8.6% of a normal population of 10-year-old children [4], was reported
in 12% of non-asthmatic children aged 7–17 years [5] and among 36.7% of 10-year-olds with
current asthma [4]. EIA and EIB are thus common manifestations of asthma in children. A joint
task force of the European Respiratory Society (ERS) and European Academy of Allergy and
Clinical Immunology (EAACI) defined EIA as symptoms and signs of asthma occurring in an
asthmatic after exercise, whereas EIB was defined as a reduction in FEV1 of o10% after a
standardised exercise test [6].
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Pathogenic mechanisms of EIA

EIA is thought to be due to increased ventilation caused by the increase in demand for oxygen as a
result of physical exercise. The increased ventilation is accompanied by heat and water loss as the
inhaled air is warmed up to 37uC and is fully saturated with vapour through its passage down the
airways. Consequently, the airways are cooled, giving rise to reflex parasympathetic nerve
stimulation with resulting bronchoconstriction. Conservation of heat will be attempted by an
initial vasoconstriction of the bronchial venules. When stopping exercise, the increased ventilation
ceases, and so the need for conserving heat gives rise to a rebound vasodilatation. The result is
both smooth muscle constriction and mucosal oedema in susceptible individuals [7], reducing the
size of the bronchial lumen with increased airways resistance [8].

However, the increased water loss caused by the saturation of the inspired air due to the increased
minute ventilation (V9E) in exercise increases the osmolality in the extracellular fluid of the
bronchial mucosa. The water loss from the bronchial mucosa induces movement of water from
inside the cell to the extracellular space [9], thereby causing an intracellular increase in the ion
concentration [10]. This may lead to the release of mediators, both newly formed eicosanoids and
preformed mediators such as histamine, from intracellular granules and cause bronchoconstric-
tion. It has been suggested that cold air mainly exerts its effect through the low water content of
cold air, thus drying the respiratory mucosa [9].

The inflammatory basis of EIB was demonstrated by HALLSTRAND et al. [11]. They demonstrated
a relationship between columnar epithelial cells in induced sputum and severity of EIB, and a
relationship between cysteinyl leukotrienes and histamine versus columnar cells in sputum,
demonstrating the role of mediator release. The same group also described the finding that
MUC5AC, one of the gel forming mucins, was released after exercise challenge and related to
the maximum fall in FEV1 after exercise challenge, showing the role of mucin release in
EIB [12].

Diagnosis of EIA in children

Respiratory symptoms, such as wheeze and cough, should, if occurring after physical exercise, raise
the suspicion of asthma. Also EIA may be suspected in a child withdrawing from physical activity
and play since children who experience respiratory problems with exercise may choose not to take
part in exercise and play. This may even be unsuspected by parents [13]. It is important to verify
suspected EIA by objective measurements in order to offer an optimal and sufficient treatment for
EIA, because several other conditions may be confused with EIA. Whatever the cause, a child
should receive help to master EIA as physical activity is an important part of a childs social
interaction and development.

EIA may be verified by standardised exercise tests in the laboratory or exercise field tests and is
looked upon as an indirect measure of bronchial responsiveness [14]. Other types of tests, such as
the direct bronchial challenge by metacholine bronchial challenge, or indirect tests, such as the
mannitol test, may suggest the presence of EIA [15], but not verify the diagnosis. Also a positive
reversibility test, i.e. an increase in FEV1 of at least 12% from before to after bronchodilator
inhalation, may indicate asthma.

The diagnosis of EIA can be made by a standardised exercise test. The test should be standardised
with regard to environmental temperature and humidity [16–18] and with a high exercise load, up
to 95% of maximum exercise load, as measured by heart rate [19]. Free running tests have been
found to be the type of activity best suited to provoke EIB, followed by running on a treadmill,
whereas cycling and swimming are less provocative [17]. The exercise test has high specificity for
asthma, but lower sensitivity, especially when the child is treated with inhaled steroids. Testing for
direct bronchial responsiveness, through bronchial challenge with metacholine, has higher
sensitivity, but lower specificity for the diagnosis of asthma [20–22].
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Sports-specific field exercise tests are suggested to be much more sensitive in athletes compared
with other tests [23], but this could not be verified by another study [22].

Clinically, EIA usually occurs shortly after heavy exercise. There is expiratory dyspnoea, coughing,
audible rhonchi and sibilating rhonchi on lung auscultation with the symptoms of bronchial
constriction usually reaching its maximum 6–10 minutes after the exercise.

Respiratory stridor occurring during maximum exercise in the well-trained adolescent child, often
in girls, may be confused with EIA, but is due to vocal cord dysfunction (VCD). The stridor
appears during inspiration with audible inspiratory sounds. EIA and VCD may coexist [24]. A
maximal inspiratory flow at 50% of forced vital capacity (FVC) (MIF50)/maximal expiratory flow
at 50% of FVC (MEF50) ratio ,1 after a metacholine bronchial provocation has been said to be
typical of VCD [25]. Running on a treadmill at maximum intensity, with inspiratory stridor
occurring during maximum intensity, can confirm the diagnosis, which may be further verified by
continuous laryngoscopic exercise test [26, 27]. There are different treatment modalities for
exercise-induced VCD that do not include asthma drugs, and endoscopic surgery has been found
to be useful in selected patients [28].

Poor physical fitness and obesity should also be considered as possible differential diagnoses to
EIA, and also other chronic respiratory or cardiac conditions.

Treatment and management of EIA

One of the main objectives of international asthma treatment guidelines for children is to enable
children to fully participate in sports and physical activities [29, 30]. Treatment should focus on
mastering EIA during childhood, including early childhood. Even in preschool-aged children with
asthma, they mostly or partly avoid physical activity and tend to remain passive. The early
identification of EIA, including objective measures to confirm the diagnosis, is an important part
of the therapeutic procedure aimed at mastering EIA.

The primary aim of EIA treatment is to enable asthmatics to participate in physical activity and
daily activities on an equal level with their healthy peers. The secondary therapeutic aim is to
enable asthmatic children to fulfil their physical potential for participation in sports and to fulfil
their ambitions.

Optimal control of EIA is most often obtained by anti-inflammatory treatment with inhaled
corticosteroids (ICS) (table 1). The dose may vary according to asthma severity, and the effect
occurs gradually, but with an early onset beginning after 1 week’s treatment and improving
further through the following weeks [33]. Additional control of EIA may be obtained by
pretreatment before physical activity with bronchodilators such as inhaled short- or long-acting
b2-agonists [34], or ipratropium bromide [35]. Also leukotriene antagonists often improve control
of EIA in children without the tolerance development often seen with regular treatment with
inhaled b2-agonists [32]. In severe asthma a fixed combination of inhaled steroids and long-acting
b2-agonists may increase control, especially in older children, but at the risk of possible tolerance
development to the inhaled long-acting b2-agonists.

A novel inhaled steroid, ciclesonide, may be of particular interest to athletes [36]. This steroid is a
pro-drug, activated in the bronchial epithelium, which when passed into the blood stream is
protein-bound and inactivated rapidly. The side-effects of this drug are thus limited both locally,
e.g. oral candidiasis and hoarseness, as well as systemically, e.g. potential suppression of the adrenal
glands. The potential adrenal suppression caused by most inhaled steroids may be particularly
negative with respect to performance in sports [37]. Thus, particular attention to and avoidance of
this side-effect is essential in top athletes where an optimal stress–response is required for optimal
performance [38].
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Participation of asthmatic children and adolescents in physical
activity and training

Physical training, in general, improves fitness, quality of life (QoL) and activity in asthmatic
children [39, 40]. The participation in physical activity is important for a child’s growth, long-
term development and health [41]. Physical fitness has been related to psychological functioning
in asthmatic children [42, 43].

The improved fitness and QoL obtained by participation in systematic physical training has been
confirmed by a Cochrane based meta-analysis of eight training studies including 226 asthmatics
from 6 years of age and above [44]. However, no change in lung function and bronchial
responsiveness accompanied the increased physical fitness.

COUNIL et al. [45] confirmed improvement in aerobic and anaerobic fitness in asthmatic
adolescents (mean age 13 years), but no improvement was found in lung function after 6 weeks
training with high intensive bouts. FANELLI et al. [46] more recently reported improved QoL and
also a reduction in severity of EIB, although not linearly related to improvement in fitness after
16 weeks of training in asthmatic children.

Some studies have demonstrated that asthmatic children are as physically fit and active as healthy
children [47], whereas others have demonstrated that physical activity and fitness are related to
asthma control and improves with optimal treatment with inhaled steroids and optimal asthma
control [48]. Participation in planned physical training programmes may, thus, be an important part
of rehabilitation for asthmatic children. A more active and happy life was obtained after
participation in regular training groups planned for asthmatic children [40].

Regular physical activity should be part of daily life for children and adolescents with asthma.

Table 1. Treatment for exercise-induced asthma (EIA)

Treatment type Drug Comment

Controller treatment ICS Presently the most important treatment available.
Ciclesonide may be particularly suited for both children
and athletes, due to lack of side-effects. For athletes,
the lack of adrenal suppression may be of particular
importance for performance [31].

Leukotriene receptor
antagonists

Montelukast protects against EIA without tolerance
development. Several patients are non-responders [32].
Effect should be controlled through follow-up.

Cromones Effect uncertain.
Reliever treatment Inhaled b2-agonists

Short acting Useful for pretreatment before exercise and for reliever
treatment of dyspnoea. Regular use may cause
tolerance development.

Long acting Useful with uncontrolled EIA both in schoolchildren and
adolescent athletes. Regular use may give tolerance
development. Should not be used without
concomitant ICS.

Anticholinergic drugs May be particularly useful in athletes due to possible
cholinerg involvement in pathogenesis.

Inhaled ipratropium
bromide

Can be used as premedication 45 minutes before
exercise. Particularly useful in endurance athletes.

Tiotropium Not studied for EIA or in athletes. Potentially of
importance in athletes.

ICS: inhaled corticosteroid.
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Asthma and sports in children and adolescents

Why are asthma and bronchial hyperresponsiveness more frequent in athletes?

Increased prevalence of asthma and bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR) among young elite
athletes were reported more than 20 years ago among swimmers [49] and cross-country skiers
[50, 51]. Similar findings were later reported in Olympic athletes with regard to the use of asthma
drugs [52]. The prevalence of asthma and BHR grew with increasing length of their active
competitive period for both the Norwegian national team cross-country skiers [22] and for elite
skiers [51]. In young adolescent swimmers a high prevalence of BHR was found at a young age,
between 16 and 22 years, both assessed by metacholine bronchial provocation (provocative dose of
metacholine causing a 20% fall in FEV1 (PD20) ,4 mmol in 70.8%) and by eucapnic voluntary
hyperpnoea (positive in 65%) [53].

The first report that showed intensive physical activity increased BHR was made more than
20 years ago, on adolescent elite swimmers aged from 12 to 18 years [49]. They swam three
intervals of 1,000 meters and the provocative concentration of histamine causing a 20% fall in
FEV1 (PC20 histamine) was measured before and after the swim. BHR increased both in
asthmatic and healthy swimmers, but baseline PC20 histamine was significantly lower among
swimmers with asthma. The increase in bronchial responsiveness correlated with the increase in
exercise load (increase in blood lactate) during swimming in both asthmatic and healthy
swimmers [49]. Later, SUE-CHU and co-workers [54, 55] showed that highschool, adolescent,
cross-country skiers during one competitive winter season developed signs of inflammation
(lymphoid follicles and deposition of tenascin, increased number of inflammatory cells) in their
bronchial biopsies, independent of being asthmatics or not. Investigations in exercising animals
demonstrate inflammatory changes in the airways. In addition, epithelial damage is a repeated
finding. Mice, exercised by running, developed inflammation and epithelial damage in their
airways compared with sedentary mice [56]. This was also found in Alaskan sledge dogs;
examined by bronchoscopy and bronchoalveolar lavage before and after a sledge race across
Alaska [57].

Increased neutrophil cell counts in induced sputum were found in swimmers and winter sport
athletes, and the neutrophil counts correlated to the number of training hours per week in both
groups [58]. Particularly in swimmers where eosinophil counts were increased, as was the number
of bronchial epithelial cells [58]. Also in amateur endurance runners several inflammatory markers
were found in induced sputum taken both before and after completing a half-marathon race;
increased number of bronchial epithelial cells and apoptosis of bronchial cells, supernatant
interleukin (IL)-8 levels of induced sputum and serum levels of Clara cell protein 16, were
demonstrated as a measure of lung damage [59].

Extracellular water movement across cell membranes is important in the pathogenesis of EIA [9].
Aquaporin (Aqp) is a channel for aqueous water transport, driven by osmotic forces generated by
sodium and chlorine ions and expressed in respiratory subepithelial glandular cells and alveolar
type 1 cells of the lungs [60]. It has been reported that mice lacking the gene for the aqueous water
channel Aqp5 have higher BHR to metacholine compared with normal mice [61]. PARK et al. [60]
found a relationship between metacholine BHR and diminished pilocarpine-induced sweat
secretion, tearing rate and salivary flow rate in athletes suspected of EIB indicating an autonomic
dysfunction related to the measured BHR.

Intensive and regularly repeated training has been shown to influence autonomic regulation.
Increased parasympathetic activity was reported by pupillometry in athletes, especially in
endurance runners [62], whereas higher parasympathetic nervous activity was noted in top cross-
country skiers and in children in training by using the ratio of resting ECG R-R-interval at full
inspiration to the lowest R-R interval during 4 seconds of cycling as an index of vagal activity
[35, 63].
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The environment, in which physical training and sports are performed, is important for
development of asthma and BHR both in children and athletes. During physical activity the
exposure to inhalant environmental agents increases due to the increased V9E during physical
activity. With regular physical training and participation in sports activities this increases further.

The cumulative exposure to swimming pools has repeatedly been reported to increase asthma
prevalence and EIA in Belgian children [64–67]. However, this was contradicted in a large English
birth cohort study that reported cumulative swimming to be associated with increased lung
function and a decreased risk of asthma symptoms, especially in children with pre-existing
respiratory illness [68].

An epidemiological study, which included 3,535 South-Californian children, was performed in six
areas with high pollution levels (ozone) and six with low pollution levels. After a 5-year follow-up
period, children who participated actively in more than three types of sports in areas with high
ozone levels were found to have an increased risk of asthma. Participating in sports in areas with
low ozone levels did not increase the risk of asthma [69]. This is further supported by studies in
athletes, especially endurance athletes. Young competitive swimmers develop BHR at an earlier
age, earlier than competitive cross-country skiers [22, 53]. Increased inflammatory markers in
induced sputum have been found in competitive swimmers [70, 71] and frequently BHR [53, 70,
71]. Increased leukotriene B4 (LTB4) levels in exhaled breath condensate were reported in Italian
elite swimmers [72]. The environmental agent active in swimming pools is an organic chlorine
product, thought to increase inflammation of the airways and BHR [73]

Cross-country skiers are repeatedly exposed to cold air [51], whereas athletes training and
competing in ice rinks are at risk of exposure to oxides of nitrogen (NOx) from the freezing
machinery and to ultrafine particles from the resurfacing machines [74], corresponding to reports
of high asthma prevalence among ice-hockey players [75] and figure skaters [76].

It is evident that the environmental conditions, in which physical training and sports are
practised, have important implications for the respiratory health of active children and
adolescents as well as for the adolescent athlete. Pollution and harmful chemicals in the
environmental air increase the risk for asthma development and BHR in the child practising
sports as well as for the competing athlete in endurance sports. Environmental precautions should
be applied whenever possible. The effective mechanical ventilation system of swimming pools is
important, and effort should be made to secure less harmful methods of disinfecting the water in
swimming pools. Care should be taken not to practise outdoor sports and competitions in too
cold an environment, with -15uC as a recommended lower limit. Alternatively cold protection
equipment may be used, such as Lungplus (Lung-Plus Info AB, Hörby, Sweden) and Jonaset
sports mask (Suomen Jonas OY, Helsinki, Finland). Endurance sports should not be carried out
in areas with high air pollution. For the allergic athletes, exposure to aeroallergens may exacerbate
asthma and allergic symptoms. The presence of concomitant allergic rhinitis may reduce QoL and
sports performance [77].

Two main phenotypes of asthma may be described in athletes. The first group are those with
asthma from early childhood, often accompanied by allergic sensitisation. Secondly, there are
those athletes who contract their asthmatic symptoms through repeated heavy training and
competitions for their sport [78, 79]. The primary lesion in this athlete’s asthma is possibly
epithelial barrier dysfunction caused by the frequently repeated periods of increased ventilation
followed by airways inflammation and parasympathetic dominance [35, 58]. The latter may not
have the obvious asthmatic symptoms caused by acute episodes of bronchoconstriction, but rather
cough and phlegm over prolonged periods of time often provoked by repeated competitions and
viral infections. The latter phenotype is not unlike chronic persistent asthma. Recently, it was
suggested that athlete’s asthma represented an ‘‘endotype’’ of asthma. An "endotype" is proposed
to be a subtype of a condition defined by a distinct pathophysiological mechanism [80]. It is
unclear how this point of view would add to the understanding and treatment of asthma in
athletes.
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Diagnosis of EIA, asthma and BHR in competing adolescent
athletes

For the athlete it is important that the suspicion of EIA should be confirmed by objective tests for
two reasons; first, due to doping regulations, objective measures have been required to obtain
approval for the use of asthma drugs in sports; secondly, intensive physical activity may produce
increased amounts of respiratory secretions which may be confused with asthmatic symptoms.
The objective tests, which may confirm an asthma diagnosis in the athlete, are as for asthmatic
children, standardised exercise tests, exercise field tests, tests for BHR, such as metacholine
bronchial challenge, or indirect tests, such as eucapnic voluntary hyperpnoea and mannitol test.
Also the reversibility test; FEV1 increase from before to after bronchodilator inhalation, can be
indicative of asthma with a 12% increase in FEV1 from before to after inhaled bronchodilator.

Eucapnic voluntary hyperpnoea [81], another indirect test of bronchial responsiveness, is a
sensitive test of bronchial responsiveness in athletes, but physically demanding to perform [53].
Sports-specific field exercise tests have been maintained to be much more sensitive in athletes
compared with other tests [23], but this could not be verified by another study [22]. Also
inhalation of mannitol has been suggested as a substitute measure of EIA in athletes [15].

EIA usually occurs shortly after heavy exercise. The dyspnoea is expiratory with audible rhonchi
and sibilating rhonchi on lung auscultation and the bronchial constriction usually reaches its
maximum 6–10 minutes after stopping exercise. Often confused with EIA is the respiratory stridor
occurring during maximum exercise load, inspiratory of character and representing exercise-
induced VCD. First described by REFSUM et al. [82], and later in adolescents by LANDWEHR et al.
[83], this condition often occurs among well-trained young girls, active in sports. EIA and VCD
may coexist [24]. Exercise-induced VCD should be suspected with respiratory stridor occurring
during maximum exercise intensity and is of inspiratory type, as described previously. There are
different treatment modalities for exercise-induced VCD, although not including asthma drugs;
even endoscopic surgery has been found useful in selected patients [28].

A chronic respiratory illness with reduced baseline lung function may give exercise limitations, and
can be verified through demonstrating flow limitation in the tidal breathing flow–volume loop
during exercise testing [84].

Therapeutic aspects of asthma in adolescent athletes

For athlete asthma anti-inflammatory treatment using inhaled steroids is most important, to
reduce the inflammation caused by repeated training and competitions and possibly to help
improve long-term prognosis. The treatment should follow regular treatment guidelines.
Bronchodilators are frequently needed both as pretreatment before competitions and to relieve
symptoms. Experience shows that inhaled ipratropium bromide is frequently an effective
bronchodilator. Inhaled b2-agonists, both short- and long-acting are often needed. It is important
to assess objective measures like lung function and BHR when treating competitive athletes, as
symptoms are frequently reported without clinical correlate.

For many years there have been strict regulations for the use of asthma drugs in sports. Initially,
one feared that these drugs might improve performance, but now it is generally accepted that
inhaled steroids and inhaled b2-agonists do not improve performance, and the regulations have
been loosened for most drugs, but not all (terbutaine). At present there are no restrictions for the
use of inhaled steroids, inhaled ipratropium bromide, leukotriene antagonists and the inhaled b2-
agonists salbutamol, salmeterol and formoterol. However, inhaled terbutaline is restricted in
competitive sports and objective measurements of BHR, EIB or bronchodilator reversibility must
be documented for approval for its use. Physicians treating children and adolescents with asthma
active in competitive sports should keep up-to-date on the doping rules and follow these in the
selection of drugs and give the necessary documentation for the sports authorities.
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Chapter 6

Food allergy, asthma and
anaphylaxis
Sarah Taylor-Black and Julie Wang

SUMMARY: Asthma and food allergy coexist in many
children, although it remains unclear whether or not food
allergy and asthma are simply associated with each other due to
underlying predisposition to allergy or whether they are actually
causally related. Several studies have shown that food allergic
individuals who develop asthma are at higher risk for severe
asthma. In addition, asthma in individuals with food allergy
places those patients at higher risk for severe allergic reactions to
food, such as anaphylaxis, particularly if the asthma is poorly
controlled. Food allergy should be considered in children with
acute, life-threatening asthma exacerbations with no identifiable
triggers and in highly atopic children with severe persistent
asthma resistant to medical management. Management of food
allergy and asthma according to well-defined national guidelines
is essential to establish good control of these conditions,
particularly when they are concomitant. In patients with
concurrent food allergy and asthma, education about heigh-
tened risks is an important step in treatment, and intramuscular
epinephrine is the drug of choice in treatment of anaphylaxis.
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Food allergy and asthma are common medical conditions of childhood, but it is unclear if they
simply coexist due to predisposition to atopy or whether food allergy actually predisposes to

worsening or more severe asthma. It is clear, however, that children with comorbid food allergy
and asthma have increased morbidity. Children with both food allergies and asthma are at
increased risk for severe anaphylaxis, including fatal and near-fatal anaphylaxis, particularly if the
asthma is uncontrolled [1]. In this chapter, we will discuss the findings of recent studies which
explore the relationship between food allergy and asthma, as well as review food-induced
anaphylaxis and its relationship to asthma.

How does food allergy contribute to asthma?

In the community, there appears to be a strong perception that food allergy and asthma are linked,
perhaps because they are well-known atopic conditions. This is reflected in the increasing literature
investigating the relationship between food/diet and asthma [2]. In a survey of patients attending an
asthma and allergy clinic, 73% believed that foods triggered their asthma symptoms [3].
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Young children are often affected by food allergies, and these can precede the development of
asthma and are considered a risk factor for persistent, problematic asthma [4–6]. There have been
several studies which examine whether food allergy predisposes to asthma. For example, studies
have shown that sensitisation to egg, one of the most common food allergens in childhood, is a
risk factor for sensitisation to aeroallergens and asthma later in life [7, 8]. Although the majority of
children eventually develop tolerance to egg [9], a recent case–control study investigated whether
the natural history of food allergy had any impact on the risk for developing asthma [10]. Sixty-
nine children with confirmed food allergies to egg and/or fish were followed until school-age. All
of the children had developed tolerance to egg and 17% of those with fish allergy developed
tolerance at follow-up. The authors found not only that sensitisation to egg was a marker for
increased risk for later asthma, but that presence of asthma symptoms and bronchial
hyperresponsiveness (BHR) were not associated with persistence of the food sensitisation.
Moreover, there was no association between the severity of allergic reaction to foods and risk of
developing asthma. In addition, wheezing is often a precursor to the development of asthma and
the association between food sensitisation and viral-induced wheeze has been explored in a
Finnish study [11]. Immunoglobulin (Ig)E antibodies for cod, milk, egg, peanut, soy and wheat
were obtained in 247 hospitalised wheezing children aged 3 months to 16 years. Food allergen
sensitisation was found to be associated with human rhinovirus-induced wheezing, although it was
not associated with wheezing caused by other viruses [11].

The association between food allergy and asthma is further supported by epidemiologic studies
demonstrating a high rate of food allergies in asthmatic children. The National Cooperative Inner
City Asthma Study (NCICAS), which enrolled children with asthma from inner cities in the USA
and collected serum samples, showed the prevalence of food sensitisation was surprisingly high,
with 45% of the children having IgE-mediated sensitisation to at least one of the six most common
food allergens (milk, egg, wheat, soy, peanut or fish) [12]. 4% of the children had IgE levels that
indicated a very high likelihood (95% positive predictive value) of clinical reactivity. Data from the
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) has also demonstrated an
increased prevalence of food sensitisation (to milk, egg, peanut and shrimp) and food allergy risk
categories in those with asthma compared to those without asthma [13]. Evidence for this
increased prevalence is particularly strong in those reporting current asthma and having had
emergency department visits for asthma in the previous year. Of those with asthma, 27.5% had a
detectable IgE level to at least one food and 1.9% had levels in the range that highly suggested
clinical food allergy. In contrast, 14.9% of those without asthma had sensitisation to at least one
food, and only 0.9% had levels that indicated probable food allergy.

Evidence from several studies have shown that children with asthma and concurrent food allergies
tend to have worse asthma morbidity than those with asthma alone. From the NCICAS cohort,
children with food sensitisation had higher rates of asthma hospitalisation and higher
requirements of corticosteroid medications compared to those without food sensitisation [9].
The NHANES data demonstrated similar results; patients with asthma and food allergy were more
likely to have had a severe asthma exacerbation compared to asthmatics without evidence of food
allergy (OR 6.9, 95% CI 2.4–19.7) [13]. While these studies defined food allergies based only on
serologic testing, a few studies have found associations between clinical food allergy and increased
asthma morbidity. ROBERTS et al. [14] reported that children with life-threatening asthma (as
defined by exacerbation requiring ventilation) were more likely to have a history of food allergy
than children who had non-life-threatening asthma exacerbations (OR 8.58, 95% CI 1.85–39.71).
Another study specifically examined the role of peanut allergy with asthma and found similar
results [15]. Having peanut allergy was associated with higher rates of hospitalisation and use of
systemic corticosteroids compared to asthmatics without peanut allergy.

A dose effect for the number and severity of food allergies with the likelihood of having a diagnosis
of asthma has also been demonstrated [16]. Those who had severe allergic reactions to foods had
higher rates of asthma, and those with milk, egg, and peanut allergies were independently
associated with increased rates of asthma. This is in contrast to the study by PRIFTIS et al. [10]
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which found no correlation between the severity of egg or fish allergy with the risk of developing
asthma. Another study found that children with food allergy presented with asthma at an earlier
age than those without a history of food allergy. However, there was no association between
asymptomatic food sensitisation and asthma prevalence or severity [16].

The role of food allergy in the development of asthma has been investigated in several studies by
focusing on objective measurements of lung dysfunction associated with asthma. From a
prospective study of unselected children, having an allergy to cow’s milk was reported to be a
predictor of later BHR and airway inflammation [17]. Children with IgE-mediated milk allergy
diagnosed in infancy by oral food challenge had an increased risk of elevated BHR (using
histamine challenge and exhaled nitric oxide) at 8 years of age. Similar results were reported by
KROGULSKA et al. [18]; BHR (using methacholine challenge) was increased in food allergic children
compared to healthy children without food allergy. Of note, these children did not have asthma or
allergic rhinitis. In 1996, JAMES et al. [19] reported that oral food challenge-induced asthma was
associated with increased BHR. However, rarely, increased BHR was observed in a participant with
a positive food challenge but without respiratory symptoms [19]. Interestingly, respiratory
symptoms were observed in only 26% of food allergic children during the oral food challenge, even
in children with asthma [18]. Among those without asthma, 47% of food allergic children had
increased BHR compared to 17% of children without food allergy, demonstrating a limitation of
using BHR as a surrogate marker for asthma [18], as other studies have shown [20]. However, it is
also possible that airway inflammation as evidenced by BHR may be a precursor of later asthma as
some studies hypothesise [21, 22]. In addition, KULKAMI et al. [23] found that children with
asthma and food allergies had significantly higher exhaled nitric oxide (22.4 versus 10.3; p50.01)
and sputum eosinophils (15.5 versus 2.0; p,0.001) compared with asthmatic children without
allergies. Additionally, in a UK study investigating the exhaled nitric oxide fraction (FeNO) in 94
peanut allergic children, children who had outgrown their asthma and children with a history of
untreated wheezing had elevated levels of FeNO, and these levels were significantly higher than
those in children with treated asthma or those with no history of wheeze. This finding is
concerning for ongoing eosinophilic airways inflammation in food allergic children, and may
suggest a need for inhaled corticosteroid use in children with peanut allergy reported to have
outgrown their asthma or children with untreated wheeze [24].

How does asthma affect food allergy?

Although lower respiratory symptoms [25] and occupational asthma [26, 27] can be triggered by
food allergic reactions, food allergy generally does not present with chronic or isolated respiratory
symptoms [25]. In a study of 279 asthmatics with a history of food-induced wheezing, 60% had a
positive double-blind, placebo-controlled oral food challenge and, of these, 40% had wheezing as
one of several symptoms [28]. Notably, only five subjects had isolated wheezing. In another large
study with over 300 patients with both food allergy and atopic dermatitis, 27% of the positive
double-blind, placebo-controlled oral food challenges manifested with pulmonary symptoms as part
of the allergic reaction, with only 17% of these having wheezing, and very few patients having
isolated wheezing [29]. Finally, although respiratory symptoms may not always accompany food
allergic reactions, a concurrent diagnosis of asthma appears to worsen the general prognosis for food
allergy. For example, the presence of asthma is a predictor for persistent cow’s milk allergy [29, 30].
In addition, in a study of 807 children with cow’s milk allergy, SKRIPAK et al. [31] found that asthma
was associated with a lower likelihood of developing tolerance to milk. Most importantly, asthma is a
risk factor for fatal food-induced anaphylaxis [1] and will be discussed later.

Asthma and food allergy in children: epidemiology

There appears to be an increasing prevalence of both food allergies and asthma in the past few
decades. Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine the prevalence of asthma accurately due to the
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lack of a gold standard diagnostic tool and the variable phenotypes of asthma. Based on self-reports
of asthma, the incidence more than doubled between 1980 and 1996 [32], and now, nearly one
(9.4%) in 10 children have asthma based on data from the 2008 National Health Interview Survey
[33]. Similarly, the prevalence of food allergy is difficult to measure. The gold standard for food
allergy diagnosis is a double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge, which is labour intensive,
time consuming and impractical in large-scale epidemiological studies. The majority of the available
data is derived from surveys and measurement of specific IgE. Although these tools have various
diagnostic limitations, studies employing these methods have reported consistent estimates of food
allergy prevalence. The study by BRANUM and LUKACS [34], which used several national health
databases and healthcare surveys, concluded that the prevalence of food allergy is US children was
approximately 3.9%, an 18% increase in prevalence between 1997 and 2007. In a recent study from a
minority urban multi-ethnic birth cohort, both self-reported Black race and African ancestry were
associated with food sensitisation and a high number (at least three) of food sensitisations [35]. A
study using serologic assessment of food allergy determined that 4.2% of children in the USA have a
clinical food allergy [13]. Additionally, this study found that Black race, male sex and childhood age
were risk factors for food allergy. Notably, these same demographic features are also risk factors for
asthma [36]. The most recent US prevalence study of food allergy in children used data from an
electronic survey, and reported a food allergy prevalence of 8.0% [37]. This study also reported that
peanut, milk and shellfish were the most common allergies, and found that multiple food allergies
were reported for 2.4% of all children, corresponding to 30.4% of children with food allergy. The
odds of food allergy were significantly higher among Asian and black children versus white children.
In addition, the odds were significantly lower among children in households with an income of
,US$50,000 versus oUS$50,000 [37]. In the UK, recent data from a general practitioner database of
almost 3 million patients showed that the age–sex standardised lifetime prevalence rate was 0.51 per
1,000 patients in 2005, and the prevalence rate had doubled from 2001 to 2005. Interestingly, a
significant inverse relationship between prevalence and socioeconomic status was also found in this
study [38]. With regard to specific foods, the rates of peanut allergy in the USA and UK have doubled
in the past decade, and it now affects approximately 1–2% of children [37, 39, 40].

Food-induced anaphylaxis and asthma

Food-induced anaphylactic reactions are not uncommon and account for more than one-third of
the anaphylactic reactions treated in emergency departments [41]. Peanut, tree nuts, fish or shellfish
are the foods most often implicated in these reactions [41]. In a US survey where medical records of
patients followed in the Rochester Epidemiology study from 1983 to 1987 were examined, a food-
induced anaphylaxis occurrence rate of 10.8 per 100,000 person-years was found [42]. Another study
of food-induced anaphylaxis found seven cases of fatal food anaphylaxis evaluated during a 16-
month period [43]. In 1992, SAMPSON et al. [44] reported six fatal and seven near-fatal (requiring
intubation and vasopressor support) food-induced anaphylactic reactions in children from three
metropolitan areas which were reported during a 14-month period. Common risk factors identified
for these fatal and near-fatal reactions included asthma, failure to identify the responsible food
allergen in the meal and previous allergic reactions to the incriminated food [44].

Symptoms of food anaphylaxis may develop within seconds to a few hours after ingestion of the
food allergen, with the vast majority of reactions developing within the first hour. It is important
to note that bronchospasm is often severe and largely refractory to b-agonists and can lead to
severe hypoxia [41]. In cases of anaphylaxis, prompt administration of epinephrine is usually,
although not always, lifesaving. In the study by PUMPHREY [45] of 48 cases of fatal anaphylaxis,
three patients died despite receiving epinephrine from a self-administration kit appropriately at
the onset of their reaction. In the review by BOCK et al. [1] of 32 fatal food anaphylaxis cases, two
patients received epinephrine immediately but failed to respond.

As stated previously, asthma is a risk factor for fatal food-induced anaphylaxis [1]. In a recent
study of anaphylaxis prevalence in the UK, those with asthma had significantly higher rates of
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anaphylaxis compared to those without asthma [46]. Of note, the most common triggers for
anaphylaxis in that population were drug and food allergies. Similar results were seen in a study
from a managed care organisation in northern California (USA), which found a five times higher
risk of anaphylactic shock due to food allergies in asthmatics compared to those without asthma
[47]. The risk of anaphylaxis was higher in those with severe asthma (HR 8.23, 95% CI 6.59–10.27)
compared to those classified as having non-severe asthma (HR 5.05, 95% CI 4.39–5.80). In
addition, sub-optimally controlled asthma has recently been reported to be a risk factor for
adverse reactions during oral immunotherapy to peanut [48].

In addition to anaphylactic reactions to ingestion of food allergens, inhalation of aerosolised food
allergens can lead to severe symptoms. The earliest discussion of this topic was reported by
DEBESCHE [49] in 1937, who described wheezing in patients after breathing fish odours. BERNHISEL-
BROADBENT et al. [50] also described a patient who developed a ‘‘fish asthma’’ reaction after being
exposed to steamed fish. Respiratory allergy to wheat proteins (baker’s asthma) is one of the most
common types of occupational asthma, and can also be caused by other cereals, such as rye, barley,
rice, corn and oat [51]. However, this syndrome has been rarely described in children.
Investigation of quantities of airborne peanut allergen have been performed in the past, and have
shown that airborne Ara h1 (a major peanut protein) was undetectable in simulated real-life
situations when participants consumed peanut butter, shelled peanuts and unshelled peanuts [52].
However, in 2008, a study investigating allergic reactions aboard commercial airliners, found
inhalation of airborne food particles was the most commonly reported mode of exposure and, in
many cases, reactions were reported to have started after peanuts were served and multiple bags
were opened near the allergic passenger [53].

In addition, cases of food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis have been reported. The first
reports of these types of reaction were described in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The first reported
case was exercise-induced anaphylaxis to shellfish. Four other cases of exercise-induced anaphylaxis
were subsequently reported. One individual developed anaphylaxis when exercising within 2 hours
following the ingestion of any food, and three patients developed symptoms whenever celery was
ingested around the time of exercise [54, 55]. More recently, a sudden and unexpected death of an
individual was described which was triggered by ingestion of hazelnuts and almonds followed by
vigorous dancing [56]. In addition, in 2001, there was a Japanese case report of an 8-year-old girl
experiencing fatal food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis when she swam after eating
buckwheat noodles [57].

Where do food-induced reactions occur?

Among patients with peanut and tree nut allergies, most initial reactions occurred at home,
whereas most subsequent reactions happened outside the home [58]. A study in the UK showed
that nearly 20% of the reactions in children occurred at school [59]. Most peanut and tree nut
reactions at US schools occurred in the classroom and were due to craft projects using nuts or
celebrations such as birthdays. However, a number of reactions also occurred in the playground or
on school trips [60]. Regarding reactions in food establishments, most occurred in Asian food
restaurants, ice cream parlours and bakeries or doughnut shops. 20% of reactions resulted from
food in a buffet or a food bar [61].

Asthma and food allergy: unanswered questions

Asthma and food allergies coexist for many individuals and suffering from both illnesses worsens
the prognosis. However, the relationship between these diseases is still unclear. It may be that
children with both food allergy and asthma are more atopic in general, and this increased atopy is
associated with severe, persistent and/or earlier onset asthma and food sensitisation, and there is
no direct causal relationship between food ingestion and asthma. In 1995, a prospective,
randomised, controlled study of cow’s milk, egg and peanut avoidance investigating the
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development of atopic diseases in 165 children in a high-risk (history of parental atopy) cohort
found no difference between avoidance and non-avoidance groups regarding rates of food allergy,
atopic dermatitis, allergic rhinitis, asthma, lung function or serum IgE level at age 7 years.
However, children with a food allergy by age 4 years were more likely to have allergic rhinitis and
asthma by age 7 years [62].

Current epidemiological studies are limited, mainly as rates of food sensitisation are based on
serology alone and the clinical reactivity to potential allergens is not assessed. It is unclear how
many of those patients would have an allergic reaction if exposed to these foods [13, 12]. In those
studies, sensitisation to more foods and higher levels of sensitisation correlated with the severity of
asthma. However, it is also known that some foods share homologous proteins with some
environmental allergens and positive IgE tests may, in fact, be due to cross-reactive proteins. For
example, individuals with birch tree pollen allergies can test positive to peanut [63, 64] and those
with dust mite and/or cockroach allergies can test positive to shrimp [65], even when they are able
to tolerate ingestion of these foods. A recent study reported that children sensitised to peanut but
not birch more often reported symptoms to peanut ingestion compared to children sensitised to
both peanut and birch (76% versus 46%, p50.002) [64]. Furthermore, environmental allergies can
be significant triggers for asthma [66]. In a study where 20% of children with reported food allergy
also had asthma, the association between food allergy and asthma was stronger when subjects were
stratified for concurrent sensitisation to aeroallergens [67]. Finally, in pollen-food allergy
syndrome, sensitisation to aeroallergens, such as birch, mugwort or grass, can lead to oral
symptoms such as mouth and throat itching to foods such as fresh fruits, vegetables and spices
[68]. However, in this syndrome, less than 10% of patients with allergies to fresh fruits and
vegetables experience systemic symptoms, with 9% experiencing symptoms outside of the
gastrointestinal tract and 1.7% experiencing anaphylactic shock [69]. In general, these patients
were actually noted to have more severe symptoms when they did not have clinical symptoms or a
history of allergic rhinitis, indicating that this group of patients possibly had symptoms to the food
that were not related to aeroallergen cross-reactivity [70]. No specific studies have been performed
looking at whether patients with pollen-food allergy syndrome have worse or higher rates of
asthma than patients with aeroallergen sensitisation alone without pollen-food oral symptoms.

It should be noted that for a subset of patients, respiratory symptoms, including wheezing, are
induced by foods up to 30% of the time [18, 27, 28] and, as previously described, several reports
have indicated that severe asthma is a risk factor for fatal food anaphylaxis [1]. Therefore, food-
induced respiratory symptoms should be managed differently from asthma exacerbations triggered
by other common environmental triggers; in the case of a food allergic reaction, injectable
epinephrine is the treatment of choice as opposed to inhaled b-agonists.

Management of coexisting asthma and food allergies

Although it remains unclear whether or not food allergies and asthma are simply associated with
each other or are causally related, there is abundant evidence that patients with both diagnoses are
at risk for poor outcomes. These patients should, therefore, be well-managed to prevent potential
morbidity and mortality. Making an accurate diagnosis of asthma and food allergies is the first
step. A detailed history of asthma symptoms, triggers and response to bronchodilators is essential
[71, 72]. Conventional asthma management, well detailed in national and international guidelines
[73, 74], can achieve and maintain good control in the large majority of people with asthma. The
recently published national guidelines by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
(NIAID) provide a comprehensive review of the diagnosis and management of food allergy [75].
TThe guidelines should be used as a guide to determine appropriate testing, including the use of
oral food challenges [75]. As with any medical condition, alternative diagnoses should be
investigated, and for patients with possible asthma and food allergies, exercise-associated food-
induced anaphylaxis, gastro-oesophageal reflux and vocal cord dysfunction (VCD) are additional
disorders which must be considered in the differential diagnosis [71, 72].
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In addition, food allergy may be suspected in special cases of children suffering from asthma,
warranting appropriate work-up. These special cases may include acute life-threatening asthma
with no identifiable triggers or severe asthma symptoms outside the typical season for viral
infections. In addition, one may consider food allergy in highly atopic children with severe
persistent asthma resistant to medical treatment in whom the history linking food ingestion to
asthma may not be reliable due to fragmented care (e.g. children in foster care or children living
alternatively with divorced parents) [76].

Treatment of food-induced anaphylaxis is similar to treatment of anaphylaxis as a result of other
causes. Initial treatment must be preceded by a rapid assessment to determine the extent and
severity of the reaction, and should be directed at maintenance of an effective airway and
circulatory system. Intramuscular epinephrine is the drug of choice in treatment of anaphylaxis
(table 1 and fig. 1). Epinephrine auto-injectors for self-administration should be prescribed to
any individual at risk for food-induced reactions, and their prescription for food-allergic patients
who have asthma or who have experienced a previous reaction involving the airway or
cardiovascular systems is especially crucial [41]. Of note, according to the new National Asthma
Education and Prevention Program (NAEPP) guidelines, although epinephrine auto-injectors are
not generally used to treat asthma without concern for food allergic reaction, it is now
recommended in special situations for the treatment of severe, refractory asthma-exacerbations in
school-based settings [78].

Education regarding food allergy and asthma management is essential once the diagnosis of both
food allergy and asthma are confirmed. Patients and their families should be aware of the
importance of food allergen avoidance, as well as the appropriate use of emergency medications in
cases of allergic reaction [75]. In particular because uncontrolled asthma is a risk factor for severe
anaphylaxis; optimal management and compliance with controller asthma medication is required.
It is important to note that patients can often be confused about whether symptoms are due to

Table 1. Summary of the pharmacological management of food-induced reaction, including anaphylaxis

First-line treatment: intramuscular epinephrine
Epinephrine auto-injector

Patient weight 10–25 kg: 0.15 mg
Patient weight .25 kg: 0.30 mg#

Epinephrine (1:1000)
0.01 mg?kg-1 per dose (max. 0.5 mg per dose) administered in the anterior lateral thigh

Epinephrine doses may need to be repeated every 5–15 minutes as needed
Adjunctive treatment

H1 anti-histamine
Oral liquid diphenhydramine 1.25 mg?kg-1 (max. dose 50 mg)
Intravenous diphenhydramine 1–2 mg?kg-1 per dose (max. dose 50 mg)
Oral liquid cetirizine (6–24 months 2.5 mg; 2–5 years 5 mg; o6 years 10 mg)

Bronchodilator (b2-agonist): albuterol
Metered-dose inhaler (child 4–8 puffs; adult 8 puffs) [63]
Nebulised solution (child 1.5 mL; adult 3 mL)

Corticosteroids
Oral prednisone (1–2 mg?kg-1, up to 60–80 mg)
Intravenous methylprednisolone (1 mg?kg-1, up to 60–80 mg)

H2 antagonist
Ranitidine 1–2 mg?kg-1 up to 75–150 mg oral or intravenous

For the hospitalised patient, administer other medications if needed as indicated
Supplemental oxygen, intravenous fluids, additional vasopressors, glucagon, atropine

Epinephrine is the first-line treatment in all cases of anaphylaxis
When respiratory symptoms are present in asthmatic patients due to suspected food-induced reaction,
epinephrine should be administered as the initial treatment, before the use of a b2-agonist

#: consider using 0.3 mg of epinephrine at a slightly lower weight in children with asthma [77].
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asthma or food allergy. If suspicion of food-induced anaphylaxis is high, injectable epinephrine is
the treatment of choice; short-acting bronchodilators should not be relied upon in this situation.

A potential treatment which could target both food allergies and asthma is anti-IgE antibody.
Omalizumab (Xolair1; Genentech, San Francisco, CA, USA) has already been approved by the US
Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of patients aged o12 years with moderate-to-
severe persistent allergic asthma [79]. Regarding the role of anti-IgE treatment in food allergy,
LEUNG et al. [80] performed a double-blind randomised, dose-ranging trial of TNX-901, another
anti-IgE formulation, in 84 patients with a history of peanut allergy. After 4 months of treatment,
patients receiving the highest dose experienced significant decreases in symptoms with peanut
challenge compared to the placebo group. The median threshold of sensitivity to peanut increased
from 178 mg peanut protein (equivalent to one peanut) to almost nine peanuts (2.8 g). Although
25% of patients were able to tolerate over 20 peanuts post-treatment, another 25% failed to
develop any change in tolerance to peanut indicating that the treatment response can be variable.
A study using omalizumab was initiated for the treatment of peanut allergy, but discontinued for
safety concerns related to the pre-treatment oral peanut challenge. However, data available from

Suspected ingestion
of food allergy

Assess the patient

No symptoms or mild
symptoms only, such as
isolated hives, nausea or

oral itchiness

Combination of symptoms such as hives
and vomiting or any severe symptoms

such as throat tightness/closure, hoarseness, 
shortness of breath, cough, wheezing, weak 

pulse, dizziness, passing out

Adjuctive treatment:
H1 anti-histamine

Bronchodilator
Place patient in recumbent position if 

tolerated, with lower extremities elevated 
Avoid sitting up if possible in order to 

avoid empty ventricle syndrome

First-line treatment:
administer intramuscular epinephrine

Transfer to emergency 
medical facility

Administer oral 
anti-histamine, such as

oral liquid
diphenhydramine or oral

liquid cetirizine

Continue to monitor
patient closely

Figure 1. Management of food-induced reaction in the field.
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the 14 patients who reached the study’s primary end-point suggested an increase in tolerability to
peanut flour in the omalizumab-treated versus placebo-treated subjects [81, 82]. Combination
therapy of anti-IgE and allergen immunotherapy has been investigated as a method to decrease
adverse reactions to immunotherapy in order to allow increased safety and efficacy [83], and there
is currently an ongoing trial of omalizumab in conjunction with milk oral immunotherapy [81].

Conclusions

Coexisting food allergy and asthma place children at greater risk for morbidity and mortality.
With increased awareness of the relationship between these two entities, the management of food
allergy and asthma may improve. In addition, recognition of food-triggered asthma exacerbations
is essential, and the goal should be preventing severe reactions such as anaphylaxis. An approach to
managing this subset of patients which addresses the different facets of allergic disease can lead to
optimal care.
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Chapter 7

The burden of paediatric
asthma: economic and
familiar
Francis J. Gilchrist and Warren Lenney

SUMMARY: Asthma is the commonest chronic illness of
childhood and has a huge, yet variable, burden that impacts on
the child, their family, the healthcare system and society as a
whole. The economic burden can be broken down to assess the
direct and the indirect costs of the disease. Many studies have
been undertaken in numerous countries and the burden clearly
differs depending on the healthcare system in which the child is
cared for, the severity of the child’s disease, the social status of
the child’s family and a number of other factors included in
some of the studies. For the affected child there are physical,
social and psychological effects, which have a detrimental effect
on their quality of life. The lives of their parents and siblings
are also affected. Despite increasing medication costs and
an increase in the worldwide prevalence of paediatric asthma,
there is evidence that carefully planned asthma management
programmes can reduce the burden on individual patients and
the wider society. Improved understanding of the various
aspects of the burden of paediatric asthma, along with help to
develop these management programmes and target them to the
needs of particular communities, could maximise these positive
results. The single most important factor in reducing the burden
of paediatric asthma is to improve asthma control; therefore, we
need to be vigilant in optimising the care of children with
asthma at all times.
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Paediatric asthma remains one of the commonest chronic illnesses of children and is a serious
global health problem with a wide ranging and significant burden. This burden includes the

economic impact of the disease, which not only affects the patient but also the patient’s family, the
healthcare system in which the family lives, and indeed society as a whole. There are also more
subjective, but equally important, social effects on the child and their family [1]. As health
economic outcomes are increasingly being used by healthcare providers to guide decision making,
the quantification of the economic burden or ‘‘cost-of-illness’’ is becoming increasingly more
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important [2]. The economic burden can be divided into direct costs, which are wholly generated
within the healthcare system, and indirect costs that are associated with the loss of economic
productivity. Both aspects are relatively easy to quantify, although some healthcare systems and
published medical papers concentrate only on the direct costs. The psychological and social effects
that paediatric asthma has on family life can be evaluated as an indirect cost; however, these are
much more difficult to quantify and to allocate an appropriate and accurate economic value.

Prevalence of paediatric asthma

When analysing the burden of any illness within a population it is important to understand and
assess its global prevalence. The largest study to have provided data on the global prevalence of
paediatric asthma was the International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) [3].
ISAAC Phase One surveyed the prevalence of self-reported asthma symptoms in adolescents
(children aged 13–14 years) and parent-reported asthma symptoms in children aged 6–7 years
during 1994 to 1995. It included 155 centres across 56 countries with approximately 3,000 children
per centre. The global prevalence for ‘‘wheeze in the last 12 months’’ was 11.8% in children (range
4.1–32.1%) and 13.8% in adolescents (range 2.1–32.2%). The global prevalence for ‘‘asthma ever’’
was 10.2% in children (range 1.4–27.1%) and 11.3% in adolescents (range 1.6–28.2%). Prevalence
tended to be higher in English speaking countries and in Latin America. The reason for the
variation in paediatric asthma prevalence is not clearly understood but it may be linked to aller-
gen exposure, other childhood respiratory illnesses, dietary and environmental lifestyles, and
socioeconomic differences [4].

ISAAC Phase Three repeated Phase One in 106 centres across 56 countries for adolescents aged
13–14 years and 66 centres across 37 countries for children aged 6–7 years (fig. 1) [6]. It was
conducted from 2001 to 2003 and its aim was to assess changes over time in the worldwide
prevalence of asthma symptoms. ISAAC Phase Three confirmed that the global burden of

paediatric asthma was continuing
to increase with small increases in
the overall prevalence of ‘‘wheeze in
the last 12 months’’ (+0.06% per
year in adolescents and +0.13% per
year in children) and more signifi-
cant increases in the prevalence of
‘‘asthma ever’’ (+0.28% per year in
adolescents and +0.18% per year in
children). Despite these increases,
the international differences in
asthma symptom prevalence had
reduced. This is due to the decreased
prevalence in English speaking
countries and Western Europe and
an increased prevalence in regions
where prevalence was previously low
(fig. 2).

Economic burden

Direct costs

Direct costs include the specific
medical costs associated with the dis-
ease, such as emergency department
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Figure 1. Prevalence of asthma symptoms in children aged 6–7
years and 13–14 years in Phase Three of the International Study of
Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC), 2001–2003. Data
collected from more than one centre is presented in brackets.
Reproduced and modified from [5] with permission from the publisher.
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attendances, primary and second-
ary care physician visits, nursing
services, in-patient care, drugs and
devices, diagnostic tests, research,
and education [7]. The direct costs
also include the non-medical costs
associated with the disease, such as
transportation of the child and
family to and from medical ap-
pointments, or hospital admis-
sions, together with household
modifications to reduce allergic
contact and hence symptoms asso-
ciated with house dust mite, pets,
feathers and other common aller-
gens. Most studies have shown the
direct costs of paediatric asthma to
exceed the indirect costs, account-
ing for 51–88% of the total costs
[8–11].

Hospital admission
Although only a minority of chil-
dren with asthma are admitted to
hospital, this usually accounts
for the largest component of the
healthcare costs. In a prospective
Canadian study, only 9% of asth-
matic children aged 4–14 years required hospitalisation; however, this accounted for 77% of the
annual cost to the Ministry of Health [10]. Another prospective study assessing the economic impact
of preschool wheeze in the UK found that following an initial admission with wheeze or asthma the
average number of in-patient days was 0.65 per patient per year. This represented 57% of the total
healthcare costs [9]. Due to the disproportionate costs of in-patient care this is often the primary
target when trying to reduce the economic impact of paediatric asthma. This was highlighted in a
study undertaken in Switzerland in which a lower rate of hospitalisation (0.3 hospital days per
patient per year) resulted in the in-patient care accounting for only 38% of the total direct costs [12].
Due to increased rates of hospitalisation and re-hospitalisation, it was observed that younger
children consume up to three times more in-patient resources per capita than older children [13].

Medication costs
After in-patient care, the next largest single component of direct cost is medications, which
account for 22–43% of the total direct cost [10, 12, 14]. This is despite the cost of anti-asthma
medications for children being less than half the cost of those prescribed for adults [14]. Other
direct costs are similar in adults and children. As expected, children with more severe asthma use
increasing amounts of expensive medications, which are escalating in cost and, therefore, have
higher medication costs [15]. Table 1 shows the estimated annual costs of different asthma
therapies for a 5 year old and a 15 year old, these are approximate values based on average doses
[16]. Reducing the medication costs is another key target when trying to reduce the financial
burden of paediatric asthma. As those with good asthma control have lower medication costs, this
is also achieved by improving asthma control.

Physician visits
Primary care physicians are the commonest contact for children with asthma and account for 11–
19% of the direct costs [9, 10]. In preschool children with a previous in-patient admission, the
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Figure 2. Annual change in prevalence of asthma in children
between International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood
(ISAAC) Phase One (1994–1995) and Phase Three (2001–2003).
Data collected from more than one centre during each phase is
presented in brackets. Reproduced and modified from [5] with
permission from the publisher.
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average number of visits to the primary care physician was 4.8 per year [9]. In children aged 4–
14 years with asthma, 80% had visited their primary care physician in the last year and 11%
had done so on six or more occasions [10]. Visits to secondary care physicians and the
emergency department are less frequent and account for 11% and 1–2% of direct costs,
respectively [9, 10].

Family borne costs
The family of an asthmatic child often have to endure part of the financial burden. Their expenses
may include travel to hospital or physician appointments, purchase of nonprescription medication
and the payment for food and drink when away from home. This cost has been estimated as 1–6%
of the total direct costs [9, 10].

Indirect costs

Indirect costs refer to the value of the resources that are lost due to an absence from work by the
carer, and loss of schooling by the child. Although a rare event, should a child die due to an
asthma exacerbation the life-long potential earnings loss can be calculated and expressed as an
indirect cost. The indirect costs associated with paediatric asthma are significant, with up to 54%
of children with asthma having missed school in the previous year due to asthma symptoms/
exacerbations and 9% missing more than 2 weeks of schooling per year [17]. In many societies
today both parents need to work away from the family home. This means school absenteeism can
also results in decreased parental productivity due to parents taking carers leave from work. In one
large survey 39% of parents reported having to miss work in the previous year because of their
child’s asthma (mean 2.6 days per year) [17]. As highlighted recently, by the Royal marriage of
HRH Prince William of Wales and Katherine Middleton in the UK, if large numbers of people are
absent from work for even a single extra day per year it can have a significant effect on the national
economy (Confederation of British industry (CBI), London, UK, www.cbi.org.uk). Depending on
how they are calculated, indirect costs have been found to account for between 12% and 49% of
the total cost of paediatric asthma [10, 11]. The adverse effect that a disease has on the quality of
life (QoL) for the patient and the family members can also be viewed as an indirect cost. Although
the effect on QoL can be quantified it is difficult to translate this into a financial value. The
indirect costs differ between adults and children as children do not lose working days, although
their parents might.

Methodology for assessing cost of illness

There are two methods for measuring the cost of illness. Prevalence studies measure the cost of an
illness in a population over a defined period of time, the period of time is usually measured as one

Table 1. Estimated annual costs of various anti-asthma treatments

5-year-old child# 15-year-old adolescent

Short-acting b2-agonist £17.30
(based on six inhalers per year)

£34.60
(based on 12 inhalers per year)

Inhaled corticosteroid £30.80
(beclometasone 200 mcg?day-1)

£134.60
(beclometasone 800 mcg?day-1)

Inhaled combination therapy £70.70
(fluticasone/Salmeterol 200 mcg?day-1)

£276.40
(fluticasone/salmeterol 500 mcg?day-1)

LTRA £308.30
(montelukast 4 mg?day-1)

£323.60
(montelukast 10 mg?day-1)

Omalizumab NA £3,074–£12,295"

Costs are presented in GBP. LTRA: leukotriene receptor antagonist; NA: not applicable. #: omalizumab (Xolair1;
Genentech, San Francisco, CA, USA) is not licensed in this age. ": dependent on weight and total
immunoglobulin E. Data taken from [16].
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calendar year. Both incidence and prevalence cases are included in prevalence studies. Incidence
cost-of-illness studies estimate the lifetime costs for a specific disease for all patients with the onset
of that disease in a given calendar year [18].

Cost-of-illness estimations for paediatric asthma

A large number of studies have evaluated the economic burden of paediatric asthma in particular
populations at various times. These are difficult to compare due to the different definitions of
asthma that have been used, the different methods of estimating direct and indirect costs, and
the use of different national monetary currencies. The costs are also affected by inflation and the
variable exchange rates between different currencies; facts particularly recognised in the present
global financial situation. One of the most useful papers covering this topic is a prevalence study
by VAN DEN AKKER-VAN MARLE et al. [2], which estimated the cost of illness for asthma in children
under the age of 15 years in the 25 European Union member states in 2004, allowing
comparisons to be made between the countries. This was undertaken using relevant published
data with appropriate conversions, inflation and comparative financial estimations. The
estimated average annual cost of paediatric asthma per child was J613. The minimum estimate
was J142 in Estonia with the maximum estimate being J1,529 in Hungary. This is interesting as
the country with the highest costs per patient is not the country with the highest medical
expenditure. Direct costs accounted for between 57% and 94% of the total costs. For each
country the cost per child was multiplied by the prevalence giving a total cost for each European
country. The estimated total cost of childhood asthma for the 25 European Union member states
in 2004 was J3 billion. If the definition of asthma was changed to ‘‘wheeze’’ then the estimate
rose to J5.2 billion.

Using data from the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey, the economic burden of asthma was
estimated in children aged 5–17 years in the USA [11]. The direct medical expenditure, which
included payments for medication, hospital in-patient stays, out-patient attendances, emergency
room visits and office-based visits, was estimated at $1.01 billion, a total of $401 per child with
asthma. The indirect costs were estimated as $983.8 million, which was $390 per child with
asthma. This included $719.1 million for the loss of productivity associated with parents taking
time off work to care for their asthmatic child, with some $264.7 million being estimated for the
loss of earnings of the 211 school aged children who died of asthma in the year in which the data
were collected. The number of school days missed by children with asthma due to asthma
symptoms and or exacerbations was 6.3 million (2.48 days per child). The total estimated
economic impact of asthma in school aged children in the USA was estimated at $1.99 billion
($791 per child with asthma). This value fits surprisingly well with the estimated financial burden
of paediatric asthma in European countries.

Predictors for the cost of illness

On an individual patient basis the presence of certain factors has been shown to be associated
with increased costs. As expected, those with poorly controlled asthma (high number of
symptom days) have a higher annual cost of illness [19]. As discussed earlier, this relates
to more frequent and lengthier stays in hospital, higher medication costs and more contact
with primary and secondary care physicians. Conversely, as asthma control improves the
cost of illness reduces. Therefore, improving asthma control is the key to reducing the
economic burden of paediatric asthma. The forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1)
does not correlate well with the cost of illness for paediatric asthma, highlighting the
proportion of children with mild-to-moderate asthma that have normal lung function between
exacerbations.

Other factors associated with a higher cost of illness are young ages (particularly those less than
5 years of age), low-income status and longer duration of asthma [19]. In younger children this
is reflected in the increased incidences of hospitalisations and also the difficulties in determining
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whether the diagnosis is asthma- or a viral-induced wheezing, which responds less well to inhaled
corticosteroids (ICS) [13]. Children from low-income families are known to have reduced access
to healthcare and are more likely to be exposed to tobacco smoke [20]. This results in poorer
asthma control. More frequent asthma exacerbations increases the likelihood of an admission to
hospital, thereby increasing the cost of treatment. Patients with a longer duration of asthma are
more likely to have severe disease than those with intermittent symptoms, thereby raising
treatment costs.

The social burden of paediatric asthma

Social burden on the child

Paediatric asthma has a profound social burden affecting not only the child but also the family.
The social and emotional burden that asthma has on the child can be subdivided into four main
categories: social and leisure pursuits, schooling, practical aspects of daily life, and emotional
effects [21].

Social and leisure pursuits
The extent to which asthma prevents children from participating in play and recreational
activities depends on how well their symptoms are controlled. Despite this, a large survey of
children with asthma found 62% of children were limited in at least one of the following
activities: playing organised sports, outdoor activities, owning pets, sleeping without nocturnal
waking, going out/playing with friends, doing things with their family, progressing well
educationally in school, and participating in school activities [17]. Another study found 39%
of children with asthma needed to miss sport because of their asthma and 22% had been
advised to avoid certain sports altogether [22]. Frequent hospital admissions and visits to the
primary care physician or paediatric outpatient clinic also have a social burden on the child,
because the child misses out on other activities, and a psychological effect, especially when the
child is unwell.

Schooling
Asthma symptoms result in school absenteeism in 35–66% of children with asthma [17, 23–26].
A systematic review in 2004 included 29 published articles and found the absence rates for any
cause among children with asthma ranged from 7.7 to 40 days per year and absence as a result of
asthma symptoms/exacerbations ranging from 2.1 to 14.8 days per year [27]. Those with more
severe asthma had a higher absence rate and often missed more than 30 days per year [28].
Children with asthma strived to participate fully at school and felt that this was possible if they
received the necessary support, especially from adults at their school [29]. However, they did
have anxiety when they missed school and may have had difficulty in catching up with school
work when they returned to school. Given the high absence rates it is logical to assume that
academic performance would definitely be affected. However, studies have failed to show a
significant difference between the academic performance of children with asthma and those
without [24, 30–33]. Interestingly, children with asthma whose parents are affected by a chronic
disease have more time off school than asthmatic children whose parents are not affected by a
chronic disease, highlighting the complex balance of factors that are likely to affect children with
a disease such as asthma [26].

Practical aspects of daily life

Night-time symptoms cause disrupted sleep and contribute to daytime tiredness and reduced
school performance, with 63% of asthmatic children having, at some time, been woken by cough
or wheeze [23]. In one study this occurred in the previous week in 30% of the children [34].
Children may need to avoid certain environments (e.g. cold, smoky, dusty etc.) or avoid contact
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with certain animals or foods. All such factors, in addition to the need to take regular and or
intermittent medications, separate a child with asthma from their peers. This is really important as
peer group pressure is strong throughout childhood and is particularly so in the teenage years.
There is a pressure for adolescents to conform to the ‘‘normal’’ behaviour of their friends and
deviation from this behaviour, because of their asthma, is difficult to accept. This undoubtedly has
a negative effect on adherence to asthma medications.

Adherence issues are well described in the management of chronic disease [35, 36], and much has
been written on poor adherence to asthma medications, particularly in teenagers [37]. Lack of
regular usage of preventative therapies, such as ICS, are recognised as causes of poor control,
increased exacerbations and significant increases in the overall financial and social burden that
asthma imposes on its sufferers and the healthcare system.

Emotional effects
As with any chronic disease, asthma has significant emotional effects on the child, which in
turn impacts on symptom perception and compliance with medications. The symptoms of
asthma include cough, wheeze and shortness of breath. As doctors, nurses and carers we use
these words all the time but need to remember that they are unpleasant and distressing for the
child. It should also be remembered that parents tend to underestimate their child’s asthma
severity and overestimate asthma control [38]. With regard to their asthma symptoms, 30% of
children with asthma feel fearful or angry, 20% have felt depressed and 19% state they are
embarrassed [17].

Social burden on the family

In addition to having an impact on the child’s own life, asthma also impacts on the lives of their
parents and siblings. The whole family, especially siblings, may have to limit certain social and
leisure pursuits due to the possible effects these may have on the child with asthma. It may not
just be the child with asthma who loses sleep as other members of the family may endure
sleepless nights when the child with asthma is unwell. Parents report being constantly worried
about the possibility of asthma attacks, even when their child’s symptoms are well controlled
[39]. Parents are also concerned about the effects of long-term medication, particularly
regarding the possible effects of ICS on growth [40]. Over one-third of parents reported that
their child’s asthma put a strain on the relationship with their partner [41]. In some cases,
parental anxiety can lead to over protectiveness or a failure to set appropriate behavioural
boundaries [42]. Parents of children with asthma also report feeling guilty regarding their
child’s diagnosis, especially if they are atopic or asthmatic themselves [21]. It is commonly
perceived that parents spend less time with their child’s healthy sibling than their child
with asthma, potentially affecting the relationship the healthy sibling has with the parents and
the child with asthma. Although this can lead to guilt and resentment, most children are
extremely understanding and are usually helpful towards their sibling with asthma [41]. From a
practical perspective, parents have to miss work to care for their child, either when they are
unwell or in order to take them to the hospital or primary care physician for regular, as well as
unscheduled, visits. Despite this social burden on the family it is unusual to hear parents of
children with asthma complain about these issues. They focus much more on the effect asthma
has on their child.

Quality of life for the child with asthma

One way of quantifying the social effect of asthma is to measure the child’s QoL. Many studies,
using a wide range of QoL tools, have consistently shown that children with asthma have a poorer
QoL than their healthy peers. A cohort study showed impaired QoL for eight of the 11 scales of the
Child Health Questionnaire in 61 symptomatic, asthmatic children when compared with 1,967
nonasthmatic children [43]. The How Are You? QoL questionnaire and the Child Attitude
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Towards Illness Scale were used to demonstrate reduced participation and worse quality of
performance for physical and social activities, and more negative feelings towards limitations in
social activities in 228 children with asthma compared with 296 of their healthy peers [44]. As may
be expected, the more severe the child’s asthma, the more the QoL is affected. This has been
demonstrated in a recent study in which the Paediatric Asthma Quality of Life Questionnaire
scores were significantly lower in children with problematic severe asthma compared with age-
matched children with controlled asthma [45].

Quality of life for the caregiver of a child with asthma

As with the children, the social effect that a child’s asthma has on the parent can be quantified
using QoL tools. The Paediatric Asthma Caregivers Quality of Life Questionnaire was developed
for this specific group of carers, and has been used to demonstrate a decreased QoL in the parents
of children with asthma [46]. As was found in the children with asthma, the effect is greater in the
carer when the child’s asthma is poorly controlled [47]. Similar findings have been demonstrated
using the more recent Family Impact of Childhood Bronchial Asthma questionnaire [48]. When
parent-reported QoL is compared with child-reported QoL the correlation improves as the age of
the child increases [49].

Reducing the burden of paediatric asthma

During a time in which the incidence of asthma and the cost of anti-asthma medications are
increasing, it seems an almost impossible goal to decrease the burden of paediatric asthma.
However, various locations around the world have been successful in achieving this through the
implementation of asthma programmes that target improved asthma control, thereby reducing the
need for hospitalisation, the use of medication, and the number of physician visits. Some of these
programmes are for defined small populations, such as children with asthma in specific affluent
poor urban communities [50, 51], whilst others are national programmes for all adults and
children with asthma [52–55].

The best example of a large scale programme is the National Asthma Programme of Finland,
which was undertaken from 1994–2004 [55]. In 1993 the Ministry of Social Affairs in Finland
recognised the importance of asthma and appointed a working group to design a national
programme, the main aim of the group was to decrease the burden of asthma for individual
patients and society as a whole. The working group proposed a series of measures to achieve this
goal [56]. These measures included: early diagnosis and active treatment; guided, self-management
as the primary form of treatment; a reduction in respiratory irritants (e.g. tobacco smoke); patient
education and rehabilitation, combined with normal treatment; increased knowledge of asthma
in key groups; and the promotion of scientific research. The programme was run by a
nongovernmental organisation and employed one pulmonologist. The direct cost of the
programme was J650,000. The programme obtained broad commitment from the Finnish
healthcare system and key to its success was a network of local asthma coordinators (200 asthma
physicians and 580 asthma nurses), of which at least one could be found in each of the 271 Finnish
healthcare centres [55]. These coordinators were responsible for regional cooperation with referral
and treatment networks and guidelines. Nearly all Finnish pharmacies were included in the
programme and support was also given by patient organisations and pharmaceutical companies.
The Finnish National Asthma Programme was extremely successful. Between 1993 and 2003 the
number of asthmatic patients increased in Finland from 135,363 to 207,757 but the number of
hospitalisation days due to asthma fell from 110,000 to 51,000 and the number of asthmatic
patients of working age claiming disability pension from the Social Insurance Institution decreased
from 7,212 to 1,741. This resulted in a decrease in the total cost of asthma care in Finland from
J218 million to J213.5 million and the cost per patient, per year fell from J1,611 to J1,031. The
success of this programme highlighted that the burden of asthma can be reduced if the necessary
planning and support is put into place.
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Conclusions

Paediatric asthma is a significant burden affecting the child, their family, the healthcare system and
wider society. The economic burden is huge but despite being affected by a large number of factors
it is remarkably similar across Europe and the USA. The main components of the economic
burden are the costs of in-patient care, medications and physician visits, all of which can be
reduced by improving asthma control. Of equal importance is the social burden that asthma has
on the affected child and family. Asthma can affect all aspects of the child’s life and often results in
a reduced QoL for both the child and their family. Again there is clear evidence that improving
asthma control can reduce the social burden for all affected. The burden of paediatric asthma is a
real issue and given the increasing prevalence of paediatric asthma, especially in developing
countries, it is likely to increase. This can only be reversed by the implementation of carefully
designed asthma management programmes that are implemented on a national or international
scale.
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None declared.
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Chapter 8

Lung development and
the role of asthma and
allergy
Karin C. Lødrup Carlsen*,# and Adnan Custovic"

SUMMARY: Lung function, asthma and allergy are complexly
involved in children and adults; however, the role of lung
function development in relation to asthma and allergy is not
clear. Does reduced lung function in early post-uterine life infer
a (causal) risk for later asthma, or is it simply a marker for
ongoing disease development? If so, what is the association
between reduced lung function, allergic sensitisation, allergen
exposure and viral infections? These interactions are poorly
understood, as is the underlying pathophysiology and char-
acteristics of different types of asthma throughout childhood
into adulthood. The ‘‘atopic march’’ indicates that one clinical
allergic disease presentation should be succeeded by the next;
however, the denominator setting for this developmental
cascade is not clear. Recent hypotheses focus on epithelial
barrier dysfunction, which may increase the likelihood of
immunological responses to environmental compounds passing
through a leaky membrane. Whilst high allergen exposure
amongst sensitised individuals is associated with more severe
disease, the relationship between allergen exposure and
development of sensitisation, asthma and lung function is
much more complex.
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Through the understanding of lung physiology in early life and its relationship with allergy the
current knowledge on the causation of asthma could be refined. For decades asthma was

predominantly considered an allergic disease. This concept was underpinned by a series of
epidemiological studies that demonstrated atopic or allergic sensitisation as a high risk factor for
asthma [1–3]. This association is particularly consistent in childhood, and childhood asthma is
often considered as part of the ‘‘atopic’’ or ‘‘allergic march’’, suggesting the temporal pattern of
progression from atopic dermatitis to allergic rhinitis and asthma [4, 5]. A biological explanation
is provided by the notion of the common inflammatory background, which is generally considered
to be eosinophilic inflammation. However, this concept has recently been challenged, e.g. there is
considerable variability in the strength of the association between allergic sensitisation and asthma,
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with the rate of wheeze being attributed to atopy ranging from 0% in Turkey to 94% in China [6].
In addition, most atopic subjects, i.e. those producing immunoglobulin (Ig)E antibodies towards
common inhalant and food allergens, do not have asthma [7]. There is an emerging focus on the
different asthma phenotypes throughout a patient’s life with and without allergic sensitisation,
eosinophilic or non-eosinophilic inflammation dominating the biopsy specimens [8, 9],
heterogeneity in response to treatment [10, 11] and the lack of ‘‘atopic’’ genotypes to identify
asthma presentation. Furthermore, asthma-like clinical symptoms and signs, often referred to as
‘‘wheezy’’ disorders in children, are common prior to signs or documentation of allergic disease or
allergic inflammation.

The role of lung function development in relation to asthma is unclear. Does reduced lung
function in early post-uterine life infer a (causal) risk for later asthma? Or is it simply a marker of
an ongoing disease development? If so what is the association between reduced lung function and
allergic sensitisation and allergen exposure? In addition, viral infections are common in childhood
and are important triggers for symptoms in children with established asthma; however, their role
in asthma development is not clear. This major field of research will be discussed in terms of
interaction with allergy for asthma development.

Finally, the largest obstacle to overcome, with regards understanding the role of lung function
development and allergy in asthma, is the lack of understanding what asthma is, not only do we
need to define the various phenotypes involved but we must also comprehend their underlying
immunopathology. One of the reasons for these inconsistencies, with respect to the association
between atopy and asthma, may be the phenotypic heterogeneity. Thus, before reviewing the
relationship between lung development, asthma and allergy it is important to discuss the meaning
of the diagnostic labels used for atopy and asthma.

Definitions of asthma and allergy

Currently there is no consensus on the underlying pathophysiology for asthma throughout
childhood and no universally accepted definition of the disease that is applicable to infants and
17-year-olds alike. One of the difficulties when studying asthma arises from it not being a single
disease, rather a collection of diseases presenting as a syndrome or a collection of symptoms
[12–16]. This is particularly relevant during childhood, when wheezing may be a final, common
feature of several different diseases with distinct aetiologies and different genetic associates
[13, 15]. In addition, childhood asthma often relies on parental reports of wheezing. This may be
unreliable as parents could have little understanding of what physicians mean by the term
‘‘wheeze’’, either by contextual lack of the concept within the English language or more
problematically in languages where wheeze is not a recognised word [17].

For the majority, asthma starts in early childhood [18], and the severity and number of wheezing
episodes is a reasonable predictor for later childhood asthma [19, 20]. In addition, early childhood
asthma, particularly in boys, is a significant risk factor for the development of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) in adulthood [21]. Thus identifying ‘‘true’’ asthma in early childhood
is challenging and requires an understanding of various subtypes of ‘‘asthma’’ presentations.

Different approaches in the identification of ‘‘phenotypes’’ for childhood and adult asthma have
been used. One approach is to try and reach consensus based on published evidence. A consensus
statement by the European Respiratory Society (ERS) Task Force on Preschool Wheeze defined
phenotypes of preschool wheezing disorders based mainly on the predominant trigger, and
proposed the terms ‘‘episodic viral wheeze’’ to describe children who wheeze intermittently and
who are well between episodes, and ‘‘multiple-trigger wheeze’’ for those who wheeze both during
and outside discrete episodes (acknowledging a large overlap between the two phenotypes, and the
fact that individual patients may move from one phenotype to another) [22]. In another
consensus report, the categorisation of wheeze phenotypes was shifted towards describing when
and how often symptoms occurred as a guide to management [23]. Relatively poor reliability of
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such clinical classifications for preschool wheeze has been suggested by a recent study that
demonstrated ‘‘episodic viral wheeze’’ and ‘‘multiple-trigger wheeze’’ to be unstable phenotypes
over a 12-month period [24].

Another approach is to use data collected over a time series and to assign a phenotype based on
temporal patterns of wheezing by using answers to a repeated question (usually: ‘‘Has your
child had wheezing or whistling in the chest in the last 12 months?’’). A classic example of this
approach was the phenotyping described in the Tucson Children’s Respiratory Study (TCRS),
which assigned children to transient early wheezing, late-onset wheezing, and persistent
wheezing [25].

Several recent publications have demonstrated that unbiased, clustering approaches may be
useful in the analysis of multidimensional data to identify different asthma phenotypes. For
example, results of the latent class analysis on a large dataset collected annually over a 7-year
period in the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC) birth cohort
identified six childhood wheezing phenotypes [13]. In the Dutch Prevention and Incidence of
Asthma and Mite Allergy (PIAMA) study this was reproduced to a significant degree; although
the latter cohort identified five versus six categories observed in the ALSPAC cohort [26]. A
principle components analysis was used to answer multiple questions relating to wheeze in the
Manchester Asthma and Allergy Study (MAAS), which identified five syndromes of coexisting
symptoms that may reflect different underlying pathophysiological processes [15]. In adult
asthma, unsupervised hierarchical cluster analysis identified five distinct clinical phenotypes in
the US Severe Asthma Research Program [14]. A similar approach in Leicester, UK, identified
two clusters specific to refractory asthma, which were characterised by discordance between
symptom expression and eosinophilic airway inflammation [12]. All these studies emphasised
the need for new approaches in the classification of asthma phenotypes. In the extension of the
clusters of severe asthma in adults, identification of intermediate phenotypes have been
proposed, such as eosinophils, bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR), bronchodilator response
etc., which are modelled by various statistical approaches to further define clusters of possible
underlying mechanisms in various clinical presentations [27].

Similar considerations may be true in relation to atopy. Whilst in epidemiology and clinical
practice we often define atopy as a positive allergen-specific serum IgE (e.g. an IgE level
.0.35 kUa?L-1) or a positive skin-prick test (usually wheal diameter o3 mm) to common food or
inhalant allergens, these tests indicate only the presence of allergen-specific IgE. A considerable
proportion of atopic individuals have no evidence of asthma or other allergic diseases [28]. Several
studies have demonstrated that the level of specific IgE antibodies offers more information than
the presence of specific IgE [29–31], and it is now recognised that amongst young wheezy children,
allergen-specific IgE quantification may help identify those who are at risk for the later
development of persistent asthma [31, 32]. It has recently been suggested that atopy may include
several different phenotypes that differ in their association with asthma [33]. If this hypothesis is
confirmed, then detectable serum IgE or positive skin-prick tests should be viewed as secondary or
intermediate phenotypes of ‘‘true’’ allergic vulnerability, i.e. atopy should not be considered as a
single phenotype but the sum of a number of atopic vulnerabilities [33]. Furthermore, the role of
local tissue IgE production compared with serum detection of specific IgE antibodies is less well
known [34–36], but may be involved in ‘‘allergic reactions’’ in which specific IgE antibodies are
absent in the serum. These findings may explain some of the inconsistencies in the results of
studies investigating the association between allergy, rhinitis and asthma [36].

In this chapter, rather than using uniform definitions of asthma and atopy, the role of lung
development and allergy-associated mechanisms will be discussed in relation to age and varying
presentation of childhood wheezing disorders, acknowledging the likelihood of differences in
underlying pathophysiology. Thus, we accept that we do not know how many different ‘‘asthmas’’
or ‘‘atopies’’ there are during childhood, and what characteristics and pathophysiological
mechanisms are involved in these different childhood asthma and atopy phenotypes.
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Allergic inflammation

Allergic inflammation has commonly been regarded as a tendency towards the production of
T-helper cell (Th) type 2, and their subsequent cascade of inflammatory mediators. The current
concept of allergic inflammation is clearly more nuanced, with influences of regulatory T-cells
playing a central role. In addition, the role of epithelial barrier deficiencies [37] is gaining
increasing attention, suggesting that reduced epithelial barrier function may facilitate the uptake of
proteins, such as allergens, with the subsequent immune responses being skewed towards the
classical allergic diseases, such as asthma and atopic eczema [38]. This concept is supported by
recent genetic evidence [39] and biopsy findings in human lung and skin tissue, as well as in
animal models [37].

Detailed descriptions of the allergic inflammation and underlying immunological mechanisms are
beyond the scope of the present chapter. However, a brief discussion will highlight the complexity
of the physiopathology of allergic immune responses, which are influenced by genetic
susceptibility, route of exposure, allergen dose and sometimes also the structural characteristics
of the allergen [40–42]. Allergen exposure may lead to differentiation and clonal expansion of Th2
cells, and cytokines like interleukin (IL)-4 and IL-13 induce immunoglobulin class switching to
IgE and expansion of naı̈ve B-cell populations, and further clonal expansion in IgE-expressing
memory B-cells [43]. Upon crosslinking of the IgE–FceRI (high affinity IgE receptor) complexes
by allergen, basophils and mast cells degranulate, releasing vasoactive amines (mostly histamine),
lipid mediators (prostaglandins, eoxins and cysteinyl leukotrienes), cytokines and chemokines, all
characteristic of the immediate phase of the allergic reaction. Histamine, a key factor of the
immediate phase of the allergic reaction regulates dendritic cells, T-cells and antibody isotypes via
distinct histamine receptors. Both naturally occurring CD4+ and CD25+ regulatory T (Treg) cells,
and inducible populations of allergen-specific IL-10-secreting Treg type 1 cells contribute to the
control of allergen-specific immune responses [44].

Allergic diseases, clinical presentation and comorbidities

The allergic diseases often present in a pattern commonly referred to as the ‘‘atopic (or allergic)
march’’ [5, 38, 45–49] and include asthma, atopic eczema, food allergy, allergic rhinitis, urticaria
and anaphylaxis. IgE-mediated mechanisms are often, but not always, involved and the diseases
appear to coexist more often than they present singularly. Being IgE sensitised to an allergen
increases the risk of later allergic diseases, exemplified by a study undertaken in Australia that
prospectively studied children with allergic sensitisation aged 18 months, but without asthma,
allergic rhinitis or atopic eczema [50]. At 5-years of age the relative risk of asthma and rhinitis
were 4.7 and 1.8, respectively, suggesting a progression from IgE sensitisation to allergic disease
manifestation [50].

The label of atopic march indicates that one clinical presentation should be succeeded by the next
manifestation, based upon the observation of incidence figures; atopic eczema and food allergens
being most common in the first 2 years of life, asthma starting in the first year of life, but
increasing in incidents in the next few years, followed by the development of inhalant allergies and
eventually allergic rhinitis, presenting more commonly towards and in school-aged children.
Additionally urticaria and anaphylaxis may occur at any time during childhood and adulthood,
and any of these allergic presentations may occur for the first time at any point during life, either
as a single entity or as part of a multiple-allergic disease manifestation. The heterogeneity of
asthma, alluded to in 1981 by AAS [51], is likely to be true for each of the allergic diseases, with
frequent allergic disease comorbidities in childhood. The asthma- and allergy-focused birth
cohorts across the world are currently providing insight into how common and with what
frequency these manifestations occur. In the Environment and Childhood Asthma (ECA) birth
cohort study in Norway, 87% of the 10-year-old children with chronic rhinitis had at least one
allergic comorbidity and 43% had a minimum of two [52]. Asthma, atopic eczema and
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conjunctivitis coexisted in 11.8% of the children with rhinitis, whereas 3% of the entire study
population had all four clinical presentations [52], somewhat higher than the 0.6–1.1% reported
in 13 to 14-year-old children recounted in the phase III of The International Study of Asthma and
Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) study [53]. The presentation of current comorbidities is likely to
vary with age, reflecting the undulating character of most allergic diseases. In addition, the role of
psychosocial factors should not be underestimated [54, 55].

A possible link between a reduced barrier function and the development of allergic diseases may,
to some extent, propose a possible mechanism related to the progression from one atopic
manifestation to the next [38, 56, 57]. Filaggrin (FLG) mutations, combined with eczema in the
first year of life, were associated with the later development of asthma and hayfever in the Dutch
PIAMA cohort, whereas carriage of one or more FLG null-alleles was more common in
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) patients with atopy when compared to those without atopy
(52% versus 14%, respectively) [58]. The effect of FLG null-alleles was strongest for eczema and
food allergy and the presence of more than one atopic disease tended to increase the associated risk
by up to 12.2-fold for the coexistence of eczema + asthma + allergic rhinitis + food allergy. Thus,
the observed increased comorbidity of IBD with atopy was not explained by a common barrier
genetic polymorphism, although FLG null-alleles contributed to coexistent eczema and food
allergy [59].

Although sex differences in allergic diseases are well recognised, few studies have assessed whether
or not the atopic march is relevant in boys as well as in girls. The changing male asthma
preponderance in early childhood shifting to a female preponderance in adulthood [60], may
suggest a sex difference in gene–environment and allergy interactions, illustrated by a lack of
predictability of specific IgE antibodies at 2 years of age for asthma 6 years later in girls, but not in
boys [31]. This issue should receive further attention in order to better understand the sex shift of
allergic diseases through puberty.

Allergens and asthma severity

Several cross-sectional studies have reported the association of markers for asthma severity with
the presence of allergen sensitisation and high exposure to sensitising allergens [61–66],
emphasising the importance of allergy in diminished lung function and asthma severity. For
example, the airway hyperreactivity, peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR) variability and lung
function in dust mite-sensitised asthmatics correlate with mite-allergen exposure [61]; sensiti-
sation and high exposure to sensitising allergens more often occurs amongst patients with severe
brittle asthma than in those with mild disease [65]; and amongst atopic asthmatics, exhaled nitric
oxide and other markers for asthma severity were higher in those who had been exposed to allergens
causing sensitisation when compared with those that had not been exposed [62–64, 67].

Alternatively, numerous studies have reported a strong association of asthma exacerbations in
childhood and adulthood with viral infections [68–71], and have proposed mechanisms that
involve virus-induced exacerbations [68]. These data have been interpreted as proof that a viral
infection (and not an allergy) is a major determinant for asthma exacerbations. Furthermore, it
has recently been proposed that persistent respiratory infections may play a central role in the
development of ‘‘intrinsic’’ asthma [72]. However, in reality patients are often exposed to viruses
and allergens contemporaneously, therefore, it is possible that rather than being mutually exclusive
viruses and allergies may interact to increase the risk of an asthma exacerbation [73]. For example,
in studies investigating modifiable risk factors for asthma exacerbations, a synergism has been
shown between allergen sensitisation and high domestic exposure to sensitising allergens with respect
to respiratory viral infections (predominantly rhinovirus), and an increase in the risk of asthma
exacerbations resulting in hospital admission amongst both adults [74] and children [75].
Interestingly, in the paediatric study, the level of IgE antibodies was a strong predictor for an
increased risk of hospital admission due to acute asthma, and quantification of sensitive IgE antibodies
gave more accurate prediction of hospitalisation than the presence of a positive allergy test [76].
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The interplay between allergy and infection has also been suggested in disease pathogenesis; a recent
study reported an association between bacterial-specific IgE and asthma susceptibility amongst
teenagers, suggesting a role for bacterial-specific Type-2 immunity [77]. Alternatively, in a Nordic
collaborative study of severe asthma in schoolchildren [78, 79], the presence of allergic sensitisation
and lung function values were poor predictors of asthma severity [78], whereas reduced quality of
life and poly-sensitisation more accurately characterised the severe asthmatic children from the well-
controlled children or those without asthma.

Avoiding allergic triggers in the treatment of asthma

Allergen avoidance is an important part of the treatment used for patients with an allergy (e.g. in
food allergy, avoidance of offending foods is the most important aspect of the overall management
strategy). This, coupled with the finding that high exposure to different allergens can trigger
asthma attacks in sensitised individuals, was used as a foundation for the proposal that allergen
avoidance should lead to an improvement in asthma control. Clearly, such intervention is a
cornerstone of the management of occupational asthma; in this context, identification and
complete avoidance of the causal allergen is often associated with a dramatic improvement in
symptoms and lung function. However, a meta-analysis of studies, which investigated the effect of
mite-allergen avoidance in the treatment of asthma, reported no effect of the interventions and
concluded that current methods of mite-allergen avoidance should not be recommended [80]. The
fact that there is little evidence to support the use of physical or chemical methods to control dust
mite or pet allergen levels in the treatment of asthma [81] has often been used as an argument
against asthma being an allergic disease and allergic mechanisms playing a pivotal role in asthma
severity. However, whilst it is clear that the use of mattress encasings as a single intervention in
adults with asthma and a mite allergy is mostly ineffective [82], this does not mean that effective
allergen avoidance is an ineffective management strategy and that it should not be considered in
the treatment of carefully selected allergic asthmatics. It is becoming increasingly clear that simple,
single interventions lead to some reduction in mite [83, 84] and pet allergen [85, 86] levels in the
dust reservoirs, but their effect on personal inhaled allergen exposure is minimal [87–89], and that
only a comprehensive approach to environmental control can achieve [90] and maintain very low
allergen levels [91].The US Inner-City Asthma Study adopted a wide-ranging individualised
intervention and demonstrated a clear significant beneficial effect in children with asthma, with
environmental control resulting in significantly reduced number of days with asthma symptoms,
which was apparent within 2 months and was sustained over the 2-year study period [92]. The
guiding principles of allergen avoidance in the management of asthma are to achieve a major
reduction in exposure, commence the intervention early in the natural history, carefully identify
patients who are likely to benefit from the intervention and tailor the intervention using the
information on a patient’s sensitisation and exposure status [84].

Allergens and the development of sensitisation and asthma

Whilst high allergen exposure amongst sensitised individuals is associated with more severe
disease (see previous section), the relationship between allergen exposure and development of
sensitisation, asthma and lung function is much more complex. It has been suggested that in
utero exposure to inhalant allergens may prime the T-cell system before birth [93, 94].
However, mite-allergen specific cord blood mononuclear cell immunoproliferative responses
are mite-exposure independent, whilst peripheral blood mononuclear cell immunoproliferative
responses at the age of 1 year appear to be related to environmental mite exposure during
infancy [95], supporting the concept of sensitisation to inhalant allergens occurring in early
life, but not in utero. Several studies from the US reported an increased risk of sensitisation to
cockroaches amongst children with increasing cockroach-allergen exposure [96–99]; similarly,
high exposure to mouse allergen was associated with increased frequency of sensitisation to
mice [100, 101]. Cross-sectional studies in older children [102] and adults [103] reported an
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increase in risk of specific allergen sensitisation with increasing contemporaneous domestic
exposure for dust mite and cockroach, but not cat allergen [104]. Several longitudinal studies
investigated the role of domestic allergen exposure in the development of sensitisation. Some
have demonstrated a linear dose–response relationship between dust mite and cat allergen
exposure in early life and subsequent development of specific sensitisations [105, 106],
although others have not confirmed this finding [107]. A protective effect of high cat-allergen
exposure on cat sensitisation was observed in some studies [104, 108], suggesting that the
dose–response relationship between allergen exposure and specific sensitisation may differ
between different allergens (e.g. linear for dust mite and cockroach, bell-shaped for cat). Only
one longitudinal study reported a significant relationship between early-life dust mite-allergen
exposure and an increased risk of asthma at 11 years of age [109], but this association was
observed in a small group of 69 high-risk children. Most other studies were not able to
replicate these results and found no association between allergen exposure and asthma
development [106, 107, 110, 111].

Avoiding allergens in the prevention of sensitisation and asthma

The question as to whether reducing allergen exposure in early life can reduce the risk of
developing sensitisation and asthma is being addressed by several primary prevention studies [90,
104, 112–117]. Clinical outcomes, reported to date, appear inconsistent and often confusing, e.g.
whilst the Isle of Wight study showed mite sensitisation and asthma were significantly reduced at
the age of 8 years [118], the MAAS (UK) study [119] reported an increase in mite sensitisation
[112]. Much longer follow-up is required before we can draw definitive conclusions and give any
meaningful advice within the public health context.

On balance, the overall evidence from observational and intervention suggests that the relationship
between allergen exposure and the development of sensitisation and asthma is likely to be
determined by the type of allergen, timing, pattern, dose and type of exposure, as well as other
interacting factors.

Asthma, lung function and the role of allergy

Lung function development through childhood
By 24 weeks gestational age the airways have subdivided into approximately 17 generations,
with a further seven orders of airway development forming during post-natal life, and the
terminal sacs are present making gas exchange possible. Primordial alveoli are present
from approximately 32 weeks, but characteristic mature alveoli develop mainly after birth
[120], sometime during early childhood [121]. Lung volume increases are mainly due to an
increasing number of alveoli up to about 3 years of age, but may still develop up to the age of
8 years [120]. In contrast, the number of conducting airways is complete at birth and an
increase in size occurs thereafter [122]. After alveolar multiplication is complete, lung growth
is assumed to be isotropic, with symmetrical development of lung size and airway size [122].
This suggests potential insults may affect lung development differently depending on the time
of exposure.

Measuring lung function during different time-points through childhood has demonstrated
substantial tracking of lung function, meaning that future lung function values are predicted by
early measurements. This tracking maybe almost as great as tracking in height (tracking index
t.0.90) when evaluating forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) and forced vital capacity
(FVC) [123]. Only a small number of birth cohort studies have evaluated lung function
longitudinally [124–127], and even fewer have measured lung function from birth [128, 129]. The
effect of in utero exposures may be observed at birth, and may persist throughout childhood, as is
the case for the reduced lung function found around birth in offspring of females who smoked
during pregnancy [130–132].
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Lung function in preschool age: relationship with allergy, persistence and the new
onset of wheezing

Lung function is clearly an important determinant of asthma and wheezing, with a strong element
of tracking. Tracking from infancy was not confirmed in 11-year-old non-wheezing children in
Perth (Australia) comparing partially forced expiratory flow (FEF) volume curves (obtained by the
rapid thoracic compression technique) to regular FEF volume loops, whereas children with
persistent wheeze at the age of 11 years had reduced lung function shortly after birth as well as at 6
and 11 years of age [133]. Findings from the Tucson study demonstrated that a reduced lung
function in children with persistent wheeze was only found at the age of 6 years, whilst transient
early wheezers were observed as having a reduced lung function at both 6-years of age and shortly
after birth [134], and those with the lowest lung function at birth remained so at the 22-year
follow-up [124]. Likewise, in the ECA study in Oslo (Norway), lung function was significantly
reduced at 2 years in children with recurrent bronchial obstruction, but this relationship was
already present at birth. Thus, although reduced lung function appears to precede asthma
development [128, 135, 136], other factors related to asthma also appear to have independent
effects on lung function. Lower respiratory tract infections (LRTIs) have been associated with
reduced FEF values, but not lung volumes in school-aged children [137–140]. However, the ECA
study in Oslo recently suggested that the association was spurious, rather than causal. The
observed reduced lung function in the 10-year-old children with the most LRTIs in the first
2 years of life was already present at birth and may be a marker of an increased susceptibility to
LRTIs among children who are also at risk of asthma [141].

The interaction between lung function and asthma (phenotype) development is not clear. Several
studies have shown reduced lung function prior to [25, 128, 136, 142–144] or at the time [136,
145, 146] of an obstructive airway disease in early childhood. However, identifying different
temporal wheeze or asthma patterns by lung function reductions is more challenging. In the
MAAS (UK) study it was found that among children with a history of wheezing within the first
3 years of life, lung function was reduced in those who subsequently continued with wheezing
(persistent wheezers) compared with children who stopped wheezing after the age of 3 years
(transient early wheezers); i.e. reduced lung function at the age of 3 years predicted the subsequent
persistence of symptoms in children who had wheezed within the first 3 years of life [147].
However, when lung function was assessed at 3 years of age among children who had not wheezed
by that time-point, no difference was found between those children who had not wheezed after
this time-point compared with those who developed wheeze after the age of 3 years (late-onset
wheezers); i.e. there was no association between lung function at 3 years of age with the new onset
of wheeze after the age of 3 years, amongst children who had not wheezed in early life [147].
Similarly, in the ECA study, lung function was significantly reduced in children at the age of
2 years who had recurrent wheeze as well as atopic eczema [129]; however, the pattern was in fact
already present at birth.

We have also shown that amongst children with a history of wheezing that within the first 3 years
of life a reduced lung function and atopic sensitisation at 3 years of age predicts the subsequent
persistence of wheezing [147], suggesting that both a primary lung determinant (reflected by the
impaired lung function in early life) and a systemic immune response (observable as IgE-mediated
sensitisation) underlie the development of persistent wheezing during childhood.

It is of note that even in the absence of respiratory symptoms, atopic children have impaired lung
function compared with those who are not atopic as early as the age of 3 years [148]. In addition, the
combination of allergen-specific sensitisation and a high level of exposure to sensitising allergen are
associated with significantly poorer lung function amongst preschool children aged 3 years of age
[148]. This observation has recently been extended by the finding that sensitisation to indoor
allergens, which developed in the first 3 years of life was associated with a subsequent loss of lung
function at school age, with concomitant high exposure to sensitising allergens aggravating this
process [125]. In this study, the key features of asthma (airway hyperresponsiveness and
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impairments of lung function) at school age were determined by early-life allergen sensitisation and
high allergen exposure during the first 3 years of life [125]. Turning the question the other way
round; are asthma phenotypes associated with reduced lung function? Clearly, the answer for many
of the phenotypes is yes, as has been shown in many prospective birth cohorts (see previously) as well
in the temporal wheeze phenotypes demonstrating remarkably similar associations to lung function
in the ALSPAC and PIAMA studies [26]. However, the question still remains: how much of the
reduced lung function was present at birth? And how much lung function deficit is attributable to
other factors, such as environmental exposures?

The association between lung function and asthma appears to differ in childhood compared with
adults. For example, airways remodelling, which is a key feature for reduced lung function in adult
asthma, is not present in early childhood [149] and it is unclear whether it is has a major role in
children with severe asthma [150, 151]. A recent study reported biopsy findings in 5- to 14-year-
old children similar to those found in adults with severe persistent bronchial obstruction of an
increased surface area of airway smooth muscle, as well as increased vascular network [152]. Also,
the lungs and airways of children have a potential for growth and development [121], which is not
the case in adults. Thus, an insult in early childhood may have a different and possibly a more
favourable prognosis in children than in adults and should merit objective measures to be able to
follow such development.

Genetics of early-life lung function

Studies of familial correlation and segregation of airway function suggest that genetic factors
contribute to the regulation of airway growth [153]. The specific genes involved in these processes
have not, as yet, been clearly identified. Several recent studies reported meta-analyses of genome-
wide association studies for lung function, identifying a number of novel genome-wide significant
loci [154, 155]. However, only a small minority of subjects were children and the discovered loci
accounted for a very small proportion of the variation in lung function measures (,1%) [156].
Furthermore, all of the included analyses were based on cross-sectional measures of lung function
[155]. In order to identify determinants of development and decline in lung function over time, it
will be essential to carry out additional genetic studies in cohorts with longitudinal lung function
data [155].

We have provided evidence of the association between polymorphisms in ADAM33 and lung
function in early childhood [157], suggesting that association between ADAM33 and asthma may
be mediated via its effects on lung function in early childhood. This indirectly supports the
hypothesis that impaired early-life lung function is, in part, a genetically determined trait. We
found no association between ADAM33 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and allergic
sensitisation, suggesting that separate genetic factors contribute to disordered airway function and
the immunological component of asthma [157]. In addition, there was a significant association
between ADAM33 polymorphisms and transient early wheeze, but not late-onset wheeze,
supporting the idea that childhood asthma is a heterogeneous disease and that different genetic
and environmental factors may be important in the different wheezing phenotypes.

Conclusions

So, what is the relationship between lung development, asthma and allergy? The evidence is
mounting that neither ‘‘asthma’’ nor ‘‘allergy’’ are single phenotypes, but are a sum of a number of
different conditions. The complex coexistence of the ‘‘allergic diseases’’ and the notion that allergy
may be a systemic rather than an organ-specific disease provides a rationale for focusing research
on untangling disease-specific and intermediate phenotypes. Lung function is clearly involved in
asthma development, but it is still unclear whether reduced lung function at birth is a marker for
later asthma, and to what extent allergy, environmental exposure to allergens and other factors
may further reduce lung function during childhood.
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With an increased understanding of the underlying respiratory physiology, serial lung function
measurements in young preschool children may enable targeting of those who are most likely to
benefit from treatment interventions and monitoring, as well as an improved understanding of
the link between reduced lung function and the development of asthma and other allergic
manifestations.
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Chapter 9

Genetics and epigenetics
of childhood asthma
Monica C. Munthe-Kaas*,#,+, Brigitte W.M. Willemse",+ and Gerard H. Koppelman"

SUMMARY: Asthma is a complex disorder caused by interac-
tion of genetic and environmental factors.

In the last decade a lot of genes related to asthma and atopy
were discovered. Candidate gene studies showed the involve-
ment of genes related to innate and specific immunity, and
replicated examples of interaction of genes and the environ-
ment. New genes identified through positional cloning studies,
such as ADAM33, revived the interest in the airway epithelium
and mesenchyme as important structural cells in asthma. Most
genome-wide association studies discovered genes related to
asthma that functions at the interface of airway structural cells
and inflammation, such as IL33, IL1RL1 and TSLP.

Epigenetics refers to heritable changes in gene expression
without changes in DNA sequence, and includes DNA
methylation, histone modifications and microRNAs. Several
environmental factors known to be relevant in asthma may
influence epigenetic modifications, however, the specific role of
epigenetics in asthma is not clear. The ultimate goal of research
in (epi)genetics of asthma is to identify susceptible subjects, and
to contribute to (preventative) interventions.
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Asthma affects 300 million people throughout the world [1] and its prevalence is still increasing
in the developing countries [2]. It is the most common chronic disease of childhood, with

around 10% of the children in Western countries affected. Children are more often affected than
adults (7–10% versus 3–5% in Western countries). As asthma is present in all ages and all ethnic
backgrounds, the economic and societal burden to the worldwide community is large. For
example, in 2003 the total costs of asthma in Europe were approximately J18 billion per year
consisting of J10 billion in lost productivity and J8 billion in direct medical costs [3].

Asthma is a chronic inflammatory airway disease affecting the lower airways resulting in variable
airflow obstruction and bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR). It causes recurrent episodes of
coughing, wheezing, breathlessness and dyspnoea. In more severe and chronic asthma there is a
degree of fixed airflow obstruction indicating the presence of airway remodelling.
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Nowadays, asthma is not seen as a single disease but rather a collection of separate entities with
variable expression and severity at different ages. Consequently, the variation in asthma
phenotypes is wide, including allergic asthma, nonallergic asthma, exercise-induced asthma (EIA),
and occupational asthma. In addition, the outcome of asthma at later age is also variable, where
some children outgrow their asthma, in others asthma results in severe, persistent disease with
irreversible airflow obstruction.

Risk factors for asthma can be divided into: 1) host factors such as sex, family history of asthma
and atopy; 2) perinatal factors such as maternal smoking during pregnancy or mode of delivery;
3) environmental exposures in childhood such as the absence of breastfeeding, recurrent
viral respiratory infections, environmental tobacco smoke exposure and air pollution and;
4) environmental exposures in adulthood, such as cigarette smoking, air pollution and occupational
exposures. These risk factors may differ with age of onset of the disease, e.g. longitudinal studies have
shown that sex and atopic status correlate with the age at the onset of asthma in children and adults.

The pathogenesis and, therefore, the causes of asthma are largely unknown. It is clear that next to
inflammatory cells that compose the innate and adaptive immune system, airway structural cells
(epithelial and mesenchymal cells) are important, as they may contribute to airway remodelling in
asthma. Nowadays, it is thought that repeated injury of vulnerable airway epithelium by allergens
or pollutants induces a cascade via the underlying mesenchyme which causes the airway
inflammation and remodelling seen in asthmatic patients [4].

It is well recognised that asthma is a complex disorder in which a combination of genetic and
environmental factors contribute. Recently, the potential contribution of epigenetic mechanisms
in asthma has received much attention. The aim of this chapter is to provide an insight into what
genetics and epigenetics have taught us so far in unravelling the mysteries of asthma. Specifically,
we illustrate how increasing insights in genetics and epigenetics of asthma gives a better
understanding of disease pathogenesis, as well as an increased understanding of how
environmental factors interact with a subject’s genetic makeup to develop disease. The ultimate
goals of research in (epi)genetics of asthma are to identify susceptible subjects to enable early-life
screening and contribute to (preventative) interventions and even prevent disease by environ-
mental modification.

The heritability of asthma

Asthma runs in families. Twin studies and segregation analyses in different populations have
shown that asthma has a strong genetic background and in most studies found a heritability of
around 60% (range 32–78%). Heritability estimates the proportion of variance that is due to
hereditary factors, which is not a fixed number, but dynamic and population specific as it depends
on the environment.

Although asthma has a strong heritable component, the nature of this heritability (i.e. genetic or
epigenetic) is not known. Genetic effects are caused by differences in DNA sequence, such as single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), gene duplications or deletions, whereas epigenetic effects are
heritable changes in gene expression that are not encoded in the DNA sequence itself. Epigenetic
changes play a key role in activating or silencing genes, by DNA methylation, histone
modifications and chromatin structure remodelling, as well as other gene regulatory networks,
such as microRNAs (miRNAs) (table 1) [5–7].

In the past, different methods have been employed to identify genes for asthma, including
candidate gene studies, positional cloning in families and, more recently, genome-wide association
studies (GWAS). These approaches have generated numerous replicated genes associated with
asthma. This part of the chapter describes the genetic research of asthma: how to identify asthma
susceptibility genes using different genetic approaches, with a focus on genes which might be
related to the development of childhood asthma. Where appropriate, gene–gene and gene–
environment interaction in asthma will be addressed.
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Genetic research of asthma: how did we come this far?

Candidate gene approach

Candidate-gene association studies focus on genes that are thought to be involved in disease
pathogenesis, based on their known biological function. Thus, it is a hypothesis dependent
approach, in that the gene of interest is thought to be relevant to asthma. Preferably an SNP in the
gene is selected that might possibly alter gene function. It investigates frequencies of alleles of a
DNA polymorphism in the gene of interest between affected individuals and unaffected controls.
Like all discovered genes, association of a risk allele in a candidate gene needs to be replicated in
other populations to provide robust evidence for its role in asthma.

To date, over 1,000 genetic association studies in asthma and allergy have been performed. Figure 1
presents the findings of these studies published up to October 2011, summarising and updating
earlier work of POSTMA et al. [8], OBER and HOFFJAN [9] and VERCELLI [10]. The figure reflects the
number of positive reports of any DNA variation in candidate gene studies for any asthmatic or
allergic phenotype. Of note, the unit of replication is the gene, and not a specific SNP, where the
disease definition is broad, including asthma and allergic phenotypes (fig. 1). This has been termed
‘‘loose replication’’ [11], this strategy has been employed because: the alleles of different SNPs in a
gene are often correlated within a population; different alleles of the same SNP may interact with the
environment and both may be relevant in disease development; a gene may have multiple functional
genetic variants; causative SNPs may differ between different ethnicities; and the phenotypes are
highly correlated, especially in childhood. This strategy has been criticised for being too inclusive,
and it has been argued that ‘‘strict replication’’ (i.e. same SNP, same allele and same phenotype
definition) provides stronger evidence for the role of a certain SNP in disease development [10, 12].

The most strongly replicated candidate genes for asthma and allergy include genes that encode T-
helper (Th)2 cytokines and their receptors, such as IL4 and IL13, and their receptor IL4RA. These
cytokines are important drivers of the Th2 response that is important in adaptive immunity, resulting
in B-cell switching and immunoglobulin (Ig)E production. Notably, subjects carrying risk alleles in
IL4, IL13 and IL4RA genes have an increased risk of asthma, indicating gene–gene interaction [13, 14].

Furthermore, genes from innate immunity pathways that encode pattern recognition receptors,
such as CD14 that encodes the co-receptor for endotoxin, and Toll-like receptor 4, are also strongly
replicated genes in allergy. The genes encode receptors that are at the interface of the host sensing
the environment, and multiple gene–environment interactions have been reported. The best
replicated gene–environment interaction is the association of CD14 SNPs with allergy. This
association appears to depend on the level of endotoxin exposure [15, 16].

A final example of a candidate gene approach was the discovery of Filaggrin (FLG) as a candidate
gene for eczema, after its initial discovery as a gene involved in ichtyosis vulgaris. Two, loss of
function variants are associated with a strong increase in risk of eczema [17, 18]. Interestingly, in
those with FLG mutations and eczema, there is a high risk of asthma development. FLG is
expressed by skin keratinocytes and involved in the epithelial barrier of the skin. These findings
have led to the concept that the skin may be an important route for sensitisation to allergens, and
that inflammation in the skin may have important consequences in the lung (fig. 2) [19, 20].

Table 1. Potential genetic and epigenetic effects in asthma

Genetic effects Epigenetic effects

Chromosome deletions DNA methylation
Common single nucleotide

polymorphisms with modest effect
Histone modification

Rare variant with strong effects Chromatin remodelling
Copy number variants Small non-coding RNAs
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Positional cloning

Positional cloning is the identifi-
cation of a gene by genome-wide
linkage analyses. It is a hypothesis
independent approach and starts
with the investigation of families in
which the disease (asthma) is pre-
sent in multiple family members.
The genome of these families is
screened with microsatellite mar-
kers (repeating sequences of two to
six base pairs of DNA) evenly
spaced throughout the entire gen-
ome and is tested for linkage with
the disease phenotype. Linkage is
found when a marker and a pheno-
type are inherited together more
often than expected by chance.
When linkage is found, further
identification of the gene through
scanning of SNPs in the linked
region using case–control asso-
ciation analysis will help to define
the critical region more accu-

rately. Next, the genes found in this region can be examined for possible involvement in the
disease process. This approach needs a lot of molecular genetic analysis which involves a lot of time
and money [11, 21]. Moreover, it is very difficult to pin point one or more genes in a linked region of
interest, due to the limited resolution of linkage and the presence of multiple disease-associated
genes. For instance, the chromosome region 5q31-33 showed 14 genes involved in asthma, atopy or
related intermediate phenotypes, such as IL4, IL13, RAD50, CD14, PCDH1, the b2-adrenergic receptor
and serine peptidase inhibitor Kazal type 5 (SPINK5). Recently, BOUZIGON et al. [22] reported a meta-
analysis of published linkage studies in asthma and associated phenotypes, and identified two
genome-wide significant linkage peaks in European families ascertained through two siblings with
asthma: chromosome 2p21-p14 and 6p21. Interestingly, atopic traits were significantly linked to
3p25.3-q24, 5q23-q33, and 17q12-q24 (skin prick tests), and chromosome 2q32-q34 (blood
eosinophils).

In 2002, the first gene associated with asthma and BHR found through positional cloning was a
disintegrin and metalloprotease (ADAM)33 located on chromosome 20p13 [23]. After the discovery
of ADAM33 gene several other genes related to asthma and/or allergy have been found through
positional cloning: dipeptidyl-peptidase 10 (DDP10) on chromosome 2q14, major histocompat-
ibility complex class I G on chromosome 6p21 (HLA-G), plant homeodomain finger protein 11(PHF11
on chromosome 13q14), prostaglandin D2 receptor on chromosome 14q21, G protein-coupled
receptor for asthma (GPRA) on chromosome 7p14, plasminogen activator, urokinase receptor
(PLAUR) on chromosome 19q13, protocadherin 1 gene (PCDH1) for BHR on chromosome 5q31-
33, and cytoplasmic fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP)–interacting protein 2 gene
(CYFIP2) on chromosome 5q33 [10, 21, 24]. IL-1 receptor-associated kinase-M gene located on
chromosome 12q13-24 is associated with early-onset persistent asthma. The biological function, as
well as the role in asthma, still needs to be elucidated for many of these genes. However, it is
remarkable that a lot of these new asthma genes are expressed in airway structural cells, potentially
affecting the epithelial barrier and (re)modelling of the airways in asthma. Thus, positional cloning
has renewed the interest of asthma researchers in the epithelium and smooth muscle. There are,
however, several drawbacks of positional cloning studies, such as: 1) the limited power and
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Figure 1. Summary of candidate gene studies in asthma reporting
a positive association of a gene variant in asthma. The number of
studies reporting a positive association of a gene variant in asthma is
shown. The figure is based on the work of OBER and HOFFJAN [9],
VERCELLI [10] and POSTMA et al. [8] who used a systematic literature
search for genes associated with asthma and atopy phenotypes,
asthma, bronchial hyperresponsivess, airway hyperresponsivess,
atopy, skin prick test and immunoglobulin E. Literature search was
extended to October 2011. For defining replication, the gene was
the unit of replication, not the single nucleotide polymorphism.
Reproduced from [8] with permission from the publisher.
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resolution of linkage resulting in difficulties in identification of the precise gene and genetic
variant(s) underlying the observed linkage peaks; 2) the lack of reproducibility; and 3) risk of
focusing on genes which have a positive signal and that have a biological plausibility for the
development of the disease (‘‘positional candidate gene approach’’) instead of follwing up stronger
signals. In this way, novel genes potentially implicating novel disease mechanisms may be missed.

Investigations of ADAM33 illustrate the challenges of taking a novel gene forward, from extensive
association studies to expression and functional studies. Progress has been made in characterising
gene expression and function of gene transcripts, but functional genetic studies showing how
asthma susceptibility SNPs alter gene function, thereby contributing to asthma, are still lacking.
The association between multiple SNPs in ADAM33 and asthma and BHR has been replicated in
several case–control and family studies [25–27]. Despite confirming the association between
asthma and BHR and the ADAM33 gene, the actual associated SNPs have varied between studies
[28] and, at present, the causative SNPs are not known. A few studies did not replicate the
association between the ADAM33 gene and asthma [29, 30]. These differences may be partially
explained by the definition of asthma (i.e. including the presence of BHR) in these studies and
differences in population and environmental factors. It is also suggested that ADAM33 SNPs have
only a moderate effect on the development of asthma, since the increased risk of developing
asthma estimated from a meta-analysis of subjects carrying risk alleles was 1.4 [25]. Thus, large
studies are needed to replicate this association. ADAM33 was not only shown to be important in
asthma susceptibility, but also severity, as SNPs in the ADAM33 gene were found to be associated
with accelerated decline in forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) in asthma [31], and
to decline in FEV1 in the general population [32], but not to markers of atopy such as blood
IgE levels or allergy skin-prick tests. In addition, SIMPSON et al. [15] showed that certain
polymorphisms in the ADAM33 gene predict impaired early life lung function. They investigated a
prospective birth cohort and showed that certain SNPs were related to lower lung function at the
age of 5 years. These associations suggest, but do not prove, that ADAM33 may be involved in
airway growth, and in the ageing and remodelling processes in the lung.

No differences were found in ADAM33 expression between asthmatics and controls in lung
biopsies [33, 34]. In contrast, soluble ADAM33 in bronchoalveolar fluid (BALF) is increased in
asthmatics compared to controls [35]. FOLEY et al. [36] showed increased expression of ADAM33
in airway epithelium in patients with severe asthma, however, this remains controversial as these
results could not be confirmed by several others [34, 37].

ADAM33 can have different functions due to the different functional domains present on this
protein; these include activation of (matrixmetallo-) proteases, proteolysis, adhesion, fusion and
intracellular signalling [38]. It is expressed in the airways in smooth muscle cells and lung
fibroblasts, but not in inflammatory or immune cells [23, 37]. The soluble form of ADAM33
promotes angiogenesis [33], and its secretion is stimulated by transforming growth factor (TGF)-
b2, an important mediator of inflammation and remodelling, which is released upon epithelial
damage. In asthma, ADAM33 is hypothesised to be important in lung embryogenesis and
(re)modelling processes of the airways, via the epithelial mesenchymal tropic unit, e.g. the
interaction between the epithelium and mesenchyme. Remodelling of the airway in asthma has
long been assumed to result from uncontrolled inflammatory and repair processes, but evidence is
accumulating that these processes may occur early in development, either as an effect of the
maternally dictated (in utero) environment or genetically inherited factors, or a combination of
both. ADAM33 may have a role in branching morphogenesis of the lungs, since it is present in
embryonic lung tissue in the bronchi and surrounded mesenchyme. The expression of ADAM33
mRNA and protein is elevated during the early pseudoglandular stage and again post-partum and
seems to influence the balance of growth factors at specific stages during lung development [34, 39].
It is suggested that certain polymorphisms of the ADAM33 gene may influence the subsequent
susceptibility of the lung to asthma [34, 38]. However, the finding that ADAM33 knockout mice do
not show changes in lung development or in an allergen-induced experimental asthma model has
challenged the relevance of ADAM33, at least in this mouse model [40].
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Genome-wide association studies

GWAS aim to find common genetic variants that may play a role in disease or identify the
hereditable traits that are risk factors for the disease. The most important advantage of GWAS is
the ability to discover novel disease genes as it does not depend on prior hypotheses, and
consequently detects new mechanisms of the disease. Inclusion of large number of patients with
the complete spectrum of disease severity will provide a complete picture of the disease and may,
therefore, also detect genes related to more mild-to-moderate traits of the disease. It does not
require the recruitment and phenotyping of large family-based samples like positional cloning.
The use of GWAS became feasible after the development of genotyping chips which contain a
dense set of hundreds of thousands of SNPs with good coverage of the human genome. In
addition, the costs of these chips dropped sharply so it became easier for researchers to test DNA
variants from large numbers of people. Since the GWAS design tests a large number of SNPs, a
large number of subjects are needed to account for the multiple comparisons that are made. These
large numbers of subjects can be derived from the general population or specific sets of families,
which are then typically meta-analysed. The study design of a GWAS needs to incorporate
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Figure 2. The role of filaggrin in the susceptibility of asthma. a) Normal skin. 1) In the granular layer of normal
skin, the large profilaggrin protein is dephosphorylated and enzymatically cut into 10–12 smaller filaggrin
molecules. 2) As these cells move up to form the stratum corneum, they flatten their shape by collapsing their
keratin structure, a process aided by interaction with filaggrin proteins. 3) In the stratum corneum, filaggrin
degrades into amino acids that are essential for maintaining moisture in the outer layers of skin. 4) The intact skin
barrier of healthy skin keeps allergens, pathogens (bacteria and viruses) and chemical irritants out of the body. b)
Eczema. 1) Mutations in the filaggrin gene greatly reduce the amount of filaggrin protein in the skin or lead to its
complete absence. 2) This results in cracks in the skin barrier and 3) exposes the lower layers to allergens that
are usually kept out, thus causing eczema. 4) Once foreign material, such as an allergen, passes through the
defective skin barrier, it is identified by cells of the immune system, leading to inflammation of the skin and other
allergic responses. If a child is exposed to allergens through the skin, the exposure is more likely to prime the
immune system to react aggressively to that allergen later in life, explaining the coincidence of asthma and
eczema observed in patients worldwide. Reproduced from [19] with permission from the publisher.
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important aspects, such as a well-characterised study population with careful geographical
matching of cases and controls, an extremely large sample size (with number of cases and controls
in the thousands to tens of thousands of subjects), and adequate genotype quality to identify true
positive signals. Furthermore, one has to realise that the identified SNP or set of SNPs may not be
the SNPs themselves that are influencing the disease but only that they are located near the
causative DNA variants. The identification of a gene or a region of interest using GWAS needs
replication in different study populations and, just like candidate studies and positional cloned
genes, needs further research addressing the function and role of the gene within the disease. It
seems unlikely that GWAS are the sole solution to study complex diseases but is specifically helpful
in the identification of common variants with relatively small effects.

In 2007, the first GWAS on asthma was published and reported the discovery of the association of
DNA variants in the genes encoding the orosomucoid 1 like 3 (ORMDL3) and Gasdermin like
(GSDML), localised on chromosome 17q21, with childhood asthma [41]. These authors showed
that ORMDL3 gene variants are associated with mRNA expression of ORMDL3 in Epstein–Barr
virus-transformed lymphoblastic cell lines of children with asthma. ORMDL3 mRNA was present
in different types of tissues, including lymphocytes and lung tissue. ORMDL3 is a member of a
novel class of genes of unknown function and encode for transmembrane proteins anchored in the
endoplasmatic reticulum; whereas GSDML is associated with epithelial integrity [42].

Subsequent GWAS on asthma have been conducted and discovered the following gene:
phosphodiesterase 4D (PDE4D), located on chromosome 5q12, was related to childhood asthma
and is involved in airway smooth muscle contraction [43]. In addition, another member of the
phosphodiesterase superfamily genes, PDE11A is associated with (allergic) asthma [44]. Another
GWAS study in Mexican asthmatic children and their parents found association with an SNP in
the gene transducin-like enhancer of split 4 (TLE4) on chromosome 9q12.31, the exact role of this
gene is not yet clear, however, it could be relevant in immune development (B-cell differentiation)
[45]. DENND1B (encoding the DENN/MADD domain containing 1B protein) is expressed on
dendritic cells and has also been associated with childhood-onset asthma [46]. In the TENOR (The
Epidemiology and Natural History of Asthma: Outcomes and Treatment Regimes) study, multiple
SNPs in the RAD50-IL13 gene and the HLA-DR/DQ gene were associated with asthma which
confirmed the important role of Th2 cytokine and antigen presentation genes in asthma [47]. In
2010, the EU GABRIEL consortium conducted a large GWAS study which included subjects from
23 studies (10,365 cases and 16,110 controls) and confirmed previous data regarding the
association of the ORMDL3/GSDML locus, also called the 17q21 variants, with childhood-onset
asthma, but also revealed the following genes associated with asthma: IL1RL1/IL8R1 (chromosome
2), HLA-DQ (chromosome 6), IL33 (chromosome 9), SMAD3 (chromosome 15) and IL2RB
(chromosome 22) [48].

Recently, a meta-analysis from GWAS of asthma in ethnically diverse US populations was
published. This study replicated the 17q21 variants and SNPs near IL1RL1, IL33 and TSLP and
reported that these asthma loci were associated with different ethnic groups. Moreover, one novel
locus near PYHIN1 was reported only in subjects of African descent [49]. The possibility that
ethnic specific genetic effects on asthma may be present was further evidenced by a GWAS on
asthma in the Japanese population. As well as confirming the IL33 and HLA loci, three novel
regions were reported: chromosome 4q31 (including USP38 and GAB1), 10p14 and 12q13 [50].

Another method to investigate the possible genes related with asthma is via analysis of the genes
related to measurable intermediate traits of asthma. An international consortium led by scientists
for deCODE conducted a GWAS for sequence variants affecting blood eosinophil numbers and
found an association between several SNPs associated with blood eosinophil counts, including
SNPs in IL33, and IL1RL1. As a next step, these SNPs were shown to be associated with atopic
asthma [51]. Another GWAS was conducted on chitinase-like protein YKL-40, which is known to
be involved in inflammation and tissue remodelling and correlates with asthma severity. One
promoter SNP in CHI3L1, the chitinase 3-like 1 gene encoding YKL-40, was associated with
elevated serum YKL-40 levels and subsequently shown to be associated with asthma and its related
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phenotypes as well [52]. In summary, there are multiple replicated robust asthma loci emerging from
GWAS that include 17q21 variants, IL33, IL1RL1, TSLP, SMAD3 and multiple SNPs in the HLA
region. It appears that most of these genes function at the interface of airway structural cells sensing
environmental stimuli and the translation of these signals into an inflammatory response [53].

As an illustration, we will now discuss the investigation of the 17q21 signal in more detail. Since
the discovery of the association of the ‘‘so called’’ 17q21 variants, including the ORMDL3 and
GSDML genes and childhood asthma in 2007, this association has been replicated in several other
population studies which include European (French, Germans, British), North American,
Mexican, Afro-American and Chinese people [50, 54–59]. In these studies the 17q21 SNPs were
predominately related to childhood asthma, but not to adult asthma, which suggests a specific role
for these genes in the development of childhood asthma. At the time of its discovery the
association of these 17q21 variants with asthma was unknown. Since then further research has
been performed investigating the functionality and the gene–environmental interaction of the so
called ‘‘17q21 chromosome variants’’ and the (development) of asthma. BOUZIGNON et al. [59]
showed that the association of 17q21 markers and early-onset asthma was increased when subjects
were exposed to tobacco smoke early in life. They also reported that the disease-associated markers
on chromosome 17q21 point to a relatively narrow region of interest that included four genes:
IKZF3 (involved in the regulation of lymphocyte development); ZPBP2 or zona pellucida-binding
protein 2; GSDML, encoding one of the gasdermin proteins implicated in epithelial barrier
function and skin differentiation; and ORMDL3 which encodes transmembrane proteins anchored
in the endoplasmic reticulum. HIROTA et al. [56] showed that in a Japanese population ORMDL3
was associated with childhood asthma, but was not related to IgE levels. Furthermore, they
suggested a role for ORMDL3 in viral infection, since this was elevated in lung fibroblasts after
stimulation with polyinosine-polycytidylic acid (which is an immunostimulant simulating viral
infections). SMIT et al. [60] showed that having the 17q21 risk genotypes increased the positive
association between early respiratory infection and asthma, and this was restricted to early-onset
asthma and asthma that remits in young adulthood. The association between infection and early-
onset asthma (or remittent asthma) was further enhanced when children with 17q21 risk variants
were exposed to environmental tobacco smoke in early life. Whether respiratory infection is a
marker identifying infants with a predisposition to develop asthma, or whether infection is
causally related to the inception of asthma, remains to be elucidated. Furthermore, 17q21
polymorphisms were strongly associated with ORMDL3 and GSDMA gene expression in cord
blood stimulated with Der P1. In addition, 17q21 SNPs influenced interleukin (IL)-17 secretion in
cord blood mononuclear cells pointing to a functional role of the 17q21 locus for T-cell regulation
early in life [61]. These genes lay in a block of linkage disequilibrium, indicating that the risk alleles
occur together in Western populations. This makes it difficult to untangle the specific functional
role of a particular SNP. Functional studies have indicated that asthma associated SNPs in the
17q21 locus regulate the mRNA expression of three genes: ORMDL3, GSDMB and ZPBP2 [57]. In
a series of elegant experiments, VERLAAN et al. [62] were able to narrow down the region using cells
lines from subjects of African descent, and showed that a novel SNP in this linkage disequilibrium
block regulated nucleosome binding in an allele specific manner and thereby the transcription of
GSDML and ORMDL3.

In conclusion, GWAS have provided new genes and new possible pathways in the development of
asthma. Thus, suggesting that asthma with an onset early in life may differ biologically from
asthma with a later onset.

Insights from genetic studies of asthma

Asthma genetics has provided an unbiased insight into asthma pathobiology. Although our
understanding of gene function is still very limited, we can now start to formulate hypotheses on
the implications of novel asthma genes found by positional cloning and GWAS for asthma
pathobiology.
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First, the integrity of the epithelium has been implicated by genes that encode adhesion molecules
expressed in the epithelium (GSDML [41, 48], CTNNA3 [63] and PCDH1 [64]). The integrity of
the airways is maintained by the formation of tight junction complexes [65], adequate repair
responses upon injury in combination with terminal differentiation of airway epithelial cells, and
processes that may be impaired in asthma [65, 66]. For example, RORA [48] is expressed in a gene
cluster in keratinocytes implicated in epithelial cell differentiation [67], whereas the expression of
PCDH1 is associated with the level of airway epithelial cell differentiation [68].

Secondly, mediators of epithelial stress or damage can provide alarm signals to activate Th2
inflammatory responses from the innate immune system (IL-13, IL-33 and its receptor IL1RL1,
and TSLP), and/or induce repair responses (PLAUR [69], SMAD3 [48] and CHI3L1 [52]). These
repair responses may lead to activation of the mesenchyme and to smooth muscle contractility
(PDE4D) and vascular remodelling (ADAM33).

Finally, immune system activation may include a variety of cellular mechanisms, including
induction and activation of B- and T-cells (PHF11 encodes a transcription factor observed in
B- and T-cells, and TLE4 is possibly involved in B-cell differentiation) and dendritic cells
(DENN1B).

Future perspectives in the genetics of asthma

A lot of genes related to asthma have been discovered, revealing several pathways important in the
development and pathogenesis of asthma, e.g. genes related to Th2-cell differentiation, and
epithelial–mesenchymal interaction. In future, the use of GWAS, and even larger meta-analyses of
GWAS, will possibly reveal more genes related to the development of asthma and can be used to
investigate gene–environment and gene–gene interactions, which will be one of the next steps to
be elucidated. Novel technology in DNA and RNA sequencing will provide an opportunity to
investigate the role of novel DNA and RNA variants in asthma. Furthermore, genetic research
needs to be directed towards functional studies of the so-called asthma genes, in order to define
their exact role in the pathogenesis of asthma, how they interact with the environment, and how
these pathways can be intervened upon in model systems [70]. One example of functional genetic
studies is the integration of genomic methods by the systematic investigation of the role of SNPs
on gene expression, known as eQTL (expression quantitative trait locus) mapping [71]. Evidence
from other complex diseases suggests that approximately half of all susceptibility genes may
harbour eQTLs that are linked to disease development [72].

What can we learn from genetic research for everyday life in the clinic? Genetic research can help
to understand the pathogenesis of asthma. Understanding of the genetic basis of asthma will
improve diagnosis and treatment in the future. It may help us to predict disease onset, to define
different subsets of asthmatic patients (taking the gene–environment interactions into account)
and predict severity of the disease. This knowledge can contribute to personalised treatment of
patients and, research focussing on the development of asthma may even eventually lead to the
prevention of the disease.

Epigenetics of asthma

What is epigenetics?

Epigenetics means broadly ‘‘on top of genetics’’. Currently, epigenetics is defined as heritable
changes in gene expression that occur without direct alteration of the DNA sequence [73, 74]. In
molecular terms it normally refers to important modifications in the processes of gene
transcription and translation ultimately determining whether a gene is expressed or not.
Epigenetic modifications account for the possibility of cellular differentiation, where patterns of
gene expression allow for considerable cellular diversity, while the DNA code within the
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differentiating cells remain unchanged. The past decades have brought on substantial progress in
the understanding of epigenetic mechanisms. This has given us novel insight into how epigenetic
modifications may affect disease susceptibility, but also how environmental exposures may affect
epigenetic patterns [75]. Furthermore, although epigenetic states are extensively re-programmed
between generations (associated with the pluripotent state that exists in early development), there
are now a few studies demonstrating that certain epigenetic states (assessed by DNA methylation
[76] or microRNA [77]) may occasionally be transgenerationally transmitted. Thus, where disease
susceptibility was traditionally believed to be determined by inheritable information carried out on
the primary DNA sequence, it is now becoming increasingly clear that regulation of gene
expression, alongside genetic variation, are integral parts of the impact of genetics on disease.

However, the dynamic nature of the cell epigenome results in concrete challenges when it comes to
performing, analysing and interpreting epigenetic data. First, up to now, most epigenetic studies
have been performed with limited genome coverage or inadequate sample size [78]. As different
whole genome scale epigenomic profiling technologies are presently becoming feasible, such
concerns may be addressed in future studies. Secondly, as opposed to DNA, epigenetic profiles
differ both between tissues and over time. This makes the choice of sample tissue to study critical,
and poses challenges to the task of differentiating between epigenenetic variation as a cause of the
disease versus consequence of the disease. In this respect, longitudinal study designs addressing
exposures, changes in epigenetic states and disease development are needed.

Epigenetic mechanisms

Epigenetic phenomena are mediated by a variety of molecular mechanisms (fig. 3) [79]. The best
studied mechanism is DNA methylation, which is the only known epigenetic modification of DNA
itself in mammals [80]. The predominant form of DNA methylation is methylation of cytosines at
position C5 in the context of cytosine-guanine (CpG) dinucleotides. It has also been recently
suggested that CpH methlylation (where H5C/A/T) and 5-hydroxymethylation of cytosines are more

common than previously appre-
ciated, but the significance of this is
still unclear [78]. CpG dinucleotides
are generally under-represented in
the mammalian genome (1–2%),
but tend to cluster in regions called
CpG islands, which contain .50%
of cytosine and guanine nucleotides
and are frequently located in gene
promoter regions [81]. Hyperme-
thylation of promoter CpG islands
is commonly associated with tran-
scriptional silencing, possibly by
blocking the ability of transcrip-
tion factors to bind to recognition
sites on the CpG nucleotides,
or by facilitating the binding of
transcription-inhibiting proteins.

DNA methylation is closely linked
to another epigenetic mechanism,
namely histone modifications. DNA
is coiled around histone octa-
mers, and organised into nucleo-
somes. Post-translational histone
modifications, such as acetyla-
tion, methylation, ubiquitylation

DNA looping

Chromatin organisation

DNA methylation

Histone marks

Non-coding
RNA

Histone
variants

Figure 3. Epigenetic mechanisms: DNA methylation, histone
modifications, non-coding RNA (microRNA) chromatin organisation.
Reproduced from [79] with permission from the publisher.
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and phosphorylation of histone amino-acid tails, are key elements in the packaging of DNA [82].
It is believed that such modifications lead to a remodelling of the promoter chromatin,
determining how ‘‘easily’’ the DNA is available for gene transcription. It has further been found
that unique repressive histone markers are associated with methylated promoters [83], while
activating histone markers are associated with unmethylated promoters, illustrating the closely
tuned epigenetic regulatory network.

Yet another level of epigenetic regulation is miRNAs. They are a class of small non-coding RNAs
that may be transcribed from their own genes or introns/exons of other genes. By binding to target
mRNAs, they degrade or modify target mRNAs and may also specifically inhibit protein translation
[84]. An elegant example of miRNA regulation is that of the reproductive state in honey bees [85]. In
these bees, fertile queens and sterile workers are alternative forms of the adult female honey bee that
develop from genetically identical larvae following differential feeding with royal jelly. The study
showed that honey bees treated with specific miRNAs, independently of royal jelly, also emerged as
queens with fully developed ovaries. It is further known that one miRNA can target hundreds of
mRNAs, and that one mRNA can be regulated by different miRNAs, illustrating a complex
epigenetic regulatory system on the post-transcriptional level.

Thus, these major epigenetic mechanisms collectively affect interactions between DNA and
transcriptional factors, DNA folding, chromatin compaction, transcript stability and nuclear
organisation in a manner that determines if a gene is expressed or not.

Relationship between environment, genes and epigenetics

Over the past decade, studies have shown that genetic variations contribute to epigenetic
modifications. There are studies suggesting that loci harbouring genetic variants exist that directly
influence methylation states [86]. In addition, much has been learnt about the role of DNA
methyltransferases (DNMTs), where DNMT1 facilitates the replication of DNA methylation
patterns between cell generations (maintenance methylation), while DNMT2a and DNMT3b
mediate de novo methylation of DNA [87]. Similarly, histones are modified by specific enzymes
that include histone acetyltransferases (HAT), histone deacetylases (HDAC), histone methylases
(HMTs) and histone demethylases (HDMTs). Genetic mutations or variations in these key
enzymes have been linked to several different diseases and syndromes [88–91].

In addition to genetics, environmental exposures are increasingly being linked to epigenetic
variation. A classic study by MORGAN et al. [76] showed that environmental factors lead to
epigenetic changes in an animal model; the agouti mouse. In these mice, fur colour and proneness
towards particular diseases were caused by variable expression of a particular gene at the agouti
locus, which in turn was determined by the extent to which this gene was methylated. MORGAN

et al. [76] were able to show that a diet enriched in folic acid increased the level of methylation of
the gene and, thus, demonstrated that environmental agents can directly influence genomic
structure and, ultimately, phenotype (in this case, fur colour). Recent studies in humans have also
suggested environmental effects on DNA methylation: pre-natal tobacco exposure has been
associated with differences in both gene-specific methylation and global DNA methylation
(measured by methylation of long interspersed nucleotide element (LINE)-1 and Alu repetitive
elements) [92]; pre-natal exposure to maternal depression has been shown to reduce neonatal
methylation of the human glucocortiocoid receptor gene (NR3C1) and infant cortisol stress
responses [93]; famine around the period of conception has been associated with lower DNA
methylation at the imprinted IGF2 gene [94]; and traffic particle exposure has been related to
decreased global DNA methylation (LINE-1 and Alu repetitive elements) [95]. In addition,
sufficient and balanced quantities of several dietary molecules, such as folic acid, vitamin B12,
choline, betaine and niacin, are important for the establishment and maintenance of epigenetic
modifications throughout the genome [96]. These complex interactions between environment,
genes and epigenetics are illustrated by data showing that DNA methylation levels correlated with
the levels of available folate and with genotype-dependent activity of the enzymes involved in DNA
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methylation [97]. Thus, several environmental factors that are important in asthma have been
linked to epigenetic changes, but this has not been linked to disease development to date.

The role of epigenetics in asthma

As previously discussed, asthma is considered to be a heterogeneous complex disease consisting of
airway inflammation, characterised by airway infiltration of polarised CD4+ Th2 or Th17 cells in
active interaction with dendritic cells, epithelial cells and macrophages [98]. Genetic studies
suggest that asthma genes interact in complex manners to regulate the risk and severity of disease.
Moreover, genetic studies published to date have not been able to fully explain the heritability of
complex disease such as asthma. With better understanding of epigenetic mechanisms there is now
an increased focus on possible epigenetic influences on asthma.

Epigenetic regulation on T-cell differentiation and inflammation
The asthmatic inflammatory response is characterised by the differentiation of naı̈ve Th cells into
primarily Th2 cells, expressing the cytokines IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13, as well as the reduced Th1-
expressed interferon (IFN)-c. Although it may, in certain cases, be difficult to differentiate
between causal epigenetic mechanisms versus epigenetic changes as a result of disease, there is now
mounting evidence of epigenetic mechanisms both preceding and underlying this T-cell
differentiation, as extensively reviewed by WILSON et al. [99]. Examples include studies that show
that the increased IL-4 expression is preceded and maintained by a demethylation of a
transcriptional binding site in the IL-4 gene [100], as well as a gain of activating histone markers in
the IL-4 locus [85]. This is accompanied by repressive histone markers [101] and increased
methylation [102] in the IFN-c gene locus. Other indirect examples of epigenetic influence on
asthmatic airways include a study showing that upregulation of specific HDACs restored steroid
responsiveness in the airways of glucocorticoid-resistant asthmatics [103], and studies showing
that treatment with specific HDAC inhibitors induce T-regulator cells and their suppressive
functions on Th2-mediated allergic responses [98]. Thus, epigenetic studies suggest that the
development of an inflammatory airway response is, at least in part, a result brought about by
multiple, co-regulatory epigenetic changes on genes regulating T-cell differentiation.

Environmental influences on the epigenetic regulatory mechanisms

The understanding of epigenetic impact on inflammation raises the fundamental question about
whether environmental influences on asthma are mediated through similar epigenetic pathways as
discussed above. There has also been much speculation on whether or not epigenetics can help
explain the previously discussed gene–environment interactions. Some of the latest studies
addressing these issues will be reviewed here.

The pre-natal period is a time when epigenetic programming may lead to generations of cells with
broad potential, and growing scientific evidence has supported a role for intrauterine
environmental influences in the risk for later paediatric asthma [7]. An important question is
whether maternal exposure has the capacity to activate or silence fetal genes through alterations in
DNA and histone methylation, histone acetylation and chromatin structure. The most notable
candidate to emerge in this role has been dietary folate. Folate is a methyl donor, and has been
clearly associated with methylation changes in T-cell differentiation genes and subsequent
increased risk of asthma and allergies in offspring in murine models [104]. Folic acid supplements
during pregnancy have been associated with wheeze at 18 months of age in a large (.30,000) birth
cohort study in Norway [105], as well as with risk of childhood asthma at 3.5 years and persistent
asthma in an Australian birth cohort study [106]. A follow-up case–control study within the
Norwegian birth cohort later detected an association between high folic acid levels in maternal
plasma folate levels during pregnancy and an increased risk of childhood asthma at 3 years of age
[107]. Animal studies further provide evidence that the allergy protective effects of microbial
exposure in pregnancy may be mediated by changes in methylation of Th1 genes of the offspring [7].
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Another recent small study links pre-natal pulmonary arterial hypertension exposure (polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons) to methylation at the ACSL3 gene and asthma in children before the age of
5 years [108]. The ACSL3 gene belongs to the acyl-CoA synthetase long-chain family of genes
encoding enzymes that are involved in fatty acid metabolism, and possibly influence membrane
phospholipid composition. Furthermore, ACSL3 is expressed in lung and thymic tissue, and is
located on 2q36.1 which is a region previously linked to lung function [109]. It has also been shown
that pre-natal tobacco exposure affects global and gene-specific DNA methylation [92], but it
remains to be seen whether these methylation changes affect the risk of asthma. Collectively, these
studies support the idea that environmental conditions in the pre-natal period may in fact affect
epigenetic programming and subsequent risk of disease, opening up the possibility of the
identification of novel causal pathways and a better understanding of contributing environmental
factors during pregnancy.

There is also evidence suggesting that environmental factors may modulate epigenetic regulation
later in life. The most consistent environmental risk factor for asthma, after the pre-natal period, is
the exposure to tobacco smoke. It is now becoming increasingly evident that tobacco exposure
does affect the degree of DNA methylation and histone modifications in the genome. Bronchial
lavage cells from smokers and nonsmokers have been compared, and differences have been found
in HDAC3 mediated activity and the association to secretion of inflammatory cytokines [110]. In
cancer research, smoking has been found to induce epigenetic changes in oncogenes and tumour
suppressor genes, illustrated by the epigenetic silencing of the p16 gene (tumour suppressor gene)
in small cell lung cancer [111], but the relevance of this to asthma is still unclear.

Other environmental candidates in relation to asthma are traffic particles, microbial products and
allergens. Exposure to black carbon (from cars) has been associated with global DNA methylation
over short periods (7 days) [95], but the relationship to asthma is still unclear. Combined inhaled
diesel exhaust particles and allergen exposure have been shown to alter methylation of Th genes
(inducing hypermethylation of the INF-c promoter and hypomethylation of the IL-4 promoter)
and IgE production in vivo [112]. Endotoxin (a compound of Gram-negative bacterial cells) has
been implicated in many asthma gene (CD14)-environment interaction studies [113], and there
are studies suggesting that endotoxin-induced tolerance is mediated through miRNAs [114].
Methylation of the CD14 gene has also been shown to increase throughout childhood, suggesting
modification of genetic impact with age [115]. House dust mite (HDM) antigens lead to the
induction of allergic disease in vivo, which has been associated with the expression of a unique
subset of miRNAs. Selective blockade of these miRNAs has been further shown to suppress the
asthmatic phenotype in mice [116]. At present, there are few studies on humans; however, a study
of miRNA profiles in human airway biopsies showed that miRNA expression was not involved in
the development of mild asthma or in the anti-inflammatory action of the corticosteroid
budesonide [117].

Thus, the increasing number of studies suggesting that environmental factors influence epigenetic
modifications, and indirect evidence supporting the fact that these modifications are known to
regulate genes central to the asthmatic inflammatory phenotype show that studies designed to and
aimed at directly linking environment-epigenome-asthma phenotypes are clearly warranted.

Future perspectives in epigenetics

The growing field of epigenetics offers new and exciting insights into the intricate biology of
asthma inflammation and T-cell differentiation, and is undoubtedly implicated in several observed
complex gene and environment interactions. Not only might the understanding of epigenetic
mechanisms reveal novel causal pathways, but it may lead to the identification of new anti-
inflammatory treatments (such as targeting histone acetylation or miRNA suppression). However,
epigenetic patterns, as opposed to genetic sequences, are both cell-type specific and dynamic
through time-periods; rendering epigenetic regulation flexible yet posing specific research
challenges. When are the critical time-points for epigenetic programming in terms of asthma
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development? How can we differentiate causal epigenetic changes from those that are a
consequence of disease? Which tissue should one use to study asthma epigenetics? How long do
epigenetic memories last? Are they reversible by life-time events, environmental factors or
epigenetic therapies? What side-effects will targeting methylation/histone modifications/miRNA in
airways have on other organs? As epigenetic studies are still at a very early stage, these are some of
the many questions that need to be addressed in the future design of epigenetic-asthma studies in
order to delineate the role and clinical consequences of epigenetic modifications in this complex
disease.

Conclusion

Genetic studies on asthma have provided us with new pathways which may be important in the
development/pathogenesis of asthma, e.g. the role of epithelium-mesenchymal interaction and the
role of epithelial integrity of the skin in preceding inflammation. Epigenetic modification may
be important in switching asthma susceptibility genes on or off and, thus, influencing the
development and/or severity of asthma. In addition, epigenetic modification can be influenced by
environmental factors such as folate, smoke and HDM and, thus, interact between genetic and
environmental factors.

Further research is needed to investigate the function of the discovered genes and their interaction
with other genes and the environment, including the role of epigenetics. This may finally elucidate
the pathogenesis of asthma and identify susceptible subjects to enable early-life screening, to
contribute to (preventative) interventions and even prevent the disease.
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Chapter 10

The role of viral and
bacterial infections on
the development and
exacerbations of
asthma
Paraskevi Xepapadaki, Chrysanthi L. Skevaki and Nikolaos G. Papadopoulos

SUMMARY: A considerable proportion of asthma morbidity,
mortality and health costs are attributed to asthma exacerba-
tions. Epidemiological studies have convincingly shown that
viral respiratory infections are the major causes of asthma
exacerbations in both adults and children. Viruses, rhino-
viruses in particular, infect the airway epithelium resulting in
local and systemic immune responses as well as neural
responses, inducing inflammation and airway hyperrespon-
siveness (AHR). The effects of an infection may vary
according to genetic background, the current immune status
of the host and parallel environmental stimuli, in addition to
the particular infectious agent itself. Moreover, several studies
have emphasised the importance of atopy and allergic
inflammation in the induction and prolongation of virus-
induced respiratory diseases. Identification of the mechanisms
involved in the pathogenesis of asthma exacerbations and
asthma persistence should facilitate development of future
treatments tailored to the underlying cause.
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In recent years, a growing number of observations have highlighted the importance of
respiratory infections in acute asthma exacerbations (AAEs). Although a considerable

proportion of asthma morbidity, mortality and health costs can be attributed to exacerbations,
objective criteria for defining such events are lacking and it is sometimes difficult to differentiate
an exacerbation from poor asthma control [1–4]. The Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA)
guidelines define exacerbations as episodes of progressive shortness of breath, cough, wheezing or
chest tightness, or a combination of these symptoms [5]. A joint task force of the American
Thoracic Society (ATS) and the European Respiratory Society (ERS) has recently defined asthma
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exacerbations as events characterised by a change from the patient’s previous status [3]. Moderate
exacerbations are characterised as events troublesome to the patient that prompt a change in
treatment and that are outside the patient’s usual range of day-to-day asthma variation, although
such an exacerbation is difficult to differentiate from poor asthma control requiring additional
treatment. Mild exacerbations were not defined in the aforementioned task force because such
events can be indistinguishable from loss of asthma control. From a paediatric perspective, these
definitions are more difficult to use, taking into account the dependence on parental reporting, as
well as the variability among childhood age groups. Nevertheless, the clinical experience of acute
asthma worsening preceded by a common cold is overwhelming in paediatrics, and has been
confirmed by many epidemiological studies.

With the advent of powerful detection methods, such as PCR, and detailed analysis of
epidemiological data, our understanding of the implication of viral infections in AAEs has
increased [6]. On some occasions, particularly in young children, common colds are unique
precipitants of wheezing and associated symptoms. However, several conceptual issues have to be
taken into account as the effects of an infection may vary according to genetic background, current
immune status of the host and parallel environmental stimuli, in addition to the particular
infectious agent itself. Interestingly, these effects can be non-linear, having even completely
opposite results at different exposure levels [7].

It is well established that the major cause of asthma-related morbidity and mortality are AAEs and
current asthma treatments are only partially effective at preventing AAEs [8]. Highlighting the
pathways of the pathogenesis of asthma inception and virus-induced asthma exacerbations may
have implications on designing and selecting optimal therapeutic strategies, in addition to
indirectly affecting immunisation programmes, antibiotic use and antiviral drugs, as well as the
development of new approaches to therapy.

Nevertheless, there is still some apparently contradictory information in respect to infections and
asthma initiation and many unexplored aspects still need to be addressed [9]. The mechanisms by
which respiratory infections exacerbate asthma in certain individuals are still not completely
understood. At present, the possibility that some viral or intracellular bacterial infections may
initiate asthma is being debated. It is possible that severe early viral infections play a causative role
in the development of asthma by immune modulation, airway damage or both, or equally so that
children who present with virus-induced wheezing have a predisposition. However, such
suggestions may not be mutually exclusive.

This chapter will present current evidence on the associations between respiratory infections,
asthma persistence and exacerbations of established asthma.

Epidemiology of virus-induced asthma exacerbations

The clinical experience of acute asthma worsening preceded by a common cold is old and
overwhelming in paediatrics; it has also been confirmed by many epidemiological studies. The first
studies investigating the specific viral aetiology of acute wheezing/asthma in children were
performed 40 years ago, but because of the limited sensitivity of the methods used the frequency
of viral detection ranged from 14% to 49% [10].

With the development of sensitive methodologies for the detection of the most prevalent
respiratory viruses, such as rhinoviruses and corona viruses, researchers were able to demonstrate
stronger associations between common viral respiratory infections and asthma exacerbations.
Paediatric studies were able to identify respiratory viruses in 62–95% of wheezing children (with
more cases reporting a prevalence of .80%) in both community and hospital settings [11].

Rhinoviruses are the most prevalent viruses detected in all age groups (60% of asthma
exacerbations) and, in fact, the only viruses statistically significantly associated with exacerbations
in children (odds ratio 6.8), with the exception of infants hospitalised with bronchiolitis, where
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respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) predominates [12–14]. However, a rapid decrease in the
prevalence of RSV takes place thereafter; the breaking point in the predominance between
rhinoviruses and RSV severe wheezing illnesses occurs at approximately 12 months of age in a
setting of hospitalised children [15]. The prevalence in adults is also highly reported, although to
a lesser extent (41–78%), probably because of pragmatic differences in the prevalence of virus-
induced exacerbations or due to the fact that adults shed less infective virus [16, 17].
Interestingly, the peak of severe exacerbations in children occurs shortly after their return to
school following the holidays and in adults 1 week later, coinciding with peaks in rhinovirus
infections in autumn and, to a lesser extent, in spring [18]. A recently recognised rhinovirus
species (RV-C) has been associated with increased severity of AAE in respect to other strains of
rhinoviruses [19]. Certain concerns were raised regarding the clinical significance of a positive
PCR for viruses in biological samples, since high virus detection rates were also found in
asymptomatic children and, moreover, multiple coexisting viruses were identified in
symptomatic individuals [20, 21]. However, studies taking into account and adjusting for
asymptomatic carriage have confirmed that the PCR detection is more likely to reflect true
clinical or at least subclinical infection [22].

Rhinovirus epidemiology is complex; up to 20 strains circulate during a single season and the
prevailing rhinovirus strains differ according to season and location and almost completely change
from year to year [23]. Respiratory symptoms typically develop after 1–2 days in inoculation
studies and, if uncomplicated, resolve by 1 week post-inoculation [24].

Other respiratory viruses associated with exacerbations display different seasonal variation; RSV
and influenza are mostly present and associated with AAE during the winter months [25, 26].
Influenza viruses may trigger asthma exacerbations less frequently than other respiratory viruses
[27]. Among the more recently identified viruses, human metapneumovirus has been associated
with wheezing episodes, mostly in younger children, while human bocavirus accounts for ,5% of
asthma exacerbations [28–31]. Other viruses such as coronavirus, adenovirus and parainfluenza
have also been associated with AAE, although at lower rates [32].

Mycoplasma pneumoniae and Chlamydophila pneumoniae are found more frequently in the airways
of patients with asthma in comparison to healthy controls; their role in exacerbations is less clear
and hampered by methodological problems in their kinetics and identification [33]. In the
majority of exacerbation studies looking for a wide array of pathogens, the relative proportion of
atypical bacteria detection is low. Nevertheless, BISCARDI et al. [34] identified M. pneumoniae in
20% of exacerbations in asthmatic children requiring hospitalisation, while 50% of children
experiencing their first asthmatic attack were also positive.

Recently, a systematic review has summarised current knowledge in microbial epidemiology of
acute asthma in children and adults, as well as the prevalence of specific agents on asthma
exacerbations (fig. 1) [35].

Although several studies have shown that AAE are strongly associated with respiratory tract
infections and the term ‘‘virus-induced exacerbation’’ is not uncommon, only a small number of
such studies are prospective [11, 16] and even fewer have simultaneously assessed other potential
factors that may contribute towards the exacerbation [36]. Furthermore, respiratory infections do
not always result in an exacerbation, as there is little evidence that treating or preventing the
infection may cure or prevent an exacerbation. Therefore, a clear causal relationship is still to be
established.

The role of early RSV infections on asthma development

It has been well established that RSV infections are a major trigger for wheeze in infants and
young children [37]. In respect to asthma and/or atopy development, RSV bronchiolitis has been
frequently implicated but causality has been just as frequently challenged [38]. There is now
strong evidence, mainly from epidemiological studies, suggesting that RSV bronchiolitis is a
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significant independent risk factor for subsequent wheezing, at least within the first decade, and
for deficits in lung function but is not a risk factor for increased risk of atopy, at least not in all cases
[39–41]. Moreover, a dose–response relationship between the severity of infant bronchiolitis and
the risk for presenting asthma and asthma-specific morbidity at the age of 5 years has been
demonstrated [42].

Another significant element that is supported by systematic studies in animal models and by
more limited data from infants, and which probably plays a pivotal role on the immunological
response to the initial and subsequent infections, is age at first RSV infection [43]. It has been
shown that RSV infection is a predisposition to the development of inflammatory responses
and altered lung function via altered T-helper cell (Th)2 responses, but only when the initial
infection occurs at an early age [44]. Such responses have characteristics of a less mature
immune system. There are now enough data indicating that events occurring early in life have
a decisive influence on developmental trajectories which influence the subsequent development
of asthma [45].

What remains unclear is the direction of causation, as previously stated [39, 41, 46]. Retrospective
analysis of an interventional study with anti-RSV monoclonal antibody (palivizumab) in pre-term
infants at high risk for RSV infection reported a 50% decrease in the incidence of recurrent wheeze
during the first 3 years of life, positively associating RSV infection and subsequent wheezing
illnesses [47]. In addition, it has been shown that children born in September carry a higher risk
for asthma, probably because of an association with virus peak season, and are suggestive of virus
seasonality as a risk factor for asthma development; however, these data contribute little to clarify
causation [48]. Furthermore, epidemiological data from the Tucson study (AZ, USA) indicate that
pre-morbid lung function predicts low lung function later in life that may not (at least not
significantly) be affected by the RSV bronchiolitis event [49]. Using a large dataset of twin pairs in
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Figure 1. Reported prevalence of individual microbial agents in acute asthma exacerbations in a) infants and
preschool children, b) children aged 6–17 years and c) adults. RSV: respiratory syncytial virus. Data from [15].
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Denmark it was proposed that the RSV–asthma correlation was essentially due to genetic effects
shared between traits, although incomplete clinical characterisation of the study population and
the infections determination make the interpretation difficult [50]. There is an essential need for
randomised controlled prospective studies to evaluate the effectiveness of prevention of RSV-
induced wheezing illnesses on asthma outcomes [51].

The role of rhinovirus infections on asthma development

Recent data highlight rhinovirus-induced wheezing in early years as an important risk factor for
subsequent development of persistent wheeze/asthma, more so than RSV bronchiolitis. Studies
from a recently described mouse model suggest that a single viral infection, in addition to the
acute effects typically described, may result in the development of chronic inflammation, probably
increasing the chances of a subsequent infection and/or exacerbation [52]. However, mouse
models of rhinovirus infection have only recently been described and whether the above effects can
be generalised is unknown [53].

The importance of early rhinovirus infections has also been reported in cohort studies. In a
Finnish cohort of more than 100 infants (mean age 12 months) hospitalised for wheezing,
rhinovirus identification was associated with a five-fold risk for subsequent wheezing compared to
RSV cases during the subsequent 12 months [54]. Furthermore, a long-term, post-bronchiolitis
follow-up study assessing the outcome in respect to asthma development after early childhood
rhinovirus-induced wheezing reported that asthma was more prevalent following rhinovirus
(52%) than RSV (15%) bronchiolitis [55]. In line with the previous study, prospective data further
support the notion that the risk of wheezing is higher after non-RSV compared to RSV
bronchiolitis within the following 3 years [56]. The extent of this association has been remarkable,
with rhinovirus wheezing illnesses during the first 3 years of life increasing the risk of children
presenting with asthma by the age of 6 years up to 40-fold, a much higher degree than allergen
sensitisation or RSV infections [57]. In addition, the Childhood Asthma Study (CAS) has clearly
shown that predominantly rhinovirus-induced wheezing in the first year of life was a significant
risk factor for asthma occurrence by the age of 5 years; however, the aforementioned risk was
restricted to those with allergic sensitisation by the age of 2 years [58].

Although no solid data exist on the effect of rhinovirus wheezing illnesses up to adulthood, there is
substantial evidence that the aforementioned risk on asthma occurrence may persist at least until
adolescence [59].

Several mechanisms have been proposed for the induction of asthma symptoms following
respiratory infections. A causal role seems plausible, since the bronchial epithelium might be
vulnerable to pathogens during early years of life when the respiratory and immune systems are
still under maturation [24]. It is also possible that virus-induced wheezing reveals a predisposition
towards asthma, secondary to impaired lung function. A third possibility has also been proposed,
in which viral infections promote asthma, mainly in predisposed children [60, 61]. Nevertheless,
many critical questions remain unanswered in respect to the possibility that one or more
infections may drive inflammatory responses towards an unresolved state, including the role of
specific microorganisms, the role of the immune system in controlling or resolving inflammation
and, of course, the effects of additional synergistic, possibly subclinical, factors. In addition, the
course of wheezing illness/asthma can vary widely over time. Patterns of remission, relapse and
new disease development at any age suggest that the natural history of the disease may not be
deterministic, i.e. ‘‘decided’’ at an early stage by either a genetic pattern or an environmental
exposure, but rather indeterministic, i.e. continuously developing in relation to ongoing non-
predictable exposures. According to this hypothesis, repeated, acute infection-mediated events
may reprogramme the innate, adaptive and/or regulatory immune responses towards a chronic
inflammation pattern. Evaluation of the latter hypothesis is currently being undertaken in the
context of an EU-funded project, PreDicta (www.predicta.eu).
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Mechanisms of virus-induced exacerbations

A wide range of mechanisms have been implicated in the progression from a viral respiratory
infection to an acute exacerbation of asthma, and have recently been reviewed [62].

An integrated response, aimed at the efficient clearance of the virus, occurs during a respiratory
infection. Elements of such response include the respiratory, immune and nervous system. The
bronchial epithelium plays a pivotal role by serving as the site of viral replication [63] and
participating in the initiation of several antiviral [64, 65], innate and adaptive immune, and
inflammatory responses through the production of a wide array of cytokines and chemokines
(fig. 1) [66]. Additionally, rhinovirus infection activates inflammatory pathways and increases
levels of neutrophils, eosinophils, CD4+ cells, CD8+ cells and mast cells through increased mRNA
expression and translation of, among others, interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8, IL-16, eotaxin, interferon
(IFN)-c-induced protein 10 (IP10) and CCL5 (RANTES) [67]. Equally importantly, an immune
response is generated locally and systematically while neural signals are generated in response, or
in an attempt, to control or coordinate the inflammation.

The time course of rhinovirus infection in AAE is still not completely understood. It has been
shown that rhinoviruses may induce early viraemia, at least in more severe cases, and may persist
for several weeks [68, 69], although this has been challenged by the possibility of frequent re-
infections [22].

Structural cells and innate immune responses

The extent of epithelial cell destruction varies according to the type of virus. Influenza virus has
been shown to cause extensive epithelial necrosis whereas rhinoviruses usually cause little or only
patch epithelial damage. In vitro models have demonstrated that rhinovirus infection may
modulate epithelial responses by delaying epithelial repair [70]. In addition, in the presence of an
atopic environment, rhinovirus-induced epithelial responses are altered, reducing viral clearance
and promoting cytotoxicity [71]. Rhinovirus infections have also been shown to promote airway
remodelling by inducing angiogenesis, mediated through the vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF), an effect also enhanced by the presence of atopy [72]. Similar responses were also
observed for other pro-fibrotic factors, such as transforming growth factor (TGF)-b [71] and
fibroblast growth factor (FGF)-2 [73]. These observations have been confirmed in studies
reporting that rhinovirus infection of cultured epithelial cells results in upregulation of
amphiregulin (a member of the epidermal growth factor family), activin (a member of the
TGF-b family) and VEGF [74].

Innate immune responses, in particular IFNs, seem to play a major role in rhinovirus-induced
asthma exacerbations. Bronchial epithelial cells (BECs) from atopic asthmatics have been shown to
be profoundly deficient in producing rhinovirus-induced IFN-b and IFN-l, resulting in increased
rhinovirus replication, while exogenous IFN-b induced apoptosis of rhinovirus-infected asthmatic
BECs and restoration of innate immunity by inhibiting rhinovirus replication [75, 76]. Deficiency
of IFN-l induction by rhinovirus was also observed in macrophages of atopic asthmatics, and this
was related to increased virus load, asthma exacerbations and severity of asthma inflammation in
vivo [76]. A more recent study demonstrated that IFN-L1 and not IFN-L2/3 mRNA levels obtained
from sputum cells of moderate-to-severe asthmatics negatively correlated with asthma symptoms,
highlighting the protective role of IFN-l subypes in asthma [77]. In the same context, peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from asthmatic patients were reported to produce less IFN-a2
than PBMCs from normal controls in response to other viruses, such as RSV and the Newcastle
virus, implicating IFN-a in the pathogenesis of AAE [78]. The complex impairment of anti-viral
immune responses in asthmatics is further augmented by recent observations of decreased levels of
IL-15, a cytokine implicated in the innate and acquired antiviral immunity, and inversely related
to airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR) and virus load following rhinovirus infection [79]. It has
been postulated that polymorphisms in genes encoding transcription factors or signalling
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molecules essential for the expression of the IFNs may account for such deficiencies [80]. However,
deficient IFN responses in asthmatics could not be confirmed in all studies, and moreover studies in
experimentally inoculated volunteers failed to demonstrate significant differences in rhinovirus
shedding in respect to asthma [81–83]. It is possible that differences in disease characteristics and/or
the population included in the studies, as well as methodological differences, could account for such
discrepancies; however, more studies are needed to clarify this point.

Neural mechanisms

Post-viral alterations in neural control include dysfunction of pre-junctional M2-muscarinic
inhibitory receptors, which normally inhibit acetylcholine release, or the release of bronchocon-
stricting neuropeptides [84]. In addition, RSV infection induces changes in the mast cell-nerve
synapses resulting in natural killer (NK)1 receptor upregulation and exacerbation of substance P-
induced bronchoconstriction and smooth muscle contraction [62]. Viral infections can also
upregulate neurotrophins that in turn control the development of the airway neural network [85].
Such an effect could alter bronchoconstrictive responses to nonspecific irritants, including future
respiratory infections.

Virus–allergen interactions in asthma exacerbations and
persistence

It is well accepted that a combination of interacting factors is likely to be involved in the
pathogenesis of AAE. Studies performed during the last decade have emphasised the importance of
atopy and allergic inflammation in the induction and perpetuation of virus-induced respiratory
diseases [21, 86]. The issue of whether atopy per se alone could account for both symptoms and
exacerbations of asthma is still being debated. The vast majority of clinical and ex vivo studies
dealing with the underlying mechanisms of virus-induced exacerbations do not take into account
that a significant proportion of asthmatics are not atopic, although recent data support the notion
that airway cytopathology might not differ significantly between the two groups. Quantitative
relationships have been shown between allergen sensitisation, as indicated by measures of specific
immunoglobulin (Ig)E, and the likelihood of presenting with asthma-related symptoms [87].
Further analysis showed that the earlier the sensitisation, the more increased the risk of asthma
development, suggesting that atopy is a potent aetiological factor for asthma occurrence [88]. The
importance of atopy in the persistence of the asthmatic phenotype into adolescence is now well
established [89].

Data deriving from rhinovirus experimental infection in asthmatics clearly showed enhanced
lower respiratory symptoms, lung function impairment, a positive correlation of the virus load to
augmented Th2 responses, and clinical outcomes in atopic asthmatics, suggesting a possible link
among allergic sensitisation and rhinovirus infection [83]. In clinical settings of hospitalised
individuals, allergens and respiratory viruses have been shown to act synergistically in the
expression of severe asthma symptoms in adults and children [36, 90]. Furthermore, the sharp
increase in emergency department visits for virus-induced asthma exacerbations in September has
been postulated to be affected by aeroallergen concentrations and host responses [18]. In the
community-based Western Australian Pregnancy Cohort, the risk of asthma increased
approximately nine-fold for children who had both atopy by age 6 years and more than two
wheezing-associated episodes in the first year of life. In those children, the degree of atopy was
related to increased risk of subsequent asthma in a dose-dependent manner [60]. In a recent study
where routine nasal secretion samples were obtained during rhinovirus high prevalence seasons,
allergic sensitisation was associated with prolonged and more severe exacerbations in asthmatic
children, although viral detection rates did not differ between groups [23]. From another point of
view, and taking into account that the degree of AHR is an indirect marker of asthma severity and
inflammation, it has been shown that although the duration of AHR after a single cold is not
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affected by the atopic status of the patient, an increased number of colds results in prolonged AHR
only in atopics, possibly contributing to perpetuation of inflammation and persistence of asthma
symptomatology [21].

Allergens and viruses may act in a synergistic manner in damaging the airway epithelium. Viral
infections, on the one hand, compromise the barrier function of the airway epithelium resulting in
enhanced absorption of allergen and, on the other hand, in vitro rhinovirus replication is greater in
disrupted epithelium, resembling the asthmatic, probably leading to more severe clinical illnesses
[91, 92]. Data from animal models suggest that biased innate immune responses to respiratory
viruses early in life possibly promote overproduction of key cytokines, such as IL-13, leading to
suboptimal antiviral responses and increased risk of developing respiratory allergies and chronic
lung diseases (CLD) [52]. In vitro models have shown that synergy between virus and mite (der p
1)-induced inflammation may also occur through combined nuclear factor (NF)-kB activation
[93]. To further support this, a series of experimental respiratory infections in humans have
suggested that viruses might act to enhance asthma lipid protein receptors (LPRs) through
augmentation of underlying allergen-specific responses [94]. In line with the previous studies, a
central role for Th2-associated IL-4/IL-13 pathways in the LPRs of atopic asthmatic subjects has
been indicated [95]. More recently, data deriving from a study of children hospitalised due to AAE
revealed a central role for members of the type-1 IFN and IL-4/IL-13 signalling pathways in
circulating myeloid cells (monocytes and dendritic cells) from associated gene signatures [96]. Of
interest, those myeloid cells exhibited high-level expression of CCR2, which has been identified as
one of the major chemokine receptors involved in homing of inflammatory cells to inflamed
airways, and were also IL-13 receptor positive [97]. Notably, both rhinoviris infection and allergic
inflammation induce thymic stromal lymphopoietin (TLSP) deriving from epithelial cells, a
cytokine that acts on dendritic cells enhancing Th2 differentiation [98]. The aforementioned data
are highly suggestive of a virus-triggered type-1 IFN and IL-4/IL-13 being released from the airway
mucosa into the circulation during acute exacerbation and being sensed by receptor-bearing
myeloid precursors in bone marrow [99]. Based on this, an elegant theory on the induction and
persistence of asthma symptoms in virally infected atopic children suggests that signals triggered
during the innate immune response to the virus can lead to the release of large numbers of
migrating high-affinity, IgE receptor-bearing, bone marrow-derived precursors of mucosal
dendritic cells into the blood. The subsequent trafficking of these cells to the infected airway
mucosa, where dendritic cell turnover is very high, provides a potential mechanism for
recruitment of underlying aeroallergen-specific Th2 immunity into the already inflamed milieu of
the infected airway mucosa [100].

Notably, the vast majority of clinical and ex vivo studies dealing with the underlying mechanisms
of virus-induced exacerbations ignores the fact that many asthmatics are not atopic, although
recent data support the notion that airway pathology does not differ significantly between the two
groups [101]. To this respect, studies including non-atopic asthmatics and an effort to minimise
reporting bias are needed.

Bacterial infections and asthma exacerbations

Infections caused by atypical bacteria, i.e. M. pneumoniae and C. pneumoniae, have been associated
with exacerbations of asthma, as well as with persistence and severity of asthma [102, 103]. Most
of the studies investigating the role of M. pneumoniae and C. pneumoniae (six in children) in acute
asthma symptoms are indicative of a positive association [104–114]. Available evidence supports a
role for acute M. pneumoniae and C. pneumoniae respiratory tract infections as a trigger for 5–30%
of wheezing episodes and/or AAE [115]. However, M. pneumoniae and C. pneumoniae infections
may also be accompanied by wheezing in children considered not to have asthma [116, 117]. In
the general paediatric population the incidence of wheezing in acute M. pneumoniae infection
was reported to be 25–40%, although the majority of the studies vary by population studied,
due to variations in the definitions of wheeze and asthma [118]. BISCARDI et al. [34] found
that M. pneumoniae was present in 20% of exacerbations in asthmatic children requiring
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hospitalisation, but in 50% of children experiencing their first asthmatic attack. However, in some
instances when PCR methods were used in hospitalised individuals, no significant associations
between M. pneumoniae and C. pneumoniae infection and clinical illnesses were found, further
contributing to the controversial role of atypical bacteria in acute asthma [103]. There are still
unresolved issues both in respect to microorganism identification, as well as study design, before
an aetiological association can be firmly established [33].

Several studies have assessed the role of M. pneumoniae and C. pneumoniae infection in the
initiation of asthma, however, with conflicting findings. The presence of IgG antibodies to
C. pneumoniae in subjects with late-onset non-atopic asthma was associated with significant declines
in lung function measurements [119]. Moreover, experimental M. pneumoniae infection in a murine
model has resulted in chronic pulmonary disease characterised by airway hyperreactivity,
obstruction and histological inflammation [120]. However, other studies failed to verify such
associations [121]. Evidence of a causal role of M. pneumoniae and C. pneumoniae in the initiation of
asthma emerging from paediatric studies is inconsistent [34, 122]. Recently, it has been proposed
that bacterial colonisation might be associated with both the initiation and the exacerbation of
asthma. Colonisation of the upper airways with bacterial pathogens in infancy has been associated
with an increased risk of presenting with asthma-associated symptoms later in life [123]. Moreover,
in a prospective study from age 3 weeks to 4 years assessing the carriage of bacteria and virus during
wheezing episodes, bacteria were found to be significantly associated with wheezing symptoms but
similar to an independent manner of the association with viruses [124].

Although studies on the causation of asthma exacerbations exist, it is unclear whether safe
conclusions can be drawn, since inclusion criteria vary significantly between studies. Furthermore,
respiratory infections do not always result in an exacerbation, and there is little evidence that
treating or preventing the infection may cure or prevent an exacerbation. The relative contribution
of viruses and bacteria in asthma exacerbations, as well as their interactions, remain largely
unknown. Although the limits of virus-associated asthma and exacerbations in children will
continue to be scrutinised and debated, the majority of such events would be clinically
indisputable.
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Chapter 11

Role of allergen
exposure on the
development of asthma
in childhood
Susanne Lau

SUMMARY: Asthma is one of the most frequent chronic
diseases and various phenotypes in infancy and childhood have
been described. Approximately two-thirds of schoolchildren are
allergic to inhalant allergens. In particular, mite allergy and pet
allergy are associated with chronic allergic airway disease, and
continuous exposure may cause a decline in lung function in
early life. However, in terms of a dose–response relationship
between exposure and sensitisation and exposure and asthma
the literature is controversial. Therefore, the structure of
preventive measures may vary for different phenotypes in
different areas of the world.
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Asthma is a frequent chronic disease in childhood. Recurrent wheeze during the first 3 years of
life is associated with viral infections such as respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), rhinovirus,

parainfluenza, bocavirus, picornavirus, human metapneumovirus, and many others. RSV in
particular is associated with bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR) and consecutive obstructive
airway disease that may last for many years after the first episode of lower airway infection [1].
Parents with asthma are the genetic risk factor for asthma in their offspring, with parental asthma
increasing the risk three-fold [2]; however, conflicting data have been reported on the significance
of allergen exposure, especially indoor allergens such as furry pets and house dust mites.

Sensitisation and allergen exposure: link to childhood asthma

Most of the published studies to date have failed to prove a direct relationship between allergen
exposure and the development of allergic asthma; however, sensitisation to indoor allergens is
clearly related to allergic asthma [3–6]. Furthermore, continuous exposure to indoor allergens is a
risk factor for a decline in lung function in already sensitised schoolchildren (fig. 1) [9] and the
severity of paediatric asthma [10]. In children with asthma aged 13 years, sensitisation to indoor
allergens increases the risk of developing asthma in puberty three-fold for those with wheeze
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before 3 years of age and seven-fold for those who start wheezing after their third birthday
(table 1) [2]. For early childhood (preschool age), sensitisation to Alternaria, cat, house dust mites
and grass pollen appear to be strongly linked to an asthmatic phenotype [11].

There is evidence indicating that immunoglobulin (Ig)E antibody responses do not reflect a single
phenotype of atopy, but several different atopic vulnerabilities that differ in their relationship with
asthma presence and severity [7]. In a five-class model indicating a latent structure, children with
multiple early sensitisations reported the worst lung function at 8 years of age compared to those
without atopy.

In terms of a dose–response relationship between allergen exposure and airway disease, most
reports are on house dust mites and pet exposure; however, the literature is quite controversial on
the significance of pet exposure. There may be differences in areas with a high prevalence versus
areas with a low prevalence of pet or cat keeping [12]. In Germany, for instance, exposure seems to
be much lower than in the UK or the USA. Sensitisation can occur via inhalation but it is reported
in infants with atopic dermatitis, thus, because of an impaired barrier function sensitisation can
occur via the skin.

Pet allergens

Cat and dog allergens can be found
in homes and in public places such as
schools, etc. [13, 14]. Allergic sensi-
tisation can occur in high- and low-
exposure areas; therefore, allergen
reduction with air-cleaners appears
not to be very effective in terms of
primary and secondary prevention
[15, 16]. However, exposure in

Asthma phenotypes

Early wheeze +
Late wheeze -

Sensitisation to
indoor allergens

+ or -

Indoor exposure
+ or -

Indoor exposure
+ or -

Indoor exposure
+ or -

++++
highest risk for declined

lung function at age 6 and 13 years

+/+/+/-: better lung function than +/+/+/+
+/+/-/-: if no outdoor sensitisation non-atopic asthma

+/+/-/-: if outdoor sensitisation negative: non-atopic asthma
+/-/-/-: declined lung function at school age, no atopy

-/+/-/-: good prognosis, if no outdoor sensitisation non-atopic asthma
-/-/+/+: possibly rhinitis

+/-/+/-: ??

Sensitisation to
indoor allergens

+ or -

Sensitisation to
indoor allergens

+ or -

Early wheeze -
Late wheeze +

Early wheeze +
Late wheeze +

Figure 1. Different asthma phenotypes and prognosis. Data taken from [2, 6, 7, 8].

Table 1. Predictive value of early-life factors to predict wheezing at
age 11–13 years

Wheeze ,3 years
PLUS Specificity 99.7%

High indoor allergen exposure:
house dust mites and cats

R Sensitivity 9.3%
PPV 83.3%

PLUS NPV 87.5%
Sensitisation to house dust mites

and cats ,3 years

PPV: positive predictive value; NPV: negative predictive value. Data
taken from [2].
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sensitised asthmatic individuals worsens symptoms [17]. Results from a Norwegian study and
the European Community Respiratory Health Survey (ECRHS) indicate that cat exposure in
early life is a risk factor for later onset allergy and asthma [12, 18], while other studies suggest a
protective effect of early-life pet exposure [19, 20]. As allergic children often have allergic
parents causing avoidance behaviour towards pets, reverse causation must always be taken into
account. Sensitisation was found to be strongly related to asthma in German and British
longitudinal studies. While 50% of mite-sensitised children showed asthmatic symptoms at
4 years of age, 44% of cat-sensitised children were asthmatic [5, 11]. Can f 1, a major dog
allergen, appears to be less allergenic than cat allergen due to the similarity of the lipocalin
protein family to human serum proteins. Some authors suggest that exposure to dogs is
associated with increased exposure to bacterial compounds such as endotoxin, thus modulating
the immune response and decreasing the risk for allergy and asthma [21, 22]. In a Canadian
study, dog ownership during the first year of life was associated with an increased risk of
asthma at age 7 years but was not associated with specific sensitisation [23]. Nevertheless, a
recent meta-analysis on pet exposure in European birth cohort studies showed no clear
association between the development of asthma and pet exposure; therefore, avoidance can
only be recommended as a therapeutic approach (K.C. Lødrup Carlsen, Dept of Paediatrics,
Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway; personal communication).

House dust mite

House dust mite exposure is dependent on the regional climate and on the microclimate in homes.
Dermatophagoides spp. require a higher indoor humidity (more than 70% relative humidity) and a
constant temperature (optimum approximately 24uC). Usually, these conditions can be found in
mattresses. However, in dry and hot or colder areas, such as deserts or the northern European
countries (e.g. Sweden and Norway), exposure to house dust mites is rarely reported to be a major
problem. In the German Multicentre Allergy Study (MAS), sensitisation to house dust mites in
early life was a risk factor for school-age asthma [5], exposure in the first year of life was not
directly related to later onset asthma but to specific sensitisation. Similar results were reported
from a Canadian study [23]. In another birth cohort study from Boston (MA, USA) in infancy,
exposure to more than 10 mg of mite allergen per gram of dust was related to the development of
childhood asthma at age 7 years; in particular, the risk for late-onset asthma increased five-fold.
High exposure to endotoxin decreased the risk for asthma [24].

However, primary prevention procedures reducing domestic mite-allergen exposure have
unfortunately not achieved decreased sensitisation rates. In contrast, while 3-year-old children
were found to have less airway resistance, they showed higher sensitisation rates than the control
group [16]. However, mite-allergen reduction as a tertiary approach can effectively reduce
symptoms and BHR [25–27], although a meta-analysis was not in agreement with these findings
[28]. When analysing effect sizes only studies that successfully achieved allergen reduction with
similar methods can be included, applying mite avoidance measures to a clearly defined mite-
allergic population [29–31]. The Childhood Asthma Management Program in the USA reported
allergen sensitisation and exposure to indoor allergens to be risk factors decreasing the likelihood
of remitting asthma in adolescence [32].

Cockroach

Cockroach allergen exposure does not play a major role in northern European countries, such as
Germany, Austria and Switzerland. It is a common problem in many areas of the USA, South
America and Mediterranean countries. Exposure and sensitisation are associated with inner-city
asthma and lower social status [33, 34]. In the USA, 60–80% of the inner-city asthma
population is often sensitised to cockroach allergens [35]. The poorer outcome and increased
asthma-related healthcare utilisation (emergency rooms) in inner-city children with asthma and
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cockroach sensitisation may also be linked to social status, exposure to other risk factors such as
fast food, obesity, tobacco smoke exposure, etc., and poorer access to pharmacotherapy (inhaled
corticosteroids (ICS)).

Mould

At present there is not much direct evidence on the association between moulds and asthma.
Indoor moulds reflect bad housing conditions, such as poor insulation and problems with
humidity. Sensitisation to moulds (Alternaria and Penicillium) increases the risk of asthma [36–
38]. However, as reported in a recent study, exposure to b(1,2)-glucans from moulds seems to be
beneficial in preventing allergic sensitisation [38].

Discussion

Asthma is a complex disease with different phenotypes and underlying pathophysiology. In the
PRACTALL (PRACtical ALLergy) consensus experts tried to define five different endotypes [40].
Therefore, allergen exposure may play a different role in different phenotypes. If the child is
allergic, allergen exposure increases airway inflammation and may be associated with the risk of
hospital admission, especially if sensitisation had already occurred in early life [41]. Allergen
sensitisation and high-level exposure to sensitising allergen and respiratory virus infection
synergistically increases the risk of acute exacerbation among adults and among children [42, 43].
However, there are also children with asthma without any sensitisation. For this group, infections,
physical exercise and other triggers such as cold air play a major role.

For the prevention of asthma, in terms of pollen allergy and hay fever, early immunotherapy has
to be taken into consideration [44]. Unfortunately, there are no studies showing that
immunotherapy in children with allergic rhinitis and mite allergy can be preventative for asthma.
In mite-allergic asthmatic children, avoidance of allergens can modulate BHR [26]. Different
phenotypes require different therapeutic and preventive measures. Thus, avoidance of indoor
allergens is appropriate in children with early or late indoor sensitisation to mite or pet allergens in
order to avoid continuous exposure, bronchial inflammation and decline of lung function.
Attempts to predict the natural course of childhood asthma, i.e. remission, relapse and persistence,
show that prediction is only possible for certain subgroups with a defined risk factor. In the Isle of
Wight Birth Cohort Study (UK), four risk factors were identified: 1) family history of asthma, 2)
recurrent chest infections in infancy, 3) absence of nasal symptoms at age 1 year, and 4) atopic
sensitisation at age 4 years. MATRICARDI et al. [8] and SCOTT et al. [45] used this exact algorithm in
the German MAS cohort and found a positive predictive value of 0.65 (95% CI 0.44–0.82) with a
cut-off value of 3 in the risk score strata. Using an algorithm based on early wheezing, sensitisation
to mites and elevated allergen exposure, a better prediction for asthma at age 13 years in the
German MAS could be achieved (positive predictive value 0.83) [2, 8].

Conclusion

In conclusion: 1) allergen exposure is important for the development of allergic sensitisation and
allergic asthma in approximately 60–75% of asthmatic schoolchildren; 2) sensitisation to indoor
allergens can occur very early in life, and possibly via the skin in infants with atopic dermatitis; 3)
avoidance of indoor allergen may be useful in order to prevent deterioration of lung function in
sensitised individuals; 4) different phenotypes of asthma require different therapeutic and
preventive measures; and 5) primary prevention of allergic asthma is not possible at the moment.
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Chapter 12

Indoor and outdoor air
pollution and the
development of asthma
Jonathan Grigg

SUMMARY: Over the last decade there have been significant
advances in our understanding of the health effects of air
pollution in children. Linking data from large prospective
cohort studies to locally generated air pollution clearly
demonstrates that exposure to both traffic emissions and
indoor second-hand smoke are important risk factors for the
development of preschool wheeze and school-age asthma.
Uncertainties still remain, especially about the size of this
association, and the individual components responsible for
driving increased vulnerability to asthma. Improvements in
modelling and new ways of thinking about exposure, for
example combining second-hand smoke with traffic emissions
into a single exposure variable, may help policy makers take the
decisions necessary to reduce the long-term health burden of
indoor and outdoor pollution in children.
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There is good evidence from both cross-sectional and panel studies that exposure to air
pollution is associated with increased wheeze in asthmatic children. More controversial is

whether exposure to air pollution increases the risk of developing asthma. The aim of this chapter
is to review: 1) the key pollutants that European children are exposed to both indoors and
outdoors; 2) the type of studies needed to address the question of asthma development; and 3) the
evidence for an association between air pollution and new-onset asthma. This chapter focuses on
combustion-derived pollutants. The association between new-onset asthma and exposure to other
environmental threats such as household chemicals, formaldehyde, allergens and damp will not be
considered.

Outdoor pollution

Exposure of children to outdoor air pollution is the sum of the background level of pollution and
locally generated emissions. Children within cities are exposed to the same background level of
pollutants. Background pollution is therefore not useful when studying a cohort recruited within
the same city/area, unless there is an extensive network of monitoring stations. However, because
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the background level varies from day to day it can be used in panel studies where the daily
variation in background pollution is linked to the daily variation in lung function/symptoms.
Locally generated pollution, in contrast, is the major driver of the variation in exposure within
cites. Both background and locally generated pollution is composed of particulate matter (PM)
and gases. PM is defined by the way it is measured for regulatory purposes, either as PM with a
50% cut-off aerodynamic diameter of 10 mm (PM10) or as PM with an aerodynamic diameter of
,2.5 mm (PM2.5). Measurement of PM is normally performed by the tapered element oscillating
microbalance (TEOM), a device that constantly aspirates ambient air, diverts PM ,10 mm (or PM
,2.5 mm) into the machine and deposits PM onto a filter. The weight of the filter, when
combined with the inlet gas flow rate, generates the PM concentration (mg?m-3). PM consists of: 1)
primary particles emitted directly from combustion sources, and 2) secondary particles produced
by reactions between other pollutants in the air. Primary PM tends to be dominated by soot, i.e.
aggregates of nanoparticles with an elemental black carbon core, whereas secondary PM includes
non-carbonaceous particles such as nitrates and sulfates. The main sources of outdoor PM are
emissions from motor vehicles (18%), industry (36%) and long distance transport of secondary
particles into urban areas [1]. The soot component of combustion PM is best represented by the
‘‘black carbon’’ metric. Black carbon is measured by drawing air through a filter and measuring
the filter’s blackness by reflecting light off the spot. Black carbon is currently not used for
regulatory purposes.

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and ozone (O3) are the main outdoor pollutant
gases. NO2 is formed by oxidation of nitric oxide by either ozone or oxygen emitted from vehicle
exhausts (30% of the source of NO2 in urban areas), power stations and industry (46%) [1]. SO2,
in contrast, is not a major fossil fuel emission component, since it is generated by burning high-
sulfur containing coal. SO2 is a limited issue in European cities because power stations are
normally located outside urban areas and burn low-sulfur coal. Ozone is formed when sunlight in
the lower atmosphere acts on oxides of nitrogen and volatile organic compounds, i.e. it is not
directly emitted from combustion sources. The atmospheric chemistry of ozone is complex.
Nitrogen oxides (NOx) not only contribute to the formation of ozone but also to its removal since
ozone reacts with nitrogen oxide to produce NO2. Thus, reducing the level of NOx may perversely
increase ambient ozone [1].

Air quality standards are in place in the European Union (EU) for PM10, NO2, O3 and SO2.
Unfortunately, most European cities currently fail to meet current standards. For example, the EU
has recently launched an infringement proceeding against the UK for failing to comply with the air
quality standard for PM10. Indeed, a recent report from the UK parliament concluded that ‘‘the
UK should be ashamed of its poor air quality’’ and ‘‘more comprehensive cost benefit analysis
should drive both changes in policy and better implementation of existing policy’’ [2]. There are
not only regulatory levels for air pollutants but also expert panels produce specific advice on what
actions to take during high pollution days. The most recent recommendation (air quality index)
for the UK population is described in table 1. To date, EU standards and air quality indexes are
based on studies of the short-term effects of air pollution. Long-term effects such as decreased lung
growth, or the development of disease such as asthma have not been integrated into the standard
setting process.

Indoor pollution

Indoor air pollution consists of pollutants generated both inside the home and pollution entering
the home from the outside. ESPLUGUES et al. [3] used passive samplers to measure indoor and
outdoor NO2 levels in and around the homes of 352 children. Indoor levels of NO2 were lower
indoors than outdoor (18 mg?m-3 versus 26 mg?m-3). Outdoor NO2 was higher in homes located in
urban areas, especially those located on streets with a high frequency of vehicle traffic. Gas cooking
and butane water heating were also independent determinants of indoor NO2. There was a
significant influence effect of outdoor NO2 on indoor NO2, accounting for 60% of the variability
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of indoor levels. An effect of local traffic on indoor pollution was confirmed by BÉRUBÉ et al. [4]
who measured indoor and outdoor PM10 levels in UK homes, and reported a significant
correlation between the indoor PM10 and the vehicle volume that passed each home. In a more
detailed investigation of indoor-generated sources of PM performed in homes in Boston (MA,
USA), PM was found to be increased by cooking, cleaning and the movement of people. PM2.5 was
increased by oven cooking, toasting and barbecuing, whereas PM2.5 to PM10 were increased by
sautéing, cleaning and the movement of people. Smoking is also an important source of indoor
PM. BÉRUBÉ et al. [4] found that the mean concentration of PM in homes with smokers was
15 mg?m-3 higher than nonsmoking homes. The additional PM10 burden from second-hand
smoke is associated with the number of smokers and may be up to 44 mg?m-3.

In summary, the major exposures of young children to combustion-derived pollutants outdoors
are PM, NO2 from traffic and ozone on sunny days. Indoor exposures are from outdoor traffic-
derived PM and NO2 entering the home, in addition to NO2 from indoor cooking and PM from
second-hand smoke. One of the most confusing aspects of air pollution science is the lack of
clarity on which components are directly responsible for health effects and which components are
merely bystanders. However, there is a consensus that PM is detrimental to human health with
robust epidemiological data backed up by animal and cell studies. For example, of the triggers for
myocardial infarction, the population attributable fraction due to exposure to PM (per 30 mg?m-3

difference) is 7.4. This level is higher than many other variables such as exertion or even cocaine
use [5]. Even though PM per se is likely to be a cause of lung and cardiovascular disease, it remains
unclear what inhalable size fraction of PM and what component of PM is responsible for health
effects. The evidence for a causal role for NO2 is debatable. Indeed, some researchers argue that
many of the reported associations between NO2 and health effects are in fact due to PM. There is,
however, consensus that outdoor NO2 is a good marker of traffic-derived emissions. Since ozone
and second-hand tobacco smoke are not highly correlated with outdoor PM or NO2,
interpretation of associations between these pollutants and health effects is less controversial.

Assessing exposure

To answer the question of whether air pollution causes asthma requires linking longitudinal
symptom data to long-term assessment of exposure. Assessing asthma development is not
straightforward since the concept of asthma as a single disease has undergone revision. For
example, a Lancet editorial stated ‘‘with every new piece of the puzzle, the notion of asthma as one
unifying disease concept is disappearing further into the realm of historical oversimplification’’
[6]. Studies of preschool children clearly show that most wheeze in this age group is not associated
with atopy and usually resolves by 5 years of age (preschool viral wheeze) [7]. In school-age

Table 1. The recommended air quality index for the UK

Pollutant Averaging
period

Low
mg?m-3

Moderate
mg?m-3

High
mg?m-3

Very high
mg?m-3

PM10 24-hour mean 0–50 51–75 76–75 o101
PM2.5 24-hour mean 0–35 36–53 54–70 o71
Sulfur dioxide 15-minute mean 0–265 266–531 532–1063 o1064
Nitrogen dioxide Running 8-hour mean 0–200 201–400 401–600 o601
Ozone 1-hour mean 0–80 81–160 161–240 o241
Carbon monoxide Recommend removal

from index

PM10: particles with a 50% cut-off aerodynamic diameter of 10 mm; PM2.5: particles with an aerodynamic
diameter of ,2.5 mm. Each exposure band (low to very high) is accompanied by advice on action. At ‘‘very
high’’ pollutant levels, at-risk individuals are advised to avoid strenuous exercise and asthmatics are advised
that they may need to use salbutamol more often. Reproduced and modified from [1] with permission from the
publisher.
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children, the current view remains that most chronic wheeze is due to chronic eosinophilic airway
inflammation. However, in some adults asthma symptoms are associated only with neutrophilic
airway inflammation (neutrophilic asthma). The question of asthma phenotypes is not academic
as air pollution may only be associated with the development of specific phenotypes. It is therefore
important that epidemiological studies carefully define symptoms patterns and associated risk
factors, such as atopy. In general, wheeze reported by parents of preschool children (especially
those below 3 years of age) is likely be the transient preschool viral wheeze phenotype, i.e. wheeze
occurring mainly with colds with no underlying chronic airway inflammation between attacks. In
contrast, ‘‘wheeze in last 12 months’’, or ‘‘doctor-diagnosed asthma’’, in school-age children is
likely to reflect classical atopic asthma phenotype with a tendency for chronic eosinophilic airway
inflammation.

The gold standard for assessing exposure of children to air pollutants is personal measurement,
followed by direct measurement in the home. Short-term monitoring of personal/home exposure
to PM is feasible, but PM monitors are currently too expensive, loud and bulky to be used over the
long term. In contrast, medium to long-term personal/home measurement of NO2 is feasible using
passive diffusion tubes or personal badges. For example, SUNYER et al. [8] assessed average 2 week
indoor NO2 in 1,611 infants and found no association between indoor NO2 and respiratory
infections in the first year of life. Fixed air pollution monitors for outdoor pollutants are sited in
most European cities and are used to assess compliance with EU regulations and provide pollution
warnings. Fixed monitoring is best suited to assessing long-term exposure of children to
background urban pollution in ‘‘between city’’ studies. For example, the 12 Community Southern
California study assigned the same monitored background exposure to PM to adolescent children
living within each community and differences in background PM between communities were
found to be associated with reduced growth of lung function [9]. As discussed previously, the
variation in exposure of children within cities to PM and NO2 is driven by proximity to traffic.
Since children spend a large proportion of time at home, and there is a band of high pollution up
to 150 m from heavily used roads, the distance of the home to the nearest main road is a valid way
of assessing long-term exposure in large numbers of children. In some studies, the home road
distance is refined by adjusting for the mix of traffic on the road using survey data, and adding in
real-time data such as wind direction. This type of dispersion modelling gives a metrological
estimate of the concentration of locally generated pollutants at the home address. Additional
complexity is achieved by adding in actual measured pollutant levels from networks of within-city
pollution monitors. In a secondary analysis of the 12 Community Southern California study,
researchers assessed exposure to local air pollution. Children who lived within 500 m of a heavily
used road had deficits in 8-year growth of forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) and
maximum mid-expiratory flow rate compared with children who lived at least 1,500 m away from
a heavily used road [10], i.e. both local and regional (background) air pollution have independent
adverse effects on lung function growth. In contrast to traffic-derived pollution, exposure to
cigarette smoke does not need to be measured directly since parents are the main source and they
can be asked about their smoking behaviour. A single urinary cotinine of validating parent-
reported exposure to second-hand smoke is only accurate for the previous 3 days’ exposure. Long-
term accurate validation of second-hand smoke exposure requires repeated urine samples [11].

Traffic pollution and new-onset asthma

To address the question of whether air pollution causes childhood asthma, studies must
prospectively record incident symptoms and estimate long-term (ideally whole-life) exposure to
air pollution. Valid, albeit imprecise, methods for estimating long-term exposure in children are to
use proximity to source (e.g. distance of the home to the nearest main road) or to directly measure
a marker of traffic-derived pollution (e.g. NO2).

Several cross-sectional studies have assessed incident symptoms in the first years of life. Since
newborns are asymptomatic, wheeze prevalence in the early years reflects new-onset wheeze. In the
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Prevention and Incidence of Asthma and Mite Allergy (PIAMA) study in the Netherlands, BRAUER

et al. [12] used an air pollution model that combined actual air pollution measurements with
distance from road data, in a birth cohort of 4,000 infants surveyed up to 4 years of age. As one
would expect, the correlation between PM and NO2 was high (.0.90). At 4 years of age, 4% of
children had doctor-diagnosed asthma and 12% had parent-reported wheeze. Linking symptoms
with exposure, there was an association between an interquartile increase in either PM2.5, or black
carbon, and wheeze (OR 1.2, 95% CI 1.0–1.4) and doctor-diagnosed asthma (OR 1.3, 95% CI 1.0–
1.7). In the same age group, CLARK et al. [13] assessed incident (i.e. new-onset) asthma in 37,000
children born in British Colombia between 1999 and 2000. First year life pollution exposure was
assessed using an air pollution model that extrapolated exposure from a network of fixed
monitoring stations. All the traffic-derived pollutants (black carbon, PM10 and NO2) when
entered into the analysis separately were associated with increased risk of asthma diagnosis at 3–
4 years. For example, the adjusted odds ratio for black carbon (per 10-5 increase in filter
absorbance) was 1.14 (95% CI 1.01–1.29) [13]. Furthermore, there was a suggestion of a small
independent effect of in utero exposure to air pollution. RYAN et al. [14] studied preschool
wheezy children at increased risk of developing the classical school-age asthma phenotype,
identified using the Asthma Predictive Index (API) developed by CASTRO-RODRIGUEZ et al. [15].
Exposure to traffic pollution (expressed as average daily elemental carbon attributable to traffic
(ECAT)) was assessed using an air pollution model that extrapolated home exposure from
several fixed monitoring sites. Since ECAT exposure at 6, 12, 24 and 36 months was highly
correlated, only the 12-month exposure was used in the analysis. Persistent wheeze, defined as
wheeze reported at 24 and 36 months, was associated with exposure to .75 percentile ECAT
(OR 2.3, 95% CI 1.2–4.6). In this study, no evidence was found that the effect of air pollution
on asthma development is limited to children with positive API since the odds ratio in this
subgroup of children was no different (OR 2.2, 95% CI 1.2–4.0). NORDLING et al. [16] used an air
pollution model to estimate the home exposure to traffic of 4,089 Swedish infants during the first
year of life. Exposure to air pollution, expressed either as PM10, NO2 or NOx, was associated
with persistent wheeze at 4 years of age (OR 1.60, 95% CI 1.09–2.23; for a 5th to 95th percentile
difference in NOx) [16].

Cohort studies that straddle the preschool and school-age years suggest that fossil fuel air pollution
is not only associated with the development of preschool asthma but also with the development of
classical asthma. For example, my research group recruited a cohort of 4,400 children and
surveyed parents when their children were 1–5 years of age (a random sample of 880 in each year
group) and again when they were 4–7 years of age [17]. Home exposure was assessed using an air
pollution model that estimated the dispersion of pollutants from roads using road emissions
inventories and wind direction (fig. 1). The model estimated PM10 emitted from roads (primary
PM10). Although we found no association between primary PM10 and wheeze in the first survey, a
significant association was found in the second survey (adjusted OR 1.28, 95% CI 1.04–1.58).
Furthermore, there was an association between PM and incident (i.e. new-onset asthma) wheeze
(OR 1.42, 95% CI 1.02–1.97) [17]. Similarly, McCONNELL et al. [18] followed up a cohort of
Californian preschool children for 3 years. Of 2,497 children, 120 developed asthma (i.e. new-
onset asthma) by school age. Using modelled exposure to traffic-derived emissions, the study
found a positive association for new onset-asthma (HR 1.51, 95% CI 1.25–1.81) [18]. Since
children from more than one geographical area (between city) were recruited by McCONNELL et al.
[18], the role of background levels of pollution could be determined. Background NO2 was
associated with increased risk of new-onset asthma (HR 2.18, 95% CI 1.18–4.01) but this
association was greatly reduced when modelled traffic exposure at both the home and school was
included in the analysis [18]. Even though there may be publication bias for pollution studies, the
consistency of these associations between studies suggests that traffic-derived pollutants are
associated with the development of preschool wheeze. The mechanism whereby air pollution
predisposes to the development of preschool wheeze remains unknown. It is however, unlikely to
be via upregulation of allergic sensitisation or chronic eosinophilic airway inflammation, as these
are not associated with wheeze in the preschool period. One possibility is that pollutants
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predispose to viral infection of the
lower respiratory tract [19], which
in turn triggers attacks of pre-
school wheeze in children with a
developmental impairment in air-
way mechanics.

If air pollution is associated with
the development of school-age
asthma, then associations between
air pollution and new-onset dis-
ease should be found in older
children and adults. JERRETT et al.
[20] randomly selected a sample of
217 school-age children from 917
eligible subjects in a Southern Cali-
fornia Children’s Health study.
Between 10 and 18 years of age
there were 30 new cases of asthma.
Children had NO2 monitors (pas-
sive diffusion tubes) situated out-
side their homes for 2 weeks in
the summer and 2 weeks in the
autumn for the year 2000. In this
study, home NO2 reflected both
exposure to local traffic emissions and NO2 transported into the area from other regions. Despite
the relative lack of accuracy of NO2 for locally derived traffic pollution, a positive association was
found (HR 3.25, 95% CI 1.35–7.86) for a 28 ppb increase in outdoor home NO2 [20]. SHIMA

et al. [21] recruited a cohort of 3,234 schoolchildren aged 6–9 years and surveyed them yearly for
4 years. Incident asthma was assessed in children with no symptoms in the first survey. For boys,
living within 50 m of a heavily used road was associated with new-onset asthma (OR 3.77, 95%
CI 1.0–4.99), with a non-significant but positive association for girls (OR 4.03, 95% CI 0.9–17).
In adults, KUNZLI et al. [22] studied 2,725 never-smokers who were followed up for 11 years as
part of the Swiss Cohort Study on Air Pollution and Lung Diseases in Adults (SAPALDIA 1).
Exposure to air pollution was assessed using a dispersion model. Data from fixed monitors were
essential in the analysis since overall traffic emissions fell by 25% during the study period.
Exposure was expressed as home outdoor traffic-related PM10 (TPM), similar to primary PM10

used in our previous study of preschool children [17]. New-onset asthma was associated with
modelled exposure to TPM10 (HR 1.3, 95% CI 1.05–1.61) per 1 mg?m-3 change but interestingly
distance from road per se was not associated with risk of new-onset asthma. Taken together,
these studies suggest that air pollution from traffic does increase the risk of developing classical
school-age asthma. Ideally, these data should be subject to a meta-analysis but the different ways
of assessing exposure to traffic emissions is a barrier to developing an unbiased overview. The
mechanism whereby air pollution predisposes to asthma remains unclear. It is unlikely to be
acting via increased atopy since a recent systematic review of long-term prospective birth cohort
studies found no association between traffic exhaust exposure and the development of allergic
sensitisation [23].

Although it is very difficult in epidemiological studies to tease out whether road traffic effects are due
to PM or NO2 (or even some other closely associated pollutant), it is feasible to assess the effect of
ozone. This is because the background concentration of ozone does not always track with background
levels of primary pollutants. In the 12 Community Southern California study, 265 of 3,535 children
reported a new diagnosis of asthma during a 5-year follow-up [24]. In communities with high
background ozone concentrations, the relative risk of developing asthma in children playing three or
more sports was 3.3 (95% CI 1.9–5.8). Additional analysis by ISLAM et al. [25] found that the risk of

Figure 1. The output for mean annual primary PM10 (particles with
a 50% cut-off aerodynamic diameter of 10 mm) for an urban area in
the UK, generated using dispersion modelling. This output was used
to assess the effects of traffic pollution on the development of
wheeze in young children [17]. Higher levels of pollution are yellow/
red and lower levels are blue. Areas of high exposure track with
heavily used roads with hot spots at major junctions (lines). � Crown
copyright Ordnance Survey, all rights reserved (NC/01/504).
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developing asthma in these children was modified by functional polymorphisms in antioxidant genes
(ozone is an oxidant gas). However, no effect of ozone could be detected in the 3-year follow-up of
preschool children in the later Southern California children’s health study (discussed previously),
although this analysis did not include genotyping [24]. To date, the association between ozone,
activity and new-onset asthma have not been replicated. Whether ozone increases the risk of asthma
therefore remains unclear but is clearly of concern.

Could the association between air pollution and new-onset asthma be associated with new-onset
allergic sensitisation? As discussed previously, atopy is not a major risk factor for preschool
wheeze, but is a risk factor for asthma in the school-age period. To address this question, GRUZIEVA

et al. [26] prospectively studied 4,089 Swedish children born between 1994 and 1996 for 8 years.
Long-term exposure to locally generated air pollution (NO2 and PM10) was determined by
dispersion modelling. Exposure to locally generated air pollution was found to be associated with
increased risk of pollen sensitisation at 4 years of age (OR 1.83) but at 8 years of age, no overall
increase in sensitisation was found. These results suggest that it is unlikely that atopy is a driver for
the association between incident school-age asthma and air pollution. In children with preschool
wheeze there is good evidence that the effects of air pollution are independent of atopic status. For
example, in a cross-sectional study of 150 children with preschool wheeze (aged 2–6 years)
McCORMACK et al. [27] found that the association between increased home PM and increased
respiratory symptoms was independent of children’s atopic status. Whether air pollution is
associated with new-onset non-atopic school-age asthma remains unclear, but this is the logical
conclusion from the prospective study of GRUZIEVA et al. [26].

Second-hand tobacco smoke and new-onset asthma

The association between second-hand smoke and new-onset asthma has been addressed by a
recent meta-analysis of studies published between 1970 and 2005 [28]. The researchers identified
38 epidemiological studies, which included data on new-onset asthma in comparable groups
(exposed/unexposed), with at least one source of postnatal second-hand smoke, for children 0–
18 years of age. For incident asthma, the meta-regression used data from eight cohort studies. The
predicted relative risk for a second-hand smoke effect on incident asthma, after adjusting for
covariates, was 1.33 (95% CI 1.14–1.56) [28]. Mindful of the difference between preschool wheeze
and school-age asthma, the researchers assessed the effect of age on this association. Remarkably,
this association was not driven by wheeze in preschool children alone. Indeed, older children
exposed to second-hand smoke were more, not less, likely to develop asthma, suggesting that new-
onset classical asthma is associated with second-hand smoke [28]. The component of second-hand
smoke responsible for this association is unclear but it interesting to note that second-hand smoke
(essentially a biomass combustion pollutant) and traffic-derived pollution both contain aggregates
of carbonaceous nanoparticles. It may therefore be more appropriate to combine second-hand
smoke with proximity to traffic to produce a single exposure variable rather than adjust for
second-hand smoke when assessing the effects of traffic emissions in epidemiological studies.

Indoor-generated NO2 and new-onset asthma

Gas cooking and heating increases indoor NO2. If NO2, irrespective of source, has an adverse effect
on asthma development, then one would expect that children living in homes using gas cooking/
heating to be at an increased risk of new-onset wheeze. Indeed, studies into the effect of indoor gas
combustion on asthma development offer a way of resolving the question of whether traffic-
derived NO2 is only a marker for the adverse health effects of PM. In Tasmania, a small proportion
of families (2%) use portable- or fixed-type gas heaters but these heaters generate very high levels
of indoor NO2. PONSONBY et al. [29] linked data on gas heating exposure of 863 Tasmanian infants
in the first weeks of life to reported asthma in these children when surveyed 7 years later as part of
a larger study. Compared with families with electric heating, only children exposed to gas heaters
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were at increased risk of asthma (RR 1.95, 95% CI 1.16–3.29) with no effects of open fire, oil
heater, kerosene heater, or central heating of any type [29]. Indirect evidence that NO2 has an
independent effect on new-onset preschool wheeze is provided by a cross-sectional survey of 8,257
children less than 6 years old as part of the US Third National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey [30]. The prevalence of asthma was not only higher in children exposed to second-hand
smoke (OR 1.8, 95% CI 1.2–2.6), but also those with use of a gas stove or oven for heat (OR 1.8,
95% CI 1.02–3.2) [30]. To date, there is insufficient depth of data to be confident that there is an
independent effect of NO2 on asthma development. However, they do suggest the view that PM
accounts for all of the effects of NO2 may be too simplistic. My own view is that very high levels of
NO2 may be associated with increased wheeze in young children, but at the more normal exposure
levels associated with indoor cooking and proximity to traffic, it may, sensitise the airway to PM.

Statement of Interest
None declared.
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Chapter 13

Psychological factors
James Paton

SUMMARY: There are a number of psychological factors that
are recognised to be important in childhood asthma. Anxiety
and depression are more common in children with asthma and
are associated with worse asthma outcomes. Acute and chronic
stresses, usually arising from a child’s family environment,
are associated with asthma exacerbations and worse asthma
outcomes. While both depression and stress may affect asthma
indirectly by impacting on asthma management, there is
growing evidence of more direct effects mediated through
changes in the immune system or via the autonomic nervous
system.

Anxiety and depression are easy to miss clinically and are
often overlooked. Clinicians looking after children with poorly
controlled or difficult-to-control asthma need to be particularly
alert because asthma control may not improve until psycholo-
gical factors are addressed. Surprisingly, the evidence base for
the effect of psychological interventions is very limited.
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It is 25 years since R.C. Strunk and co-workers published a seminal study of 21 children who
died of asthma after discharge from hospital [1]. Compared with children matched for age, sex

and asthma severity at the time of hospitalisation, STRUNK et al. [1] found 14 factors to be
significantly different in the children who died, of which 10 related to psychological factors in the
child or the child’s family. The authors suggested that studying these psychological factors may be
important in identifying children at high risk of dying from asthma and in developing treatment
plans to prevent deaths from asthma [1].

The idea that psychological factors are important in asthma is not new and dates back to the 19th
century. In fact, 100 years ago, psychological factors would have been considered key in asthma
causation such that, in 1901, William Osler wrote in his classic text book, The Principles and
Practice of Medicine: ‘‘all writers agree that there is in a majority of cases of bronchial asthma a
strong neurotic element. Many regard it as a neurosis […] in which spasm results from disturbed
innervation’’ [2].

Osler also recognised that ‘‘fright or violent emotion may bring on a paroxysm’’, acknowledging
that psychological factors can have a role in asthma attacks [2].

Even up until the 1950s, the idea that atopic disorders including asthma and atopic dermatitis were
‘‘psychosomatic’’ and psychogenic in ‘‘origin’’ was commonplace. Psychoanalytic theories also viewed
asthma as psychological in origin, with treatment involving analysis and other ‘‘talking cures’’ [3].
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It is only in the last 40 years that the idea of asthma and related atopic disorders as inflammatory
diseases has become the dominant paradigm. As a result, powerful and effective pharmacological
therapies developed to control airway inflammatory processes are now in widespread use.

By chance, this changing view of asthma causation has coincided with substantial increases in the
prevalence of atopic disorders in developed Western societies; some studies found one in three
individuals have some form of atopic disease [4]. The causes for this ‘‘epidemic of asthma and
atopy’’ have not been precisely identified [5, 6].

Nevertheless, it is now widely acknowledged that, despite great advances in pharmacological
treatments, a substantial burden of asthma-related morbidity and mortality related to asthma
continues [7–9]. While there are many reasons for poor asthma control [10], the mismatch
between effective treatments and continuing morbidity has led to a reawakening of interest in non-
pharmacological factors that potentially influence asthma control. These include factors such as
non-adherence with treatment [11, 12], poor doctor–patient relationships, family functioning and
social difficulties [13] and their impact on asthma, as well as the psychological problems
highlighted by STRUNK et al. [1].

What are the psychological issues in children with asthma?

There is a substantial body of research in children and young people with asthma on the impact of
mental health, and emotional and behavioural problems on functional status and asthma
morbidity [14, 15].

Early studies in the field emphasised difficulties in separation from parents and associated anxiety.
Later studies shifted to factors such as stress and medication management that could lead to
adjustment difficulties [16]. In a meta-analysis, MCQUAID et al. [14] summarised the evidence
from studies of behavioural adjustment in children and adolescents with asthma. In 28 studies
with data from 5,000 children with asthma (mean age 8.4 years; 40% female), they found that
children with asthma had more behavioural difficulties than healthy children [14]. Consistent with
clinical impressions, they found that the effect was greater for ‘‘internalising behaviours’’ than for
‘‘externalising behaviours’’, i.e. children with asthma were more likely to exhibit anxious and
depressive symptoms than oppositional or hyperactive symptoms. They also found that increased
asthma severity was associated with greater behavioural difficulties.

Anxiety

There are good a priori reasons why asthma may be associated with anxiety [17]. Asthma, by its
nature, can be a frightening and unpredictable illness. Acute asthma attacks, in particular, can be
associated with unpleasant sensations such as choking or suffocation or hyperventilation-induced
breathlessness and anxiety. In some individuals, these symptoms overlap with panic/fear
symptoms such as being afraid of dying.

In animal studies in rats, fear of dyspnoeic suffocation induced by a single exposure to 100%
carbon dioxide has been shown to be a conditioned (and hence learned) response [18]. This has
led to the suggestion that at least some features of panic attacks in asthmatic patients may arise
because of a conditioned response to breathlessness.

Anxiety through an effect on breathing may in turn lead to greater use of as-required asthma
medication. In one study of adults with severe asthma being treated intensively in hospital, those
with high levels of panic/fear symptoms were more likely to use as required bronchodilator
medication [19]. In turn, asthma medications may make anxiety symptoms worse because of side-
effects such as tremor. Many paediatricians treating children with problematic asthma will
recognise similar problems in some children with excessive use of bronchodilator and associated
side-effects.
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Furthermore, asthma and anxiety have a number of risk factors in common including parental
cigarette smoking [20] and stress during childhood, both of which seem to increase the risk of
asthma onset and exacerbation [21, 22]. There is also evidence that social stress anxiety can
promote and amplify airway inflammation in response to other asthma triggers [23].

In the latest edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), anxiety
is not one disorder but a spectrum of conditions [24]. Many of the studies in children and adults
with asthma have focused on specific types of anxiety such as panic disorder, or social phobia in
teenagers.

How common is anxiety in children with asthma?

KATON et al. [25] summarised the published data from the last two decades on the relationship
between asthma and anxiety disorders in adults and children. In both adults and children,
populations with asthma had a high prevalence of anxiety disorders. In seven studies in children/
adolescents with asthma, up to one third of children met criteria for comorbid anxiety. In adult
populations with asthma, the estimated range of panic disorder was between 6.5% and 24% [25].

KATON et al. [25] also highlighted a number of weaknesses in the published studies. For example,
whether anxiety and asthma co-occur requires study designs that investigate populations which
are not selected because they either have asthma or anxiety disorder. Studies in the field have
frequently not used standardised measures of either asthma or anxiety and have not taken into
account the probable confounding factors [26].

Another important criticism is that few studies attempt to separate out the potential overlap
between symptoms of asthma and panic. Patients may have difficulty remembering or discerning
which episodes were due to asthma, which to panic or a combination of both.

Much evidence has come from cross-sectional surveys using validated questionnaires or diagnostic
interviews to assess the prevalence of the conditions in populations at a particular moment in
time. Such approaches can show associations, but longitudinal cohort studies are needed to
investigate causal relationships and the direction of causality. In fact, many of these very criticisms
apply across the whole field of psychological factors and asthma in children. A number of more
recent studies have addressed these points across the childhood age range.

Primary school children
VUILLERMIN et al. [17] found that Australian primary school children aged 5–13 years with asthma
were at a substantially higher risk of anxiety than their non-asthmatic peers. This study used a
population-based sampling approach with a high participation and response rate. It used a two-
stage paediatric clinical assessment to confirm diagnosis of asthma, and two separate measures of
anxiety status using the Spence Children’s Anxiety Scale (SCAS; a child self-report measure and a
parent report). Anxiety scores were higher in children with asthma than controls and were more
likely to be in the clinical range (OR 2.5, 95% CI 1.1–5.8).

In the age range studied (mean 9.0, range 5.8–13.5 years), VUILLERMIN et al. [17] found that panic/
agoraphobia, separation anxiety, generalised anxiety and obsessions/compulsions, but not social
anxiety, were all more probable in children with asthma. Children with anxiety scores in the
clinical range were more likely to be using asthma preventive medication and have greater school
absence. In this population there was no difference between boys and girls [17].

Adolescents
In a telephone survey of children in a US health-maintenance organisation examining the
relationship between youth-reported asthma symptoms and the presence of anxiety or depressive
symptoms, RICHARDSON et al. [27] identified 125 children (aged 11–17 years) with asthma and at
least one DSM feature of anxiety (panic, generalised anxiety, separation anxiety, social phobia or
agoraphobia) and/or depression (major depression or dysthymia) in the last 12 months: 68 (8.9%)
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with an anxiety disorder alone, 21 (2.5%) with a depressive disorder alone, and 37 (4.8%) with
both an anxiety and a depressive disorder. After adjustment, these children reported significantly
more days of asthma symptoms over the previous 2 weeks than those with no anxiety. There was
evidence of a dose–response relationship, with the number of reported asthma symptoms
significantly related to the number of anxiety and depressive symptoms reported by the child
[27, 28]. The authors concluded that the presence of an anxiety or depressive disorder was highly
associated with an increased asthma symptom burden; they suggested this was an additive effect of
the anxiety and depression rather than increased severity of asthma in children with anxiety and
depression.

Social anxiety may be a particular risk for adolescents with asthma with reports of feeling different
and isolated from their peers, fearing peer rejection, having poor social competence and being
additionally disadvantaged when asthma affected their ability to take part in activities such as sport
or dance [29, 30].

In a large survey of predominantly white, middle-class students attending two US high schools
(mean age 15.2 yrs, 77% female), BRUZZESE et al. [31] found that teenagers with asthma and
current symptoms feared being viewed negatively by their peers and reported more generalised
discomfort in social situations than those without asthma. However, the adolescents with asthma
did not report increased fear of new situations and, in this study, there was no relationship
between asthma severity and social anxiety. This suggested that the main concern for the
adolescents in this study was managing any asthma in front of their immediate peer group [31].
Thus, in adolescents, social anxiety might affect medication compliance when medication is used
in front of peers; for example, in using reliever medication before exercise [32].

Young adults
Many of the published studies of anxiety in asthma, including the ones mentioned previously, are
cross-sectional studies. There are few longitudinal studies in the field.

One community-based prospective study in Switzerland followed 591 young people who were
aged 19 years at enrolment, for over 20 years. The sample was enriched to include those at high
risk of psychiatric disorders. Over 90% of the subjects completed at least two semi-structured
interviews and almost half completed all six interviews, with professionals allowing longitudinal
relationships between asthma and panic disorders to be investigated [33].

In the study, HASLER et al. [33] found that having asthma was associated with an increased chance
of being diagnosed with anxiety or panic disorder, with evidence of a dose–response relationship.
After adjusting for confounders, the investigators found that active asthma predicted subsequent
panic disorder (OR 4.5). The authors also found evidence of the reverse association with more
severe panic disorder (with recurrent unexplained panic attacks) predicting subsequent active
asthma (OR 6.3).

Although validated psychological instruments were used, one problem with this study was that the
diagnosis of active asthma was based on the subjects having doctor-diagnosed asthma and
‘‘asthma-like breathing problems’’ in the last year. The lack of an objective test, such as lung
function, increases the possibility that some ‘‘asthma-like symptoms’’ might overlap with, or be
mistaken for, panic and hyperventilation.

Despite some limitations, there is overall substantial evidence that anxiety is common in children
with asthma and that it can contribute to an increased asthma symptom burden and worse asthma
outcomes in affected children.

Depression

There is also a large body of research about the impact of depression in patients with asthma. The
majority of the evidence originates largely from adult studies where the diagnosis of depression is
easier to make, but many of the findings and themes are echoed in the smaller paediatric literature.
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Again, it is important to highlight that many of the studies are both cross-sectional and
retrospective, and that often both the definition and measurement of depression and asthma are
unclear and not standardised [3].

OPOLSKI and WILSON [3] summarised the adult evidence about the association between asthma
and depression as follows: 1) the evidence was mixed as to whether those with asthma were
more likely to be depressed than those without; 2) the combination of asthma and depression
may have an additive effect on asthma-related quality of life reductions; 3) subjective measures
of asthma severity may be more related to depression than objective measures; 4) specific
asthma symptoms, particularly dyspnoea, wakening at night and morning symptoms, appear to
be linked to depression; 5) sadness and depression can produce respiratory effects consistent
with asthma exacerbation; 6) depression can negatively affect asthma treatment compliance; 7)
corticosteroid use in asthma has been associated with depression; and 8) interventions that
address the physical, psychological and social consequences of asthma are likely to lead to the
best treatment outcomes. In adults, both patient-reported depressive symptoms and physician-
reported depressive conditions have been significantly associated with asthma severity.
However, it is patient-reported depressive symptoms that associate more closely with asthma
control [34].

In the paediatric literature, a meta-analysis summarised the evidence for an association between
chronic illness, including asthma, and depression. BENNETT [35] reviewed 60 studies of depressive
symptoms among children and adolescents with chronic medical problems and concluded that
children with a chronic medical problem were at a slightly elevated risk of depressive symptoms
but that most were not clinically depressed. While there was considerable variability in depressive
symptoms in children with the same disorder, children with certain disorders (e.g. asthma,
recurrent abdominal pain and sickle cell anaemia) appeared to be at a greater risk than children
with other disorders (e.g. cancer, cystic fibrosis and diabetes mellitus) [35].

A longitudinal cohort study of more than 1,000 children in New Zealand, who were followed for
21 years, examined the link between depressive and anxiety disorders and asthma [36]. Asthma in
adolescence and young adulthood was associated with an increased likelihood of major depression
(OR 1.7, 95% CI 1.3–2.3), panic attacks (OR 1.9, 95% CI 1.3–2.8) and any anxiety disorder (OR
1.6, 95% CI 1.2–2.2). This study is interesting for two reasons. First, further analysis suggested that
the association between asthma and depressive anxiety symptoms was most likely to reflect common
factors associated with both asthma and depressive and anxiety disorders. The factors examined
included family socioeconomic disadvantage, family instability and conflict, child abuse and parental
adjustment problems, and particularly drug and alcohol abuse and criminality. Secondly, the odds
ratios reported are very similar to a large World Health Organization (WHO) survey of over 85,000
adults in 17 countries. This survey reported an age-adjusted and sex-adjusted odds ratio of mental
disorders among people with self-reported asthma relative to those without, of 1.6 (95% CI 1.4–1.8)
for depressive disorders and 1.5 (95% CI 1.4–1.7) for anxiety disorders [37]. This relationship was
present across the different countries and ethnic groups studied.

Depression has also been reported to be common in children presenting with acute exacerbations.
In a study of children (aged 7–17 years) from an inner city background recruited in emergency
rooms at the time of an acute asthma exacerbation (AAE), depressive symptoms were reported in
approximately 25% of children and just under half of mothers. Self-reported depressive symptoms
were more strongly associated with the child’s asthma activity than either parental or parental/
clinician ratings of the child’s depression [38].

There is also a body of evidence about the acute effects of emotions on children with asthma. In
short-term laboratory studies of children (aged 8–17 years) with moderate-to-severe asthma
watching scenes from the movie ET (selected to evoke sadness, happiness or a mixture of the two),
sadness was found to be associated with greater heart rate variability and instability of oxygen
saturation compared with happiness; mixed results were found for the happy/sad scenes. This led
the authors to propose a general model whereby psychobiological effects from depressed
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emotional states may affect asthma activity by causing autonomic dysregulation [39, 40]. They
suggest that increased cholinergic activation in states of depression, hopelessness and despair may
negatively interact with cholinergically mediated airway reactivity in asthma; vulnerability might
be short lived, as in watching the scenes from the movie, or longer lived, as might occur in clinical
depression. This takes us back to Osler’s idea of spasm resulting from disturbed innervation
mentioned at the beginning of the chapter.

The impact of the caregiver’s mental health and adverse family environments

The previous evidence focuses on the individual relationship between asthma and depression.
There is abundant evidence that childhood asthma is strongly affected by family factors, such as
the psychological functioning of the parents and interactions between the parent and child,
independent from the child’s own functioning and adjustment [41]. Some families may be
particularly at risk for difficulties in managing asthma because of problems in their particular
family social environment or because of risk factors related to social stressors such as poverty [41].
Three particular areas can be highlighted as follows.

Caregiver’s mental health
KAUGARS et al. [41] highlighted that poorer caregivers’ psychological functioning is associated with
worse asthma outcomes in the children [41]. For example, in a US study around 50% of mothers of
children with asthma living in urban inner city environments reported high levels of depressive
symptoms. In the following 6 months, mothers with higher levels of depressive scores were 40% more
likely to have taken their children to the emergency department than less depressed mothers [42].
This echoes the findings of WAXMONSKY et al. [38] that depressive symptoms were common in
children presenting with AAE and their mothers.

In the prospective National Cooperative Inner-City Asthma Study, WEIL et al. [13] found that
psychosocial factors, particularly the caregiver’s mental health, had the strongest relationship to
children’s asthma morbidity. Children whose caregivers had clinically significant levels of mental
health problems were hospitalised for asthma at almost twice the rate of children whose caregivers
did not. Children with clinically significant behavioural problems had significantly more days of
wheeze and poorer functional status in the follow-up period. The authors concluded that
psychosocial factors, particularly the mental health of children and caregivers, were significant
factors in predicting asthma morbidity [13]. Similarly, in US suburban and inner city paediatric
asthma subspecialty practices, children were more likely to have high morbidity, based on
symptoms and healthcare use, if they had caregivers with more depressive symptoms and negative
life stressors, and if they were female [43].

Family conflict
Family conflict was one of the issues that identified children who died of asthma in the seminal
study by R.C. Strunk of deaths in childhood due to asthma [1]. Patient–parent conflict
reflecting long-standing parent–child problems was identified either in the medical records or
directly, as persistent or severe arguments and clashes that were noted during parental visits or
telephone calls. This negative behaviour was common in the interactions of families of children
who subsequently died, but occurred in only approximately 25% of the control families [1].
CHEN et al. [44] also found that in children hospitalised with asthma and then followed
prospectively for 1 year, the lifetime history of hospitalisations was associated with family
impacts (greater family strain and family conflict, greater financial strain), as well as caregiver
characteristics (greater personal strain, beliefs about not being able to manage their child’s
asthma).

Early-life parenting difficulties and the development of asthma
Caregivers’ responses to high chronic stress levels may affect not only their own psychological
functioning but also have an impact on respiratory problems in their children. In a birth cohort
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study, WRIGHT et al. [21] reported that greater levels of caregiver-perceived stress at 2–3 months
were associated with increased risk of subsequent repeated wheeze among the children during the
first 14 months of life (RR 1.6, 95% CI 1.3–1.9), even after controlling for factors potentially
associated with both stress and wheeze, as well as mediators through which stress might influence
wheeze (maternal smoking, breastfeeding, indoor allergen exposures and lower respiratory
infections). Furthermore, caregiver stress prospectively predicted wheeze in the infants, whereas
wheeze in the children did not predict subsequent caregiver stress. The effect of caregiver stress on
early childhood wheeze was independent of caregiver smoking and breastfeeding behaviour, as
well as allergen exposure, birth weight and lower respiratory infections [21].

Therefore, it is clear that the mental health of caregivers and family stresses are potentially
important psychological factors affecting asthma in children.

Psychological stress and life events

A common adverse psychological factor emerging from the evidence about caregivers’ mental
health and family problems is the role of stress. While there has been a long-standing belief that
acute psychological stress, such as that induced by fright or violent emotions, can trigger an
asthma attack [22], it is only recently that convincing scientific evidence has accumulated that
confirms this fact [45].

Stress occurs when demands from the environment challenge a person’s ability to cope [46]. When
stress is appraised as threatening by an individual, it elicits a psychological response composed of
negative cognitive and emotional states [46], responses that can have biological and behavioural
consequences.

Negative ‘‘stressors’’ can include major life events that are relatively rare, such as the death of a
parent or close relative, but require major adjustment; chronic stressors include exposure to
violence or family conflict, or more common events that are part of everyday life such as sitting an
exam or daily hassles. Stressors are commonly classified as either acute (time-limited in duration
with a clear onset and offset, e.g. sitting an exam) or chronic (related to ongoing life difficulties
with no clear end-point in sight) [45]. Both have been linked to changes in the human immune
system, although the direction of change can vary depending on the stressor, or whether the
person is healthy or suffers from an illness such as asthma.

Psychological stress has generally been conceptualised in two ways [47]. The environmental stress
conceptualisation focuses on the demands of everyday events that individuals encounter as part of
their life experience. Such stresses have to be managed but are assumed to have a fairly uniform
effect on people’s health. Research in this area has exploited commonly occurring stressful
situations, such as school exams, that arise in children and young people’s lives. For example, LIU

et al. [48] showed that students undergoing a final examination had higher anxiety and depression
scores and an enhanced eosinophilic response to antigen challenge during the examination period.
This approach commonly uses checklists to objectively enumerate the stresses that a person has
experienced over a certain time frame.

The alternative conceptualisation focuses on an individual’s response to stress, appraising how a
person perceives the stressor, whether they perceive it as a threat and whether they can cope with it
effectively. This approach commonly uses questionnaires or interviews of individuals to focus on
both the event and the subjective perception of the event. One widely quoted study used an
interview schedule involving both parents and their children to investigate the impact of stress on
children with asthma [22]. In an 18-month study of children with asthma, SANDBERG et al. [22]
found that the experience of a severely negative life event (e.g. death of a close family member)
increased the risk of an asthma attack nearly two-fold. When the event occurred against the
backdrop of high chronic stress, the risks of an exacerbation were accentuated and occurred
earlier. Children exposed to high levels of acute and chronic stress showed a three-fold increase in
risk for an attack in the 2 weeks that followed the acute event.
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Pathways and mechanisms

At present there is no clear understanding of the pathways and mechanisms that link psychological
states and problems to the onset, severity or course of asthma. There has been a debate about
whether the effects of psychological factors occur through indirect or direct effects.

Indirect effects

Indirect effects are mediated through secondary pathways whereby factors such as depression and
stress alter behaviour in ways that lead to worse asthma outcomes. These include effects on factors
such as treatment adherence that negatively impact on asthma control, and effects on the
symptom perception (symptoms, peak flow, etc.). In some older children and adults, these
behaviours may also lead to other dysfunctional coping behaviours, such as increased smoking and
alcohol consumption, which, in turn, eventually alter immune responses.

A possible theoretical framework model that illustrates the potential interrelations between mental
health and asthma outcomes is shown in figure 1.

In this model, KATON et al. [25] propose that anxiety and depressive illness as well as asthma
severity-related factors may undermine health behaviours such as self-efficacy, locus of control and
self-esteem, which are important for asthma control. Both asthma and anxiety symptoms can lead
to frightening thoughts with a sense of being out of control and needing help.

Because children have higher levels of intrinsic airways resistance, negative stressors and mood
states may be more likely to cause significant changes in resistance, undermining self-confidence in
learning to master these conditions. Indeed, there is experimental evidence that asthmatic children
show a greater response to a short stress than normal controls [49]. The combination of
frightening thoughts with a decreased confidence and sense of control may then affect active self-
management tasks such as taking medications. This in turn worsens asthma-symptom burden and
results in increased healthcare utilisation and cost. Anxiety and depressive symptoms may also

Developmental impacts

Health behaviour
constructs

DSM IV
diagnoses

Adverse impacts on developmental tasks of adolescence:
 • Independence in relationship with parents
 • Becoming a contributing member of the family
 • Development of sense of self-confidence
 • Functioining as a member of the community
 • Social relationships with friends and opposite sex

• Decreased self-efficacy
 to manage asthma and
 other life challenges
• Decreased internal
 locus of control
• Increased anxiety/fear
 response to asthma
 symptoms

• Decreased 
 adherence to 
 medication, peak
 flow monitoring,
 smoking cessation

Anxiety/
depressive
disorders

Asthma
management

• Increased asthma
 symptom burden
• Increased functional
 impairment
• Increased health 
 utilisation and medical
 costs

Asthma outcomes

Figure 1. Adverse impact of anxiety/depressive disorders and asthma comorbidity. DSM: Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. Reproduced and modified from [25] with permission from the publisher.
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directly affect the perception of asthma symptoms [13]. Anxiety, in particular, is commonly
associated with hyperventilation and other dysfunctional breathing patterns. These functional
breathing problems can result in asthma-like symptoms and can act as a trigger for asthma [50].

The final point for growing children is that anxiety/depression and asthma, both separately and
when combined, may negatively affect fundamental developmental key tasks, particularly in
adolescents.

Direct effects

The alternative possibility is that psychological effects may have a more direct impact, altering the
magnitude of the inflammatory airway response. CHEN and MILLER [45] have proposed that
psychological stress operates by modulating the magnitude of the airway response that irritants,
allergens and infections can bring about in individuals with asthma. These effects are mediated
through increases in airway inflammation and it is this that leads to increases in the frequency and
severity of asthma symptoms (fig. 2).

The model suggests two possible biological pathways to airway inflammation and bronchocon-
striction paths. The first is a psychoneuroimmunological pathway where stress alters immune
inflammatory processes [45]. A second path acts via psycho-physiological effects mediated
through the autonomic nervous system (ANS) (fig. 3) [40]. Here hopelessness/depression/despair
act to disrupt ANS regulation by tilting the balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic
activity. MILLER et al. [40] have presented evidence in children with asthma and high depression
scores showing a preponderance of vagal over sympathetic activity in responses to laboratory-
induced emotional stress. In contrast, children with asthma without depression showed a greater
preponderance of sympathetic activity [49, 51].

MILLER and CHEN [52] point out that there is a paradox here because exposure to stress would be
expected to activate both the hypothalamic pituitary and the sympathetic adrenal medulla axes,
leading to increased secretion of hor-
mones (cortisol, epinephrine and
nor-epinephrine). High levels of
these molecules should suppress
inflammation and cause bronchodi-
latation. However, long exposure to
stress hormones may lead to down-
regulation of receptors, and a de-
creased response to asthma triggers.

MILLER and CHEN [52] have
extended their work by looking for
molecular evidence linking mea-
sures of acute and chronic stress in
children with the expression of
mRNA for the glucocorticoid
receptor (GR) and the b2-adrener-
gic receptor (b2-AR). They found
that chronic stress was associated
with reduced expression of mRNA
for b2-AR among children with
asthma compared with an opposite
effect in healthy children. Children
with asthma who simultaneously
experienced acute and chronic
stress exhibited a 5.5-fold reduc-
tion in GR mRNA and a 9.5-fold

Figure 2. Model depicting the interaction of psychological stress
with environmental triggers in influencing asthma exacerbations.
CRH: corticotropin-releasing hormone; ACTH: adrenocorticotropin
hormone; epi: epinephrine; IL: interleukin; Ig: immunoglobulin; ECP:
eosinophilic cationic protein; MBP: major basic protein.
Reproduced from [45] with permission from the publisher.
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reduction in b2-AR mRNA com-
pared to children with asthma with-
out comparable stressor exposure.

These findings provide persuasive
experimental support that stressful
experiences downregulate gene ex-
pression in a way that could explain
the increased asthma morbidity
associated with stress. The same
authors have also shown that in
children with asthma the larger
social environment can affect pro-
cesses at the genomic level, with
gene transcription control path-
ways that regulate inflammation
and catecholamine signalling vary-
ing by socioeconomic level in chil-
dren with asthma. Because these
pathways are the primary targets of
many asthma medications, these

findings suggest that the larger social environment may alter molecular mechanisms that have
implications for the efficacy of asthma therapeutics [53].

Bidirectional effects

There is a large body of evidence in children documenting an association between asthma and
psychological issues, such as anxiety and depression. Much of this data is based on cross-sectional
studies with few longitudinal studies. The question that then arises is: does having asthma
predispose to psychological dysfunction or is it that psychological dysfunction leads to asthma?

A recent meta-analysis examined prospective studies investigating the influence of psychosocial
factors on atopic disorders, particularly asthma, as well the effect of atopic disorders on mental
health. This confirmed that the evidence suggested a robust relationship between psychological
factors and asthma, and that this effect was bidirectional. Psychosocial factors were adversely
involved in the development and prognosis of atopic disorders but there was also strong
evidence of effects of atopic disorders on mental health. The authors concluded that there was
robust evidence of bidirectional effects, particularly in children [54]. In a separate analysis, they
found psychological distress and poor social support, but not exposure to stressors that
included life events or daily stress had a significant adverse impact on atopic disorders. The
authors concluded that clinical approaches that focused on managing the emotional reaction
and organising social support were likely to be more useful approaches than attempting to
prevent stress exposure.

Implications for clinical practice

Diagnosis

While alert clinicians may recognise psychological issues in children with asthma during review,
routine assessment of psychological and emotional well-being is not currently a standard part of
paediatric care, either in community-based settings or hospitals [50]. There is a particular issue
with ‘‘internalising disorders’’ such as anxiety, and depression that can often go unrecognised
during a short medical consultation in both children and adults [55]. This is particularly likely
when the primary focus of the consultation is another clamant physical problem such as asthma.

Asthma
(   cholinergic airway reactivity)

Depression, hopelessness, despair
(   cholinergic activation)

Acute, severe, progressive
asthma attack

Psychophysiologically
vulnerable asthmatic state

(cholinergic/vagal bias)

Asthma trigger
(physiological,
environmental,

emotional)

Family turmoil
separation/loss
(extreme stress)

+

Figure 3. Autonomic dysregulation model of emotional influence
on asthma. Reproduced and modified from [40] with permission
from the publisher.
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Because psychological factors are common and because of their potential to interact negatively
with a child’s asthma, either directly or through behavioural pathways, clinicians always need to be
alert to the possibility that psychological factors may be contributing to a child’s current asthma
symptoms and control. This is particularly true in the case of children with problematic or
difficult-to-control asthma.

Assessment for psychological issues can take several forms. It could be a few, brief open-ended
questions to evaluate child adjustment and family coping. In a difficult-to-control clinic it may be
appropriate to use screening instruments (such as the SCAS [56] or the Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale (HADS)) to help recognise those children with significant levels of anxiety and
depression. Most children will not reach levels of psychiatric ‘‘caseness’’; those who do can be
referred for more detailed mental health assessment and treatment.

Since psychological circumstances can change over time, this should not be a single-point-of-time
assessment but a continuing evaluation as a child grows and develops. It may be particularly
important to be alert at potentially stressful developmental transitions, such as after a move to a
new school environment (e.g. from primary school to high school) or after known life events such
as a death in the family. VUILLERMIN et al. [17] have highlighted that children who miss a
substantial amount of time from school may be at particular risk of comorbid anxiety.

Treatment strategies

If the child has a major comorbid psychiatric condition, such as clinical depression, or a major
anxiety state, then referral to a mental health professional will be appropriate.

Children who present with complex medical and psychosocial profiles, such as the child
whose anxiety about asthma symptoms is affecting school attendance, may be best managed
by a multidisciplinary team approach wherein medical and psychosocial personnel establish a
collaborative family-treatment approach. GODDING et al. [57] provided evidence for the
effectiveness of such an approach which involved a joint consultation between a paediatrician
and a child psychiatrist in 41 high-risk asthmatics and their families. 2 years after the onset of
the joint consultation, a significant improvement was found in symptom score, treatment
score and compliance score. The number of hospital admissions and the number of days
spent in hospital decreased significantly [57]. For paediatricians and specialists who do not
have immediate access to mental health professionals within their own practice environments,
establishing relationships with mental health providers who are familiar with the psy-
chological consequences of chronic illness issues, which may be critical for effective treatment
planning.

However, the evidence outlined above suggests that lesser degrees of anxiety and depression occur
frequently in asthma. Since asthma symptoms may also limit physical, emotional and social
aspects of a child’s life, a child’s psychological status may both be a consequence of and contribute
to asthma morbidity. Because of these reciprocal links, studies have investigated whether
psychological interventions might be beneficial in the treatment of asthma, irrespective of whether
there is any a priori evidence of psychological distress or impaired psychosocial function [58].

Psychological interventions that might be used include behavioural therapies, cognitive therapies,
cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT), relaxation techniques, psychodynamic psychotherapies and
counselling, in both individual and group formats [58]. The British Thoracic Society (BTS)
guidelines note that limited studies on hypnosis and family therapy suggest some possible benefits
from these interventions [59]. Breathing retraining exercises include a range of techniques for
improving breathing control in asthma (e.g. Buteyko technique, yoga and transcendental
meditation). They are not regarded as standard psychotherapies, although aspects of these
approaches may be included in behavioural therapy or CBT [60].

A systematic review of psychological interventions in children with asthma included only 12
studies and reported that the studies were small and the standard was poor [61]. For example, the
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psychological approaches used were varied, they did not necessarily have a clear theoretical
underpinning, and they were not always well described. While the authors acknowledged that
psychological problems needed to be identified and addressed as part of asthma management,
from their review they were unable to draw firm conclusions about the potential positive benefits
of psychological interventions in children with asthma. The evidence in adults is, surprisingly,
similarly limited [61, 62].

VAN LIESHOUT and MACQUEEN [58] have noted that because of problems with selecting children
with asthma who might benefit, as well as the limited availability of trained therapists, there may
be many children with poor asthma control related to psychological factors who might benefit but
are routinely not even offered therapies because of the lack of a sound evidence base about
effective interventions. It would be difficult to envisage an area where a stronger evidence for
treatment is needed.

Prospects for prevention

Just as adverse events and experience may worsen childhood asthma there is some evidence that
positive events may have a positive effect and counteract a child’s reaction to more negative
circumstances [63]. SANDBERG et al. [63] followed 90 children with asthma and found that,
provided they occurred in close proximity to severely negative life events, positive life events
generally related to a child’s own achievements gave protection against the increased risk of
asthma exacerbations precipitated by severely negative life events. This effect was only seen in
children exposed to low to medium levels of stress and not if the stress level was high and the
exposure chronic [63].

This points to a more general question: why do some individuals thrive and not get sick despite
exposure to persistent and severe adversities, a quality labelled as resilience? [64].

CHEN et al. [64] have highlighted that although children with asthma from backgrounds of lower
socioeconomic status have more symptoms and more severe exacerbations, and are more likely to
have unscheduled healthcare visits for asthma, some children living in such circumstances have
good asthma control [65]. In a prospective study, CHEN et al. [64] identified one psychological
strategy contributing to resilience, ‘‘shift and persist’’, that protected those children living in low-
socioeconomic status homes from adverse asthma outcomes. In this strategy, children who used it
dealt with stresses by reframing stressors more positively while at the same time persisting in
optimistic thoughts about the future. These children had less asthma inflammation at baseline, as
well as less asthma impairment in terms of reduced rescues inhaler use and less school absence
after 6-months’ follow-up [64].

This raises the possibility of using or enhancing psychological qualities already present within a
child to mitigate the effects of adverse psychological factors that may impact on asthma.

Conclusion

It is increasingly clear that although asthma may have genetic and allergic origins, psychosocial
factors have a very important impact on many aspects of the disease. Although the body of
literature in children is smaller than in adults, there is still abundant evidence about the
importance of psychological factors, particularly anxiety and depression, and psychological stress
on both the impact of asthma and its causation. There is evidence that children with anxiety and
depression experience more symptoms and have worse outcomes, such mental health problems
may often go unrecognised and the role of psychological therapies is uncertain. While concerns
about the role of psychological factors in asthma may have been around for over a century it is
clear that much remains to be learned. The prospects for advancing the health and well-being of
children with asthma seem, potentially, to be quite large.
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In the meantime, paediatricians need to be aware of the possibility that psychological factors may
be important, particularly in those with poor asthma control.

Statement of Interest
None declared.
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Chapter 14

Airway
hyperresponsiveness
in children
Jolt Roukema*, Peter Gerrits# and Peter Merkus*

SUMMARY: Airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR) is a hallmark
of asthma, but may also exist in children and adults with other
lung disorders. It reflects an abnormal response with airway
narrowing following exposure to a wide variety of non-
sensitising stimuli of chemical or physical origin. The response
may be abnormally sensitive: the degree of airway narrowing
may increase markedly with increasing stimuli, and may result
in complete airway closure. This abnormal response may be due
to the presence of airway inflammation, abnormal airway
mechanics or a combination of both. The airway challenge tests
are subdivided into direct and indirect challenges. The direct
challenges mainly have an effect on airway smooth muscle and,
as such, predominantly reflect airway mechanics, whereas AHR
assessed from indirect tests correlate better with the degree of
airways inflammation. Therefore, direct and indirect tests are
not interchangeable. AHR assessment is helpful for the
diagnosis of asthma, but the role of routine AHR assessment
in the management of children with asthma is unclear. In
specific groups of children with asthma, knowledge of the degree
of AHR may help to optimise individual treatment.
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Airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR) is usually defined as abnormal sensitivity of the airways to
narrow following a wide variety of non-sensitising stimuli of chemical or physical origin [1].

AHR seems a more adequate definition than bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR) since all
airways are involved.

Stimuli may be direct or indirect, may be normal stimuli that exist in daily life, or may consist of
compounds that are exclusively administered in the pulmonary function laboratory.

The end-point that is used to quantify the airway response is usually a common lung function
parameter (most often forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1)) but may also be a measure
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of airway resistance or transcutaneous oxygen saturation (e.g. for subjects unable to actively
participate in lung functions tests or for research purposes).

Hence, the classification of AHR is based on a test and a standardised cut-off level is used for that
particular test. In fact, it is not abnormal that subjects respond with airway narrowing following
these provocation tests because these tests will ultimately lead to a response in all subjects. It is the
degree and ease with which they respond that defines the response as abnormal. AHR is a
characteristic feature of asthma and is found in almost all asthmatic patients, and in several other
respiratory disorders.

Following administration of the stimulus, the response (usually a ventilator function parameter)
is recorded. A dose–response curve can be obtained from every type of bronchoprovocation
test, for which the dose is often log transformed. AHR (the sensitivity) is defined as the
provocative dose (PD) or provocative concentration (PC) of the stimulant that results in a
change in the end-point of a predetermined magnitude, a threshold (e.g. often a 20% fall in
FEV1), calculated through interpolation in the log-linear dose–response curve (fig. 1). Thus,
AHR based on inhalation of methacholine or histamine is often quantified using the PD or PC
causing a 20% decrease in the baseline lung function parameter (PD20 or PC20) (fig. 1). Based
on exercise testing, exercise-induced bronchoconstriction (EIB) is identified by documenting a
fall in FEV1 of o10% from the pre-exercise FEV1 value within 20–30 minutes following
exercise. The lowest values are usually measured within 5–12 minutes following the exercise
test.

Typically, the dose–response curve in normal subjects may demonstrate a plateau. The dose–
response curve in asthmatic subjects may be shifted to the left, indicating increased sensitivity, and
may demonstrate a steeper slope, indicating hyperreactivity, with a higher plateau or even an
immeasurable plateau, indicating an exaggerated maximal response (fig. 1).

Hence, AHR simply reflects the extent
and ease with which airways will
respond by narrowing following
exposure to inhaled irritants or phy-
sical stimuli, such as exercise testing.
As such, it is a hallmark of asthma,
although AHR does not equal asthma
and not all patients with asthma have
AHR [2]. Therefore, a proper under-
standing of AHR seems fundamental
to an understanding of the origin of
asthma [3].

In addition, AHR is a dynamic pheno-
menon: it varies over time within
patients. AHR is also found in patients
with chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) (usually with a clear
plateau of the dose–response curve)
and in association with other respi-
ratory disorders, such as broncho-
pulmonary dysplasia (BPD) [4, 5],
cystic fibrosis [6], allergic rhinitis
[7–9], and active or passive smoking
[10, 11]. AHR may be partly deter-
mined genetically [12, 13] and can be
regarded as a complex interaction be-
tween airway smooth muscle function,
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the dose–response
curves observed in normal subjects and severe, moderate and
mild asthmatic subjects. The provocative dose causing a 20%
decrease in baseline forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1)
is lowest for all the asthmatic patients and is not reached in the
normal subjects. It is calculated through interpolation of the
concentration–response relationship. A similar concentration–
response curve can be obtained, that results in a provocative
concentration causing a 20% fall in FEV1. For mannitol
challenges, a cumulative dose of mannitol leading to a decrease
of 15% in of baseline FEV1 is used, which is also calculated
through interpolation. The arrows indicate provocation dose
or concentration.
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airway inflammation and airway mechanics. In addition, the effector organ (being largely determined
by airway smooth muscle) may exhibit an altered response to stimuli, and this may act independently
from airway inflammation, as has been demonstrated in healthy subjects; simply changing the
breathing pattern by avoiding deep breaths may affect AHR [14]. Indeed, deep inspirations have a
protective effect against hyperresponsiveness in healthy subjects. In patients with asthma, this effect is
modified by the disease. This is easily understood when summarising the possible mechanisms of
AHR.

Possible mechanisms of AHR

The cause of airway narrowing following bronchial challenge tests is not simply the combination
of constriction due to airway smooth muscle and oedema of the airway wall; it is much more
complex. The possible mechanisms that play a role in AHR, irrespective of the nature of the agent
or trigger leading to airway narrowing, were very well explained and summarised in an article by
STERK and BEL [1]. The authors made a distinction between pre-junctional mechanisms, which
lead to an augmentation of the stimulus, and post-junctional mechanisms, which lead to an
increased response of the effector organ (table 1).

Pre-junctional mechanisms are circumstances that will facilitate the impact of the stimuli, and will
lead to an augmentation of the stimuli. The result is a shift of the dose–response curve to the left,
indicating that the patient is more sensitive to the stimuli and has increased AHR [1]. Typical
examples of increased AHR due to pre-junctional mechanisms are those following exposure of
children with allergic asthma to inhaled allergens, or following viral respiratory infections [15],
passive smoking [11, 16] or outdoor pollution [17, 18].

Post-junctional mechanisms lead to an increased response of the effector organ. They are
responsible for excessive airway narrowing in AHR. Typical examples of an increased response
are: hyperplasia or hypertrophy of airway smooth muscle in asthma (resulting in increased
contractility); oedema of the airway mucosa and/or of the adventitial layer in asthma that
will markedly affect airway patency following bronchoconstriction; increased amounts of
airway secretions in symptomatic asthma; or a loss of alveolar attachments as occurs follow-
ing antenatal passive smoking [15, 19], in severe asthma [15, 19, 20], or in children with
BPD [21].

Another example is
the effect of dimin-
ished counteracting
forces as occurs in
adventitial oedema
due to mitral valve
disease [22, 23], or
increased compliance
of the airways due to
various reasons (re-
modelling and in-
flammation) [24].

Very interesting model
studies have elaborated
on these factors and
their interactions [24–
26]. Because of these
factors, the log dose–
response curves in

Table 1. Examples of mechanisms that are potentially involved in airway
hyperresponsiveness

Pre-junctional mechanisms:

augmentation of stimuli

Post-junctional mechanisms:

increased responses

Epithelial damage or malfunction Smooth muscle contractility (smooth
muscle hypertrophy and/or hyperplasia)

Altered neural control Viscous and elastic loads (including
decreased or loss of alveolar
attachments or cartilage, and increased
airway wall compliance)

Increased inflammatory cell number Swelling of the airway wall (submucosa
and adventitial layer)

Increased inflammatory cell activity Intraluminal exudates and secretions

Interaction of inflammation and
neural control

Airway metabolism or absorption
(affecting concentrations of
mediators)

Reproduced and modified from [1] with permission from the publisher.
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symptomatic patients with asthma differ from those in normal subjects with respect to their
position, slope and maximal response. Following adequate anti-inflammatory treatment, AHR
improves, which is reflected by a rightward shift of the curve with a less steep slope and a
measurable and/or lower plateau.

Researchers have speculated that much more information is available when studying the whole
dose–response curve instead of merely reporting the sensitivity, and that specifically addressing
pre-junctional and post-junctional mechanisms might have therapeutic consequences and benefit
the patient. However, in many cases, the pre-junctional and post-junctional mechanisms are
interrelated (such as is the case in any inflammatory process in the airways), and there is probably
a large heterogeneity of airway narrowing across the bronchial tree, which complicates the
interpretation of the response.

In most cases, AHR is caused by airway inflammation and this results in an exaggerated response,
as well as hypersensitivity, with both being highly correlated. Indeed, in patients with severe
asthma, AHR and symptoms are highly correlated, especially in cross-sectional studies where AHR
is closely correlated with asthma severity [27].

In daily patient care of children with asthma, the result of the bronchoprovocation test is equal to
sensitivity but, the maximal response is actually much more important. The possibility of excessive
airway narrowing makes AHR potentially dangerous and life-threatening. The presence of a
plateau indicates that there is a maximal response, irrespective of the strength of the stimulus, and
that the patient is somehow protected against (progressive) airway closure. Indeed, the lack of a
plateau on the dose–response curve implies that absolute and progressive airway closure will occur
as long as the stimuli are active; this may be what happens in many children with severe or fatal
asthma.

Figure 2 illustrates that forced vital capacity (FVC) may be markedly reduced following airway
narrowing due to a bronchoprovocation test performed in a child with asthma, simply indicating a
loss of lung volume due to airway closure. The maximal expiratory flow–volume curve of the patient
also illustrates that peak expiratory flow (PEF) may be normalised while FVC is not. This also
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Figure 2. Two maximal expiratory flow–volume (MEFV) curves from a child with asthma. a) MEFV curve prior to
bronchoprovocation with histamine. b) MEFV curve after clinical recovery of a histamine provocation test. Peak
expiratory flow has restored, but forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) and forced vital capacity (FVC) are
still diminished. Note: the loss of .0.5 L FVC indicates airway closure.
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illustrates that PEF is not a sensitive marker of peripheral airway function as PEF does not reflect
peripheral airway patency and is only weakly correlated with FEV1. As a result, the use of PEF as an
end-point in airway challenge testing is not recommended as a very sensitive measure of AHR. In
fact, in a young patient who suffered a fatal asthma episode, PEF was not affected by peripheral
airways obstruction in spite of severe symptoms and did not reveal that bronchodilators failed to
improve peripheral airways obstruction (fig. 3) [28]. In a laboratory study, it was demonstrated
that excessive airway narrowing in asthma occurs to a similar degree in children as to that found in
adults [29].

Histological consequences of inflammation-induced AHR

AHR may be accompanied by long-term histological changes that are partly reversible. The
reversible conditions are related to factors such as active inflammation that can be redressed
through anti-inflammatory treatment, whereas the irreversible histological changes consist of sub-
endothelial thickening, smooth muscle hypertrophy, altered matrix composition and vascular
changes [30]. Obviously, such airway remodelling may simply be the result of long-standing
inflammation. As airway remodelling may negatively affect airway patency and airway mechanics
[24, 26], it may cause AHR to persist for many years and/or become worse. This seems to explain
AHR as a risk factor for a less favourable outcome of asthma [31]. In addition, a (probably
irreversible) loss of alveolar attachments has been documented in severe asthma [20]; this will also
augment AHR.

Medication antagonising AHR

All compounds that decrease bronchomotor tone and/or reverse airway inflammation and/or
oedema are potentially able to antagonise AHR. Short- and long-acting bronchodilators are able to
shift the dose–response curve to the right quickly (within minutes/hours), but will not markedly
affect the steepness of the slope or the maximal response. For this reason, maintenance treatment
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Figure 3. Peak expiratory flow rates (PEFR) at 07:00, 10:00, 14:00 and 22:00 hours during a) the first 4 days of
treatment, b) 4 days of the following week (beclomethasone 0.5 mg b.i.d and fenoterol when required), and c)
the last 4 days before the fatal attack (beclomethasone 1 mg b.i.d and fenoterol 0.4 mg b.i.d). The daily
variability of PEFR at each respective time-point was: a) 41, 26, 20 and 39% (mean value532%); b) 14, 21, 7 and
10% (mean value513%); and c) 17, 13, 10 and 14% (mean value514%). The reversibility to fenoterol was a) 62
and 35% (mean value549%) and c) 23, 7, 13, 9, 10, 14 and 11% (mean value512%). Dotted lines and asterisks
represent reversibility to fenoterol. Reproduced from [28] with permission from the publisher.
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using bronchodilators and without adequate anti-inflammatory treatment in patients with asthma
constitutes a serious health risk. Anti-inflammatory compounds will generally slowly (after weeks/
months) affect airway sensitivity, airway reactivity and the maximal degree of airway narrowing
(i.e. position of the plateau of the dose–response curve).

When testing AHR in the laboratory, it is common practice to discontinue most or all medication
affecting AHR (table 2) [32].

Following the bronchoprovocation tests, it is common practice to administer a bronchodilator or
wait for spontaneous recovery of airway function to baseline level before discharging the child. For
histamine challenge tests, the recovery process following airway narrowing has been studied, but
little is known or documented about the recovery from indirect challenge tests.

The recovery from a histamine challenge was found to be related to the maximal dose
administered, and to the degree of airway response [33]. Other studies found that the time to
recovery following histamine challenge tests was related to the PD20 [34]. Several authors
concluded that other tests can be conducted reliably, provided that FEV1 has returned to at least
95% of the baseline value [34, 35].

Epidemiology of AHR: relationships with allergy, lung function
and symptoms

Most studies on AHR were conducted using direct airway challenge tests, with either histamine or
methacholine. Many epidemiological studies on AHR have been conducted in children and adults
from a general population, and in groups of patients with asthma. Several studies have
demonstrated a close relationship between development of allergy and asthma, and AHR [36, 37].
From longitudinal studies it has become clear that allergy is an important risk factor for the
development of AHR [37–39], whereas AHR is a risk factor for the development and outcome of
asthma [31]. AHR is also associated with a lower level of lung function after adolescence [40] and
with an increased rate of annual decline of lung function in adults with asthma [40, 41].

AHR has been demonstrated in infancy, and has been shown to be increased in infants with a
family history of asthma and/or those exposed to passive smoking [42]. Sometimes, evidence of
AHR is already present prior to the diagnosis of asthma [43].

Higher FEV1 values in childhood are associated with less severe AHR at 32–42 years of age,
independent of other potential risk factors. At 32–42 years of age, a low level of lung function and
the presence of asthma symptoms are associated with more severe AHR. A lower lung function
in childhood and
less improvement in
FEV1 over time are
associated with more
severe AHR in adult-
hood [31]. In a study
on the relationship
between atopy, res-
piratory symptoms,
AHR and airway cali-
bre in children with
asthma, CLOUGH et al.
[44] found that atopy
was associated with
lower FEV1, AHR,
greater daily PEF
variation, and other
symptoms.

Table 2. Medication that decreases or antagonises airway hyperresponsiveness
(AHR)

Medication/food or drink Minimal time between last
dose and AHR measurement

Short-acting b2-agonists 8 hours
Long-acting b2-agonists 48 hours
Ipratropium bromide 24 hours
Theophylline 12 hours
Sustained-release theophylline 48 hours
Cromolyn sodium 8 hours
Nedocromil sodium 48 hours
Antihistamines 72 hours
Leukotriene antagonists 24 hours
Cola drinks, chocolate, coffee and tea (all

caffeine- or theine-containing beverages)
Day of the study

(Inhaled) corticosteroids will affect AHR but are usually not discontinued, depending
on the clinical question asked. Modified from [32], with permission from the publisher.
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In two large descriptive studies in children and adolescents with asthma, it was demonstrated that
the correlation between PEF and AHR was weak [45], also longitudinally [46]. Symptoms, AHR
and PEF provide additional information about the condition of the patient, and PEF may be a
relatively insensitive measure of AHR. Circadian variations in AHR have been described in adults
and children with asthma [47, 48].

Direct and indirect tests

There are various types of challenges, and these are not interchangeable. A distinction is made
between indirect and direct challenges. Indirect challenges include those with physical stimuli such
as exercise, non-isotonic aerosols (hypertonic saline, distilled water and mannitol), cold dry air
and pharmacological agents, such as adenosine monophosphate, sodium metabisulfite, tachykinin
and bradykinin. Indirect challenges act by instigating the release of endogenous mediators that
cause the airway smooth muscle to contract. This may induce or augment the inflammatory
process in the airway wall [49]. This is in contrast with the direct challenges where agonists such as
methacholine or histamine cause airflow limitation predominantly or exclusively via a direct effect
on airway smooth muscle. Both direct and indirect challenges have been standardised to a great
extent [50]. Most research on AHR in children has been conducted using indirect tests; in adults,
most studies have used direct airway challenge tests.

Direct challenges

In a clinical population, direct challenges have a high sensitivity and a high negative predictive
value for the diagnosis of asthma, which make them suitable as a test to exclude current asthma in
a clinical population. In population studies, however, the tests are less useful for detecting asthma
because of low specificity [51].

Direct bronchial responsiveness is only slowly influenced by administration of inhaled steroids
[52, 53].

Indirect challenges

Indirect bronchial stimuli (in particular, exercise) hyperventilation and hypertonic aerosols, as
well as adenosine, may reflect the ongoing airway inflammation more directly [54, 55] and are
therefore more specific for detecting active asthma. They may reflect acute changes in airway
inflammation more closely [56], and a change in AHR to an indirect stimulus may be a clinically
relevant marker to assess the course of asthma within patients. Moreover, some of the indirect
challenges, e.g. hypertonic saline and mannitol, can be combined with the assessment of
inflammatory cells by induction of sputum. Indirect challenges are increasingly used to evaluate
the prevalence of AHR and to assess specific problems in patients with known asthma, e.g. EIB,
and evaluation before scuba diving.

Thus, direct and indirect challenges identify different abnormalities of the airways [57]. Because
the results of direct and indirect challenges provide different and, to some degree, contradictory
information, it has been recommended that both tests be conducted in patients with asthma to
assess the contribution of airway mechanics and the degree of inflammation [49, 58, 59]. Various
direct and indirect tests were also described by GODFREY et al. [60], including cut-off points for
children and young adults with and without asthma.

Clinical use of AHR

The improvement of AHR in children with asthma following anti-inflammatory treatment was
first described more than two decades ago [52]. One of the first long-term studies on this topic in
children with asthma showed that the gradual improvement of AHR continues over a period of
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several years under treatment with inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) [53]. Cessation of that treatment
in children clearly and quickly resulted in deterioration [61]. Since then, many more studies have
confirmed the favourable effects of anti-inflammatory treatment on the course of asthma in
children [62].

Diagnostic purposes

In routine patient care, assessment of AHR may be useful as a tool for asthma diagnosis. When the
history is atypical, AHR measurements may provide additional diagnostic information. However,
AHR varies over time and not all children with asthma have AHR all of the time [2].

Monitoring purposes

Numerous studies in adults with asthma have indicated that AHR assessment should not be
ignored as it provides additional information, alongside functional abnormalities and information
about inflammatory markers [59]. However, the routine use of AHR measurements is not
incorporated into guidelines for asthma management. The reason for this is a lack of evidence of a
clear favourable long-term effect on outcome. Although it has been hypothesised that
improvement of AHR is required in order to improve long-term prognosis in asthma [63], too
few studies have been conducted to test that hypothesis.

In adults, it was demonstrated that treatment guided by regular monitoring of AHR to
methacholine is superior to standard care because it is associated with improvement of
histological, functional and clinical parameters [64]. In children with asthma, a similar study was
conducted, demonstrating that AHR-guided treatment did not result in fewer symptom-free days
but was associated with an improvement in baseline FEV1 [65]. This finding may also indicate
that, especially in children with a poor perception of dyspnoea (‘‘poor perceivers’’), assessment of
AHR may be helpful in monitoring the disease [65].

In addition, there may be more categories of children with asthma in whom there is additional
clinical value for assessing AHR as a part of the monitoring routine [1]. In children with
symptomatic asthma, in spite of adequate anti-inflammatory treatment, the persistence of AHR
for histamine may be used as an argument to introduce treatment with long-acting
bronchodilators, while in children with poorly controlled asthma associated with more evidence
of persisting airway inflammation (e.g. by high exhaled nitric oxide fraction (FeNO) values) and
little or no AHR, this may be a reason to intensify anti-inflammatory treatment (personal
observations of the authors). However, to our knowledge, such applications of airway challenges
in clinical decision making have not been validated by randomised longitudinal studies, and these
need to be investigated further before they can be applied in routine care [2]. Similarly, a positive
indirect challenge test and a negative or nearly normal direct challenge test provide further
information on both the pathogenesis and the potential role of anti-inflammatory agents in its
treatment [58].

The main indications for AHR testing in children and the contra-indications for airway challenges
are listed in table 3. The most important indications for bronchoprovocation in children are: to rule
out or support the diagnosis of asthma, to assess its severity and/or treatment effects, to monitor the
disease, to help understand mechanisms of other diseases, and to assess the epidemiology of asthma
[66]. According to previously published recommendations [66], classification of AHR severity for
methacholine is possible (table 4).

Standardisation

Although Hippocrates was already aware that people with asthma suffer from an increased
sensitivity for certain triggers, it was only in 1941 that DAUTREBANDE and PHILIPPOT [67] first
published findings that asthmatics were more sensitive to the inhalation of histamine and
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methacholine than healthy sub-
jects. One of the first published
studies on standardised broncho-
provocation tests in adults used
histamine [68]. Since then, var-
ious methods have been described
for conducting airway challenge
tests in adults [3, 69] and con-
sensus statements have been pub-
lished [70, 71]. Other reviews
have specifically addressed the
indirect challenges [3, 49, 58].

For children aged o6 years, these have been adopted with minor changes, if any.

Many, if not all, aspects of the laboratory tests have been studied with respect to variability, and
have been standardised as much as possible to minimise variability. It appears that room
temperature and nebuliser characteristics co-determine the output of nebulisers [72, 73], and that
nebuliser output is not constant over the years, possibly due to general wear to the plastic or the
deposition of salt crystals [74, 75]. In addition, inhalation pattern also has a significant effect on
the lung deposition of the agonist and, thus, on PC20 and PD20 [75]. In addition, the time interval
between inhalation of the irritant and the subsequent lung function measurement is of relevance in
assessing the response [76]. Consequently, the results of AHR by various inhalation devices differ
and are not interchangeable; this explains the difficulty of comparing the results obtained with the
dosimeter method with those obtained with the tidal breathing method [77].

As a result, there are major variations in protocol, different ethical requirements in different
countries, and the suitability method differs according to the circumstance. This is perhaps not
clinically relevant because, as for many biomedical signals, individual trends of AHR, as well as a
patient’s personal best value, will inform best about the condition of the patient. However, these
differences will certainly complicate the comparisons between centres and will hamper the
progress of epidemiological studies and knowledge of AHR [78].

The protocols of the most important challenges are briefly summarised in table 5. For detailed
information, the reader is referred to the appropriate references.

Some specific comments are required for exercise testing. Exercise testing may be one of the
easiest tests to perform, but it may also be more complex than anticipated. It might not be
informative to run or cycle when the symptoms appear during skating. The tests could be
conducted outdoors, preferably using the same exercise routine that produces the patient’s
symptoms, for as long as necessary, with a handheld spirometer if available. When the water
content in air is too high, a false-negative test may be obtained. The best circumstances are
available when the water content is ,10 mg of water per litre of air (corresponding with a
humidity of 50% at 23uC).

Not all tests are suitable in the
laboratory: for an appropriate test,
the exercise should be vigorous
from the start.

When assessing EIB, it is impor-
tant to realise that negative re-
sults may be obtained when the
wrong exercise challenge is cho-
sen, when exercise tests start with
a very low work-load, or when
using the classic progressive exercise
protocols for assessing maximum

Table 4. Airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR) severity classification

PC20 mg?mL-1 Interpretation

.16 Normal AHR
4.0–16.0 Borderline AHR
1.0–4.0 Mild AHR (positive test)
0.25–1.0 Moderate AHR
,0.25 Severe AHR

In many studies, a provocative concentration causing a 20% fall in
forced expiratory volume in 1 second (PC20) of ,8 mg?mL-1 is
taken as a positive result for the diagnosis of AHR. Reproduced
from [32] with permission from the publisher.

Table 3. Contra-indications for airway hyperresponsiveness testing

Moderate to severe airways obstruction: FEV1 ,60% pred or
,1.5 L

Inability to perform acceptable quality spirometry

Acute viral infections of upper or lower airways

Unstable cardiac ischaemia, uncontrolled hypertension, malignant
arrhythmias

FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 second; % pred: % predicted.
Reproduced and modified from [32] with permission from the
publisher.
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working capacity. The greatest likelihood of identifying AHR based on exercise is achieved when
the exercise intensity increases the ventilation and heart rate close to the desired level within
3 minutes of exercise. Because exercise challenge tests are relatively popular, two detailed
protocols are summarised in table 6.

Table 5. Direct and indirect airway challenge tests

Type of stimulus Methods Standardised protocols/guidelines [Ref.]
D

ir
e

c
t

te
s
ts Histamine,

methacholine or
carbachol

Tidal breathing from
nebuliser with

1.3 mL?minute-1 output

Doubling doses, administered for
2 minute at 5-minute intervals; FEV1

assessed after each dose

[71]

Dosimeter 9 uL per breath, 5 breaths per
dose-doubling dose; FEV1

assessed after each dose

[71]

Yan method
(handheld jet nebuliser)

Nine doses, 2.2–3.8 uL per squeeze [79]

In
d

ir
e

c
t

te
s
ts Exercise with dry air Bicycle or treadmill

(vigorous exercise at
.85% of max.

heart rate)

Dry air at room temperature;
inhalation at 60% of subject’s MVV#

during 4–6 minutes; FEV1 assessed at 1,
3, 5, 7, 10, 15 and 30 minutes after test;

outcome variables are the maximal
fall of FEV1 (o10–15%) and AUC

[80]

Eucapnic voluntary
hyperpnoea

5% carbon dioxide,
21% oxygen,

balance nitrogen

[81, 82]

Hypertonic saline or
distilled water

challenge

Ultrasonic nebuliser,
NaCl 4.5% or 0%

Flow o1.2 mL?minute-1, exposure
increases stepwise: 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and

8 minute (alternative: increases in NaCl
concentration from 0.9% to 14.4%); FEV1

assessed 60–90 seconds after each dose

[83]

Dry powder mannitol
challenge

Increasing doses (0, 5, 10, 20, 40,
80, 160, 160, 160 mg); FEV1

assessed 1 minute after each dose

[84, 85]

AMP challenge [86]

AMP: adenosine monophosphate; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 second; MVV: maximal voluntary
ventilation; AUC: area under the curve. #: MVV5356FEV1.

Table 6. Protocols for identifying exercise-induced bronchoconstriction in children

Non-treadmill running Treadmill running

Group Children 6–11 years of age Children 6–18 years of age
Measurement FEV1 at 3, 5 and 10 minutes and more

if required
FEV1 pre-exercise .75% pred

FEV1 pre- and post-exercise and at 5,
10, 15 and 30 minutes

Mode of exercise Running on the flat at 7 km per hour Walking then running on a treadmill at
4.1 km per hour on a 2.5% slope

Index of intensity 85–90% pred of maximum; heart rate
180–190 beats per minute

Heart rate 80–90% maximum; (220-age
in years) beats per minute

Duration 6 minutes 8 minutes
Inspired air Absolute water content ,10 mg water

per litre of air
Medical air: 20–30uC

Ventilation Via mouth with nose-clip in place Based on workload and oxygen consumption
Positive response FEV1 decrease .12% of baseline FEV1 decreases .10% of baseline

FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 second; % pred: % predicted. Data taken from [57].
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Feasibility, reproducibility and safety of AHR testing in (young)
children

In schoolchildren and adolescents, the feasibility of AHR testing is very high and reproducibility
is similar to that in adults [87], whereas in preschool children and infants, AHR testing is
difficult, often not feasible and mainly used for research purposes [88, 89]. In adults and in
children who can conduct spirometry reliably, routine pulse oximetry is not necessary as a
safety measure [90], whereas in preschool children this might be recommended [91]. Several
paediatric studies attempted to assess the differences between direct and indirect challenge tests
and these demonstrated that direct or indirect tests could not discriminate between children
with and without past or present wheeze, or the degree of clinical severity in this age group [91,
92]. For young children who cannot perform spirometric tests reproducibly or at all, it may be
difficult to find reliable end-points. In one study, forced oscillation technique measurements
were unreliable. Auscultation was highly insensitive and potentially dangerous because
desaturations occurred in the absence of wheeze [91]; only transcutaneous oxygen saturation
measurements seemed a suitable end-point [91], and this also proved to be quite reproducible
[93]. In addition, the combination of tracheal/chest auscultation with arterial oxygen saturation
monitoring seemed a suitable and safe end-point for direct tests in preschool children [94].
Further studies have explored additional functional end-points, such as the increase of
diaphragmatic activity measurements with increasing dose of methacholine, and these seemed
to correlate quite well with the decrease in FEV1 in schoolchildren [95]. Standardisation or
consensus statements for AHR testing in infants and preschool children are still lacking. AHR
testing in this age group is currently not part of routine patient care and is mainly applied for
research purposes.
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None declared.
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Chapter 15

Treatment of acute
asthma
Johannes H. Wildhaber*,# and Alexander Moeller"

SUMMARY: Shortness of breath, cough, wheezing and/or
chest tightness are the classical symptoms of acute asthma with
its underlying pathophysiological mechanisms of bronchocon-
striction, airway inflammation and airway hypersecretion.
Therefore, the logical treatment for acute asthma is to act
against the pathophysiological mechanisms of asthma using a
supportive treatment to reduce respiratory distress caused by
these pathophysiological mechanisms.

The classical medical treatment for acute asthma consists of
inhaled bronchodilators and inhaled or systemic steroids.
Supportive therapy is performed by supplying additional
oxygen and/or, if necessary, adding ventilator support, either
noninvasive or invasive.

According to the severity of acute asthma, acute episodes can
be either treated by one single measure, such as an increased use
of short-acting bronchodilators or a combination of additional
measures, such as the additional use of inhaled steroids. In
severe cases, repetitive measures and the use of systemic
treatment as well as ventilatory support and consequently
hospital admission may be necessary.
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Despite modern and efficient anti-inflammatory drugs being available in most countries to
control asthma, it is still one of the most prevalent chronic diseases in childhood and

asthmatic children still frequently present with acute exacerbations to the emergency room [1].
There are some well-known risk factors that increase the frequency of acute exacerbations [2]. If
asthmatic children present with an acute exacerbation, it is pertinent to consider other differential
diagnoses in order to introduce an appropriate treatment for these children [3]. In addition, the
initial assessment has to address the severity of the exacerbation, again to initiate the adequate
therapy options [4]. Once assessed, asthmatic children receive their treatment [5]. Shortness of
breath, cough, wheezing and/or chest tightness are the classical symptoms of acute asthma with its
underlying pathophysiological mechanisms of bronchoconstriction, airway inflammation and
airway hypersecretion. Therefore, the logical treatment for acute asthma is to act against the
pathophysiological mechanisms using supportive treatment to reduce respiratory distress caused
by these pathophysiological mechanisms. The classical medical treatment for acute asthma consists
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of inhaled bronchodilators and inhaled or systemic steroids. Despite there being pathophysio-
logical evidence of viscous secretion playing an important role in acute asthma, there are no well-
designed studies looking at the efficiency of anti-mucoid treatment in this clinical situation in
children [6]. Supportive therapy is performed by supplying additional oxygen and/or, if necessary,
adding ventilator support, either noninvasive or invasive. According to the severity of acute
asthma, acute episodes can be either treated by one single measure, such as the use of short-acting
bronchodilators, or by a combination of additional measures, such as the additional use of inhaled
steroids. In severe cases, repetitive measures and the use of systemic treatment as well as
ventilatory support and consequently hospital admission may be necessary. To avoid further
exacerbations educational measures are important [7].

Risk factors for severe acute asthma

There are different potential risk factors discussed in the literature, however, not always with
consistent findings. Despite these sometimes controversial findings and the lack of clear-cut
predictive parameters, some general statements can be made and are of importance regarding
the response to treatment and its prognosis. These factors can be defined in relation to
hospital admissions in general and to intensive care admissions in particular. It has been
shown by KELLER et al. [8] that children with a severe grade of asthma, a lack of private
insurance, or of female sex are at an increased risk of requiring management in the intensive
care unit (ICU). However, the authors also stated, that all severities of asthma may require
intensive care admission. In this study it was interestingly noted that age, race, month of
admission, household smoking exposure and a positive family history of atopy places a child
at no greater risk for intensive care admission. This finding is in contrast to other studies,
which show an increased risk of near fatal asthma (which is defined as the occurrence of
respiratory arrest and/or coma necessitating emergency tracheal intubation and mechanical
ventilation) and fatal asthma for Black race, male sex and season. Asthma mortality among
Black subjects has consistently been higher than that for White subjects, with the death rate
from asthma being about twice as high [9]. In contrast to race not being a predictive factor for
intensive care admission, KELLER et al. [8] showed that the rate of regular hospital admissions
among non-Caucasians increased [8]. In younger children, males are generally known to have
an increased incidence and mortality from asthma [10, 11] but this changes at puberty. Recent
European data showed different seasonal patterns for hospitalisation due to acute asthma
and asthma mortality. Whereas there is an increased hospitalisation rate in autumn and
winter, more children die of asthma between June and August [12–16]. There are several
socioeconomic factors which are associated with the increased incidence of severe asthma,
such as exposure to tobacco smoke, low-income and lack of third-party insurance [17–20].
Whereas early reports noted that only those children with severe, chronic asthma were
vulnerable to mortality due to asthma and that the risk of death from asthma among children
with mild, episodic asthma was remote, retrospective surveys indicate that 15–30% of asthma
deaths (,0.1% of patients with asthma) occur in patients whose disease is categorised as only
mild asthma and that most of these patients have a worsening of asthma symptoms for a 2–7-
day period prior to presenting to the emergency room [21, 22]. Risk factors for death due to
asthma vary between the different age groups. Whereas hospitalisation for asthma in the
6 months preceding death and deterioration in the previous month are major risk factors in
children aged 1–4 years, non-adherence to asthma treatment and previous life-threatening
episodes and deterioration in the previous month are more important risk factors in older
children. A factor found in most children with fatal asthma is a delay in seeking medical help
[14]. Whereas older studies showed that excess use of short-acting b-agonists is a risk factor
for near fatal or fatal asthma, a more recent report suggest that patterns of use are a marker
for more severe asthma rather than cause of severe attacks [23]. In addition, the chronic use of
long-acting b-agonists in patients with asthma has been associated with a small increased risk
of asthma-related death [24].
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Differential diagnosis

The differential diagnosis of acute respiratory symptoms is pertinent for providing adequate and
immediate treatment. Supplemental oxygen and inhaled bronchodilators are the usual measures
taken by emergency medical services, which may be an adequate treatment in most of the potential
diagnoses mimicking asthma [25]. It has been shown that misdiagnosis is present in up to 30% of
outpatients, in 1% of general admissions and 10% of intensive care admissions [26]. According to
the history and clinical examination the following differential diagnosis of obstructive airways
disease has to be considered (table 1). In the emergency room, the physician bases his diagnosis
frequently on a previous diagnosis of asthma, which may be justified if the child has had a history
of lower airway obstruction that has responded to inhaled bronchodilators or if the child has had a
positive bronchial provocation test. However, a diagnosis has always to be verified by a careful
medical history and clinical examination and other differential diagnoses have to be excluded in
this way, as the initial diagnosis is pertinent for the appropriate treatment.

Assessment

Primarily, patients presenting in the emergency room can be identified based on historical
information according to their risk factors for fatal or near fatal asthma. Relevant findings from
history taking are the severity of previous exacerbations, the types and doses of medications taken
and comorbidities [27].

In addition, and most importantly, patients have to be assessed and categorised regarding the
severity of their actual asthma exacerbation. This is performed by a subjective clinical assessment
in combination with some additional objective measurements. However, numerous studies have
shown that even experienced clinicians are not very good at quantifying the degree of airflow
obstruction by auscultation.

Table 1. Differential diagnosis based on history and presentation

Clinical signs Possible differential diagnoses

History
Symptoms since birth Cystic fibrosis, CLD of prematurity, primary ciliary

dyskinesia, airway/lung malformation, gastro-
oesophageal reflux

Family history of uncommon airway problems Cystic fibrosis, CLD, neuromuscular disease,
airway/lung malformation

Acute occurrence without pre-existing problems Foreign body aspiration
Symptoms

Fever, upper airway symptoms Acute airway tract infection (bronchitis, bronchiolitis,
pneumonia)

Vomiting with cough, dysphagia Gastro-oesophageal reflux, aspiration
Abnormal voice or hoarseness Laryngeal or vocal cord problem
Inspiratory and/or expiratory stridor Laryngitis, tracheitis, laryngo- or tracheomalacia,

vascular malformation
Failure to thrive Cystic fibrosis, CLD, immune deficiency, airway/lung

malformation, gastro-oesophageal reflux
Predominantly symptoms during sleep Upper airway disease (post nasal drip), gastro-

oesophageal reflux
Radiological signs

Focal or persistent radiological changes Airway/lung malformation, gastro-oesophageal reflux
with signs of aspiration, foreign body aspiration,
bronchiectasis

CLD: chronic lung disease.
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Clinical assessment

The initial assessment of the patient provides pertinent information [22]. The most important
measures of the prevention of an imminent acute respiratory decompensation are to achieve
adequate oxygen supply to the vital organs. Therefore, first, hypoxaemia needs to be treated;
secondly, sufficient cardiovascular function achieved; and thirdly, alveolar function needs to be
improved.

The first alterations in vital signs such as blood pressure, pulse rate and/or respiratory rate are
indications for immediate and more aggressive treatment. Low blood pressure and bradycardia
indicate immediate resuscitative intervention with exclusions of underlying complications of acute
asthma attacks, such as pneumothorax and pneumomediastinum. The clinical signs related to a
severe asthma attack or impending respiratory arrest, which may necessitate mechanical
ventilation, are shown in table 1. Signs that ventilatory support may be needed are clinically
persistent respiratory distress, despite conventional intervention, and low or normal arterial
carbon dioxide tension (Pa,CO2) despite hypoxia, as a sign of persistent hyperventilation with
potential fatigue. Signs of imminent respiratory decompensation are significant breathing fatigue,
progressive acidosis in blood gas analysis, haemodynamic instability and reduction of alertness.
Auscultation of the chest is helpful in addressing the quality and quantity of airway obstruction
and ventilation.

Objective measurements

Blood gases
More than 30 years ago it was shown that blood gases and acid-base balance are helpful in
evaluating the severity and the treatment response in asthmatic children [28]. 10 years later, the
same has been shown for transcutaneous blood gas analysis [29, 30]. In those days, the technique
had obvious advantages over other physiological measures in that the technique was noninvasive
and did not demand active cooperation from the child. Furthermore, such an investigation does
not require sedation of the child. Since these early stages of blood gas analysis in the assessment of
an asthma attack in children, it has gained a primordial role in evaluating a child with asthma and
has a firm place in all asthma guidelines [31–33]. Pulse oximetry is widely used to guide the
physicians in the evaluation of the severity and the treatment responses. Values below 90% in
room air are generally believed to indicate severe exacerbation. However, most patients entering
the emergency department are given immediate supplemental oxygen and therefore, oxygen is
usually assessed under additional oxygen. It is important to note that the measurement of oxygen
saturation alone is not sufficient to monitor a child with a severe acute asthma exacerbation (AAE)
and signs of further deterioration. The assessment of carbon dioxide is crucial in the evaluation
and guidance of clinical decisions. As noninvasive measures of carbon dioxide tension (PCO2) are
not widely available, arterial blood gas analysis is normally used to detect children at risk for
respiratory failure and hence, likely to need additional ventilator support. In addition, an arterial
blood gas analysis is usually considered if there is incongruity between subjective and objective
evaluation.

Pulmonary function
As clinical evaluation of an asthma attack, in general, and of airway obstruction, in particular, is
not always easy, it has become a standard technique to assess the degree of severity by obtaining
peak expiratory flow (PEF) or forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) measures by forced
exhalation, the advantage of this approach being objectivity. Lung function measurements can be
useful not only for the objective assessment of the degree of airway obstruction, hence the severity
of the asthma attack, but also for detecting alternative diagnoses. A normal or near normal lung
function measurement excludes a significant asthma exacerbation. There is some evidence that
lung function measures such as PEF measurements can be useful in predicting short-term
outcome in patients with acute asthma after initiation of treatment. However, despite being
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recommended in most guidelines, including Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) guidelines [32]
and the National Asthma Education and Prevention Program Expert Panel Report 3 (NAEPP
EPR3) [33], there is some controversy on the clinical usefulness of lung function measurements in
the assessment of acute asthma. In a recent study it has been shown that in children between the
ages of 6 and 17 years who presented to an urban free-standing children’s hospital emergency
department and who were assessed with portable spirometry and a clinical asthma score, only 35%
were able to successfully perform portable spirometry, and that successful spirometry attempts
were associated with older age, lower respiratory rates, lower heart rates and lower clinical asthma
score. In other words, increasing asthma severity correlated with a decreased likelihood of
successfully obtaining a useful FEV1 measurement. The authors showed that compared with cases
of mild asthma, a patient with moderate asthma is 33% less likely to be able to perform
spirometry, and a patient with severe asthma 93% less likely to perform spirometry. In addition,
they have shown that the clinical asthma scoring system demonstrated poor correlation with
portable spirometry measurements in terms of severity classification [34]. These findings are
explained by the fact that measurements of forced expiration used in the assessment of
bronchospasm depend on effort and require significant cooperation by the patient. This effort and
cooperation are progressively more limited in the younger patient and when the severity of the
asthma exacerbation intensifies. Despite the limited usefulness of spirometry in general and peak
flow measurements in particular; they are still widely used in the ambulatory setting [35]. Peak
flow meter measurements are not highly reproducible and can be unreliable predictors of asthma
exacerbations [36, 37]. The most recent study concluded that utilising portable spirometry as a
severity measure in the acute asthmatic patient for clinical or research purposes is difficult and
problematic, a statement that the authors would like to underline. Despite their limited use, PEF
or FEV1 measures still have their place in modern asthma guidelines [31] (table 2).

Assessment scores

As stated previously, the assessment of asthma is difficult in children because, on one hand, the
clinical evaluation is not always easy and, on the other hand, the objective measure of forced
expiration is often impractical. Whereas some assessment scores, such as the National Asthma
Council Guidelines (NACG), use clinical and forced expiratory measures in combination and
group children with acute exacerbation into mild, moderate, and severe life-threatening categories
based on several examination findings and the measurements of PEF and FEV1, other scores are

purely clinical [31, 38]. One of
these, the pulmonary index score
(PIS) (table 3), a composite objec-
tive clinical observation that com-
poses a score from 0 to 12, has
recently been validated against the
NACG score (table 4) [31, 38].
This score, which has been used
previously and been shown to be a
valuable research tool has the
advantage of being objective and
easy to derive [39–42]. The authors
have been able to show that the PIS
correlates well with the NACG
score, with significant differences
in median PIS values across differ-
ent NACG score severity cate-
gories. In addition, they showed
that a PIS of six or greater predicts
with high sensitivity (85%) and
specificity (75%) moderate and

Table 2. Clinical assessment

Signs of a severe asthma attack in an older child
Severe agitation
Hunched sitting position with arms supporting torso (tripod)
Limited ability to speak
Use of accessory muscles
Respiratory rate .30 breaths?min-1

Signs of a severe asthma attack in an infant
Use of accessory muscles
Supraclavicular and intercostal retractions
Nasal flaring
Paradoxical breathing
Cyanosis
Respiratory rate .60 breaths?min-1

Signs of impending respiratory arrest
Lethargy or confusion
Silent chest
Paradoxical thoracoabdominal movement
Bradycardia

Reproduced and modified from [22] with permission from the
publisher.
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severe asthma, whereas a PIS of eight or greater predicts severe asthma, again with a relatively high
sensitivity (88%) and specificity (77%). The authors concluded that the PIS can be applied as a
useful clinical tool for the assessment and monitoring of asthma in children in the emergency
department. The Paediatric Asthma Severity Score (PASS) was essentially derived from the PIS
and could be interpreted as a simplified version of the PIS. The PASS consists of three clinical
items including the severity of wheeze, the respiratory work and the prolongation of expiration
(ratio of the length of expiration over inspiration). Individual items are scored from 0 (none/mild)
to 2 (severe) and the PASS score is the sum of all components. In the original publication the PASS
was able to discriminate between those patients who did and did not require hospitalisation, with
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.82 [43]. The Preschool Respiratory
Assessment Measure (PRAM) assesses the following items: suprasternal retractions, scalene muscle
contraction, air entry, wheezing and oxygen saturation with individual scores between 0 and 3
[44]. The score predicts hospital admission with an area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve of 0.69 [45]. Recently, the PRAM has been found to be valuable also in schoolchildren [46].

The RAD score comprises three routinely measured bedside clinical parameters: respiratory rate,
accessory muscle use and decreased breath sounds, and has criterion validity comparable to the
PRAM and the PASS score due to its simplicity and as it is specifically suited for bedside use [47].

Treatment

The treatment of acute asthma consists of the application of inhaled bronchodilators and inhaled
or systemic steroids. Hypersecretion is an important pathophysiological problem in acute asthma

Table 3. Pulmonary Index Score (PIS)

Score PIS components

Respiratory rate
beats?min-1

Wheezing Inspiratory:expiratory
ratio

Accessory muscle
use

0 ,30 None 5:2 0
1 31–45 Terminal expiration

with stethoscope
5:3–5:4 +/-

2 46–60 Entire expiration
with stethoscope

1:1 +/+

3 .60 Audible without
stethoscope or

silent chest

,1:1 +++

+/-: questionable increase; +/+: apparent increase; +++: maximal increase.

Table 4. National Asthma Council Guidelines (NACG) assessment of acute asthma in children (2006)

Symptoms NACG asthma severity category

Mild Moderate Severe/life-threatening

Altered consciousness No No Agitated/confused/drowsy
Pulse oximetry on

presentation %
.94 90–94 ,90

Speech Sentences Phrases Words/unable to speak
Pulse beats?minute-1 ,100 100–200 .200
Central cyanosis Absent Absent Present
Wheeze intensity Variable Moderate Quiet
PEFR % pred .60 40–60 ,40/unable to perform
FEV1 % pred .60 40–60 ,40/unable to perform

PEFR: peak expiratory flow rate; % pred: % predicted; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 second.
Reproduced and modified from [38] with permission from the publisher.
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leading to further bronchial obstruction. However, there are no well-designed studies looking at
the efficiency of mucoactive medications in this specific clinical situation in children and the
available data does not provide evidence that anti-mucoid treatment is effective [48, 49].
Additional oxygen is an important first-line supportive therapy in children with hypoxaemia. In
the case of imminent respiratory decompensation, ventilator support, either noninvasive or
invasive, has to be added. The classification of AAE into mild, moderate and severe exacerbation
allows the treatment to be adapted accordingly (fig. 1).

Mild and moderate exacerbations

In mild asthma exacerbations, which are mainly managed at home, one single measure, classically
the use of a short-acting bronchodilator, typically albuterol (alternative name salbutamol), is
sufficient (fig. 1).

There is some discussion in the literature on the value of racemic albuterol, the b2-receptor
agonists most widely used versus levalbuterol. Racemic albuterol is a 1:1 racemic mixture of the
(R)-enantiomer responsible for the bronchodilatatory effect and the (S)-enantiomer. The (S)-
enantiomer has a 10-fold slower rate of metabolism and there has been some concern that it can

Mild
NACG: No altered consciousness, oxygen 
 saturation >94%, talks in sentences, 
 pulse rate <100 beats·minute-1,   
 central cyanosis absent, variable  
 wheeze intensity, PEF and FEV1  
 >60% predicted.

PIS: Respiratory rate 31–45   
 beats·minute-1, wheezing on terminal  
 expiration heard with stethoscope,  
 inspiratory to expiratory ratio 
 5:3–5:4 +/- accessory muscle use.

Moderate
NACG: No altered consciousness, oxygen 
 saturation 90–94%, talks in phrases,
 pulse rate 100–200 beats·minute-1, 
 central cyanosis absent, moderate
 wheeze intensity, PEF, FEV1   
 40–60% predicted.   

PIS: Respiratory rate 46–60 
 beats·minute-1, wheezing on entire  
 expiration heard with stethoscope,  
 inspiratory to expiratory ratio 
 1:1, +/+ accessory muscle use.

Initial assessment

History (risk factors)
Vital signs (pulse rate, oxygen saturation, blood pressure)
Physical examination: general (consciousness, agitation, speech),
  respiratory (cyanosis, wheeze, silent chest, use of accessory
  muscles, respiratory rate, nasal flaring, retractions, paradoxical breathing)
Categorisation: mild, moderate or severe

Severe
NACG: Agitated/confused/drowsy, oxygen
 saturation <90%, talks in words or is  
 unable to speak, pulse rate >200  
 beats·minute-1, central cyanosis  
 present, wheeze-silent chest, PEF,  
 FEV1 <40% predicted or unable.

PIS: Respiratory rate >60 beats·minute-1,
 wheezing audible without   
 stethoscope or silent chest,   
 inspiratory to expiratory ratio <1:1,  
 +++ accessory muscle use.

Treatment: mild
Inhaled albuterol every 20 minutes for 1 hour 
(pMDI/spacer: 4–8 puffs or nebuliser: 0.15 
mg·kg-1 (minimum 2.5 mg).

Treatment: moderate
Inhaled albuterol every 20 minutes for 1 hour 
(pMDI/spacer 4–8 puffs or nebuliser: 0.15 
mg·kg-1 (minimum 2.5 mg) and systemic 
corticosteroids 1–2 mg·kg-1 prednisolone 
equivalent.

Treatment: severe
Humidified high-flow oxygen via nasal 
cannula or face mask.

Inhaled albuterol (pMDI/spacer: 4–8 puffs or 
nebuliser: 0.15 mg·kg-1 (minimum 2.5 mg)) 
together with ipratropium bromide 
(pMDI/spacer or nebuliser: 0.25–0.5 mg) 
every 20 minutes for 1 hour and systemic 
corticosteroids 1–2 mg·kg-1 prednisolone 
equivalent.

Re-assessment after 1 hour: severe
If improvement according to NACG or 
PIS discharge home after patient 
education and adjusted controller 
therapy or hospitalisation.

If not improved, add intravenous 
magnesium sulfate 25–75 mg·kg-1 up 
to a maximum of 2 mg and admit to 
intensive care unit; if respiratory failure 
intubation and mechanical ventilation.

Re-assessment after 1 hour: moderate
If improvement according to NACG or 
PIS discharge home after patient 
education and adjusted controller 
therapy.

If not improved, follow treatment for 
severe exacerbation.

Re-assessment after 1 hour: mild
If improvement according to NACG or 
PIS discharge home after patient 
education and adjusted controller 
therapy.

If not improved, follow treatment for 
moderate exacerbation.

Figure 1. Management of asthma exacerbations in children in the emergency department. PEF: peak expiratory
flow; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 second; PIS: pulmonary index score; NACG: National Asthma Council
Guidelines; pMDI: pressurised metered-dose inhaler. +/-: questionable increase; +/+: apparent increase;
+++: maximal increase.
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accumulate in patient’s plasma and lung tissue with frequent dosing. In addition, it has been
suggested that (S)-albuterol can stimulate eosinophil recruitment and hence, have pro-
inflammatory effects and can lead to bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR) and/or bronchocon-
striction. Levalbuterol contains only the (R)-enantiomer that demonstrates 100-fold more potent
b2-receptor binding compared to the (S)-enantiomer. Due to the absence of the negative side-
effects of (S)-albuterol it has been claimed to have better efficacy in the acute situation [50]. At the
doses used, in a recent study, racemic albuterol appeared to be superior to levalbuterol with
respect to changes in FEV1 and asthma score. However, hospital admissions were numerically
higher in the racemic albuterol group. A finding which is supported by another study showing
reduced hospital admissions with levalbuterol [51]. However, if the literature is reviewed as a
whole, there is no clear advantage of one over the other [52–54]. Some of the differences seen in
responses to bronchodilators in children with acute asthma may be explained by a b2-
adrenoceptor polymorphism [55]. Inhaled terbutaline sulfate is comparable to albuterol in
treating acute bronchoconstriction. One study compared the efficacy of terbutaline sulfate
delivered by Turbuhaler dry powder inhaler (AstraZeneca, Lund, Sweden) or pressurised metered-
dose inhaler (pMDI) with spacer in children presenting with acute asthma showing no significant
differences in clinical benefit or side-effects [56]. Formoterol is a fast-acting, long-acting b2-
agonist indicated for long-term asthma treatment. Several studies demonstrated the efficacy and
safety of formoterol as a rescue-treatment for acute asthma symptoms. In children with mild-to-
moderate asthma exacerbation formoterol seems to be as effective as terbutaline. However, there
are no studies in severe acute asthma and therefore formoterol should not be used in this case [57].

In children, inhaled medication should be administered by either using a nebuliser or a pMDI with
a holding chamber. It has been shown that both modalities are effective in delivering inhaled
bronchodilators and that there is no difference in the clinical efficacy regarding the following
outcomes: rate of hospital admission, length of time spent in the emergency department or PEF
[58]. Therefore, the choice of drug delivery depends upon cooperation and the ability to use a
device and other factors such as, the possibility to give supplemental oxygen during nebulisation in
the case of hypoxia in hospitalised children and in the emergency department, or to mix various
drug solutions, rather than a difference in outcome [59, 60]. Therefore, nebulisation is strongly
recommended in children with significant agitation, respiratory distress and in young children.
The doses of albuterol usually administered are either 5–10 puffs of the pMDI (100 mg per puff) or
0.15 mg?kg-1 (minimum dose 2.5 mg) of the solution, repeated every 20 minutes as needed for
1 hour.

Children with a mild asthma exacerbation who do not respond to bronchodilators and who
continue to present with cough, wheeze and/or shortness of breath despite inhaled albuterol, and
children with a moderate asthma exacerbation should be monitored and receive additional oxygen
and, in addition to inhaled albuterol, systemic and oral corticosteroids (fig. 1). Supplemental
oxygen is delivered by nasal cannula or mask with the aim to maintain oxygen saturation above
92%. Early treatment with systemic corticosteroids results in decreased duration and severity of an
acute asthma episode and systemic steroids have been shown to speed the resolution of bronchial
obstruction, to improve symptom scores, to improve quality of life, to decrease the rate of hospital
admission and to decrease the rate of relapse and b-agonist use after discharge [61–63]. The reason
may be that while systemic corticosteroids are traditionally thought to exert their anti-
inflammatory effect over hours, they may also increase the effectiveness of fast-acting b2-agonists
[64, 65]. Oral route of administration and intravenous route of administration have both shown
equal efficacy [33]. However, in general, oral administration is the preferred route if there are no
contra-indications such as swallowing problems, nausea or vomiting. The dose usually
recommended in guidelines is 1–2 mg?kg-1 prednisone equivalent in a palatable form
(prednisolone, dexamethasone, betamethasone) in one dose with possible repetition after 6 hours
with unclear evidence of its additional benefit [66, 67]. However, while the use of systemic
corticosteroids in adults and older children is supported by data, the situation is different in young
preschool children with acute wheezing associated with viral infection. In a large study in
preschool children aged 10–60 months presenting with mild-to-moderate wheezing a 5-day course
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of oral prednisolone was not superior to placebo in regard to duration of hospitalisation, PRAM
scores, the total dose of inhaled albuterol or side-effects [68].

Whereas systemic corticosteroids are widely recommended and used, the use of inhaled
corticosteroids (ICS) in AAE remains controversial. The potential benefits of ICS for the
treatment of AAE include direct delivery to the airways and reduced systemic exposure. Several
studies failed to note any positive effects of ICS in the acute setting [69–72]. However, the two
studies of SCHUH and co-workers [69, 72] included only children who presented to the emergency
department with very severe asthma and FEV1 less than 60% [69] or 50–79% predicted [72].
Therefore, the benefit of inhaled steroids may greatly depend on the severity of the AAE. The other
studies claimed that the acute use of ICS provides only modest benefit in the control of asthma
attack in children [70] and that a combination of inhaled b2-agonist and corticosteroids yields
better results than ICS alone [71]. Two evidence-based reviews reported good results for repeated
high doses given in the initial phase of the exacerbation [73, 74]. It is apparently the high dose that
is the key factor for clinical success, reaching up to five times the recommended amount [75]. A
more recent study has shown that AAE in young children can be effectively controlled at home
with the use of high repetitive doses of inhaled budesonide or inhaled fluticasone, initially together
with b2-agonists, given at the beginning of the attack, for a period of 4–8 days [76]. Despite this
promising data, systemic steroids remain the first choice, as its administration is easy and
economical. Children with mild and moderate exacerbations have to be followed up closely. If
there is insufficient improvement or deterioration, treatment has to be adapted according to the
algorithm proposed in figure 1. Reasons for hospitalisation are lack of improvement within 1–
4 hours despite adequate repeated doses of inhaled betamimetics and systemic corticosteroids,
oxygen saturation persistently below 92% and patients with a history of bad asthma control and
recurrent exacerbations. An important additional reason for hospitalisation may be the lack of a
sufficient social and familiar network to guarantee adequate monitoring and treatment.

Severe exacerbation

In severe exacerbations, one single measure is not sufficient and an approach with a combination
of several measures is needed. It is pertinent to treat these patients in a room equipped for
resuscitation procedures in order to carefully and continuously monitor cardiac rhythm, pulse
oximetry, blood pressure and if available carbon dioxide and to take, if necessary, the measures to
manage respiratory failure and haemodynamic instability. Correction of hypoxaemia by using
supplemental oxygen is pertinent. Humidified high-flow oxygen either via nasal cannula or via
face mask should be applied with a constant flow-rate of 4–5 L?min-1. Nasal obstruction with
consecutive mouth breathing should be taken into consideration when using nasal cannula. Flows
have to be o4 L?min-1 when using a face mask to prevent re-breathing. Oxygen with a flow-rate
of 6–8 L?min-1 should be used as the driving force for nebulisation in children with severe
hypoxaemia. Usually, the standard treatment for severe exacerbations consists again of inhaled
bronchodilators and systemic steroids followed by additional measures taken according to the
initial evaluation and the course of the asthma episode. Usually the initial dose and frequency of
inhaled bronchodilators are the same as in mild and moderate exacerbations. However, for severe
exacerbations with significant respiratory distress, bronchodilators should be delivered by
continuous nebulisation. It has been shown that continuous nebulisation resulted in greater
improvement in lung function parameters, lower hospitalisation rate and no difference in side-
effects [77]. Prompt initiation of systemic corticosteroids is pertinent in the management of severe
exacerbations at the same dose and the same route of administration as in mild exacerbations
unresponsive to bronchodilators alone, or in moderate exacerbations.

Ipratropium bromide is an acetylcholine antagonist that acts on the bronchial smooth muscle.
Although parasympathetic fibres are only present in the large airways, ipratropium can have a
generalised action throughout the lung. However, the b-adrenergic receptors are distributed more
peripherally, creating an ideal situation for combined action [78]. The bronchodilator effect of
ipratropium is somewhat slower than that of the b2-agonists, but combined administration can
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potentiate the effects of both drugs. Although the administration of repeated doses of ipratropium
is generally recommended in the first 24–48 hours, the optimal dose and frequency in children
with asthma crises has still not been established [33, 79]. In a recent study, six nebulised
inhalations, which is a slightly larger number than has been used in other studies, have been
administered and have shown an improvement in clinical parameters (asthma score), in oxygen
saturation and in lung function parameters, and a reduction in hospital admission in children who
were stratified according to the severity of their asthma exacerbation [80]. In only three other
studies, which analysed the effect of albuterol plus ipratropium, were patients stratified according
to clinical severity of the asthma [81–83]. In all these studies, the clinical and functional
improvement with the combination of albuterol and ipratropium was greater in severe asthma
crises than in moderate crises. This finding underlines the importance of an early initial treatment
with albuterol plus ipratropium in children with more severe asthma crises. Commonly,
ipratropium at a dose of 0.25–0.5 mg is mixed with albuterol for nebulisation in the same
nebuliser at the same frequency of administration (every 20 minutes for 1 hour and then
according to a re-evaluation). Alternatively, ipratropium bromide can be used alone or in
combination with albuterol as a pMDI with a holding chamber. In children, the dose is 4–48 puffs
every 20 minutes for 1 hour and then according to a re-evaluation.

Intravenous magnesium sulfate is an efficient adjunctive therapy in children whose response is
suboptimal and in those who have deteriorated. The drug causes relaxation of the bronchial
smooth muscle by inhibiting calcium influx into smooth muscle cells and also has anti-
inflammatory effects. Systematic reviews of the available literature have shown that intravenous
magnesium sulfate significantly improves lung function and reduces hospitalisation rate, with the
greatest benefits seen in asthmatics with more severe exacerbations [84–86]. In children, the
recommended dose is 25–75 mg?kg-1 up to a maximum of 2 mg. The intravenous route is an
effective and economical route of administration, whereas the effects of the inhaled route of
administration are less clear.

Heliox is a mixture of helium and oxygen (ratio 80:20 or 70:30) and has a lower density than
ambient air. As it causes less turbulent gas flow, mainly in the large airways, it has the potential to
reduce work of breathing and improve dyspnoea [33, 87]. GUPTA and CHEIFETZ [88] reviewed the
administration of heliox in the paediatric ICU and concluded that despite several studies showing
significant improvements in children with severe asthma, it is difficult to form definitive
conclusions due to the heterogeneity and small sample studies. Early application of heliox may be
of some benefit for selected patients with severe exacerbation and may even prevent intubation in
some of the patients.

A recent randomised, placebo-controlled trial investigated the effect of a heliox driven albuterol
nebulisation in children with moderate-to-severe status asthmaticus. They found no significant
benefits on duration of hospitalisation and stay on the ICU or clinical improvements according to
the clinical asthma score [89].

There is some additional but sparse evidence for other treatments, such as parenteral b-agonists,
methylxanthines, leukotriene receptor antagonists and ketamine. The conclusion of a meta-
analysis was that evidence is lacking to support the use of intravenous b-agonists in patients with
severe asthma in the emergency department, except possibly for those patients for whom inhaled
therapy is not feasible [90]. Similar recommendations are drawn from another meta-analysis for
the adjunctive therapy with aminophylline, where no difference could be shown in lung function
or hospital admission rate, however, more side-effects of the treatment, such as arrhythmia and
vomiting were found [91]. Leukotriene receptor antagonists either administered by the oral or the
intravenous route have shown improvements in lung function, but not in clinical outcomes,
without any side-effects [92, 93]. Ketamine, a rapid acting anaesthetic that acts to relax bronchial
smooth muscle by a direct effect on smooth muscle and indirectly by stimulating the release of
catecholamines and by inhibiting vagal tone, has not been shown to have a clinical effect in
children with asthma exacerbation [94]. The use of noninvasive ventilation in asthmatic patients is
not well established despite the potential benefits of such a treatment, and some evidence that has
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shown improvements in lung function parameters, hospital admission rates and decreased
bronchodilator use [95, 96]. Noninvasive positive pressure ventilation (NPPV) is delivered either
as continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) or varying between higher inspiratory and lower
expiratory pressures (bilevel positive airway pressure; BiPAP). The prerequisites for the
application of NPPV are as follows: 1) the child is awake and cooperative; 2) oxygen transport
is sufficient; 3) circulation is stable; 4) few secretions within the upper airways; 5) no vomiting;
and 6) no air leak syndrome. Expiratory pressure may be set at 5 cmH2O and inspiratory pressure
between 5–10 cmH2O and further adapted according to oxygenation and ventilation [97]. One
important problem is the interface, as it can be challenging to find a tightly fitting mask in this
small sized population [5]. If all these measures are not successful and children with severe asthma
exacerbation show signs of respiratory failure, intubation and mechanical ventilation can be life-
saving and should be performed quickly and safely in the appropriate setting [22]. Indications for
intubation and mechanical ventilation are as follows: 1) lack of improvement with NPPV; 2)
apnoea or respiratory arrest; 3) progressive central cyanosis despite supplemental oxygen; 4)
Pa,CO2 o65 mmHg; and 5) drowsiness or confusion, or coma. In order to reduce agitation,
decrease intrinsic airway pressure and improve gas exchange, sedatives and neuromuscular
blockade are important measures in children requiring intubation and mechanical ventilation.
Ketamine, a dissociative anaesthetic has been shown to be useful as an induction agent for
intubation as it may diminish the bronchoconstrictor response. It is normally given by an
intravenous bolus of 2 mg?kg body weight-1, followed by continuous infusion of 20–60 mg?kg
body weight-1?min-1. Alternatives are morphine and midazolam. If necessary, muscle relaxation
may be induced using vecuronium in single doses or as continuous infusion [5]. From the
literature there is no clear agreement on the ventilation mode. While volume-control preset has
been recommended, there is more and more experience using pressure-control modes. Most
patients benefit from positive end-expiratory pressure between 4–5 cmH2O [98]. Inspiratory and
expiratory times are set by visual control of the chest excursions and the flow–time curve
(complete inspiration and expiration without abortion of the flow-curve). The peak inspiratory
pressure is set according to the gas-exchange. In severe cases, permissive ventilation with
controlled hypoventilation (arterial oxygen saturation (Sa,O2) 80–90%, high Pa,CO2 accepted as
long as pH .7.2) may prevent barotrauma [99].

Follow-up

Children treated in an emergency department because of an AAE have a high morbidity shortly after
discharge. This morbidity is associated with the need for rescue medication and school absenteeism
due to symptom persistence [100]. Improvement of asthma control by maintenance of treatment
with ICS at adequate doses and regular follow-up improve the short-term outcome. [101, 102] Such
preventive measures are likely to be more effective by the use of written action plans.

A recent study by DUCHARME et al. [103] showed that the provision of a written action plan led to
better patient adherence to both maintenance inhaled corticosteroid use and medical follow-up.
The use of a written action plan has also been associated with a reduction in emergency
department visits and hospitalisations [104]; however, such written action plans remain underused
despite being recommended in most guidelines for asthma management [105].

Another measure that has been shown to improve the short-term outcome is telephone coaching,
which may be especially indicated for children living in urban regions [106].

Most hospitalisations and emergency department visits are avoidable with adequate asthma
management, including early diagnosis and asthma education [107]. Up to two-thirds of children
hospitalised with acute asthma had been poorly controlled during the previous year, frequently
under treated and claimed to be insufficiently educated [108].

The recognition and, as a consequence, the avoidance of known asthma triggers, including passive
and active smoking are essential measures for the follow-up of children after AAE [109].
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Comorbid allergic rhinitis is associated with a higher risk of asthma attacks; hence control of
allergic rhinitis has the potential to reduce asthma-related hospitalisations [110]. A risk factor for
an ICU admission in children with asthma is a history of multiple emergency visits in the past year
[111] and such children should be referred to a paediatric respiratory specialist in order to be
properly assessed and educated; vice versa, admission to ICU is a predictor of hospital readmission.
Children requiring artificial ventilation are at an elevated risk of mortality in the subsequent years
and therefore require a close follow-up [112].

Asthma outreach programmes have been shown to be of particular use for children at high risk of
asthma attacks [113]. The effects of educational interventions aiming to educate parents and
children for better understanding of the basic problems of asthma and the consequences of allergy,
asthma treatment and symptom perception and to improve self-assessment and management,
have been studied extensively [114]. Asthma school programmes have been shown to increase not
only theoretical knowledge and self-perception of asthma control but also compliance with
treatment and inhalation technique [114, 115]. A recent review analysed 38 studies, including a
total of 7,843 children. The risk of subsequent emergency department visits and hospital
admissions was significantly reduced following educational interventions delivered to children and
parents. In addition, unscheduled doctor visits were reduced. Interestingly, other outcomes such
as pulmonary function tests, rescue medication use and quality of life did not seem to be affected
[116]. An older review of 26 randomised controlled trials and six clinical trials revealed
improvement of lung function and in the measures of self-efficacy, fewer days of school absences
and less emergency visits [117].

In conclusion, children with frequent AAE and asthma-related hospitalisations (i.e. those with
ICU admission) should be closely followed up and educational interventions, such as asthma
schools should be applied. Careful assessments for comorbidity, differential diagnoses and
inhalation technique are pertinent in the prevention of further asthma exacerbations.
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Chapter 16

Treatment of infant and
preschool asthma
Göran Wennergren* and Sigurdur Kristjánsson#

SUMMARY: Many infants and preschool children have
asthmatic symptoms with wheezing, triggered predominantly
by colds. However, the pathogenesis of wheezing in this age
group is heterogeneous.

The heterogeneity of asthma in infants and preschool
children is reflected by the varied effectiveness of the
medication.

Children with signs of atopy and who also wheeze between
colds respond positively to inhaled corticosteroids (ICS), while
the effects of ICS are often unsatisfactory in viral wheeze.
Periodic treatment with ICS or montelukast has been shown to
reduce symptoms, to some degree, in preschool wheezers with
intermittent wheezing in conjunction with viral infections.
However, the available data indicate that the treatment effect in
episodic viral wheeze is, at best, modest.

Randomised controlled trials in preschool children have not
shown that early steroid treatment has a disease-modifying
effect and early steroid treatment does not appear to reduce the
prevalence of asthma at school age.
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Many infants and young children have asthmatic symptoms with wheezing, usually in
association with colds [1, 2]. However, wheezing in the young child is heterogeneous. The

majority of these infants, and many preschool children, have ‘‘viral wheeze’’ [3, 4]. As a rule, these
children show no signs of allergy, and wheeze mainly only when they have colds. This is sometimes
called ‘‘episodic viral wheeze’’ [5]. The pathogenetic mechanisms of episodic viral wheeze are not
fully established, but are probably different to those of eosinophil inflammation. Most children
with viral wheeze grow out of their wheeze at 2–3 years of age, but some continue to wheeze in
connection with colds up to school age [5].

In children with eczema or allergic sensitisation, the symptoms triggered by colds can be regarded
as virus-induced asthma exacerbations. Children who also have symptoms between colds,
sometimes called multiple-trigger wheeze, are more prone to developing ‘‘true’’ asthma [5].
The differences in terms of inflammatory markers between episodic viral wheeze and multiple-
trigger wheeze have recently been reported, supporting the more allergic nature of multiple-trigger
wheeze [6]. However, it should be recognised that viral wheeze and multiple-trigger wheeze are
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not sharply delineated entities [7]. For example, a child may have only virally induced symptoms
initially but then may develop allergic symptoms. Furthermore, it should be acknowledged that
viral infections are also the most common cause of acute asthma symptoms in children who have
asthma and allergic sensitisation.

The high percentage of infants and young children with wheeze and asthmatic symptoms
demonstrates that there is a real need for effective treatment. However, the treatment effect is often
modest or unsatisfactory in this young age group. The treatment effect in viral wheeze is generally
not as good as in ‘‘true’’ asthma.

Non-pharmacological measures

Tobacco smoke

There is strong evidence to suggest that exposure to environmental tobacco smoke can both
induce infant and preschool wheeze, and lead to exacerbations [8, 9]. The effects of early smoke
exposure may persist into the late teens [10, 11]. Maternal smoking during pregnancy appears to
be most harmful, but parental smoking at home during infancy is also harmful. Furthermore,
children who grow up in a smoking environment are more likely to become smokers themselves [11].
For this reason, parents who smoke should be encouraged to stop.

Breastfeeding

Many studies show that breastfeeding reduces the risk of wheezing disorder during the first year of
life [2, 12, 13]. The effect has been shown to persist up to 4 years of age, especially in the case of
episodic viral wheeze [14, 15]. However, there is no convincing evidence to suggest that
breastfeeding prevents the development of allergic asthma or allergic sensitisation [13].

Furry pets

If a child with asthma is sensitised to furry pets, exposure to them will impair asthma.
Consequently, this kind of allergen exposure should be avoided. However, if the child is not
sensitised, current studies do not support the hypothesis that the exposure is harmful, especially if
the child has viral wheeze and no signs of atopy. In contrast, several studies have found that
children who grow up with pets are less likely to develop allergic sensitisation to pets [16, 17].
Even if this has been ascribed, at least in part, to selection bias [18], i.e. many atopic families do
not have furry pets, available data do not support the view that children growing up with dogs and
cats develop more sensitisation.

Parental education

Parental knowledge of the child’s asthma and how best to manage the disease is often insufficient.
Parental education has been shown to improve adherence, asthma control in the child and the
quality of life of the family [19]. Easy-to-understand information about asthma and what
influences it should be provided. The importance of adherence should be stressed. Parents should
also be taught the correct inhalation technique and how to handle exacerbations [20].

Pharmacological treatment

Relief medication

Short-acting b2-agonists
The drugs of choice for acute symptoms of wheeze in infants and preschool children are inhaled
short-acting b2-agonists, such as salbutamol or terbutaline. It is sometimes said that b2-agonists
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do not work in infancy. Nonetheless, it has been convincingly demonstrated that infants actually
have functioning b2-receptors that are able to produce bronchodilation [21–24]. However, it
should be recognised that paradoxical responses to b2-agonists have been described in infants [25].

Inhaled administration is preferred as it provides rapid symptom relief, while systemic side-effects
in terms of tachycardia and tremor are minimised, although oral administration has the same
bronchodilatory effects. The intravenous infusion of salbutamol or terbutaline can be indicated in
severe acute asthma.

Long-acting b2-agonists
Both salmeterol and formoterol have bronchodilatory and bronchoprotective effects in preschool
children [26, 27]. For maintenance treatment, long-acting b2-agonists should be used in
combination with inhaled corticosteroids (ICS).

In schoolchildren, beneficial additive effects have been shown through the combination of ICS and
long-acting b2-agonists [28, 29]. In preschool children there are retrospective data indicating that
treatment with ICS in combination with a long-acting b2-agonist is efficacious and safe [30].
However, we lack double-blind, randomised, placebo-controlled studies of the addition of long-
acting b2-agonists to ICS in preschool children.

Control medication

Inhaled corticosteroids
Systematic reviews convincingly demonstrate that infants and preschool children with asthma
who receive ICS have less wheezing and asthma exacerbations, and improved symptoms and
lung function [31, 32]. Similarly, preschool children with asthma symptoms and a positive
Asthma Predictive Index (API) generally respond positively to maintenance treatment with ICS
[33, 34].

Several clinical scores have been developed for selecting preschool children with a greater risk of
asthma. The API is used for children who experience three episodes of wheezing before 3 years of
age. It includes two major (parental history of asthma or personal history of eczema) and three
minor (blood eosinophilia, wheezing without colds and allergic rhinitis) criteria. The presence of
one major or two minor criteria is associated with an increased risk of continued wheezing at
5 years of age [35]. In a modified API, allergic sensitisation to at least one aeroallergen has been
added to the major criteria, and allergic sensitisation to milk or peanut replaces allergic rhinitis as
a minor criterion [36].

In contrast with the positive effects of ICS in preschool children with positive API, the effects on
recurrent viral wheeze are often unsatisfactory. Some studies have demonstrated a modest
reduction in symptom severity with periodic treatment with high-dose inhaled or nebulised
corticosteroids in intermittent viral wheeze [37, 38]. Other studies have found no reduction in
wheezing episodes with continuous ICS treatment [39].

Local side-effects of treatment with ICS, such as thrush or hoarseness, are rare in infants and
preschool children [40]. The systematic review by KADITIS et al. [31] concludes that deceleration in
linear growth rate is the most frequent systemic adverse effect of maintenance treatment with ICS.
Some studies report a slight reduction in linear growth [34], while other studies find no significant
impairment [41].

Does early ICS treatment alter the natural course of asthma?
Randomised controlled trials in preschool children have been unable to show that early
steroid treatment has a disease-modifying effect [34, 42–44]. Asthma symptoms returned
when ICS therapy was discontinued and the prevalence of asthma at school age was not
reduced.
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Leukotriene receptor agonists
The leukotriene receptor agonist that is approved for treatment in young children is montelukast
(from 6 months of age). Montelukast is available as granules or tablets. The dose is 4 mg once
daily.

Montelukast has been shown to reduce bronchial hyperresponsiveness in (BHR) preschool
children, tested with hyperventilation with cold dry air or metacholine [45, 46].

In 2–5-year-old children with persistent asthma, montelukast improved asthma symptoms and
reduced exacerbations by 30% [47]. Maintenance treatment with montelukast reduced the
number of asthma episodes by one third in 2–5-year-old children with intermittent asthma [48].
In a subgroup analysis of children aged 2–5 years, periodic treatment with montelukast, started in
connection with asthma symptoms or the first signs of a cold, significantly reduced unscheduled
healthcare visits. However, there was no significant effect on hospitalisations, duration of episodes
or courses of oral steroids [49].

In overall terms, compared with inhaled nebulised corticosteroids, montelukast appears to be less
effective in reducing exacerbations in children with mild persistent asthma [50].

No effect was seen on wheeze or cough following hospitalisation for bronchiolitis/wheezing
bronchitis induced by respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) [51].

It has been concluded that there are no safety problems when it comes to the use of montelukast in
young children [20].

Sodium cromoglycate
Sodium cromoglycate (cromolyn) was widely used as control therapy in children with asthma in
the 1970s and 1980s. Today, it has been replaced by the use of ICS or montelukast. Moreover, a
Cochrane review has concluded that sodium cromoglycate has no beneficial effect in preschool
children with asthma [52].

Periodic treatment with ICS or montelukast
The two main drug alternatives for periodic treatment, i.e. ICS and montelukast, have been
compared in a US multicentre study [53]. The study was carried out within the Childhood Asthma
Research and Education (CARE) network, which is supported by the National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute and is independent of the pharmaceutical industry. Periodic treatment with
nebulised budesonide and montelukast was studied in preschool wheezers. The subjects were aged
1–5 years and had intermittent wheezing in connection with viral infections. The parents started
the treatment at the first signs of a cold. All children, including the placebo group, received
salbutamol as a bronchodilator.

The periodic treatment did not increase the percentage of symptom-free days, but both treatment
alternatives reduced symptom severity [53]. For example, the total symptom score was reduced by
25–30%. There were no significant differences between the budesonide and montelukast groups.

Budesonide, as well as montelukast, was most likely to have a positive effect if the child had a
positive API. In children with a negative API, that is viral wheeze, the effect was not statistically
significant.

In a Canadian study, preschool children with virus-induced asthma received periodic treatment
with high-dose nebulised fluticasone [38]. Compared with placebo, periodic treatment with
nebulised fluticasone reduced the number of oral corticosteroid treatments. However, enthusiasm
for these positive results has been tempered by findings of weight gain and reduction in linear
growth among children in the fluticasone group [54].

The European Respiratory Society (ERS) Task Force on preschool wheeze suggested that periodic
treatment with a leukotriene antagonist could be tried in the treatment of episodic viral wheeze [5].
However, a recent Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) report questions the use of periodic
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treatment with ICS, leukotriene antagonists and oral steroids in intermittent episodic wheezing, in
children in whom a diagnosis of asthma cannot be confirmed [20]. If the child is considered to
have ‘‘true’’ asthma, the GINA report recommends maintenance treatment with a low dose of ICS.
A positive treatment effect can then be regarded as verifying the asthma diagnosis.

Taken together, the available data indicate that, as a general rule, the treatment effect in episodic
viral wheeze is, at best, modest. The effect that is obtained has to be evaluated in relation to the
drug costs and possible side-effects.

Reason for differences in treatment effects
The reason why the effect of ICS is usually poorer in episodic viral wheeze than in asthma with
eczema or allergic sensitisation is probably due to different airway inflammation. In viral wheeze
without eczema or allergic sensitisation, neutrophil leukocytes are usually found in bronchoal-
veolar lavage [55, 56]. In contrast, in asthma with allergic sensitisation, eosinophils are found in
bronchoalveolar lavage, even if the symptoms are triggered by a viral infection [55, 56].
Corticosteroids effectively downregulate eosinophil inflammation but have little or no effect on
neutrophils and neutrophil-associated cytokines such as interleukin-8 [57].

Treatment of exacerbations

At the start of an airway infection, or in conjunction with an occasional deterioration in children
receiving maintenance treatment with ICS, the dose should be tripled or quadrupled for 7–
10 days. The ICS dose–response curve is steep in the low dose range, and thereafter, fairly flat;
thus, a substantial dose increase is needed to obtain an additive effect. If possible, the increased
dose should be divided into three to four doses a day. In the event of an acute deterioration, a
short-acting b2-agonist can be given every 3–4 hours. If the effect is unsatisfactory, the parent
should take the child to a physician or the emergency room.

Oral steroids in acute virus-induced wheezing

In a placebo-controlled trial, PANICKAR et al. [58] found no benefit of oral prednisolone in children
aged 10 months to 5 years who were hospitalised with acute wheezing associated with a viral
infection. Likewise, JARTTI et al. [59] found that prednisolone did not reduce the duration of
hospitalisation in children aged 3 months to 3 years in whom the first or second episode of
wheezing had been induced by rhinovirus or RSV. However, prednisolone decreased relapses
during the subsequent 2-month period in the rhinovirus-affected children and in children with
blood eosinophils o0.2 cells6109?L-1. As could be expected, rhinovirus-affected children had
higher blood eosinophil levels, a higher prevalence of atopy and were older than the RSV-affected
children [59]. In rhinovirus-affected children experiencing their first episode of wheezing, but not
in RSV-affected children, prednisolone reduced recurrent wheezing (i.e. at least three episodes)
during the subsequent year [60]. Prednisolone also reduced the likelihood of recurrent wheezing
in children with eczema [60].

Drug delivery

Inhalation therapy is the preferred delivery route for b2-agonists and corticosteroids. In the case of
b2-agonists, inhalation produces rapid symptom relief and, in the case of both b2-agonists and
corticosteroids, the inhaled route minimises systemic side-effects. For both infants and preschool
children, pressurised metered-dose inhalers (pMDIs) are used with valved spacers (with or
without a face mask, depending on the age of the child). Several spacer alternatives are available.
Generally, nebulisers offer no advantages over pMDIs with spacers. In contrast, a pMDI with a
spacer is easier to handle and costs less. However, treatment with nebulisers can be considered in
some infants and young children with severe asthma and in children who, for various reasons, are
unable to manage to use a spacer.
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Treatment of gastro-oesophageal reflux

Gastro-oesophageal reflux is fairly common in young children with wheezing and it has been
reported that controlling gastro-oesophageal reflux improves morbidity and reduces the need for
daily asthma medication [61]. However, it has been claimed that a cause and effect relationship
has not been proven [62]. The ERS Task Force concluded that a beneficial effect of treating gastro-
oesophageal reflux in infants with wheeze has not been demonstrated [5].

Treatment algorithms

Organisations such as GINA and the national societies for paediatric allergology and respiratory
medicine provide guidelines for the treatment of asthma in various age groups. The graphical
algorithms in these guidelines are useful to the paediatrician in daily clinical work. An example of
such an algorithm is presented in figure 1. It originates from the guidelines of the Swedish Society
for Paediatric Allergology for the maintenance treatment of asthma in children [63]. The figure is
based on the treatment algorithm for wheezing disorder/asthma in the 0–5-year age group.

Comments on the treatment algorithm

Step 1
Infants and preschool children who only have mild or moderate wheeze in conjunction with a cold
are recommended to use a short-acting b2-agonist for symptom relief. The b2-agonist should
preferably be delivered via a spacer.

Step 2
In children with more severe or recurrent respiratory infection-induced wheeze, periodic
treatment with ICS or montelukast can be tried. Unfortunately, there is no way to find out which
drug works best other than by trialling them. Treatment with ICS or montelukast should be started
when the first signs of a cold appear. For example, if ICS is used, the Swedish guidelines
recommend 125 mg of fluticasone four times a day for 3–4 days, followed by 125 mg twice a day
for another 7 days. The dose for montelukast is 4 mg once a day for approximately 10 days.

If an evaluation of treatment response suggests that a treatment is not working, it should be
discontinued and the other drug can be tried.

Step 3
Maintenance treatment is recommended for children who also experience symptoms between viral
respiratory infections. Signs of atopy or a positive API strengthen the indication for maintenance
treatment. These children are more likely to respond to treatment and the wheezing is more likely
to represent ‘‘true’’ asthma. ICS or montelukast can be used; 4 mg of montelukast once a day is
the alternative to low-dose ICS.

Treatment with ICS can be started with 50–125 mg of fluticasone twice a day. The dose should be
continued for at least 1 month after the child has become symptom-free. Thereafter, the lowest
effective dose can be titrated. The treatment response in a child who has started medication with
ICS or montelukast should be evaluated after 6–8 weeks.

As colds are the most important triggers of asthma deteriorations in infants and preschool
children, the summer is a good period in which to try a reduction of, or even an intermission in,
medication in a symptom-free child. If, or when, asthma symptoms return, medication should be
re-instituted or the higher dose should be resumed.

The height of all children receiving maintenance treatment with ICS should be measured once or
twice a year. ICS at low or moderate doses rarely affect linear growth, but a height curve that is
levelling off requires further investigation.
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Step 4
If the child still has asthma symptoms, the recommendation is to combine ICS (e.g. 200–250 mg of
fluticasone twice a day) and montelukast. Alternatively, ICS can be combined with a long-acting
b2-agonist provided that the child has reached an age at which long-acting b2-agonists are
available (currently 4 years of age in Sweden for salmeterol).

Step 5
If there are still symptoms at step 4, the ICS dose should be further increased (e.g. to 250–400 mg
of fluticasone a day).

For some infants and young children with uncontrolled asthma, ICS via a nebuliser can be tried.
The starting dose is 250–500 mg of budesonide twice a day.

In children with an insufficient response to treatment, adherence should be evaluated. A liberal attitude
towards re-assessment of the asthma diagnosis is recommended, and radiographs and an extended
laboratory work-up may be required. A foreign body, vascular ring, lung malformation, tumour
causing bronchial obstruction, or a disease such as cystic fibrosis may produce respiratory symptoms
that can be mistaken for asthma. Severe asthma is discussed further in the chapter by HEDLIN et al. [64].

GINA guidelines

The GINA report recommends a low-dose ICS as the preferred initial treatment to control asthma
in children aged f5 years (table 1) [20].

The GINA report suggests that the initial treatment should be given for at least 3 months to
establish its effectiveness in achieving control. If, at the end of the period, the low dose of ICS does
not control symptoms, and the child is using the optimal technique and is adherent to therapy, the

Still has symptoms:
ICS in moderate or high dose plus
  montelukast or a long-acting 
  β2-agonist (for children ≥4 years)

Still has symptoms:
Maintenance treatment with ICS in
  moderate dose plus montelukast or
  a long-acting β2-agonist (for children ≥4 years)

Reccurent wheeze triggered by 
upper respiratory infections:

Periodic treatment with ICS for approximately 10 days
  or with montelukast for approximately 10 days

Mild symptoms of wheeze
at upper respiratory infections:

β2-agonist as needed, preferably inhaled via a spacer

Symptoms between the
infection-triggered episodes,
infection-triggered wheeze more 
than once a month, or severe 
episodes (atopy strengthens the 
indication for treatment):

Maintenance treatment with ICS in low or
  moderate dose or, at mild asthma, with
  montelukast

Figure 1. Algorithm for the treatment of asthma/wheeze in infants and preschool children (aged 0–5 years). At
all levels, a b2-agonist is given for symptom relief. The algorithm is based on the 2009 guidelines of the Swedish
Society for Paediatric Allergology [63]. ICS: inhaled corticosteroids.
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GINA report recommends that
doubling the initial ICS dose may
be the best option. The addition of
montelukast to the low-dose ICS
may also be considered, although
the authors point out that this has
not been studied in this young age
group. Furthermore, the best treat-
ment for children whose asthma is
not controlled on twice the initial
dose of ICS has not yet been
established. Options to consider,
according to GINA, are to further
increase the dose of ICS or to add
montelukast [20].

If, in children with seasonal symptoms, daily long-term control therapy is discontinued after the
season, a written action plan is recommended. The plan should describe signs of worsening asthma
and the therapeutic interventions that should be initiated. Furthermore, GINA recommends that
the continued need for asthma treatment should be regularly assessed in children aged ,5 years of
age every 3–6 months. A follow-up visit is recommended 3–6 weeks after the discontinuation of
therapy to ascertain whether the remission of symptoms persists and whether there is no need for
the re-institution of therapy.

Conclusions

Many infants and preschool children have asthmatic symptoms with wheezing. Asthma episodes
are predominantly triggered by colds. However, the pathogenesis of wheezing disorder in this
young age group is heterogeneous.

A large group of young children only wheeze in conjunction with colds. Other children also
wheeze between colds. These children often have an atopic component and are the children that
tend to develop ‘‘true’’ asthma.

The heterogeneity of asthma in infants and preschool children is reflected by the fairly varied
effectiveness of asthma medication. As a group, children with signs of atopy and children who also
wheeze between colds respond positively to ICS, while the effect of ICS is often unsatisfactory in
viral wheeze. Periodic treatment with ICS or with montelukast has been shown to reduce
symptoms to some degree in preschool wheezers with intermittent wheezing in connection with
viral infections. However, the available data indicate that, as a general rule, the treatment effect in
episodic viral wheeze is, at best, modest.

Statement of Interest
G. Wennergren has received fees for lectures from Novartis, Merck Sharp & Dohme, AstraZeneca
and GlaxoSmithKline. He does not hold any stocks or shares in any pharmaceutical company.
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Chapter 17

Treatment of asthma
from childhood to
adulthood
Jorrit Gerritsen and Bart Rottier

SUMMARY: Treatment of chronic asthma throughout child-
hood ranges from primary preventive therapy from birth to
drug treatment, either intermittently or on a daily basis.
Treatment of childhood asthma is focused on reducing
symptoms and the assessment of as normal as possible daily
life. Inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) are effective in modifying the
disease but do not cure asthma. The knowledge about the
deposition of inhalant medication, especially in young children,
is very limited and many problems have to be elucidated in
future research.
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In the first consensus statement on the management of asthma, asthma was defined as ‘‘episodic
wheeze and/or cough in a clinical setting where asthma is likely and other rarer conditions

have been excluded’’ [1]. For this initial consensus statement, a round-table conference with 26
specialists from around the world was organised in London, UK. In the final document no
references were published and all recommendations were based on expert opinion. Since then
many international and national statements and guidelines have been published, of which some
are evidence based, some are consensus based and some are implemented in the daily manage-
ment of children and adults with asthma [2–5]. The initial definition of asthma was highly
descriptive, whereas nowadays, the definition of asthma includes pathophysiology, as it is a
multifactorial chronic inflammatory disease of the airways. Alternatively, MURPHY and O’BYRNE

[6] defined asthma as a chronic inflammatory disorder of the airways characterised by re-
versible airway obstruction, airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR), infiltration of eosinophils and
T-helper type 2 (Th2) cells into the airway sub mucosa, mucus hypersecretion and airway
remodelling [7].

In the first consensus statement, a step-wise approach was suggested for three age groups, 1–3,
3–5 and 5–15 years, and lung function had a prominent role in deciding the severity of asthma
and, subsequently, on treatment. In the latest edition of the British Thoracic Society (BTS)/
Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines [2], age classification is still being used and asthma is
considered as a clinical diagnosis in which signs and symptoms can increase or decrease the
probability of asthma [3].
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Primary and secondary prophylactic treatment

Environmental exposure

In the first consensus statement, prevention was one of the main steps in the treatment of allergy
and asthma. Primary and secondary interventional strategies are predominantly based on
observational studies. Most studies are multifaceted and from these studies, it is hardly possible to
disentangle the effects of the different forms of exposures and their impact on the development or
progression of allergy.

Exposure to high levels of house dust mite allergen in early life in susceptible children is associated
with an increased likelihood of sensitisation to house dust mite by 3–7 years of age [8]. In several
studies, sensitisation to house dust mite has been assessed as an important factor for the
development of asthma and allergy [9, 10]. The studies investigating intervention, even when
placebo controlled, do not support the belief that early environmental control influences the
development of allergy and asthma both in susceptible and non-susceptible children [11–17].
Close contact with a cat or a dog early in life has been found to be a factor that reduces the
subsequent development of allergy and asthma [18, 19].

It can be concluded that there is no consistent evidence of the benefit of domestic aeroallergen
avoidance on the development of allergy and asthma. Therefore, in general, this cannot be
recommended for preventing childhood asthma.

Feeding

Although sensitisation to foods, especially eggs, precedes the development of allergy to
aeroallergens and asthma, there is no evidence that food allergen avoidance during pregnancy
prevents the development of allergy and asthma [20–23].

Breastfeeding is effective for all children and not related to allergy heredity. The effect is more
pronounced in high-risk infants when they are breastfed for at least 4 months [24, 25]; however,
the findings are not consistent, as demonstrated in a large cohort. Nevertheless, breastfeeding
should be encouraged due to the many benefits, and it may also have a potential protective effect
in relation to early asthma.

Studies on the effects of modified infant milk formulae as a tool to prevent the development of
allergy and asthma are inconclusive. In the absence of any evidence of benefit it should not be
recommended. Aspects on primary intervention are covered in more detail in the chapters by LAU

et al. [26, 27].

Diagnosis and treatment of asthma in preschool children

Diagnosis of asthma at an early age is still difficult to ascertain and is currently under debate. In
fact, most studies in this age group focus on wheezing and describe asthma as a wheezing disorder.
Preschool wheeze can be divided in two different phenotypes: episodic viral wheeze (EVW) and
multiple-trigger wheeze [28]. The complete spectrum of wheezing, i.e. episodic, viral and atopic,
etc., has been discussed extensively in the chapter by CASTRO-RODRIGUES et al. [29]. Following the
European Respiratory Society Task Force on wheeze, it has become clear that, in general, preschool
children will track their phenotype, but also may switch from one phenotype of wheeze to the
another [28, 30]. In addition, a systematic review of inhaled corticosteroid (ICS) studies in
preschool wheezing showed that ICS were effective in these patients, irrespective of their clinical
phenotype [31]. Finally, it has been shown that 90% of all wheezing episodes are provoked by viral
infections [32]. Although ICS are effective for symptom control, early intervention studies with
ICS, either intermittently during wheezing episodes or regularly, showed no effect in preventing
progression and/or development of any form of preschool wheeze to asthma in childhood [33–35].
Daily low-dose budesonide in preschool children with recurrent wheezing is not superior to an
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intermittent high-dose regimen in reducing asthma exacerbations but did result in a higher
cumulative dose of ICS at 1 year of age. The jury is still out regarding the harm–benefit balance of
this approach. This study confirms the uncertainties on the effects of corticosteroid treatment in
this age group but also focuses on the risks, especially in infants receiving high doses [36].

Treatment of asthma in schoolchildren and beyond

The spectrum of asthma symptoms changes with increasing age and the diagnosis can be more
easily assessed at a later age. The diagnosis of asthma is clinical; therefore, there is no standardised
definition of the type, severity or frequency of symptoms, or of the investigative findings of
eosinophils, total and specific immunoglobulin (Ig)E, and lung function, etc. However, the
absence of a gold standard definition does not mean that it is not possible to make clear evidence-
based recommendations on how to diagnose asthma. The BTS guidelines have extensively
presented ways in which a diagnosis of asthma can be made [2]. The role of lung function and
allergy testing in the diagnosis of asthma is very limited. Lung function has an important role in
indicating the degree of bronchial obstruction and the severity of asthma. Thereby asthma is, as
already stated, a clinical diagnosis and the diagnosis relies on the respiratory symptoms. For the
diagnosis and follow-up of asthma, information about the reversibility of bronchial obstruction by
objectifying bronchodilator response to b2-agonists has to be assessed [4]. The role of measuring
exercise-induced bronchial obstruction and bronchial hyperreactivity in the diagnosis of and
follow-up treatment response in asthma is presented in the chapters by CARLSEN and LØDRUP-
CARLSEN[37] and ROUKEMA et al. [38].

As soon as a diagnosis of asthma is confirmed, the aim of treatment is to achieve good asthma,
meaning that: 1) patients have few or preferably no asthma-related symptoms during the day and
none at night; 2) reliever medication is only needed occasionally, for example, less than three times
a week; 3) patients have no activity limitation at school or during sport; 4) the forced expiratory
volume in 1 second (FEV1) is normal, i.e. the patient’s personal best, and bronchial obstruction is
measured by the FEV1 as a percentage of vital capacity (VC); and 5) patients have no or only a
minimum number of asthma exacerbations [3, 4].

Long-term improvement of asthma, lung function and AHR are not included in these treatment
aims. In the short term, inhalation of corticosteroids has been proven to be effective in decreasing
bronchial obstruction within a number of weeks with an improvement of FEV1 of approximately
10%, and diminishing AHR with approximately two dosage steps both in children with asthma
and adults with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [39–41]. However, cessation of
inhaled corticosteroids ( ICS) after 2 years of treatment resulted in deterioration of lung function
within weeks and decreased AHR to the pre-study values. Thus, ICS only modify the disease but
do not cure asthma [42–44]. These studies only investigated the overall effect of treatment and not
the individual response.

In future, it will be necessary to focus on responders and non-responders to therapy and the
differences in the phenotypes and genotypes, for example, of the corticosteroid and b2-receptors of
the airways.

In the first consensus statement on the treatment of childhood asthma, a stepwise approach was
suggested based on age categories and severity of the disease. This approach was repeated in the
subsequent publications on this topic and also in the recently published BTS guidelines [1, 2].
These guidelines are important in obtaining an understanding of the general approach of these
patients; however, in daily practice, the assessment of disease severity and the choice of treatment
relies heavily on personal experience, and interpretation of the disease can be seen as a continuum
from mild intermittent to mild-to-moderate, to moderate severe and to severe asthma. All
schedules start in mild intermittent asthma with short-acting b2-agonists as required. The
subsequent step is starting regular ‘‘preventer’’ therapy. There is still debate as to whether the first
choice should be a leukotriene antagonist or an ICS, especially in the younger age group.
In children aged f4 years, initiating treatment with a leukotriene antagonist has been proven to
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be effective [45]. In children, especially in preschool children, regression of asthma can occur
spontaneously; therefore, an intermittent trial of ICS reduction is warranted [46]. In mild
persistent asthma when asthma control is achieved, the use of rescue ICS with b2-agonists can be
an effective and also a safe method of tapering off therapy [47]. The advantage is that it reduces the
ICS-related growth suppression [46, 48]. However, it is more related to therapy compliance and
adherence, as discussed in chapter by KLOK et al. [49].

ICS play a central role in the control of asthma at all ages, from infancy through to adulthood
[50–52]. ICS are more effective than leukotriene receptor antagonists [53].

In 1933, FINEMAN [54] was the first to administer extracts of adrenal glands in the treatment of
asthma. Several studies focused on the role of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) and systemic
corticosteroids in the treatment of asthma. In 1972, BROWN et al. [55] reported, for the first time,
on the effectiveness of inhaled beclomethasone diproprionate for the treatment of allergic asthma.
This study included four children aged, 9, 11, 13 and 15 years with severe asthma who were
receiving daily oral corticosteroids. In these children, oral corticosteroids could be discontinued
and replaced by treatment with beclomethasone diproprionate. An improvement in peak flow
values was measured in all four children. This success has been followed by more than 1,100
clinical trials in children with first and subsequent generations of ICS. The studies on the
molecular and anti-inflammatory signalling mechanisms and the cellular effects are mainly from
adult and animal studies and are discussed in a recent clinical review by DE BENEDICTIS and BUSH

[51]. 40 years after the introduction of ICS in children only limited information is available about
the pharmacokinetics of ICS, the phenotypes and genotypes of responders and non-responders,
and the deposition of the drug in the airways, especially in children aged ,6 years. In general, it is
important to realise that in studies, the effects of drugs are generally described on a group level,
whereas the response generally looks like a bell-shaped curve demonstrating that, although most
subjects improve with drug treatment, some benefit to a larger extent than average, whereas in
others an opposite effect can be observed (fig. 1) [56].

Lung deposition of inhaled drugs generally increases with age, which is the reason why, in general,
children and adults can use the same nominal dose, as has been described for budesonide [57, 58];
however, for young infants with the nose as an effective filter the dose needed might be higher.

Therefore, from the onset the
same ICS dosages are used in
children as in adults because
no real dose-finding studies are
available. ICS are very effec-
tive, and maintenance treat-
ment with ICS controls asthma
symptoms, reduces the frequen-
cy of acute exacerbations and
the number of hospital admis-
sions, improves quality of life
and lung function, and de-
creases AHR and indirect mar-
kers of inflammation [59, 60].
The bioavailability of the ICS
differs as lipophilicity, lung de-
livery profiles and pharmaco-
dynamics vary widely between
the available ICS [61]. Improve-
ment of symptoms and control
of asthma is, in the majority of
children, observed at moderate
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Figure 1. Distribution of treatment responses for forced expiratory
volume in 1 second (FEV1). The response distributions are shown for
predefined intervals of percentage change in FEV1. Reproduced from
[56] with permission from the publisher.
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doses of different ICS. In most
instances, high dosages of ICS
are not needed and are not
more effective in comparison
with lower doses [62].

The dose–response curve for ICS
treatment begins to flatten for
many efficacy measures at low-
to-medium doses, although some
data suggest that higher doses
may reduce the risk of exacerba-
tions. Most benefit is achieved
with relatively low doses, whereas
the risk of adverse effects
increases with dosage (fig. 2).

How to proceed with
asthma not controlled with

ICS

First, the diagnosis and comorbid conditions should be reviewed. Secondly, the level of adherence
should be considered. Only after review of inhalation technique and consideration of changing the
drug or device can a choice be made on step-up therapy.

The diagnosis of asthma should at least be given some consideration on the basis of history and physical
examination. In addition, comorbid conditions such as allergic rhinitis, breathing abnormalities and
tracheomalacia should be considered [64, 65]. An alternative diagnosis or a comorbid condition should
be treated accordingly (e.g. nasal steroid for allergic rhinitis). Following this, persistent exposure to
irritants (especially cigarette smoke [66]) or allergens to which the child is sensitised should be taken
into account. Exercise-induced dyspnoea is often reported, but is usually not caused by asthma treated
with ICS. If exercise-induced dyspnoea is not responsive to pre-treatment with b2-agonists then it is
probably not due to exercise-induced bronchoconstriction (EIB), in which case normal physiological
exercise limitation or poor conditioning should be considered [67]. Careful evaluation of exercise-
induced dyspnoea is required by objective measurement, i.e. standardised exercise tests [37].
Furthermore, restrictive abnormalities, tracheomalacia or exercise-induced laryngeal obstruction can
cause dyspnoea on exertion. Over-reporting of symptoms may lead to overtreatment.

Long-acting b2-agonists

In one of the first studies in children comparing salmeterol and ICS over the course of 1 year, it
was evident that ICS (beclomethasone) was superior to salmeterol in children with mild-to-
moderate chronic asthma [68]. In the early 1990s there was concern about the use of long-acting
b2-agonists (LABAs) as monotherapy for asthma as a deleterious effect was observed in some
patients [69]. This has resulted in the advice of using add-on therapy with LABA as first-line
treatment for persistent asthma. A clinical trial was designed that examined whether combinations
of ICS and LABA changed the risks of severe asthma exacerbations; using the combination of
budesonide and formoterol significantly reduced the risks of both mild and severe asthma
exacerbations when compared with the same doses of ICS alone [70]. This has been reproduced in
many studies using this and other combinations of ICS and LABAs [71–73]. It also has been
studied in children aged 12 years and over with a mixture of ICS and LABA. In the FACET
(Formoterol and Cortocosteroids Establishing Therapy) trial, the addition of formeterol to ICS
therapy significantly reduced the annual rate of exacerbation and mean symptom score at night
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Figure 2. Dose–response curve effect of inhaled corticosteroids
(beclomethasone or equivalent) in asthma. Reproduced from [63] with
permission from the publisher.
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and during the day. It increased FEV1 and the benefit of adding formoterol to budesonide was
observed irrespective of the budesonide dose [70].

It can be concluded that the first choice in the treatment of chronic persistent asthma is ICS and, if
this is not effective, LABA as add-on therapy. However, several times the second step of the BTS
guidelines is bypassed in 25% of children due to the prescription of LABA/ICS fixed-dose
combination without prior prescription of an ICS. This policy is not supported by the evidence
and must be discouraged.

Whereas the BTS and Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) guidelines both prefer to add LABA to ICS
instead of increasing the ICS dose in the third step, in the Netherlands, we recently changed our
consensus-based phenotypic approach, after a Cochrane analysis, to one favouring initial doubling of
the ICS dose (from the generally recommended starting doses of ICS) [2–5, 73]. Although LABAs have
the best chance of improving asthma control at a group level compared to adding anti-leukotrienes or
doubling ICS, increasing ICS was chosen because of other key factors. A relatively high value was placed
on the consideration that ‘‘new’’ medications should either be more effective or safer. Most studies show
that the LABA–ICS option is not inferior to doubling the ICS dose. Adding LABA is more expensive
than doubling ICS. Furthermore, it was generally considered easier to increase ICS and there were fewer
safety concerns compared to LABA (both may be and were debated). Recent studies failed to predict a
treatment response to LABA, a doubled dose of ICS or anti-leukotrienes by bronchodilatory response or
level of exhaled nitric oxide fraction (FeNO) [68, 74]. In conclusion, any approach may be tried as long
as you evaluate the response to the chosen change of treatment and act accordingly. The safety of LABAs
with ICS will be studied in a real life design in three randomised clinical trials in adolescents and adults
and one trial in children aged 4–11 years comparing combination treatment versus ICS alone [75]. The
trials will last 6 months and the results are expected in 2017.

The target of inhaled drug delivery in asthma
The site in the body where drugs are needed generally depends on the localisation of the disease
process and the localisation of the receptors for the drug. b2-agonists act on smooth muscle that is
mainly located around the non-cartilaginous airways. Asthma is a disease where inflammation
occurs in both the large and small airways, as explained previously. As the number of ICS receptors
increases towards the lung periphery [76], targeting the small airways has been referred to as the new
challenge of ICS treatment (fig. 3) [77]. In order to target the small airways, a large fine-particle
fraction (particles with a diameter of 1–3 mm) is necessary as these particles provide a higher
peripheral and total lung deposition than larger particles [78]. b2-agonists have been proven to be
more effective in the 3–6 mm range [78]. These deposition fractions were reached with a slow
inhalation (mean 30.8 L?min-1), followed by a breath-hold period. Lung deposition is not only
dependent on particle size, but also on inspiratory flow: particle deposition in the lungs shifts to the
upper airways when the flow rate is increased. Only approximately 25% of the real dose of 1.5-mm

b)a)

Figure 3. a) The inflammatory processes in asthma involve the entire bronchial tree up to the alveolar region. b)
The number of corticosteroid receptors increases towards the periphery of the lung. Reproduced with
permission from the ITW-Dutch Inhalation Technology working group.
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particles deposit on 95% of the total lung surface area (in the peripheral lung) versus 31% of the real
dose on the complementary 5% of the total surface area (in the central and intermediate lung) [79].
This yields a difference in concentration by a factor of almost 25. For larger particles or higher flow
rates, the differences are even greater. These calculations are explained in more detail elsewhere [80],
as the availability of ICS in pressurised metered-dose inhalers (pMDIs) differs greatly in relation to
the produced particle size [81]. Although based on modelling studies and in vitro data, the use of ICS
with a high small particle size fraction (1–3 mm) may be preferred over coarse-particle ICS; to date,
patient studies have shown equivalence and no superiority of small-particle ICS.

Devices and deposition of drugs in asthma
The factors that mask a clear view of the dose–response relationship of ICS are asthma severity and
duration of asthma (remodelling), baseline pulmonary function, and pharmacogenetic make-up.
The influence of pharmacogenetic make-up has been demonstrated for both bronchodilatory
response and, to a lesser extent, ICS [82–84]. This pharmacogenetic make-up is partly related to
ethnicity. In preschool children outcomes are even more difficult to define, particularly as younger
children cannot perform the more informative pulmonary function tests as the measurement of
flow–volume loops cannot be performed.

Due to the factors that obscure a clear view of the dose–response relationship to ICS, information on
deposition other than clinical effect is necessary. Information on the area of deposition for ICS can
be obtained directly from studies of radiolabelled aerosols with gamma scintigraphy, using plasma
sampling after an inhaled dose or urinary excretion. Information on deposition can also be obtained
indirectly from artificial lung models of air trapping on expiratory computed tomography (CT)
scans, the use of hyperpolarised helium with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to measure gas
distribution, the measurement of lung clearance index, and endogenous cortisol suppression
resistance as measured by pulmonary function tests [85–90]. The limitation of all these studies is that
they are performed with different drug and devices and in different patient (age) groups. Therefore,
the results cannot be generalised.

Four categories of devices for inhalation medication exist: pMDIs; breath-actuated inhalers; dry-
powder inhalers (DPIs) and nebuliser systems [81, 91]. In childhood, valved holding chambers,
also called ‘‘spacers’’, are used to overcome coordination problems. Valved holding chambers have
either a face mask, which should have a closed fit, or a mouthpiece. As the nose is built as an
efficient filter to protect the lungs, as soon as children can control breathing through their mouth a
mouthpiece should be used. The lower aerosol plume velocity and higher temperature from
hydrofluoroalkane (HFA) inhalers compared to chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) inhalers may influence
aerosol behaviour in the spacer. As soon as the child is old enough, single-breath inhalation is
advised instead of tidal breathing [92]. With the single-breath method, which is used with spacers
and DPIs, the patient should first exhale to residual volume, followed by a single inhalation and a
breath hold of 5–10 seconds to allow the drugs to settle in the airways [92]. Nebulisers should only
be used when concomitant oxygen delivery is needed; otherwise pMDIs and spacers are just as
effective if multiple doses of bronchodilators are given.

Compliance and adherence with asthma therapy

The first studies on compliance and adherence to asthma therapy in children and adults aimed to
titrate the effect of medication on the dosages used [40, 41]. After patients returned the canisters they
were weighed and the accounted dosages were compared with the prescribed. At that time a large
discrepancy was found between patients in the study group, as the fully prescribed dosages varied
from no dosages used in comparison to the prescribed ones. It became evident that the influence of
the prescribing medical doctor is very limited and many ways to change this for the better have been
undertaken. Adherence, as monitored by electronic monitoring devices in clinical trials in paediatric
asthma, can be as low as 50% to 77% [93]. As participation in a trial usually increases adherence and
symptom control, these percentages are presumably (much) lower in a non-selected asthmatic
population. Participation in a trial usually increases adherence and symptom control, and most
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non-adherent patients do normally not enrol in clinical trials [68]. The increase of adherence can,
therefore, be considered as an effective and inexpensive way to improve disease and symptom
control. Thereby, we have to realise that, especially in young children, most families are hectic during
the starting phase and their first priority is finding time for the children, resulting in limited
attention to compliance and adherence. This is discussed in more detail in the chapter by KLOK et al.
[49], who also suggested methods that are available to break through this therapeutic dilemma.

Conclusions

International guidelines for the treatment of asthma are important and serve as tools and provide
valuable hints for physicians, but should never be interpreted as dogmas. The role of different
methods of primary intervention in the prevention and treatment of asthma is still to be
elucidated. The knowledge about the deposition of inhaled medication in relation to clinical
effects, especially in young children, is limited.

Despite effective therapy, many patients are not well-controlled because of the lack of adherence to
medication. This can be considered as one of the challenges for improvement. Asthma symptoms
can be treated effectively, but asthma cannot be cured.

Future directions

The drugs currently being developed for the treatment of asthma are discussed extensively in the
chapter by SLY and JONES [94]. It is important that information about deposition of inhaled
medication becomes available, especially in young children.
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Chapter 18

Follow-up of children
with asthma
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SUMMARY: Although (near) total asthma control is possible
using currently available medication, asthma remains poorly or
partly controlled in many children. Poor adherence to
treatment (including poor inhalation technique) is the main
reason for this paradox, followed by ongoing exposure to
environmental triggers and relevant comorbidity. During
follow-up of children with asthma, the medical team should
therefore focus on factors potentially hampering asthma
control. Forging and maintaining a partnership with patients
and parents is of paramount importance. Such a partnership
should aim at shared decision making, taking the patient’s and
parents’ illness and medication perceptions, and their treatment
goals and preferences into account. Asthma education should
be aimed at developing self-management, not transferring
knowledge. By discussing and assessing adherence and control
at every follow-up visit, aligning with the goals and preferences
of the patients and their parents, identifying and treating
relevant comorbidity, and by involving asthma nurses and allied
health professionals as needed, asthma can be successfully and
consistently controlled in the large majority of children.
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This chapter will provide a thorough overview of the evidence on diagnosing, monitoring and
treating childhood asthma. Although one would assume that such up-to-date knowledge

should be sufficient to obtain good asthma control in most children with asthma, clinical reality is
different: recent surveys consistently show that the burden of asthma is still considerable in
children [1–3]. At the same time, however, evidence is emerging that well-controlled asthma can
be obtained in most children receiving comprehensive asthma care [4, 5]. In this chapter, we
discuss the keystones of such successful asthma care. The starting point of our discussion is the
reality that patients and their parents (and not doctors) make day-to-day decisions about
managing the child’s asthma. Therefore, we introduce and discuss the concept of self-management
in childhood asthma and its implications for the doctor–patient partnership. Understanding the
role of children and their parents in obtaining good asthma control is the key for successful
asthma management. Self-management education and adherence to therapy is also discussed, and
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later we focus on assessing asthma control and what to do when asthma is not well-controlled and
nonadherence is excluded. Finally, we show that comprehensive asthma care involves a team
effort, including input from asthma nurses and psychologists.

Self-management

‘‘Self-management refers to the individual’s ability to manage the symptoms, treatment,
physical and psychosocial consequences, and lifestyle changes inherent in living with a
chronic condition’’ [6].

The need for patients and their parents to take an active role in the management of asthma is
inherent in this condition, not least because the as-needed use of relievers relies on the patient’s
and parents’ judgment [7]. Patients and their parents need to be able to self-monitor the child’s
asthma in order to use reliever medication reliably, recognise deterioration of the disease and
manage exacerbations. To prevent asthma attacks, patients should know how to avoid or control
triggers. Although self-management comprises much more than the aforementioned skills, it
already becomes clear that patients and parents have to take many day-to-day decisions on their
own. Effective self-management requires such day-to-day decisions to be concordant with the
advice offered by the medical team (fig. 1). However, all patients (or their parents) construct lay
theories (sometimes referred to as the ‘‘Common Sense Model’’) that comprise their perceptions
of their illness and the medications prescribed to them [8–10]. These views are formed not only in
response to what physicians tell patients, but are also based on information patients obtain from
informal sources such as the internet, television programmes, fellow patients, family and friends.
Research has shown that these illness perceptions and medication perceptions strongly determine
self-management behaviour [9]. This is why day-to-day decisions made by patients and their
parents can differ considerably from the advice offered by the medical team (fig. 1) [10].

As stated by COULTER and ELLINS [11] ‘‘It used to be assumed that doctors and patients shared the
same goals, but only the doctor was sufficiently informed and experienced to decide on the most
appropriate course of treatment and how to manage the patient’s condition. Patients were seen as
ignorant and incompetent in medical matters, so they were expected to trust the doctor and follow
medical advice without question’’.

Paradigm shift

There has been a paradigm shift and
although most healthcare providers
will now acknowledge this approach
to doctor–patient partnership as
outdated, current daily practice
frequently does not meet patients’
(or parents’) needs [11, 12]. For
example, parents may not be satis-
fied when the physician’s diagnosis
and advice does not match their
perceptions about the severity of
their child’s symptoms [13]. Asth-
ma guidelines, therefore, propose to
form a patient–doctor partnership
which can be strengthened by dis-
cussing and agreeing on treatment
goals, and by developing a persona-
lised self-management plan between

Child with asthma

Treatment at home as decided by parents

Healthcare 
provider 

diagnoses 
and treats 

asthma 
following 

guidelinesParents seek support from healthcare provider,
but feel responsible for decisions in treatment

Coaching of parents by healthcare providers:
taking parental views and concerns seriously,

giving advice about treatment and tailored 
education, educating self-management 

and support

Parents with their own perceptions about 
illness and medication

Figure 1. The pivotal role of parents in the self-management of
childhood asthma.
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patients and healthcare professionals [14]. In an ideal world, this is indeed the case. In practice,
however, doctors commonly find it difficult to accept that their well-intended medical information
and advice meets resistance from children with asthma and their parents [11]. Most doctors have not
been trained in patient-centred care or in dealing with resistance, and may be disappointed and
frustrated when their recommendations are not being followed [11].

For many physicians, therefore, building and maintaining an effective partnership with asthmatic
children and their parents requires a paradigm shift from the medical care they have been trained in.
Rather than dispensing advice and prescribing treatment in a hierarchically oriented relationship,
they are currently expected to offer patient-centred care, based on a physician–patient partnership
requiring an approach based on equality, offering advice as a coach, showing a genuine interest in the
patient’s values and opinions, and taking these into account to form a mutually agreed management
plan [5, 15]. During follow-up, this plan is continuously reviewed and adapted to suit the patient’s
preferences and needs as much as possible: in the end, it is the patient (and their parents) that decides
about maintenance treatment, and not the physician or the guidelines (fig. 1) [13]. Follow-up
consultations usually begin with the physician enquiring about the state and control of the patient’s
asthma, but this may be considerably different from what is most important to patients at that
particular time (who may, for example, wish to discuss side-effects of inhaled corticosteroids (ICS),
or the child being stigmatised when using their medication at school). Instead of opening a follow-
up consultation by asking ‘‘how has your asthma been?’’ (doctor’s agenda), one could enquire ‘‘what
would you like to discuss with me today?’’ (patient’s agenda).

Establishing and maintaining an effective patient–physician partnership

Emerging evidence suggests that an effective partnership between physicians and patients with
asthma is of paramount importance in improving adherence to ICS treatment and controlling the
disease [9, 16, 17]. In a proof-of-principle study, patient-centred therapy (where doctors and
patients actively agreed on treatment goals and medication choices, taking patients’ views and
preferences explicitly into account) was associated with improved adherence and asthma control
when compared with regular care [18]. The patient/parent–physician partnership recommended in
asthma guidelines is a prerequisite for successful guided self-management [14]. Although this may
seem self-evident, scientific studies and clinical experience clearly show that developing such an
effective patient–physician partnership is difficult [19]. This is caused by several factors, one of
which was touched on earlier: the physician having to make the paradigm shift from a hierarchically
oriented relationship to a patient-centred relationship. Another factor potentially interfering with
building a relationship with patients is the organisation of the outpatient asthma care. It has been
shown that patients visiting the same healthcare provider during each follow-up visit are more likely
to show good medication adherence than patients seen by different team members during
subsequent visits [20]. Physician consultations are often characterised by limited time, which may
hamper the development and maintenance of a constructive partnership [21]. Last but not least, to
establish and maintain an effective patient–physician partnership, the patient–physician commu-
nication is of pivotal importance [22, 23]. Most doctors have not been trained in communication
techniques needed for patient-centred care, such as shared decision making, discussing parental
illness perceptions and medication perceptions and motivational interviewing. Training physicians
to communicate better enhances their communication skills and even more importantly, enhances
their patients’ adherence and improves their patients’ asthma control [17, 24, 25]. This relationship
between physician communication and adherence to maintenance medication will be explored next.

Self-management education and adherence to maintenance
therapy

In clinical trials, asthma in children can usually be well or completely controlled by daily anti-
inflammatory maintenance therapy, such as ICS [26]. This is why evidence-based asthma
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guidelines recommend ICS as the medication of first choice for the maintenance therapy of
chronic asthma in children [14]. In surveys in real-life settings, however, the majority of
children with asthma remain symptomatic even when they have been prescribed ICS [3, 27].
Apparently, these children do not take full advantage of the medication that has been prescribed
to them. Nonadherence to ICS medication is a major driver of this paradox. Good adherence to
ICS is strongly associated with good asthma control, while most cases of children with poor
asthma control can be explained by nonadherence to ICS treatment [28, 29]. Therefore,
significant efforts to obtain high adherence are worth-while and cost-effective by reducing
emergency department visits and hospitalisations [30]. High adherence to maintenance
medication is likely to be the key driver of the relationship between well-controlled asthma and
comprehensive asthma care mentioned previously [4]. We will discuss this relationship in more
detail.

Education of self-management skills

Nonadherence to therapy can be divided into intentional and non-intentional nonadherence
[15]. Patients who intentionally do not follow medical advice make their own choices, driven by
their perceptions about illness and medication. The approach to such patients is discussed in the
next section. Non-intentional nonadherence refers to patients’ misunderstanding or forgetting
the physician’s advice. In childhood asthma, incorrect inhalation technique is a common
example of non-intentional nonadherence. In order to achieve and maintain correct inhalation
technique, the procedure has to be trained and checked extensively [31, 32]. Other examples of
non-intentional nonadherence include the failure to replace an empty canister, and simply
forgetting to use the medication, which is more likely in families with a chaotic and disorganised
family life [15, 33]. Discussing the use of medicines in detail with patients and their parents and
letting them take their medicines to the clinic can reveal such adherence-hampering factors [34].
Nurse-led assessments by home visits can help identify potentially modifiable factors [35].
Although this is time-consuming, it is one of the key components of successful comprehensive
asthma care.

Tailored education to modify perceptions about illness and medication

When confronted with patients and parents who intentionally do not adhere to maintenance
medication, the first impulse for many physicians is to try and show the patient and parents the
errors of their ways, by providing medical information on the disease asthma and its treatment.
However, such education of asthma knowledge is of limited value in improving adherence on its
own, because (self-management) behaviour is influenced much more strongly by perceptions
(including common sense) than by knowledge [36]. An increasing body of evidence indicates that
illness perceptions and medication perceptions, the unique and idiosyncratic ideas and beliefs that
patients and their parents have about asthma, and its treatment with ICS, are major modifiable
determinants of adherence (and nonadherence) in childhood asthma [37, 38]. Many nonadherent
adult patients with asthma do not consider asthma to be a chronic condition needing maintenance
medication, but rather an episodic condition [39, 40]. This common illness perception may be
modified relatively easily by general education about asthma, even when the healthcare provider is
not aware of this common sense feeling of the patient. However, many other illness perceptions or
medication perceptions are very specific and need tailored education. An example of such a
specific illness perception comes from a focus group study in which a father of an asthmatic child
compared asthma to a sprained ankle: ‘‘maybe you need crutches first, but for full recovery you
have to walk without them’’ [13]. The common sense feeling that maintenance therapy prohibited
full recovery made this father stop giving ICS to his daughter, to provide her the opportunity to
build up ‘‘resistance against asthma’’. Medication perceptions are also important drivers of
nonadherence [8, 10]. Although patients’ concerns about possible side-effects of ICS are the best
known example, several other medication perceptions exist and may influence adherence. In our
focus group study, for example, the majority of parents expressed a strong general resistance
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against giving daily medication to their child (‘‘it doesn’t feel right to pump poison into his little
body every day’’, as one mother put it) [13].

Because of the wide range of possible perceptions about illness and medication, healthcare
providers need to actively interview patients and parents about such perceptions, before tailored
education can be given to modify them. Although only a few studies have actually studied the
modification of perceptions, the little available evidence does indeed suggest that this may be
successful [9]. A focus group study from our unit recently showed that parents of children with
asthma in primary care had illness and medication perceptions that were inconsistent with the
medical model of asthma, and were associated with poor adherence to ICS. Conversely, parents of
children treated and followed up at our asthma clinic, after referral by primary care physicians
because of difficult-to-control asthma, expressed illness and medication beliefs that were
concordant with the medical model of asthma (table 1) [13]. The high self-reported adherence in
this group of parents was confirmed when we monitored ICS adherence by electronic logging
devices over a 3-month period [41]. These observations led us to conclude that illness and
medication beliefs can apparently be modified during long-term treatment in a specialised asthma
clinic [13].

Adherence and poorly controlled asthma

Although an effective patient–physician partnership helps to improve adherence and increases the
likelihood that patients and their parents openly disclose adherence issues to their physician,
nonadherence to therapy remains difficult to rule out [15, 35]; in particular, because
nonadherence to ICS is not associated with easily recognisable patient features such as
socioeconomic status or asthma severity [20]. As a result, nonadherent patients cannot be
recognised reliably by healthcare providers [42]. Therefore, adherence should be discussed in every
case of a patient with poorly controlled asthma [43]. However, even in anonymous study settings,
self-reported adherence rates have been shown to be unreliable [44]. It can be helpful to assess
potential barriers to adherence, including patients’ and parents’ perceptions about illness and
medication, lack of family routines, psychiatric illness of patients or their parents and financial

Table 1. Parental perceptions about asthma and treatment with inhaled corticosteroids (ICS)

Perceptions about asthma and the treatment
with ICS inconsistent with the medical
model of asthma

Perceptions about asthma and the treatment
consistent with the medical model of asthma

‘‘Most illnesses in children disappear by
themselves.’’

‘‘First I thought that periods with no symptoms means she
had control over the asthma by herself and medicines
were no longer needed. Now I have learned this is the
wrong assumption.’’

‘‘If you continue preventive medicine you can never
find out whether the child can do without.’’

‘‘The well-being of my daughter depends on the use of
the medication’’

‘‘I compare it with a sprained ankle: maybe you
need crutches first, but for full recovery you
have to walk without them.’’

‘‘Her asthma may not disappear, but with the medicines
you can suppress it’’

‘‘We wanted to find out how he would do
without his medicine. Well, he was fine. So now
we only give the medicine when he needs it.’’

‘‘The fluticasone is a preventive medicine, I try to say, just
take your meds, you can reach the age of one hundred
years using them.’’

‘‘I don’t want to burden my child with medicine of
which I am not sure it will help. With salbutamol,
it is clear, but with fluticasone, you just have to
assume that it works. And that is really difficult.’’

‘‘If you are thinking about the kind of medicines you put
into your child, sometimes it upsets you, but asthma
upsets you more. So, you have to give the medicines.’’

‘‘It doesn’t work as well when you use it on a
daily basis.’’

‘‘He uses it on a daily basis, it prevents complaints.’’

Modified and reproduced from [13], with permission from the publisher.
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problems [15]. Psychological assessment and home visits contribute to detecting factors that keep
patients from being adherent [35]. Ultimately, the only really reliable method to assess adherence
is to measure it with electronic logging devices [44]. Providing feedback on measured adherence
can increase the use of maintenance medication [45].

Asthma control and its assessment

When a partnership is established and self-management skills are taught, joint treatment goals
should be defined. These should take the patients’ preferences into account. Symptom-based self-
management is preferred over home spirometry-based management because it is easier to perform
and equally effective.

Definition of asthma control

The main goal of asthma management, as stated by international guidelines, is achieving and
maintaining asthma control while avoiding adverse effects of medication [14]. The focus is set on a
symptom-based level of asthma control [14]. This is in accordance with current knowledge
showing limited value of repeated measurements of lung function or inflammatory markers
[46, 47]. Asthma symptoms as the cornerstone for assessing asthma control place the patient’s
perception of symptoms at the centre of asthma management and emphasises the importance of
self-management and self-management education. In this section, we discuss the day-to-day
patient’s assessment of asthma symptoms, followed by scheduled monitoring of asthma control by
healthcare providers.

Day-to-day assessment of control

The self-management of asthma relies heavily on the ability of patients and parents to determine
the severity of the disorder on a day-to-day basis, and to respond appropriately. It is commonly
assumed that many children are ‘‘poor perceivers’’ of airway obstruction, and that this may
hamper symptom-based self-management. Currently available evidence does not support this
assumption, however. First, poor perception of airway obstruction is more common in children
with undiagnosed asthma than in children with diagnosed asthma [48]. However, in an
observational study of home spirometry in children with asthma, we still found poor perception of
airway obstruction in 36% of patients, and over-reporting of symptoms (20%) or complete
dissociation between symptoms and lung function (25%) very common [49]. But, in a large group
of asthmatic children followed up for 1 year, poor perception of dyspnoea was not associated with
emergency visits for asthma or poor lung function [50].

In addition, studies examining alternative strategies of monitoring childhood asthma, using peak
flow, home spirometry or inflammatory markers such as exhaled nitric oxide, have shown no
superiority over symptom-based monitoring [46, 47]. Towards the end of the 20th century, home
peak flow monitoring was recommended as a routine procedure in childhood asthma, to overcome
the subjective nature of symptom monitoring. This practice was undermined by the discovery that
the paper diaries used in such home peak flow monitoring were hopelessly unreliable, with as much
as half of the data either invented or incorrectly recorded [51]. The advent of electronic home
spirometers was expected to overcome this unreliability [52]. Children show high adherence to
home spirometry and perform these measurements in a technically correct manner [53]. However, a
randomised trial comparing symptom-based self-management to home spirometer-based self-
management in 90 children with asthma found no differences in asthma outcomes over a 3-month
period [46]. More recently, a randomised trial comparing asthma management based on daily
exhaled nitric oxide measurements to symptom-based management in 151 children with asthma
showed no significant differences between groups over a 30-week period [47].

At present, therefore, there is no evidence that monitoring childhood asthma based on ‘‘objective’’
parameters such as lung function or exhaled nitric oxide is superior to monitoring based on
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symptoms alone. We therefore recommend symptom-based monitoring, and spend considerable
effort in our asthma education and training programmes to help patients and parents to reliably
recognise impending deterioration of asthma, and to respond accordingly. The easy accessibility of
asthma nurses to help patients and parents in this process has been appreciated by parents as a key
success feature of our comprehensive asthma care [54].

Scheduled monitoring of disease activity

Scheduled follow-up of children with asthma is needed to review asthma control and its
treatment, discuss patient’s and parents’ perceptions and concerns, reinforce self-management,
and agree on treatment goals and methods for the future. To assess asthma control during such
follow-up visits, different paediatric asthma control questionnaires have been developed
(Asthma Control Test (ACT), Asthma Control Questionnaire (ACQ) and Asthma Quiz for
kids). These assessment instruments are promising and appealing as easy-to-use methods to
measure a key concept (asthma control) in asthma management. A web-based asthma control
questionnaire which is preferred by parents of asthmatic children has recently been validated
[55]. However, before recommending routine use of these instruments, numerous issues require
further study. For example, the reliability of asthma control questionnaires to assess asthma
control at different ages has not been established [56]. In addition, studies examining the
agreement between asthma control measures by these instruments and those assessed by the
Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) or the British Thoracic Society (BTS) criteria have yielded
conflicting results [3, 55]. Finally, studies are needed comparing the effects of childhood asthma
management based on repeated asthma control questionnaires with traditional symptom-based
monitoring.

Although routine spirometry during scheduled follow-up visits is commonly practiced, its
value is debatable, because the contribution to obtain asthma control is limited [57]. However,
spirometry may help to classify the severity of asthma and degree of asthma control [58, 59].
Most paediatricians will therefore record spirometry in asthmatic children at least once a
year [57].

In conclusion, there is no accepted gold standard on how to assess and monitor asthma control in
children. We recommend that medical teams not only monitor asthma control by using questionnaires,
performing spirometry or by applying GINA or BTS criteria, but also discuss with patients and parents
their own perceptions on asthma control and their personal goals in asthma management.

When asthma is not well controlled

When asthma is insufficiently controlled, adherence and self-management should be assessed as the
main drivers of uncontrolled asthma (table 2) [28, 29]. When these two factors have been addressed,
other attempts should be made to identify the cause of uncontrolled asthma before stepping up
therapy. As in adults, asthma is associated with the following comorbid conditions in children, all of

which may influence asthma con-
trol (table 3) [60].

Obesity

Obesity in children has become an
increasing concern, caused by shar-
ply increased obesity rates in chil-
dren of all ages [61]. Several studies
showed higher rates of asthma in
overweight children [62, 63], and
increased asthma morbidity in over-
weight asthmatic children [64, 65].

Table 2. Reasons for poorly controlled or uncontrolled asthma

Very common reasons
Poor adherence to maintenance medication
Poor inhalation technique

Common reasons
Ongoing exposure to environmental stimuli (tobacco smoke,

allergens, irritants)
Disease mimicking asthma
Relevant comorbidity (table 3)

Rare reasons
True, therapy-resistant asthma (insufficient maintenance

medication)
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Potential mechanisms for the association between asthma and being overweight include: reduced lung
volume and tidal volume promoting narrowing of the airways; low-grade inflammation acting on the
lungs to exacerbate symptoms; obesity-related changes in hormones; and comorbidities of obesity itself
such as dyslipidaemia, gastro-oesophageal reflux, sleep-disordered breathing, type 2 diabetes, or
hypertension that may provoke or worsen asthma [66]. In contradiction to adults, the effects of weight
reduction in overweight children on asthma have not been established [67–69]. This is accompanied by
the knowledge that weight reduction is difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, we think that in obese children
with uncontrolled asthma it is worthwhile to start a weight reduction programme.

Allergic rhinitis

Reported prevalence rates of allergic rhinitis in children with asthma ranges from 60% to 80%
[70, 71]. Asthma and allergic rhinitis frequently coexist because of their shared allergic inflammatory
pathogenesis and the crosstalk between the nasal and the lower airway epithelium [72]. Symptoms of
allergic rhinitis (including nasal itching, sneezing, increasing secretion and a blocked nose) may be
missed if patients or parents are not directly questioned about them [73]. In adults, the use of nasal
corticosteroids is associated with a significantly reduced risk of asthma-related emergency room
treatments and hospitalisations [70, 74]. Although it is likely that adequate treatment of allergic
rhinitis can also reduce asthma morbidity in children, this has not been demonstrated in clinical
studies to date. We recommend questioning all children with asthma about symptoms of rhinitis
and, if needed, prescribing medication, in particular when asthma is not well controlled [73].

Dysfunctional breathing

Dysfunctional breathing is defined as chronic or recurrent changes in breathing pattern, causing
respiratory and non-respiratory complaints [75]. Symptoms of dysfunctional breathing include
dyspnoea despite normal lung function, deep sighing, exercise-induced breathlessness, frequent
yawning and hyperventilation. The prevalence of dysfunctional breathing in asthmatic children is
unknown, partly caused by the lack of a validated technique to identify dysfunctional breathing in
asthma [75]. In a randomised controlled trial, physiotherapy improved the quality of life in adults
with dysfunctional breathing symptoms [76]. Studies on dysfunctional breathing in childhood
asthma are largely lacking, although dysfunctional breathing and its overlap with clinical
characteristics of asthma has been described in children with exercise-induced breathlessness [77, 78].

Mental disorders

Inaccurate symptom perception, either in the form of under- or over-perception of symptoms
may result in poor asthma management or poor control [79]. Higher trait anxiety, for example, is
associated with increased perception of asthma symptoms in children, causing overuse of
medication [79]. Child and parent negative affect scores and maternal anxiety and depression are
associated with increased asthma symptoms, school absence and sleep disturbances [80].
Psychological assessment of children and their caregivers may be required in children with
uncontrolled asthma to find potential causes of under- or over-perception of asthma.

Gastro-oesophageal reflux

In children with asthma, the prevalence of gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) is 23%
compared with 4% in healthy controls [81]. Although several other studies confirm such an

Table 3. Most relevant comorbidities in childhood asthma

Common and relevant Occasional Rare/rarely relevant

Overweight/obesity Dysfunctional breathing Gastro-oesophageal reflux
Allergic rhinitis Depression and other mental

disorders
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association between GORD and asthma, a causal relationship between the two conditions
has not been established. Trials of GORD therapy showed no improvement in asthma
symptoms in children, although a small study showed a reduction in asthma exacerbations in
children with asthma and GORD when treated with a proton-pump inhibitor and a prokinetic
agent [82].

Passive smoke exposure

Although the deleterious effects of passive smoking on asthma in children have been established
for decades [83], most parents underestimate the effect [84]. Reduction or cessation of exposure to
tobacco smoke improves childhood asthma, causing fewer hospitalisations and emergency
department visits [85]. Smoking by the primary caregiver and day-care provider are the most
important sources of exposure for children with asthma [86]. It is clear that an evaluation of
environmental tobacco smoke exposure is mandatory in every child with problematic or
uncontrolled asthma.

Teamwork

In our opinion, managing asthma in children is teamwork, in two ways. First, in order to be
effective in managing asthma in children, the physician needs to work together as a team with the
child and their parents. Secondly, effective asthma management in children does not only involve
medical care, but also requires input from other healthcare workers, such as asthma nurses,
psychosocial professionals and physical therapists, with whom the physician forms a team to
provide optimal care.

Teamwork among healthcare professionals

Because asthma is a highly heterogeneous condition which may not always be easily differentiated
from other conditions [14], and because comorbidity in asthma is common and may be serious
[60], in our view doctors are indispensable in the diagnosis, treatment and follow-up of asthma in
children. We therefore advise against systems of paediatric asthma management that are entirely
staffed by nurses or other allied health professionals. We also stress, however, that asthma
management provided only by physicians is likely to be less effective than asthma care provided by
a dedicated team consisting of doctors, asthma nurses and other allied health professionals. This
may be one of the reasons why children treated in specialised clinics have better asthma control
[87]. Physician knowledge and experience in diagnosing and treating children with asthma can
also contribute to these findings, as training physicians in asthma management has yielded clear
benefits for the asthma control of their patients [24].

Role of asthma nurses

There is a large body of evidence supporting the crucial role of specialised nurses in childhood
asthma management teams. In children with problematic severe asthma, home visits by asthma
nurses revealed treatable comorbidity or complicating factors in the majority of patients that had
been missed by medical evaluation alone [35]. In children with mild-to-moderate asthma, it has
been shown repeatedly that inhaler technique is poor [88], and that repeated inhalation
instruction and demonstration of correct technique are key factors in establishing and
maintaining correct inhalation technique [31]. This is a time-consuming task that doctors
usually do not have the time for, but asthma nurses do. In addition, parents and children highly
value the low threshold availability of asthma nurses, with whom they can discuss issues including
fear of side-effects and use of complementary medicine [54]. In children well controlled on ICS,
asthma nurses can take on part of the follow-up of children with asthma both effectively and cost
effectively [89].
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Role of other team members

The high risk of comorbidity [60], in particular psychosocial issues in problematic severe asthma
[35], underscores the importance of the availability of mental healthcare professionals in the
management of childhood asthma. The relationship between asthma and psychosocial issues is
bidirectional, for example, asthma can cause stress and stress can trigger asthma symptoms [90–93].
Effectively addressing psychosocial issues such as bullying [3], social isolation, stress [94], and true
psychopathology and behavioural problems [35], may strongly improve asthma control. Such issues
should therefore be actively investigated, in particular in children with problematic severe asthma.

(Paediatric) physical therapists may play an important role in diagnosing and treating comorbid
breathing abnormalities in children with asthma [60], in encouraging normal physical activity,
sports and play in children with asthma [95], and in maintaining optimal physical fitness in these
patients [89, 96].

In isolated cases, additional team members such as a paediatric dieticians (in the case of comorbid
food allergy or poor energy intake) or an orthopaedic surgeon (in the case of thoracic skeleton
abnormalities such as pectus excavatum or scoliosis), may be needed to effectively help children
with asthma control their condition. Collaboration and information exchange between medical
echelons (between primary and secondary or tertiary care physicians, for example) is also a
common issue in asthma management in children. We would like to emphasise that irrespective of
the individual members of the team, it is the collaboration within the team that helps to maximise
the effects of each team member’s input on the management of the child with asthma involved.
Only if all healthcare professionals work together as a team will their knowledge and skills be used
to their full potential in controlling asthma in children.

Conclusions

Childhood asthma can be well treated and controlled. Although the research field on factors
contributing to successful asthma management is rapidly evolving, a number of recommendations
can be derived from the literature available to date (table 4). These require time, a team effort, and
a genuine interest in what drives patients and parents in their behaviour towards the child’s
disease. Future studies on asthma management should focus on these key management issues, in
addition to traditional experiments aimed at unravelling the pathophysiology of the disease and
clinical trials to assess the effectiveness of medication.
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Chapter 19

New and future
developments of therapy
for asthma in children
Peter D. Sly and Carmen M. Jones

SUMMARY: Treatment of childhood asthma has not changed
substantially in recent decades, with no truly new drugs having
been introduced since the turn of the last century. Mainstream
therapy consists largely of inhaled corticosteroids in com-
bination with b-agonists. Montelukast has a role in treating
viral-induced wheeze in younger children and in preventing
exercise-induced asthma. Review of the currently registered
clinical trials for childhood asthma does not reveal any exciting
new drug prospects. In recognition of the generally poor
adherence with asthma therapy, a substantial research effort is
underway to test strategies designed to improve asthma
management with existing medications. Novel drugs with
potential activity in asthma are currently being trialled in
adults with asthma and some of these may eventually find their
way into paediatric use. However, the most exciting advances in
childhood asthma are likely to come from trials designed to
prevent asthma. While several potential strategies can be
identified from epidemiological studies, well conducted rando-
mised clinical trials will be required to determine whether they
are effective.
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alternative medicine, drug development pipeline, prevention of
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Mainstream asthma treatment has not changed substantially in the past decade. Apart from
new generation inhaled corticosteroids (ICS), which may or may not have reduced side-

effects, the only other novel drugs for treating childhood asthma that have been introduced in the
last 25 years have been a montelukast, launched in 1998, and omalizumab, which was launched in
2003. While the appropriate use of currently available drugs does reduce the mortality and
morbidity associated with asthma, these drugs do not ‘‘cure’’ asthma or effectively alter the natural
course of the disease [1]. A new approach with disease-modifying strategies is required [2, 3].
Many children who are recommended to take regular medication do not receive it regularly, and
those who do not take regular medication have poorer asthma control [4]. However, even with
good treatment adherence, asthma control with current medications is far from perfect [4–6].
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Indeed, the current definition for good control of childhood asthma is a score that is greater than
19, on a 24-point scale, showing that the presence of some asthma symptoms is considered
‘‘normal’’ [7]. This chapter will outline the directions asthma treatment in children is taking.
Mainstream therapy will not be considered, as it is not new and is covered elsewhere in this
Monograph. Recent publications of novel treatment approaches will be reviewed, together with
highlights from clinical trial registries to present what is forthcoming. Finally, comments will be
made concerning the hopes for future treatment strategies, including approaches to preventing
asthma.

Current asthma treatment for children: is anything new?

Unfortunately, little is new in the treatment of asthma for children. Recent publications have
reported on the efficacy of montelukast, omalizumab, injection immunotherapy, physical exercise,
and complementary and alternative medicines (CAM) in children.

Montelukast

While the major use of montelukast has been in treating young children with a viral-induced
wheeze, recent studies have confirmed its efficacy for treating exercise-induced asthma (EIA) [8]
and re-examined potential steroid-sparing effects [9]. FOGEL et al. [8] reported the results of a
multicentre, multinational, randomised, double-blinded, double-dummy study of montelukast or
salmeterol for treating EIA in children aged 6–14 years. The study used a crossover design with
two 4-week treatment periods, separated by a 2-week washout period. Montelukast, compared
with salmeterol, resulted in a decreased fall in lung function (group mean maximal fall in forced
expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) 10.6 versus 13.8%, p50.009; mean area under the FEV1

curve for 20 minutes post-exercise 116.0 versus 168.8% per minute, p50.006) and a more rapid
recovery (median time 6.0 versus 11.1 minutes, p50.04). In addition, the FEV1 response to rescue
short-acting b2-agonist after exercise was greater (103.1% predicted versus 100.9% predicted,
p,0.001). These data show small, but statistically significant, superiority of montelukast over
salmeterol for preventing EIA.

SCHUH et al. [9] reported the results of a randomised, double-blind, double-dummy, non-
inferiority trial in which 130 children aged 2–17 years, with acute mild-to-moderate asthma
exacerbations that required oral prednisolone, received 5 days of either montelukast or
prednisolone treatment after discharge. Treatment failure, defined as an asthma-related
unscheduled visit, hospitalisation or additional systemic steroids within 8 days of the initial
discharge, occurred in 7.9% of the prednisolone group and 22.4% of the montelukast group (95%
CI 26.5–2.4%). Younger children were more likely to fail on montelukast (OR 4.9, 95% CI 1.66–
15.22). Thus, there is no role for montelukast in replacing oral prednisolone for maintenance
treatment of acute asthma exacerbations (AAEs) severe enough to require systemic steroids.

Omalizumab

While omalizumab has been in use in adults with asthma for some time, studies are only now
defining its role in treating asthmatic children. Omalizumab is a humanised immunoglobulin
(Ig)G1 antibody constructed from the constant region of the IgG1k human framework with a
variable sequence of mouse antibody; the commercial product is greater than 95% human and less
than 5% mouse antibody. The results of two clinical trials adding omalizumab to standard asthma
management have recently been published [10, 11]. KULUS et al. [10] reported the results of a pre-
specified subgroup analysis of a large randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-
group study that recruited children aged between 6 years and less than 12 years from 90 centres in
Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Poland, South Africa and the USA. Of the 246 children with
severe asthma, who were inadequately controlled despite being prescribed high-doses of ICS and
long-acting b-agonist (LABA), 166 received omalizumab and 80 received placebo. During a
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24-week, fixed-dose, steroid phase, omalizumab reduced the rate of clinically significant AAEs
by 34% (0.42 versus 0.63, rate ratio (RR) 0.662, 95% CI 0.441–0.995, p50.047). In the second
phase of the trial, where adjustment of inhaled steroid does was allowed, omalizumab was
associated with a 63% reduction in exacerbations (p,0.001), giving a 50% reduction over the 52-
week treatment period (exacerbation rate 0.73 versus 1.44, RR 0.504, 95% CI 0.350, 0.725,
p,0.001) [10].

Similar, but somewhat less impressive, results were reported from the Inner-City Anti-IgE Therapy
for Asthma (ICATA) study undertaken in 6–20-year-old asthmatics [11]. In this study,
omalizumab reduced the number of days with asthma symptoms (reduction of 0.48 days over a
2-week period, p,0.001), reduced the proportion of participants who had one or more acute
exacerbations (48.8 versus 30.3%, p,0.001) and was associated with a reduction of ICS
(109 mg?day-1, p,0.001). The September ‘‘return to school’’ epidemic of AAEs was also prevented
by omalizumab in this study [11]. Thus, omalizumab has proven efficacy in preventing AAEs
when added to standard asthma therapy. This was also the conclusion of a Cochrane review
published in 2006 by WALKER et al. [12], which reviewed 14 trials, including a total of 3,143 mild-
to-severe allergic asthmatics with high levels of IgE. Omalizumab was generally well tolerated, with
the most significant side-effect noted as being anaphylaxis.

Injection immunotherapy

A 2010 update of the Cochrane review on injection immunotherapy for asthma reviewed 88 trials,
including 13 new trials [13]. These studies included both children and adults. Overall, the authors
reported a significant reduction in asthma symptoms scores (standardised mean difference -0.59,
95% CI -0.83– -0.35) and the need to treat three patients (95% CI 3–5) in order to prevent one
deterioration in asthma symptoms, as well as the need to treat four patients to avoid one requiring
increased asthma medication [13]. From a safety viewpoint, if 16 patients were treated with
injection immunotherapy, one would be expected to develop a local adverse reaction, with one in
every nine patients that had been treated developing a systemic reaction (of any severity) [13].
While the review includes studies in both adults and children, there was no attempt to report
results in the two age groups separately.

Physical exercise

In an interesting twist on the benefits of physical exercise for children with asthma, ONUR et al.
[14] undertook a study in treatment-naïve asthmatic children, where they were allocated to
pharmacological therapy (ICS) alone (n515) or in conjunction with an exercise programme
(n515) to determine whether exercise improved pulmonary antioxidant status. When compared
with non-asthmatic control children (n513), children with asthma had indications of oxidative
stress, i.e. higher levels of plasma malondialdehyde (MDA) and total nitric oxide (NO) and lower
levels of superoxide dismutase (SOD) and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px) at baseline. Asthmatic
children in both groups showed reductions in MDA and increases in SOD following treatment.
However, only those asthmatics who received the exercise programme as well as ICS showed
reductions in NO and an increase in GSH-Px. In addition, the combined therapy was associated
with statistically and clinically significant improvements in lung function. The authors concluded
that the structured exercise programme resulted in improvements in antioxidative defences, over
and above those that resulted from ICS therapy alone. Whether these results can be replicated in
other populations, and in larger studies, remains to be determined; however, they do support the
use of structured physical exercise programmes as an aid to asthma management in children.

Complementary and alternative medicine

CAM therapies are often popular with parents whose children’s asthma is not well controlled by
conventional asthma therapy or who fear side-effects, especially with steroid-based therapies.
While the evidence base for most CAM therapies is scant, reports of clinical trials of some
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therapies have been published recently. WONG et al. [15] recently reported a randomised, double-
blind, placebo-controlled trial of an oral herbal formulation (CUF2) in 85 children with asthma
aged 7–15 years. The primary aim was to show a reduction in the ICS dose, with secondary aims to
show a reduction in asthma symptoms. After treatment for 6 months there were no differences in
the groups with regard to ICS dose or in asthma severity. A systematic review of chiropractic
spinal manipulation failed to show any evidence that this therapy was effective in improving
asthma [16]. Evidence that acupuncture-like transcutaneous electric nerve stimulation improves
childhood asthma is sparse, with one small open-label trial claiming improvements in the ‘‘activity
limitation’’ domain of the paediatric asthma quality of life (QoL) questionnaire, but not in other
domains [17].

New therapies in adults: could these be translated to children?

The traditional method of assessing new asthma drugs is for the initial trials to be performed on
adults, with subsequent paediatric trials on drugs that ‘‘show sufficient promise’’. The problem
with this paradigm is that the nature of childhood and adult asthma is different, i.e. drugs destined
to fail in adults with chronic disease may be beneficial in children with asthma [18]. A number of
‘‘designer drugs’’ with immunomodulatory activity, targeted against specific components of
inflammatory pathways, thought to be important in asthma, continue to be trialled in adult
asthma. Recently, examples have included: mepolizumab (monoclonal antibody against
interleukin (IL)-5) [19]; MEDI-563 (a humaniaed IgG1k-isotype monoclonal antibody that
binds to the a-chain of the IL-5 receptor) [20]; golimumab (monoclonal antibody against tumour
necrosis factor (TNF)-a) [21]; mastinab (a tyrosine kinase inhibitor) [22]; suplatast tosilate
(blocks release of T-helper (Th) 2 cytokines) [23]; laropiprant (prostaglandin (PG)D2 receptor
type 1 antagonist) [24]; AMG 317 (IL-4 receptor a-antagonist) [25]; tralokinumab (humanised
anti-IL-13 monoclonal antibody) [26]; and pitrakinra (an IL-4 mutein that binds the IL-4 a-chain
receptor (IL-4Ra) and blocks both IL-4 and IL-13 mediated inflammation) [27]. Trials of more
conventional drugs have also been undertaken in adult asthmatics, these include: tiotropium
bromide (long-acting anticholinergic) [28]; phosphodiesterase-4 inhibitors (to increase intracel-
lular cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and induce airway smooth muscle relaxation)
[29]; and statins (enhance anti-inflammatory effects of corticosteroids) [30]. However, whether
any of these agents are trialled in children and eventually join the therapeutic armamentarium
available to paediatricians remains to be seen.

Future asthma treatment: what is in the pipeline?

Searching the various clinical trial sites reveals a large amount of clinical trial activity in paediatric
asthma. While some trials specifically seek to recruit children, many others overlap into the
paediatric age range, setting target recruitment ages at 16–65 years or 12–65 years. However,
seeing a trial registered on a clinical trial site does not guarantee that the trial is underway or will
actually occur. While the registration of clinical trials is a laudable advance, more attention needs
to be paid to keeping trial listings up to date.

The registered clinical trials fall into a number of areas, these include: drug therapy; exercise,
nutrition and weight loss; therapeutic devices; education, management support or behavioural
modification; anti-allergy strategies; and a variety of miscellaneous strategies.

Trials of drug therapy

While there is a large number of drug therapy trials on childhood asthma currently registered, very
few new developments are on offer. Currently, 20 trials are registered for ICS, largely new
formulations of existing drugs or existing drugs delivered in new devices, and 19 trials are
registered for ICS/LABA combinations in various management strategies. New trials with other
marketed drugs include: montelukast (eight trials); macrolides (four trials), anticholinergics (five
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trials, mainly with tiotropium); and short-acting b2-agonists (five trials). 10 trials have been
registered using ‘‘biologicals’’, i.e. molecules designed to block cytokine receptors, including IL-5,
and PGD2. Three trials have been registered that use proton-pump inhibitors to treat or prevent
acid gastro-oesophageal reflux, and one was registered to use a statin to enhance the anti-
inflammatory actions of ICS. Few trials have been registered to treat acute asthma; there are four
trials using oral steroids and one using magnesium sulphate.

Trials using exercise, nutritional strategies or weight loss

Weight loss, using low-calorie diets with the support from professional dieticians, is the focus of
two registered trial. While combined physical exercise, nutritional and behavioural intervention
forms the basis of another trial. All the trials seek to reduce body mass index (BMI) and improve
lung function. One trial also aims to assess markers of systemic and pulmonary inflammation. All
three trials are specifically recruiting children (aged 6–18 years).

Dietary supplementation with vitamin D3 is being tested in five trials in children. The outcomes
being assessed vary and include: improvement in lung function, methacholine responsiveness,
time to first upper respiratory infection, and frequency of acute exacerbations of asthma. In total,
these trials seek to enrol 1,060 children aged 2–18 years, with another 250 participants aged 16–
80 years that overlap into the paediatric age range.

Other dietary supplements to be trialled include orthomolecular therapy (90 participants aged 7–
18 years, aim is to reduce ICS use), omega-3-poylunsaturated fatty acids (100 participants aged
12–25 years, aim is to improve asthma control), lactobacillus reuteri (or placebo) added to
antileukotrienes (40 participants aged 6–16 years, aim is to reduce asthma exacerbation and
asthma symptoms), and co-ingestion of grapefruit juice with montelukast (27 participants aged
15–18 years, aim to increase area under the serum montelukast time curve).

Trials of education, behavioural interventions or asthma management support

While most trials in this area are targeted at children with asthma and their families, a programme
aimed at improving the management of asthma in general practice has been trialled in Australia.
The Practitioner Asthma Communication and Education (PACE) Australia intervention for
general practitioners (GPs) comprised two structured 3-hour interactive sessions, 1 week apart.
Eight PACE workshops were held from February 2007 to April 2008 for intervention group GPs.
Attendance was set at a maximum of 15 GPs per workshop. The specific aims of the PACE
workshops were to improve GP practice in the following key areas: appropriate use of
medications; writing an asthma action plan; communication between patient and doctor to
improve adherence and patient education; and giving instructions on the correct use of aerosol
delivery devices. Prior to initiating the trail, a preliminary study demonstrated that the programme
was feasible and acceptable to GPs [31]. The elements of the programme that the GPs found most
useful were: components to develop communication skills; case studies; asthma device
demonstrations; and a toolkit, which contained a workshop folder with a copy of the workshop
slides and handouts, a set of airway models to assist with patient teaching, a variety of spacers and
asthma delivery devices, and a peak-flow meter. The results of the trial are keenly awaited.

Interventions currently being trialled include: online modules to be completed once a week, which
contain social problem-solving skills (40 participants aged 10–17 years, the aim is to improve
psychological well-being and social problem solving skills); individual weekly online contact with a
psychologist (40 participants aged 10–15 years, the aim is to increase physical, mental and social
well-being); improving asthma education (seven trials with a total of 3,239 participants aged 2–
18 years, the aim is to generally improve aspects of asthma control); various telehealth,
computerised medical records and electronic reminder devices (12 trials with a total of 7,110
children of all ages participating, the aim is to improve adherence with asthma therapy and to
improve aspects of asthma control); behaviour modification programmes (18 trials with a total of
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5,726 children of all ages participating, the aim is to improve aspects of asthma control);
education/behaviour modifications with an emphasis on reducing tobacco smoke exposure (five
trials with a total of 3,324 participants, including females of childbearing age, pregnant females
and children with the aim to reduce tobacco smoke exposure, personal smoking and to improve
asthma control); and trials of asthma management plans (two trials, 612 participants of all ages
with the aim to improve asthma control).

Trials of anti-allergy strategies

Trials registered under this category are quite diverse, ranging from allergen avoidance and
deliberate exposure to allergens to induce immunological tolerance, specific allergen immu-
notherapy, anti-IgE therapy and environmental control measures. This area continues to be one of
considerable controversy that is unlikely to be settled by any of the currently registered clinical
trials.

Future asthma treatment: where should we be looking?

Neither current treatment for childhood asthma nor anything obvious in the clinical trial pipeline
is likely to substantially alter the natural history of childhood asthma. New strategies are needed
and a review of asthma therapy is required. Strategies based on our knowledge of how asthma
develops and that extend beyond controlling asthma symptoms and preventing exacerbations are
required before major advances are likely to be made. As a prelude to this section, a brief review of
the origins of asthma is warranted to highlight where potential interventions could be targeted.

Asthma, like most chronic diseases, is likely to arise from a genetically predisposed host being
subjected to multiple environmental exposures at critical times during development. Increasingly,
researchers are beginning to understand that multiple genetic susceptibilities [32, 33] and gene–
environment interactions are likely to contribute to asthma [34]. Data from longitudinal birth,
cohorts demonstrate that major risk factors for developing persistent asthma include: wheeze
associated with viral respiratory infections in the first years of life [35–37]; delayed immune system
maturation [38]; and allergic sensitisation in early life [36, 39]. Evidence is also growing for
synergistic interactions between viral respiratory infections and allergic sensitisation early in life,
which increase the risk of subsequent asthma [36, 40]. These risk factors are all potentially amenable
to modification by existing and potential novel therapeutic interventions, as outlined in figure 1.

Prevention of viral, lower respiratory infections in early life

Specific antiviral strategies
The respiratory viruses most commonly associated with wheezing illnesses in early life are human
rhinovirus (HRV) and the respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) [35, 36]. Palivizumab is a humanised
monoclonal IgG antibody directed against the F protein of RSV, which has been shown to prevent
RSV lower respiratory infections in high-risk infants. A long-term follow-up of an original
multicentre study using palivizumab, to prevent wheezing in premature infants, has recently
shown a reduction of recurrent wheezing in the preschool years of 68% of those with no family
history of asthma, and of 80% in those with no family history of atopy or food allergies [41].
However, there was no apparent protective effect in children with atopic families. The latter data
questions the effectiveness of palivizumab for preventing persistent asthma, which is generally
associated with atopy and an atopic family history. It is not currently possible to prevent HRV
infections with specific antiviral strategies.

Nonspecific antiviral strategies
Oral preparations designed to stimulate the immune system have been in clinical use and trial for a
considerable time. Perhaps the best known of these preparations are the various probiotic,
prebiotic and pre-probiotic preparations. These have primarily been trialled for prevention of
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atopic dermatitis and have not shown much promise in preventing asthma. In addition, an
increase in allergic sensitisation in high-risk infants has been reported [42].

An immunostimulant extracted from eight bacterial pathogens of the upper respiratory tract, OM-
85, has been found to be safe and effective in reducing the frequency of upper respiratory tract
infections (URTI) in children with a history of recurrent infections [43] and in preventing
wheezing attacks in preschool children [44]. This preparation has been in clinical use in Europe for
decades and has the potential to be used in primary asthma prevention strategies. If OM-85 is
capable of decreasing the frequency of upper respiratory infections and preventing wheezing
illnesses, which are associated with lower respiratory viral infections, it has the potential to break
the nexus between respiratory viral infections and subsequent asthma.

Preventing viral spread from the upper to lower airways
Respiratory viruses initially infect the upper airway and, if they ‘‘escape’’ the antiviral immune
surveillance, may spread to the lower airways. Both the innate and adaptive limbs of the immune
system are immature at birth and young infants are at an increased risk of lower respiratory
illnesses with common respiratory viral infections [45]. In addition, studies in adult volunteers
and respiratory epithelial cells in vitro suggest that asthmatics may have a primary deficiency of
innate antiviral immunity, especially related to deficient secretion of type 1 and type 3 interferons
in response to respiratory viral infections [46, 47]. One therapeutic possibility would be to give
interferons at the time of a URTI, such trials are underway in adults. However, the systemic effects
of interferons are responsible for the ‘‘flu-like’’ symptoms experienced during viral infections and,
even if this strategy is effective, it may not be acceptable in children.

As outlined previously, OM-85 is effective at preventing wheezing associated with respiratory viral
infections in young children [44]. This may occur by preventing the spread of respiratory viruses
from the upper to the lower respiratory airways.

Maturational deficiency in
innate and adaptive immunity

Primary atopic
sensitisation

Th2 memory
consolidation

Persistent
inflammation

Persistent asthma
(OR 9.0)

Asthma
(OR 2.3)

Asthma
(OR 4.1)Wheezy LRTI

Low lung functionLung growthLow lung function at birth

Viral URTI
Recurrent wheeze
Intermittent acute

inflammation

4

2

1

3

Allergen
exposure

Allergen
exposure

Spread

Repeated episodes

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the major risk factors for persistent asthma. The odds ratios (OR) for
persistent asthma at age 6 years are taken from ODDY et al. [37]. Two genetic predispositions present at birth i.e.
maturational deficiency in innate and adaptive immunity and low lung function, are shown together with parallel
‘‘insult’’ pathways, i.e. recurrent wheezy lower respiratory tract infections (LRTI) and allergic sensitisation in early
life. Potential points for preventative strategies are shown. 1) Prevention of viral respiratory infections by specific
antiviral strategies. 2) Prevention of viral spread from upper to lower airways. 3) Prevention of primary allergic
sensitisation. 4) Interrupting the synergistic interactions between viral induced LRTI and allergic sensitisation in
early life. URTI: upper respiratory tract infection; Th: T-helper cell.
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Prevention of allergic sensitisation in early life

Early sensitisation is a well-recognised risk factor for persistent asthma [39]; however, despite this,
attempts at preventing sensitisation by allergen avoidance have been disappointing, as reviewed by
TOVEY and MARKS [48]. Indeed, an understanding of post-natal maturation of the adaptive
immune system and how immunological memory is developed would suggest that allergen
avoidance is exactly the wrong strategy [45]. HOLT and SLY [49] had previously argued that allergen
immunotherapy could be used as a primary prevention strategy. Evidence to support this
approach has come from the prevention of sensitisation to ‘‘bystander’’ allergens following
allergen-specific sublingual immunotherapy (SLIT) in young children. A small randomised trial,
which used a combination of house dust mite, cat and grass allergens as primary prevention, has
been completed recently under the strategy name of oral mucosal immunoprophylaxis (OMIP), to
differentiate it from SLIT, and its results are eagerly awaited.

Prevention of the synergistic interaction between viral respiratory infections and
allergic sensitisation

As noted previously, epidemiological evidence from a variety of cohort studies points to a
synergistic interaction between allergic sensitisation in early life and respiratory viral infections.
Indeed, in some studies the increased risk of asthma with recurrent viral lower respiratory tract
infections (LRTI) is only seen in the presence of early allergic sensitisation [36]. While the
mechanism(s) underlying this interaction are uncertain, recent evidence from studying children
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the lung/bone marrow axis that operates during acute, viral, lower
respiratory tract (LRT) infection, amplifying the airway inflammation. The points for potential intervention are: 1)
spread of viruses from upper to lower airway; 2) secretion of type 1 interferon (INF) from infected airway epithelial
cells (AEC); 3) cross-linking of high-affinity immunoglobulin (Ig)E receptors on airway mucosal dendritic cells (DC);
4) inhibition of the interleukin (IL)-4/IL-13 ‘‘storm’’. URTI: upper respiratory tract infection; HDM: house dust mite;
FceR1a: a high-affinity IgE receptor; CCL28: a mucosae-associated epithelial chemokine; APC: antigen
presenting cell; AAM: alternatively activated macrophage; Th: T-helper cell.
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during acute severe asthma and convalescence may provide some clues [50]. As recently reviewed
by HOLT and SLY [51], the operation of a lung/bone marrow axis may not only explain interactions
between allergic mechanisms (allergen-specific IgE antibodies and Th 2 memory responses) and
viral infections in acute asthma (fig. 2), but also operate during asthma induction. The points for
potential intervention are as follows. 1) Spread of viruses from the upper to lower respiratory
airway. The potential preventative strategies for this have been outlined previously. 2) Secretion of
type 1 interferons from infected airway epithelial cells (AECs). The potential preventative
strategies for this are currently subject to active academic research and include attempts to limit
viral binding to AECs, enhance apoptosis of AECs in order to limit viral spread, and various
strategies to enhance intracellular antiviral immunity. 3) Cross-linking of high-affinity IgE
receptors on airway mucosal dendritic cells. Strategies to reduce IgE antibodies could include
omalizumab. 4) Inhibiting the IL-4/IL-13 ‘‘storm’’. Pitrakinra binds to the common receptor
chain used by both IL-4 and IL-13, therefore, blocking the receptor without activating it could be
one possibility.

These targets have not yet been investigated in acute asthma, although trials addressing some of
these possibilities are currently in the planning phase. Whether similar mechanisms operate in
infants and contribute to the inception of asthma is not known. However, this scenario provides
several testable hypotheses that may open new avenues for the primary prevention of asthma.

Conclusion

The natural history of childhood asthma is unlikely to be substantially altered by the therapies
currently available for childhood asthma or those being tested in currently registered clinical trials.
The evidence base for any of the current CAM therapies in childhood asthma is scant and few trials
are currently registered. The way forward appears to be in primary prevention strategies; however,
randomised clinical trials need to be based on the increasing data from longitudinal cohort studies
that demonstrate the major risk factors for persistent asthma, including lower respiratory viral
infections and early allergic sensitisation.
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